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'FOREWORD,

The increasing contribution of mathematics ,to the culture of
the--modern world, as well as its importance as a vital part of
scientific and humanistic education,'has made it essential that
the mathematics in our schools berbothmil Selected arld,well
taught.

With this in mind; the various mathematical organizations in
the United States cooperated in the formation cif the Schbol
jiathematics S;udy'Group (SMSG). SMSG includes College and Uni-
versity matherdeticiahs, teachers of mathematics at all levels,
experts in education, and representatives of science and tech-
nology.. The general objective of SMSG -is the improvement of the
teaching of mathematics in the schools of this country. The
National Science F6undatioh has provided-substaqtial rands for
the support of this endeavor.

One of the prerequisites for the improvement of the teaching
ofjnathematics in our schools is an improved curriculum--one
which takes account of the increasing use of mathematics in
science and ted'aTI..44ogy and in other areas of knowledge and at the
same time one whiC1-1 reflects recent advances in mathematics it-
self. One of the first projects undertaken by SMSG was to enlist
a group of outstanding mathematicians and mathematics teachers to
prepare. a series of textneoks'which would illustrate euCh an im-
proved curriculum.

The professional mathematicians in SMSG believe that the
mathematics presented in this -text is valuable for-all well-
educated citizens in our society to know ,and that it is imPortant
for the precollege student to learn in preparation for advanced,
work in the field. At'the same time, teachers in SMSG believe
that it is presented in such a form that it can be readily grasped
by students.

fi

Inmost instances the material will have a familiar note,
but the presentation'and the point of view will be different.
Some material 1411.1 be entirely newto,the traditional curriculum.
This is as it should be, for mathematics is a living and an ever-
growing subject, and not a dead and frozen product of antiquity.
This healthy fusion .of the old and the new should lead students
to a better understanding of the baste concepts an tructure of
mathematics and provide a firmer foundation fOrunderstanding and

--use of-mathematics in 'a-Tel-en-tic-IC society.

It is not Antended that ti-1 book be regarded as the only
definftiveway of,presenting-good mathematic to students at this

Instead, it should be thought of as a sample of the kind
of improved curriculum that we need and as a source of suggestions
for.the authors of ,commercial textbooks. It is sincerely hoped
that these texts will lead the way toward inspiring a more meac-
ingful teachinF of Mathemtics, the queen and Servant of the
Scie-tces. -
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PREF& E

411.

To The Student :.

rave you ever thought of mathematics a some-
,

thing that you could read? Or has mathema ics '

always meant only problems for you to work? Heed

is a textbook which is written for ou to read.

It is not just a list oT problems.

Reading athenatics is not the same as read,-

ing a story. You will find that you May have to-,

read a paragraph several times before the_ meaning

becomes clear. Sometimes you will find it neces-

sary to use paper dnd pencil to work ex ples

Qccasionally you will need to ask for help.

Careful-reading of this textbook will help

you understand some of the important ideas of

mathematics. You will need t5 understand these

ideas in order to. work the problems.

You have a new and enriching experience

ahead of you. Make the most of it.



Chapter 1

SETS AND TH1 NU EE

1.1. Seta.

This mathematics book is going to,begin in a strange. way!
,

We will start by thinking and talking about collections of

objects. The idea of a collection or group of things,is a

familiar one. We-are using this idea when we speak of

a herd of cattle,

a flock of geese,

a crowd of people,

a swarm of bees,

a bunch of bananas.

Can you give some more examples?_

A carpenter uses a set_ of tools;

A golfer plays with a set of clubs;

A wafter drops a set of dishea1

(m rare are other ways of talking and thinking about

collections. Take -the things In your pocket. You could

describe this collection by making a list, such as

(pencil, dime, penny, handkerchief, gum).

As a further example, consider the names of all the cars in a

.certain parking lot

(Ford, Chevrolet, Plymouth, wick, Valiant, Lark

or simply a collection of numbers

(1, 5).

As we have said, the notion of a collection or set a

familiar one._ may come as a surprise to, you tp discover that

this pimple idea is going to be a big help -to you in the study

and understanding of mathematics.` To make things easy, we will

use one word in place of all the others like herd, flock, crowd,

or bunch. .This word is set.

The various sets mentioned above contained such things as

insects, animals, cars, people, car numbers. As a general rule

we will call the objects in any given set "elements." In the

mixed-up set oflkthings ein-your pocket the pencil 1-b an "elemen

So is the dime and each ref the ()the'', articles.



We heed some definite way of showing that Aleare eacribing

list

and enclose it within these marks ( ), called braces. It

then be-clear that when we read such things as

(2, 4, 6, 8, 10)

sets. If the "elbments can be listed, we will write the

Or (California, Gol;4ado, Conn e cu

or (2, 3, 5, 7,

we are.talkin about se

Check Your Reading!

1. What are some other words for the word "Set"?

2. What do we mean by "element of a set"?

Problem Set 1-la

1. List the elements of the set of whole numbers greater than

1 and less than 50 that nd in

(a) 9

(t) 3

(c) 0

2 In problem 1, which set has the least number of ements?/

3. (a) List the elements pf the set of letters of the alpha-

bet froM d to j, including d and j.

(b) List the set of vowels In the name Rhode Island."

(c) List the_set_of letters that occur more than once in
At.

"Mississippi."

4. List the elements of the set of all comm611 fractions with

dendminators 21 3, or 5 that are betwe- (means not

including")

(a)' 0 and 1,

(b) 1 and 2,

2 and 3.



Problem Set 1-la

(continued)

List the elementsi of the set of all the states whose names

begin with

(a) the Metter

(b) the litter N;

the letter H,

(d) the letter B.

This question comes up, "To describe a set is it always

necessery to m*1.ee a list?" Ibink.it overt Suppose the-set you

were working with was the set of all people living in your

town--or the set of all numbers from 1 to 1000. In both, case's

making lists would be too much work and probably not worth it,

To get around such'difficulties we will agree that sets may

also be indicated by giv&nga verbal description of the elements.

To show two methods clearly, we will begin with cases where both

methods can be used;. Check the following piamplescal;efully,'

See if you think the two methods indicate the same set.

List: 10)

Verbal description: all even numbers between 1 and 11

List: (California, Colorado, Connecticut)

Verbal l'sc ip ton: all states in tile U. . X. whdat

% names begin'with C

Why have two ways? As we said before, there are times when

onejof the ways may be impossibleor nelaIT so. ,here are

example

Verbal description: the set,of all types of insec

List: (This is_possible, but very difficult.)

Verbal description: the set of all odd number?.

List: (you could start his list, but don't try

finish it'
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In some cases there Is a way to list a set even though the

pium4 aer of elements is very large. ,c7-;uppose we want the se,tof
.

all add numbers. We begin by liqting the first f-ewRlements in

v the set as fl, 5, 5, 7. Then to show that we want to include.

all'tHe other odd numbOrS, we write the complete set as
r F

(1 3, 5, 7, .

.64
- ,

It we want to shot that et-ie'set.enes at some definite place,

we could write .

J-, :5,

Here the verbal dqscriptien is, The set off all odd numbers up

to 25 including

Another example might be

(-:), 10, 17), CO. . , 501.

Can you describe this set in words?

We must be very careful ,to see that the elements or numbers

which we A.0rite show clearly what we mean. It would be very

.confusing L 5ee someinng like

(4. 2,- 11, 20 ; .1

stnce. there would ,be no way of telling what the test of' the

numbers are supposed to be.

TUo very important sets can be descrLbed clearly in this

Ilay. One of these is the set

e'

We call this set the set of all

ount,lhg numbers.

2, 3, 4, .1 .

Lt we take the oC ail counuing numheen an1 Include wIth

1.=.11L3 ,-;(7;11, the nun i-Ler In Ii

1
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This new set we call the set or all

whole numbers.

For convenience we can use a capital letter as a name for

any particular set in which we may be interested. For example,

N 3, .

is a way of saying that we are using N as a name for the set of

all counting numbers. When we write

B= (1, 2, 3),

- -we are giving the set of numbers 1, 2, and 3 the name B.

Let us now consider the set of all whole numbqrs. Wp can

call the Set W. That is, let

W 1, 2, 3, .

Now suppose we form a new s e t . LEr:t the elements in this

new -set be the numbers which we would get if we multtp116d-each

'element In the set W by the number 3. StriCe 3 x n 0, 3 x 1 3,

3 x 2 6, etc., our new set, which we can call: T would look

like this:

T = [0, 6, 9, 12, .

This newly formed set we call

the set of all multiples or 5.

Thus F = (0. 5, 10, 15, . .)

1=s the set of air.multiplea of

The set of all multiples of

E (0, 2, 1t, 6, .

we call the set: of all even numbers,

By addi ng 1 to each element to the set E we got the set of odd

numbers

G = (1, 3. 5,



A-
In each of the above examples three does have been u8ed to

replaC'e the mis*ing element.s. Thbs is the usual procedure And

does not imply that exactly three elements of the ,set have been

left out

- ' You may also have notled'that the description of gee T

aboveIncluqts 5 actual- numerals while set W has only 1+ There
1.)

is no general rule for this. We usually include enough elements'

to make completely clear what the 'others are supposed to

Check Your Reahqrig

Teirtwo ways of descr1b1ns,4 set.,

P What the meaning or tibree dots (.

description?

5. Describe, the set-N or counting numbers.

4. Describe the set W or whole numbers. Mow does it difCer

from the set N?

What is a multiple of a number? Describe the Multiples of .5.

6. Describe the set of even numbers.

7. How can we get the not of odd numbers from the set
e
of ev

numbers? t

o a bet

`roblem Set 1-1b

1. Describe each or the following sets by meansfqX a list

All counting num-tiers up to,and including 1P

All whole numbers up to and including 10

AlLwhole nuMbers :,reater than 10

All multiples of 7 which are less than 50

All moluiples of 3 which are less than 30

All even numbers less than 15

All even numbers greater than _Of

All odd numbers greater than 10

All odd numbers l'ess than 40
. -

All common fractions with denominator with vAlueT

/less than 1 and greater than 0..
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,

2 Give verbal de6criptions rOr the following sets.

(a) A 4,6)

(b) B [1, 3; 5, 7, .

c' = (0, 12- 18,

1, 2,

E 4,

F- 12, 13, 14-,

?5, 27, . .)

5,'. 17)

I - (0, 6, If,'

(28,,30, 72, 98)

(k) K 1=- (September, April, June, November)

Form a aet by dividing each eiemen7

(d)

(h)

the set of even

numbers by 2. /What is the name of the set which you.oetipin

In this way?

Suppose we are given two sets, A and B. If every element

the set B is also an element of the set A,- we say that

the set B is d subset of the set A.

To obtain a clear idea of the meaning subset let us look at

the two sets

A,- 10),

and

= (2. 2, 6, 8).

It should4be clear that every element in the set- B is also an

element in the set A. In other words we cannot find an element

of '2 which is not an 'element of A. The set B therefore is a

subset oftlile.set A.

Now. consider the net consisting of all men who have

president of the United St,ates.1 Call this the set P. Let

= (Washington, Lincoln, Eisenhower).

Is every element of the net 2 An element of the set P also? Do

you see that the set is a subset of the set P?



A'

Again le.t us take the following two sets. Let C.be the set

of All counting numbers from 1 to 20 inclusiVe. (The word

.incltsive means that both 1 and 20 are included in the set..)

Thtib

Then let

X = (1, 2, 3 . #, 2

D = _5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 1.0).

Would you ,ay that D is a subset of C? Rememterthat the

three lots In the set C Indicae that some of the elements of

C are not listed, By this rime it should also be clear that the

C Is not 'a subset: of,the set D, since there are elements in C.

which are not in D. The element 20 Is one of these, so is 15.

Can you-:ind others?

Now comes an Interesting question. Can we say that any set

is a sut,-,et Of itself? Look carefully at the statement about

the word autSei it says that B is a subset of A when every

element of B is also an,eleteni of A

onsider any :;Fa'-U, for example the set

A = (1, 2, 5, 7-, 8).

Now ask, Are each of the elements 1, 2, a, , 8 also in the

same aer, A?" Is there any element In A which is not in A?

TIlese questions may sound foolish, thit the obvious answers give

'.,)o the following rule:

Every set 12 a subset of itself.

ck Your Vadink

1. What. is one sutset of the set of .all 'Presidents of the

2. ijaw a s Is a subset of another set?

Is set .1 subset of itself? Why?

Glyeh %he set a = (2, 2, . 25). Which of the

coilowinw sets :;uhset 15C A? Give a reu-ion for those

whish are nq, ouLse%o - A.

=s Tao s-i:t of a11 ahhbtthw nhmbeps LPOM I o 1()

7:;0!

set
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Fhoblem Set 1-lc

(continued )

D = (1, 2, . P5)

The set of all even numbers between 1 and 2.

F: The set of all multiples of 3 which are less than

Hi4 (1)

Let S - (1, 2, -5,

Form new set T by multiplying each element in S by itself..

We call th_Fs set T the set ad all EA-umres of elements in the

set S.

Now ''make-a list for' a seit R where R is the set of all

which 'are in S and in T. (This means that an

'element: to 6e- in R, it In nehesshry for it to be in S and

also in T.) Then answer the following quest tons.

(a) Is 2 an element or R?

(u) is R a subset or T? It o answer Is "No,' give a

redsvn.

(a) Is R a s-bset, S? If your answer is "No," give a

reason..

(d) Is S a subs*t of S? If your answer is "No," give a

reason.

3 Make a list for a new set K where K has cr11 the numuers in

it which are either Im S or In T from problem 2. In other

words, If a flumber Is in S, put It In the new set K. If a

number is in T, put that in K also. (We never i-oclude the

same element more than once In a set. For example, K

shotad have only one h In it.) Now answer the following

questions about the sets S, T, R, and K:
1

(a) Which at the sets S, 5, R- and K are subsets of,

(b) Which at tue sets 5. T. B., and K are subsets of R?

(c) Which at these sets ',fps-the most elements in it?

(d) Wh!sh of %hese sets has,An(' fewest elements in it?

(a) If we add any two odd numbers, will their sum be an

odd numner ? Give the reason for your, answer.

(o) It we mull7,1ply any two odd. numbers w1-11 thelh'product

be an odd numLeh? Glve the reason for your gnswer.
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5- Consider the set T = (1, 2, 3, 4). It we select any element

of this set and add to it any element of the set (including

the same element), what is the set S of all possible sums?

Is S a Subset of T? Why?

6. Consider- the set Q 10. 1). Choose any element of Q and

multiply- it by any element of t Including the same element.

What is the set P of N.1 possiGTe products? Is P a subset

of t?

7. Consider the set H = 10. 1; 21. Find the set S of all pos-

siGle sums arid the see P of-ali possiLle prOducts of pairs

or_ -elements-of A .ncludIng an element and itself as we did

In proultns a ano cJ. Is S r c.uu see of H? Is P a subset of 11,

8.* If the set result-ing.Trom an operation such as the addition
0

or multiplication of pairs as we did in problems 5, 6, and

7 lb a sub-set of the original,set, then we say the set

"closed under that operation,"

(a) Is set T of problem ') "closed under addition"?

(t) Is set 7). of Problem 6 "closed under multiplication"?

under- addition"?

(c) Is set H of problem 7 "closed under addition"? ...fmder

multiplication"?

(d) Is the set N of all counting numbers "closed under

addition"? "under' multiplication"?

Here isanotiler question. Sup-rose we

few sets b usingAlliollowing/wards:

Let S be the set of All c8unting numbers

than 5 and at rho same time larger than 6.,

were to describe ato

[oh are less

Let 0 se the set of alipmen who have been President of

She United States.

Lei 0 be tire set ob all giraffes who own sports cars.

Let S be the set of all even numbers which are elements of

.the set (1, 3, 5, 7).

Notice than we hav used the words set in talking about 5, D,

and A. -The que7,r_ion, Are they really sets?"

10
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Two thoughts might occur to you The :'4',P2it4 Iskt=AnlleY

are not sets at all beca6se they do not have any el-q41e,n;;Su,1 The
k.-

second Idea is that they are sets because they v- -c 4,1ebcrlbed.

Which is right? To settle the argument we will4-npee that,.

each of these is to be called a set. We shall gtve4-Ahs

set a special name. We call lt

or

tft vluil set

thekempty set

To apbrevlate. we use the symbol 0 tc.) repr.esent this

Set,

Warring! 'T-141e set Z (01. is not theeSame

the null set. It Is not empty. It contilvs

one element: the element is the whole number 0.

There is one spectal thing about the wen 0 whicl. is it00,-12°,

tant to remember. It isa subset of every set. Why is this
. .

set.

true? An example will h*lp us understand. this -idea. Let A be

any set. For example suppose A - (1, 2, 3, h). Now collsIder

the set 0. Can we rind an element of p which is not in A?

Since 0 does not. have any elements, the answer is no. Thus 0
a subset of A. Do you se that this would also be true no

matter what set Is chosen in place cii A?

'CrieckoYour Reading

1 What do we call setn, which contatns no elements?
A

2 What ymtol do we use',to represent the empty set?

Protlem bet

1. Which of the following sets would you call by the name -?

(a) A: The set of All rlements whlch are in both the set

1?. 6, di and the ce. F 2, 31

L I
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13: The set of all elements which are in boththe set

G= 5, 7, 9) and the set H = (3, 4; 8)

The Set of all whole numbers which are in the set

3 1-
(4 r,

(d) The set of all who16' numbers which are-in both the et

(0, 3, 5) and the set (0, 2, 4,

of) The set of all whole numbers whit, ,are greater than.b

and less than
1

(f) The set of all whole numbers which are less than one.

2 If you were asked to de'mcr be all the sets which are subsets

of the set A = (1, 2), the corqwx answer would be:

A has faun subsets:

amber -the null set is a subset of every set)

f2j

El, 2

'No_ describe all outsets of the set

R
3). How many are there?

I you are reallyibrave, try describing all subsets for the

0set

C 2, How many are there?

Can you suggest a short-cut for counting the number of

subsets of a giv,w1 set?

1-2. The Number Line.

In your study _:arithmetic you began by ust -the numbers

to count. You'alsolworked with rulers and scales, which can -be

thought of as lines with certain points marked on them. We will

now make a connection, or associatic- between numbers and pints

on a line.

First line.

12
4 ,1



1=2

Then we chooseotwo separate points- on the 1

on the left with a 0 and the one on the rig

and mark the one

wIth_a 1.

Using the distance between these two points as a measure, mark

off Other points o the right of 1 all the same distance apart..

0

- We think 'of thiseprocess' as continuing without end even -40u

we cannot show the process beyond the edge of the page. An '

.

at the right of each line indicates this endless process. Now

+

label the points to the right or-1 marking each point in

succession with the next whole number.

0, 3 4
etc.

Call each nurnb'er the _cessor of the one on Its left. Thus

3 is the successor of 248 Is the successor of 7, 51 is the

successor of 50, and so forth. What is tigt successor of 105?

of 100000,005? It is easy to see that the Successor of any

whole number can be found by adding 1.

You can always add 1 to any number; So every whole number
r 4F"has a successor. Therefore, there cannot be a largest whole

numbe

'at about the set of all whole numbers? If one tried to'

count e elements In this set, the counting could not possibly

come to an end.-

If, on the other stand, the elemLntsv r any given set can

coun

null set, we nail it a finite set. If not, as in the case of the

set all whole numers7 we call it an

with the counting coming to end or if the set is the

We

It is

infinite

such a. set has infinitely many elements.

very important not to contuse the idea of

sot with the idea of very larRe set. :,;7+22,,,exarriple,

1'

infinite

set of



J J1 as-es I and ten (,1111on Is not infirtite.

:iaystout she set ot all grinIns of salt in

a !:arrel?

Is ml ohS so helnliH, to thlnk of our met-hod of llstlng sets

as a means or tnrinlre sets room those which

In an intHr-;11.e sei:, one would p- ace the Aots on

A4

It a se-. were sue number would be wrIlten at
)

r,ne at a]i (-!c-,hrh-.Ang numbers from 1 to

1000 woHLA so wm1,;en

Tld rei_u.en ', ,-,ay .::-le ve mus( underStand that kver e

1000), ,

numiiFe,''s now am,':!aa,w1:_a a pal sit an the extended line. Also,

evar-y no us ilai.. so nave locai_-el so far on this line Is matthed
I
wins: a whol,rimc,.ez.. :055-511-ig of poihts Thdfumbers like his

I_ I

A A
I-- etc.

),Y

5 6

isan example at shot we call a c_:epcespondence. ThegilatchIng

the cloeribo of one so- w!th she elements of another set is a

correspondene at One mwm

We anal i call s ..the oh walc.u_points are labeled with num-F--
bevs a numic_:er ajne. On a numi,e).!'; line she number associated with

the polnj_. is f.mtlieLl sue -.Lio.i2r,Ainate of the point.

Check Yertl:' Readipg

IXsi_.:clmy a IS::: -r. Paw Is li,ialele.d?

I. What 1_2 tine succesccly at a wriale num;,er?

How many w:-iee numr_r,:--i ace iihevo'?

4 What-. Is ;an
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What is a finite set?

b. What-do we mean by 'a cort'es :n_ence between a set br pointsIN,,

ChecU Your ReadinE

(continued)

and a set of numbers?
4

FroLIem Se 72.a

Describe the set S or successors of the elements

F - (0, 5, TO, 51.

Classify the fol Dwing sets (finitetop infinite):

(a) All odd numbers eetVAen 0 and 100.

(b) *All whole' numbern.

.The swares of all counting numbers.

All citizens of the United -States.

All counting 'lumbers less than one billion.

All counting numLex;:i greater than one

a

!

Starting with the line on which certain points are labrsied

with whole numbers, we can lAbol other points by dividing the

distance between the points into halves, thirds, fourths, etc.

1 2

etc,

2 2

2
2

,3

2

2
4
2

5
2

3
6
2

7_

2

e

etc



We should think )' this pr.ocess of dividing our line into,

smaller and smaller pieces ascontihuing without end. The ec
be32o,w the diagram indicates an endlewss process. Now put all the

points togettjr on one 14,ce and we have a labe=ling like this

W.:

e c.

0
0 2 a 4 5. 7
2 2 22 2 2 2 02
2 r 2 3 7 $ D

ft

1Q 1
3 3 3 .3- 3

2 3 4 5 6 7 5 9 10 11 12 13 !

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

etc'.

03 pois corresponding to a set o numbers. This line is
--- I 4 .

another example lot a :number line.

At this Um:, let Us review what, is rrfeant t a "fraction."

Notice that the coordinate of the point on the number line which

corresponds to 2 has many names:

8 etc_

Each of these Is a traction, and each is a different name for

the same number. The number 3 can also be represented by

fractions:

6 9 12
7, TT, 7- ,

_1Some tract tonal 2). would be

IC)
44 7 7

II C)

In general, we snalt mean ry a Traction a name or sym.ol

which represents the quotient 01 two numbers. --Member that

"quotient" is the word used to de:::,crie tue resuli,\of a division
4 \-7- ---of one ndmer uy another. Tnt :7. suanas for

numuer 4 divided Si e num:.*:k In a cases the number on the
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'bottom, often called the denominator, is'the number we are

dividing ky.'

A number which we can write as a fraction where this fraction

shows the quotient of two whole ers is call_aot a rational

number. Divtstop by zero`isjiof included.

2
,

are examples of. rational numbers since

0 may be written

be written as T,

D27 may be written a r-7,

6_.6 may be -11-_,ten as
15'

How would you writ e and b..- a as cluotien whole-7

numbers?

The numbers which,-can be written in the way described above'

do not make up the complete set,of rational numbers. There are

Others which we shall meet later. We' Will find these when we

study numbers which correspond to points to the left of 0 on our

number dine,

From these ,ideas we can see that the set of whole numbers is

a subset of the set of rational numbers. A whole number is a

rational number. A rational-- number Is not rily a whole
2

number. For exampt,--- T is a rational number, b ut not n Whole

numter.

suppose we are -given any rational numt_r of the type we have

been talking about. By o %description we can represent this as

the quotient of two whole numbers. As illustrated above, we can

locate the point' on the number line which corresponds to this

quotient. For an example take he ratIonal number

,quotient of t whole n umb- we

11



Jin the number IfIne poi nt can be located as folio

t
2 3

4 8 II 12

4 4 W

A.big q estion is coming up. When we get the answer we

shall have'Pliscovereda very important mathematical fact. The

question can be stated*as follows:

I

.*1-1If we are given two rational numbers; can
_ialwaYs find a.. third rationale number

'between the two given ones?"

By means of an .example we shall yearn a,g,eneril method for

finding such a number. Suppose we start th the two numbers

)1

3 and

Is there A rational number. .Jetwee.r1 these two ?. het us write each

of these numbers In a different way.' Wp See that 4. has the names.

and has the names

= etc.

t_

1 1
Using the name j7.7 or 7 and

6 for,7, it is now easy to see

that there is a number between
, 1

'and
12 12'

One such number is
5

Since we have a number, we also have a point on the numbs -11ne

The process for the number

and locating :point is illus-

trated the picture.

I2
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Now that we have found the new number

4 5,
same question about the numbers T2- and Tr

number betVien 14 and

Again,

and

rig may be written as rt.

may 10written as

'8 10TTCertainly TT lies between TT and

This process of finding a number between numb rs can be

carried out for kny two numbers no matter how close. Thus we

can locate,13Lthird point between any two points. Here, then, is
,s surprisAnk fact.

let us ask the

there a 'rational

There are not only a great many points between

any two given points, but infinitely many.

It should now be clear that every rational ;number corres-
ponds to a point on the number line. What about asking the

question the other way around? Does every point ,cm the number

line to the right of 0 correspond to a rational number? The

answer to this question may come as a shock. It is,

N

Later we shall explain this fact to you.

Meanwh'1e, we assume that every point to the right of 0 has

a coordinate. The set of numbers consisting of 0 and all-numbers

corresponding to points to the right of 0 is called the set of

numbers of arithmetic. In chapters 1 through 5 we shall be

concerned, with this set

Check Your Reading

What is the meaning of the word fraction?

Give some examples of rational numbers. Is the set of whole

numbers a subset of the set of rational numbers?

19
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eck Your Readin

(continued)

3. Row can we find a rational number between the rational num-

bers
1 4 5bers and

7
Between and 1-

Is it possible to locate a point between any twb points on a

number line?

Does every po_ht on the `number line have-a coordinate that is

rational number?

Problem Set

1 Draw a number line for each of,thc following. Label the

points whose coordinates are. 0 and 1 such a way that there

will be space on your paper to label the point whose coor-

dinate is 5. Then label the points whose coordinates are
#0,1

, 5.

(b) 7

'(e). AD, 5, =7,,. 1,1, 1:5-, 1J3i: 2.0, 2,T-;- 36, 4,

Circle all points labeled in la; b and c that have Whole

number coordinates.

Draw a number line more than 6 inches long .on yourpaw.

Near the left margin mark a point "0', 6 inches from zero

mark a point "1". Using your rul

between 0 and 1 which correspond

nators are 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12.

mark all the:points
0

fractions whose denomi-

(a) What is the largest rational number you have _represented,

on the number line between 0 and 1? Can you suggest

one larger? What is the smallest' Can you suggest One'
4

smaller?

What names do you have, for the coordYnate of the point

midway between 0 and 1?
1 , 2

Name a rational number between T7,and . -Show how you

could find it without reference to the'number line.

If yore to continue the process you'started, for

how,many rational numbers between 0 and 1 would you be

able to rind points on the number line?



(b)

roblern Set l-2b

..(cOntinued)

How many r _ibnal bers are there between 2 and 3?
between.

List two rational numbers be weem 2

(c) What is the mext rational number afte-r 2?
5. Write three otherinamegi'for the coordinate of the point

associated with 20:

6. Write six-'numerals which could beused as names for
3coordinate of the point associated with -T.

7. On the number line we see teat some points lie to the right
of others, ,some to the left of others, some between others.
How is the point with cooydinate 3.5-locatedyith respect to
the point with. coordinate 2? Comphre 3.5'to.2-. How is the

"point with coordinate 1.5 located with respect to the point
with coordinate 2? Compare 1.5 to 2.

Classify the following sets finite or infinite):

(a) All rational nufibers between 1 and 2 whose numerators

are whole numbers and whose denominators are whole

numbers between land .1q).

(b) All rational numbers between 1 and 4.

(c) All rational numbers between 1 and 2 whose num

are'between 1 and 10.

Let us return to the idea of a set of numbers and imagine a
set on the number line. For example, each element

A = (1 3
3 5)

of the set

is a number associated with a point the number line. we call
this set of associated points the-graph of the set A. Let us

indicate the points of the graph by marking them specially with
heavy dots:

0

21
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Thus the I.graph o a .set ofinUmbers is the corresponding set of

points on the number line whose coordinates are the bum ers_

the set, and only those poipts.

For the second example -let

the set7--of heavy dots sinwn below

2 7 The graph

In paeSihg, We.note that the graphs of the set N of counting

numbers and the set W of whole huMbers are:

0 I 3 4 5

From these graphs we see immediately that N is a sub-

Check Your Reading

1 What do we mean by the graph of a set A?

How do we indicate points of a graph on a number line?

Problem Set 1-29

1. Draw the graphs of the following sets:

A : The set of all counting numbers less than 5.

(b) B: The set of all whole numbers less than 10 which are

squares of whole numbers.

) C

Given the sets S (0, 3, 4 7) and T = (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10)

List the set K, the set of all numbers which belong to

S and to T. List the set M, the net Of all numbers

belong to S or to T.

etc.
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b Driw four number lines, one below the other. On the

first line show the graph of the set S; on.- the-second

the graphf T; on the third the graph ofKI-and on

therfourth

What way do you see for getting the graphs' of K and M

from the graphs of S and T?

3. Consider the sets A (00 5$ 7, 9) and A - (l 8, 10).

(4) Draw two number lines, -ne below the other, and on

these lines put the-gr ha.'of A and B.
-

If set,C iarthe set of numbers which are-elements of

A and of. B, what can you say about set C from looking

-------------------

dt the graphs of A and B?

What is the name of the set C?

Summary

In this chapter we have4,0tudied-the f g-in important

ideas, terms, and definitions.

.1. Braces - Marks used to enclose the list of elements

set.

2e Coordinate - The number associated with a, particular point

on the number line.

Correspondence - Theparring of the elementsf one set with-

the elements of.another set.

4. Counting number - An element of the set :(l,

5.= Elements the objects in a set..-

6. Even r ,she. - An element of the set: (0, 2, 4, 6, .

7. Finite If the elements of a et can be counted with the

counting coming to an end or if the set is the null

set; we call it a finite set.-

8. Fraction - A symbol which represents the quo of two

numbers.

Infinite'set - When the elements of a se_ can not be counted,

that is, with the counting coming to an end, the set is

said to be Infinite. The exception to this is the null

set which is a finite set.

') )

1._)



0. Infinitely many - An infinite set has- infinite4Y'ManyeleMents.

11. Mblerple of a number - A number obtained by multiplying an

eliMenti'of the set'of whole numbers by the given number.

42. Null e - a set wtzioll has nO elements. This is also

-ferred to as the empty set and is denoted by 0.

3. Number line -- a line who -points have been labeled

numbers

14. Odd number w An element of try set. (1, 3, 5,-7, 9,

15. Rational number - A number which can be represented by a

fraction indidating the qus lent of two whole numbers,'

excluding division by zero, is called a rational

number. (Such numbers do not make up the complete set

o rational numbers.)

16. &Set - A collection of objecrs,

,17 Subset!,- If every element of a sft B is an element of a

set A, then set B is a subset of set A.

Successor't The successor of any whole number is found by

adding and to thp given whole numberlio,

19 Whole number- An element of the set:(0, 1,- 2, 3,

Review Problem Set

1. List the set whose elements are the whole numbers which can be

divided'. exactly by 3 and are less than 50.

2. List the set of multiples of 3 which are lesi than 50.

3. List the set of multiples of 6 which are less than 50.

4. Is the set -of multiples of 3 a subset -of the set .ofirlultiples,

of 6? Show why your answer is correct,

5. Give a verbal description of the set: (10, 12,J4, 16, .

-

. ,

5, give a verbal description of the set- (7, 9, 11,
1 59),.-

7. Describe the set whose elements are numbers greater than

113 and less than 112. (Remember the e planation in problem

2 on page 9.)

Ho%4 many elements has each of the following sets?

flihe set of all whole numbers from 10 to 27, inclusive.

The set of all odd numbers between 0 and 50.

The set of all multiples of 3.

( b



Review Problem Set

(continued)

(d) The set of 11 multiples of 3 from0 to 99, Inclusive.

(e) The /set of 1 multiples of 10 from 0 4'1,000 incl:-
sive_

11 counting .numhers.

-11 counting numbers greater than one

(f) The set o

(g) The set

billion.

9. Given the sets S (5, 7, 9) and T a (0, ,2, 6, 8, 101.
(a) List K, the set of all numbers belonging to,S and to

T,. Is K 4 ubset.of S? of T? Are S. T, K finite?
:(b) List M, the of all numbers each of which belongs

to S or to (Remember the explanation in prob4eM 3

on page 9.) M a subset of S? Is T a subseVofM?
Is M finite?

List R, the subset of M which contains al( the odd

numbler6 in Of Whiieh others on our sets is this

a subse

List A, .the Subset of M which'contains all the element

Of M which aE multiples of 11, 'greater than zero.; Did

you find tha A.has no elemeks? What do we call this

set?-

Are sets A a-d K the same? Itnot, how da they differ?

From your ex *erienc with them last few problems,.could

you draw the condlusion that ubsets' of finite sets

ar4 also finite?

Let D be the set of all ratio alnumbers from 0 to 10,

inclusive. Is D a finite 'set? fIs S-a subset of D?

Can you conclude that some infinite sets have finite

Ubsets? Do you think all finite sets have some

finite subsets? Is D a subset D? Can an infinite

set have an infinite subset?

10. On a number 1).ne indicate with heavy dots the points whose

coordinates are

)
1 3 5' 7

T,
11 13
3 ' 5

)

tj A



ReView Problem Set

(ooritinued

rational numbers which can be wrttten as common

fractions with denominator 6, beginning with' and
20

ending with . List the set C of numbers wrIleh,are

coordinates of points common to both graphs.

Which' elements of set-6 are whole numbers? Which are

counting numbers? Which are rational numbers?

22
;1. Between which successive whole numbers do,yqu 7r.find .? Is

22 22
T greater than 3.1? Does the point with eoorlinate lie

to the left of the point with coordinate 3.1? Elftwdn what

2 _

two num .r2texpressed. in tenths, does lie? -

*12. Anothe name for a botinting number is natural nuMber. Every

fini J set S is related to a finite set `T orAITtur 1-numbers

in thd following way.- There c be found'. Correspondence

between the 'elements of S and the elements df T in which each

element of S corresponds to exactly one element of T and

sponda to exactly one element of S.

Suchle correspo _en is called one-to-one. For example, the--

set of all letters .o the English alphabet can be put dp

one-to-one correspondence with the set (1, 2, 3, . 26).

We illustrate one such correspondencd by the pairings:,

eaph'element of T'bor-

26

An, infinite set, however, cannot be put into one-to-one

correspondence with a finite set. Furthermore, an infini

set Q has the surprising property that a one-o-one Corr

pondence can be found betwem Q and a proper subset'of Q.

(A proper subset of Q is not 0 and is a subset that does no/

contain all the elements or Q). How can the infinite set of

whole numbers be put into one-to-one correspondence with

the set of all multiples of 3 (which is a proper subset of

the set of whole numbers)?
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Chapter 2

NUMERALS, SENTENCES, AND VARIABLES

2=1. Numbers and Their Names.L_
We all know people who have se

John Jones,4Jr. may be called:

"Junior" at home

"Johnny" in the classroom,

"Shorty" by his b sketball coach.

names.' For example,

We are also aware that the name anti the person are not really
the same thing.at all.

;''---You have bee4 reading, writing, th4iking, and working with
numbers most of your life; Each number, too, can be given many
different names. The indicatedosum "6 A-)2"and the indicate0

produCt x 2" both name the same number: the number 8. Each
of the-fo lowing is a name for the number two:

4 2r24 - II, 1 x 2, 1
. 4

--.

The names of numbers are ealled numerals/

he above list OP,different names for the number two we call
first one a "common name."C4.the

"8" is-a common name for 6 # 2
1171! is

a common name for 10 - 3

"4" is a- common name for l4 + 24.-1

A problem which occurs very often in arithmeti is the

problem Of finding a common name for a number whichs given in
another way. For example, 7 x 23 is found by arithmetic to be
the number 161. Thus, "161" is a common name, for 7 x 23.

"152" is a common name for .72 80.

Sometimes we use more complicated Aids of numerals suchlts:

the tridica'ted sum "3 b",

the indica edt-product "2 x 4"

the indicated difference "b -

"30"
the'indicated quotient

27
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These called numerical phrAes. Each of these involves nu-

meralq, along with one or more symbols fo'r operations. For

example, the phrase "2 x 4" involves . the numeral "2" and "4".

and the symbol for the operation of multiplication.

ChegX-'our Reading

1. What As a humeral?

2; WhO do we mean by the term "common name for a number"-?

3. many names can a number have'

4.. What is a numerical phrased Oive'several examples..

5. Give -Sh4example of an indicated sum, an indicated produ4,

an indicated difference, and an Indicated quotient.

Oral Exercises 2-la

Giv a common name for

phrase

1. 10

2.

3.

.4.

5 - 2

4 x 3
2

3 - 1
7

7.

8.

each

30
10
10
30
8
10
8

+
1

following numerical

8
14. 25 +T+:

10 1 3
15. 7

,

Give an indicated sum, an indicated product, an indicated

difference, and an indicated quotient for which the

following are common names:

lb. 12

1.7. 15

18.

19.

-blem Set 2-la

1. Each of the following numerical phrases represents a number..

What is a common name for each?
15
7r

(g)
(b) 5 10 (e)

x b

(c) 7 - 2 (h) 4

(d) 34
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Problem Set 2-la

(continued)

For each of the following write two other numerical phrases

that represent the same number that is represented by the

given phrase.

(a) 8 - 3
42

9 + 4

(f)

(g)

(h)

5
3 1

2 2

1.8
4

-2-
Write an indicated product, an indicated sum, an indicated

quotient, and an indicated difference that represents the

same number as each of the following:,

c)

(d 0

(a).

(b)- 35

Let us consider the expression

+ 3 x 4

This ihvolves numerals and symbols for operations. It seems,

therefOre, to be a numerical phrase. What number does it

represent? you look at it one way, you might say that

6 3 9 and 9 x 4 - 36,

and that -therefore-, this numerical phrase represents 361

But look at it another way. We knoW that

4 12 and b + 12 = 18

So on second thou t, the number could be.18_

It might be i _teresting for your 'class to 'see how many

interpretations you can give for the expression

6 +\,3 x 4 2. (The are more than two!)

It would certainly be confusing if a numerical phrase had

more than one meaning. There are two ways to avoid this

confusion. The first is to adopt a rule. In any given

expression where there Is confusion as to which operation comes

29



before the other,.we agree to multiply. and divi_e before adding

and suktracting, Applying this rule we see that our original

. expression,

b 3 x 4,

is now a numerical phrase. SinceJmUltiplicaloton comes before

addition, we see that this phrase represents the number 18.

"3
x`5

- 6". In thi'i case, the multipli-

represents the number 9. cation is Mile before the

II 6

subtraction. .3 x 5 is 15.

Then - b is 9.
=

Here, the division is done

represents. the number 1. before the subtraction.

6 4 2 is 3. Then, 4 - 3 is 1.

"4,x 3 - 6 = 2 1"

is a numeral for the

number 10=

The multiplication and

division are done first---

4 x 3 ts 12, 6 2 14 3. The

expression then reads,

"12,- 3 1." Next, the

addition and subtraction are

done---12 - 3 is 9, and

9 1 is 10.

In the last example above, after the multiplication and

division were done, we were left with the expression "12 - 3 1."

This expression involves both addition and subtraction We then

proceeded from left to'right, and this is the agreement we shall
4

make concerning all such expressions. Two more examples of this

kind are given below.

"9 - 5 4- 2" The expression involves only

represents the number t'. addition and- subtraction.

Reading. from left to right,

9= 5 is 4, and 4 A= 2 is 6.

"7 A= 9 3" is a Performing the operations in

numeral for the number 13.order from left to right,

"7 9" represents the

number 16, and "16 - 3"

a name for 13.
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Check Your Reading
o

1 :Why is the order of operation important in the example

6 + 3 x4?

2. Which do we agree to do° first, addition and subtraction or

multiplication and division?

When we have both addition and subtraction indicated whick

of these is done first?

Oral Exercises 2-lb

What:is a common name for each of the following ?'

6. 7 2 x 3 11.
1

12. 5 x 3+ 4 7. 7 + 2 x 3 12.- 4

3. 5 - x 4 6.; 7 x 2 3 13. 5 x 2 10

1
4. 5 x 3 - 4 9. x. 4 1 4 . 4- 5 + 10

5. 7 x 2- 3 10.
+

4 15. '6 - 2 + 1

1 . 5 + 3 x 4

Problem Set 2-lb

Write a common name for each of the following:

1 . 1.3 + 2 + 2 5 . 120 - 118 + 2 9 4O + 4 - 1

1 92. 21 + 1 x 6. 2 x 3 10. - 4 x 1

3 . 10 + 2+ 3 7' 13 - 3 x 2

3 1 1 1
4. 8v x 7 + 4- x 4

There is another way to avoid confusion in dealing with

complicated expressions. This:method uses same very helpful

symbols called parentheses.

The idea is simple. When we enclose a numerical phrase

such as "7 - 2" in parentheses, we mean that the phrase "(7 - 2

l'ito be treated as a singl numeral.

Let us see how thisWorks with our previous example:

31



Suppose that "3 x 4" iu enclosed in parentheses. Then

"3 x 4" is to be treated as a numeral and

+ x 4)

\ represents the number 12, or 1 In this case, the

parentheses are not really necessary because we had already

agreed that to

3 x 4

multiplication is done first. This means that

"6 + (3 x 4)" and "6 + 3 x 4"

are names for the same number.

Now suppose that we want to add 3 to 6 first and then

multiply 4 by this sum. What phrase can we write which would

indicate this? x 4" is not correct, nor is "f6 + (3 x 4)".

want "6 + 3" to be treated as a numeral. The way to do this

_ enclose "6 + 3" in parentheses. Thus, "(6 + 3) x 4" is

the- correct phrase.

s important to notice that the two phrases

"6 + x 4)" and Nu 3 4" represent two different numbers.

A convenient way to show that the numbers are not the same

is to write

(o 3) x 4 + (3 x 4).

Here the symbol " means "Is not equal to"

A numerical h like 6 x (2 4- 5) Is often written

5) without the 'ymbol "x". When two numerals are pla.cea---\-

side-by-side in this w y, the operation of multiplication 14$_.

understood. Thus,

likewise 0 X

and- ( - 43 x

4

Another case in which we need to agree on how an expression

should be read in illustrated by the following example:
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It is understood that "13 - 3" is a numeral even though it is

not enclosed inoparentheses. Therefore, the expression is an

indicated quotient of the numbers 5(0 - and 13 - 3. It

Is a complicated name for the number ,

Check Your Reading

What do we mean when we enclose a numerical phrase such as

"5 - 3" in parentheses?

2. Do we really need parentheses to Indicate that the mult1plia

cation is to be done first in "6 + 3 x.,4"?

3. How could we use parentheses to indicate that the add

should be done first in "6 -+ 3 x 4"?

How can we indicate that "6 + (3 x 41" and "(6 + 3) x 4"

represent two different numbers?

How do we indicate that two_numbers are to be multiplied

without u tng the "times sign"?

ral Exercises

Which of the following pairs of numerals name the same

number?

(a) 2 + 4 x 5 and 22

(b) 4) x 5 and 30

(c) 3 x 3.- 1 and

(d) 2 x 5+ 1 and (2 x 5) + 1
(e) 4 + 3 x 2 and (4 + A) x

(3 + and 3 f- (2

14 - 14 3 and 2"'

2(4 t- and 2 x 4 5

(4 1) xR3 and 4 4- 1 x 3

.2) 4 and

(h
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,'Problem Set 2-1c

_Wr e a common name for each numerical phrase.

(b

(f)

(g)

x 5 + 7

2(5 + 7)

(4 15)(2

4 + 15(2) 5

+ 7 x

4(5) +

+ (3 x

(h) 4 + 3 x

Place parenpesea iri the following so that

"2 x'3---+ 1" represents 8,

(b) ="2 + 4 x 3" represents 14,

"6 x 3 - 1" represents 17,

14 - 3 x

(14 - 3)-)

5

4(3 + 1) - (4 + 1)

4(3 + I) - 4 + 1

10 -

2

(p) 5

"12 - 1 x 2" represents on

3. You are explaining the use of parentheses to a friend who

does not know about them. Insert parentheses in each of the

following expressions in such a way that the expression will

still be a numeral for the same number:

(a) x +

(b) 5 b x 2

(c) 2 x 3+ 4 x 3
_

8 8 - 4

Which-of the following statements are true,?

(b)

3 x 2 + 5 X

1)5

4 1-

2 + 5)

x 5

4
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(d) 3(4

1
7 -7)

1\
7/

15 (2+ 3

3 + 2)(4 -

2-2. Sentences.

The idea of

we use sentence

Problem Se a - lc

(continued)

(4 +

4) -

1

7

(15 -

+ 2 x 4 - 1-

sentence is familiar to us. In mathematics

make statements about numbers.

4- 2 8

is an example of a sentence. The symbol "=" is used for the

verb "is" or the verb phrase "is equal to". The above sentence

says that the numeral "6 + 2" and the numeral "8" represent the

same number.

On the other hands

5 + 3 - 7

Is also-.a statement about numbers. It is a sentence. It says

that "'5 +'3" and " "'7 "" represent the same number.

Since "6 + V' and "8" do represent the same number, we say

that the sentence

+ 8

is trUe-:. On the other hand, since "5 + 3" and "7" d not

represent the same number, we say that

+ 3 -

It Is, nevertheless, a 3:1- nce.
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You remember that the symbol ",i" represents the verb phrase

"is not" or "is not equal to".

symbol. Here Is an 9xamplk.

7 +

We can for sentences using this

This ,sentence states that the numerals "T 2" ate represent

different numbers. We see that it is a true sentence. ,On the

other hand,

b + 3

is a false sentence;

The important fact about a sentence invol _rig numerals is

that it is either true or false, but not both. Some examples

of true sentences are:

2 + 5 = 7

5 x 3 # 10,

4 + 20

Some examples of false sentences are:

3 5 7

'T) / 10

4 + 7) - 13

Check these.

There are other symbols which are used informing

mathematical sentences. The symbol ">" is read "is greater than".

The sentence,

"8 is greater than

can be written
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is this sentence true? rte following is also esentence:

4 > 10.

a true sentence?

To make a statement that one number is less than another,

We use the symbol "<" It is read "is Tess than." Thus'the

sentence,

is read "4 is less than 8" Is ,t,his sentence Try to write

a false sentence using the symbol "<".

It is' important that you remember which of the symbols "."

for ")." says "is less thAn" and which one says "is greater than"

Can you see that every "is less than" statement can also

be written as an "is greater than" statement? For example,

the true sentence

can be written

These two sen-- es express the same Idea. Can you write

the sentence

> 3

in another way.?
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Check Your Reading

1. What do we call an expression like "6

2. What verb does `the symbol .=7 represent?

What verb phrase does the symbol "X" represent?

4. What is an important fact about a sentence involving

numerals?

How do we read the symbol ">"?

/
i. How do Ate read the symbol " "?

7. Can we Use ">" and "<" to form mathematical sentences?

8, How can you remember which of the symbols "<" or ">" gays

"is less than" and which one says "is greater than"?

How can the sentence "5 > 3" be written in another way?

Oral Exercis

Which of the following sentences are true sentences? Which are
false?

1.

2.

3.

4 .

4 + 8 - 10

4 8 / 10

8 3 = 10

8 1 10

5

5

1

A-

11.

12,

13.

14,

4 + 8 4

12 - 4+ (4 + 4)

85/85 17.

13 + 0 15 + 0 18.

19 13 > 11 19.

10. 12 < 10 20.

4

4

1

7(6

65 x 1

(4 +

+ 1) < 3,x

15 < 15

13 x 0 > 13

7

7

1

b



Problem Set 2-2

Which of the following sentences are true? Which are false?

(a)

(b)

(d

(e)

0
(g)

(h)

4

5(2

4

(5

3(4 - 2) 4 - 2

1-(7 - 3) -= (1 -

2 + 1.3 > 3

2 + 1.

2 + 1.3 3.3

12 +

12 + 2
2

12
2

(k) 7F

12

,Insert paw rLheses in each ofthe following expres-

that the resulting sentence

1Q - 7 - 3 ,==

3 x 5 + 7
3 x 7,-= 22

3 x 4= 3
3 x 5 - 4 - ll

3 x + 2 x 4= 23

x 5 + 2 x 4 84

Tell which of the folio

false:

(a) 7)
3 7(4

is true:

(h) 3 x 5

(i) 3 x 5 - 2

) 3 x 5 2

(k) 3 x 5 - 2

1

x 4 68

x 4 2 36

x 4 =

x 4 = 52

12 x t 1x
3

112 7 7
x

9
1 71 6x g 1_N-(n) 12

_ng sentences are true and which are



Problem Set 2-2

(continued)

23 - 5(2) 3b

7 A- 9
= 7 +

4 - 3 / lb (4 3)

(g) 5(7 + > 10( + 1

(h) 12

(t) 30 x

(j) 12 + < 12 (

4. Write each of the following sentences in words. Underline

the verb or verb phrase in each. Is the sentence true?

(a) + 8= 10 5

5 ir 7 / O + 5

(c) 13 < 18 - 7

(d) 1 +

2-3. A property of the Number One.

What do you get when you multiply 5 by You get

you? We write

1 x 5 - 5.

3 n3It true also that 5 x 1 5. Similarly-1"
,

1 x v.. and x 1"

name tie number. What number 1,1 named by "1 x 4.28" or

4.28 x 1"?

You surely agree that if you multiply a number y 1, the

result is the given number.

ask If any other number behaves in this way. If you

multiply 5 by 2, by 8, or by 4, is the result 5 in any

of these ases? No In fact, If you m iply 5 by any numb(4r .

other than one, you do not get 5. It looks as if we have found

a property which onl y the number 1 possesses. We call It

multIllIca Ion property of one

40
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Property, in the most familiar sense of the word, is some-

thing you have. A property of one is something the number oile

has; that is, a characteristic of the number one. A similar

usage' of the word would be "sweetness is a property of sugar."

You have known this property of one for a 14.1g time but

perhaps you have never thought about how useful it IS.

All the numerals below, and many more, are names for the-

number 1.

3 31
`:_7' 31

Any number may he given different names by multiplying by

one, using different names for one.

1
n may be written as

I

1
ti may also be written as

5 may be written as

3F may be written as

, and as

and as

and as

and as

II

6
lb

n 3u

f5*

In each of the examp_14s above, the fraction a.t the right

is another numeral for the number at the beginning of the line.

You may also have noticed that using the multiplication property

of one amounts to "multiplying numerator and denominator by

the same number," as you may have said in elementary school.

There is nothing wrong with speaking in this way, but you should

realize that It Is the multiplication property of one that

makes it correct; it s not really "another way" at all. In

,this course, since we are going to emphasize properties of

'numbers, we shall always speak of the process it terms of using

the multiplication property f one.

41
I
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The multiplication property of one makes passible for

to write a common name for
1217: -

12 b x _

: TU b x 3
01P
6 2
,t3

3.

x
2

"2" 12
-We say that is a common name for ITT.

The two examples below show some other ways in which you

can use the multiplication property of one

Example 1. Write _e number L÷) as a fraction having " 8" as

denominator.

The problem can be put in the

(1)

What fractional numeral for ql" shall we use
11311

Since 18 - b x 3, is the correct choice.

15
T3

.15,t

This shows that tt-, and
non

are names for the

same number. It t important to notice that

in writing fg instead

the name but we have not

Example
v2

Add the fractions 7 and

11
we have changed

changed the number.

1

Remember that there are at least two other w

to write this problem.

142
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One way looks like this:

-- 1

Another way looks like

2 1

7 +

Let's agree to use the second form here.

Then we can write:

8
12

11

So we have shown that the sum of and

Do you see,how we have used the multiplication
11 Lo

property one here? We chose the name 7ulu
and the name

4= for one because they gave us\he same denominator for both fractions.

Check Your Feadi
1, What do we mean by the multiplication property of one?

2. How is this property used to give different names for a
)umber?

3. What numeral for one is used in writing as

4. 'What names for -cane are used in writing

fractions having \, "12" as,denominator?

43

3 and

"15"
1

1
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Oral Exercises 2-3

Use the multiplication property of one to c nge the names

of the given numbers on the left in the way

20 (e) x(a) x

(b) 7 x

(c)
2

% 4
d) g X

f)
77 x

(g)

(h)

Problem Set

1. Use the multiplication property of one to change thnames

he numbers on the left:in the way indicated.'

3
x =

3- x

3

7

indicated.

100

(b) 5G x

)

9

25
-T. x( )

Use the multiplication

numeral for each of the

1 3

+ (d) ÷ 1

X

64
x 7Fr

4401

x

(n)
1;7 x

of one to find a simpler

lowing numbe

(e) 2(,4
)

8

3. Show what numeral for one is used in finding a common name

for each number below.

18 6 3Example: 77 x 7

44

r3.1
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Problem Set

(continued

5(3 + 4)

12

9(8,+
15

12/1)47.5l

2-4. Some Properties of Addition and Multiplication.

Try an experiment on yourself. ,Try to add the numbers

7, and 4 all at the same time. What happens? You will

find that you always begin by adding two of the numbers first.

Then you will add the third number to this sum. In other words,

you may start by saying to yourself

or,,you may say

7 + 2 = 9 and 9' 4 = 13,

4 = b and 7 + b = 13.

Your experiment shOuld bring out two ideas. One is th't

addition is really an operation that is applied to only two

numbers at a -:time For this reason we say

Addition is a Binary gperation.

The other id*a is that the two final 4insWers are the same.

Both are 13.

Let us use parentheses 'to Illustrate what happened. The

first approach would look like this:

7 + 2 + 4 - (7

= 9.+ 4

13.

TYe second approach would be as follows:

7 2 +- 4 - 7 (2 + 4)

7+
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The sentence which states that the end results are the same is

(7 2 4 7 ( 4)

We see, that this sentence is true.

Examine the following sentences:

and

(6 + 5) + 10 /EJ + (5 + 10);

1
3

2

These sentences have ie same pattern and each of them is true.

In fact, all sentences having this pattern are true. We say that

this is a property of addition of numbers. We call it the

associative property of addition.

How can we state this' property in words? One way might be

to say that if you add a second number'to a first and then add

a third number to their sum, the outcome is the same as if you

first add the third number to the second, and then add their sum

to the first. :For example,

4) .3 (4 5).

Perhaps the best way to understand the associative property is

to study carefully= the way In which the parentheses were placed

in the above example. Where do you think the parentheses should

be placed in the example,

7 6 - 2 7 6,

to Illustrate the associative property?

Check Your Heading

1. What do we mean when we say addition is a binary operation?

2. What does the associative property of addition tell you

about the addition of three numbers?

3. How do parentheses help In expressing the idea df

associative property of addition?

What is the pattern in the examples on pages 45 and 4?
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Oral Exercises 2-4a

Add each of the following in two different ways, as shown by

the example.

Ivimpke: 3 4+ (a) (3 + 4)

7

3

+ 9 + 4

+ 6 + 1

7+ 5
12

(b) 3+(4 +) 3 +9
12

5.

6.

7. 2+

8. 4

3
+

2
7 +

.25

1

1

+.75

Tf

h ch is ea e

(which is easier?)

(which is easier

problem Set 2-4a

Alit Place p_rentheses in the following sentences so that each

becomes an example of the associative property.

+ (2 + 7) w + 2+ 7

(6 + 1) + 6 + 1 + ;-

4 + 11) = 3 + 4 + 11

- 5 + 1 + 6

11 + 13 + 121 ---- 11 + 13 + 121

1 1 1 1 1 17+ 7 + 7 - 7+ 7+ 7

In each of the following use the associative property of

addition to show two different ways of grouping the numbers.

Choose the grouping that you think makes an easier

computation and complete the addition.

(aY it+ 4+

2 1 4b) 7+ 7

17

1

7

7

+

÷
3

5
6

1

ir

0,1
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PrOblem,Set 2-4a

(continued)

(a)

r) 2.7 13.2 .8

3
+ glr

-sr the tip of almousels nose to the back of hiS head As

32 millimeters; from the back'of his head to the base of

his tail is 71 millimeters:- from the base of his tail to

the tip of his tail is 76 millimeters, What is the length

of the mouse from the tip of his no to the tip of his tail/

Is he the same length from the tip of his tail to the tip

of his nose? Why do you think ti-is exercise is included in

this book?

e is another important property. of addition, and it can

be seen b using the number line to add numbers. As one example,

let us look at

5 +3,
- which is a symbol for the number obtained by chin& to 1 This
can be th-Ught of as moving from 0 to 5 on the'numbe_ line and

then mov Ag from this point three units to the right, thereby

,locating the point whose coordinate is 5

5 3 1
1 I I 1 L - 1 _

o I 2 3 4 5 -6 7 8 9

What does the picture of

3 A- 5
look like on the number line?

34- 5

1 3

5

i a 3 4 6 7 a 9

48



DeSeribe this addition process. Your description should be

ar to the, one abOVe

We see by the pictures'thtut these two addition processes

are different. We notice, homever, that they end at the same

for theThat La% "5 3" and "3 + 5" ere different names

.same number That

5+ 3 5.

Decide whethtfr the following are true sentences by using -

the number line:

0 + 0

2 + 5 = 5 + 2

e ,see that two numbers can be added in either order, the

results being the same. This property of addition of numbers
a
is called the commutative property of addition. Below are some

more examples that illustrate this property:

1 12 + 5 = 5 + 2
3 3

1
÷

1-+7

104 + 2,4 . 2,4 + 104

In problems of addition we often use both the commutative

and associative properties. In general the associative property

Of addition tells us, in effect, that an indicated sum of three

numbers does have meaning. It may be written with parentheses

:around the first two numerals, or the last two numerals, to

indicate which of these two numbers are added first; or it may

be written withoutparenthe- All three representations are

names for the same number. The commutative property tells us

that the addition of two numbers is performed in either order.

Consider the problem:

13 +2 +87.

First, the associative property allows us to insert parentheses,

givingus

(13

4
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. 4

Next, the. commutative property alloWs'us to interchange the

numbers 2.?and 33, giving us

(2'.+-13) 87.

The associative p ertY then permits us tc combine`

instead of 2 an 13, giving us

2+ (13 87)

f3

Check Your Reading

and 87,

2. What is the commutative'property of addition?

2. What is the associative property of addition?

3. How do the commutative and associative properties of addition
0

make some addition problems "easier"?

Problem Set-2-kb

Which o the following are true statements? Which property or

properties of addition have you used in driving at an answer?.

1. 8 + 6 - 6 + 8,

3.

5.

174! 17 + 7=
8.3 5.7 . 3.8 + 7.5

127 +
J.1 ,2

- + 127

.3 4 5.7 - 5.3 + 8.7

6. (3 4) -F 3 + (11 F

(Li 3) t 5

7.

5) 3 1 (5 I I
)

+ 5 - 3 (5 .

5) = 3(4 5)

+ 7 . (-

, + 7) 2-

)
1 (7

( '7)

'1) h



lam Set 2-4b

(pOntinued)

Perform each of the following additions in the easiest way,

using the properties we.have discussed.

4(a)-. 64+ (8 +.4) 24+:3? +

1).; +

(c)'4 +6 +i4
7

(d) +

(f

1.8 2.1) + 1.6 + .9) + 1.2

(h) (8 + 7 4 + (3 + 6

We have seen that addition is a binary operation and that

it has the associa_ Ise property and the commutative property.

Another way of saying this is

Addition,ia both ASSOCIATIVE and COMMUTATIVE.

Are there similar properties of multiplication? F__ example,

consider thepindicated product

2 x 3 x 5.

Can the multiplication be done all at once? Try it! You will

agree that multiplication can be performed with only two numbers

at a time. We see that multiplication, like addition, is a

binary operation.

Let us look again at our example, 2 x 3 x 5. Is the follow-
ing a true sentence:

(2 x 2 x (3 x 5)?

Since the phrases inside the parentheses are to be treated

as numerals, the sentence can be written as follows:

6 x . 2 x 15.

"6 x 5 "- and '2 x 15" are both numerals for the same number,

Therefore, the sentence is true.

Can you deterMine in .the same way whether or n the folio

ing is a true sentence:

( 7
1x 7 - 7 x (b
3

51
f="



this time you have probably dedided that multiplication

is associative, just as addition is associative. erhaps the

following table,will help to make this clear:

Addition MultiplicadbR

1 + It 1 + (4 (1 x 4)

7.4
x 2 - 1 x (-->c 2)

4 + 8 90 . 4 .+ (8 90) O' x x: 90 m U x (8 x90

4 + 1 = .(4 x - x (14 x 2)

-1

Check to see that each of the

is true.

The

sentences in the table

number line can help us to decide whether or not

multiplication is commutative. We shall use-an example

Illustrate this.

is a symbol for the number obtained by adding three 2'a. On the

number line this is accomplished by using the length of the line

from 0 to 2 as a measure and moving to the right from 0 a

distance of three such lengths. In this'way we locate the point

whose coordinate is 3 x 2.

2 2

3X2

_ I L' L__ L L t A

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

you guess what the picture of

2 x 3

will look like?



2 X 3

3

LL J _A
0 1 2 3 4

.the picture see that the two multiplications on the

number line are different, but; again, they end at the same point.

The coordinate of this point is 6.' Thus,

o see that-

and

are true sentences.

3 x 2 2 x 3.

1 1 h7 = 7 X '4

1.5 x 6 b x 1.5

These examples illustrate the fact

commutative.

We see, in summary, that addition is both associative and

commutative and that multiplication is both associative'and

commutative.

--ha- multiplication is

Oheck Your Reading

1. What is meant by "multiplication Is a binary operation. "?

What is the associative property of multiplication?

3. What is the commutative property of multiplication?

Oral Exercises 2-4c

Which of the following sentences are true and what properties

were used?

1. 7 x (2

2. 7 x 4 = 4 x 7

3 . 7 4 -.4 7

2) x 5
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3(4 i+,1) 4 +

, 2 3 13 2v=irx7
b.. 3

3

8: 3

4. (6 4 2)(7 - 2) . (7 - (6 + 2)

Oral .Exercises 2-4c

(continued)

(4 5) . (3 x 4) x5

(4 1)lk (4 1) 3

(4 4-:1)(11, 4) 3

10., (6 2)(7 - 2) . (7 - 2)(2 4-

1-1' 1.% -,1 1
.T% )

"1
x 3) x x 7

,

12. (
1

lr
1ir

-e

6

Problem Set k-4c

Consider various ways to do the following computations

mentally, and find the one that seems easiest (if these

is one). Then ptrform the indicated operations in the.

easiest way.

Example: (4 x 9) x 25 (lc x 9) x 25

(9 x 4) x-25 36 x 25

9 x (4 x 25)

9 x 100

900

Using tht. method on the left; the arithmetic is easier.

(a ) 4 x 7 x 25 6) x (25 x 5)

(6 x (7 x 25)

(d)

73 : -I- 27

54

(1) 12 x 14-

X 5

6 x x 1-25

1 '5 x 5.5 x

x x 1.J7
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Problem Set 2-4c

(continued)

Which is easier to compute:

How about

957
x 222

3.89
x 3.10.

222
x-957

141
x 3.89

What number c "t" represent so that these sentences will

be true

(h)

(i) + 2) + 4 = 4 + t

- 2) -

X h

(4 + 1)5 = 5 x t

3.7 4- = 7.3 + t

.5 + (2.4 + .6) = (2.4 +.6) + t

7.2 + x 1-7 = x t

5 : 4 = t - 5

J)

(k) 7 x (5 x t) = (14 x 7

,(1) (8.5 x 6.2) 9.5 - 9.5 (t x 8.5)

8.4 t . 4 8

4. Are division and subtraction commutative? assoctative?

Give examples to support your decision.
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Problem Set 2 -4c.
(continued)

A binary operation on numbers is an instruction which tells

how you may obtain from two numbers given in a certain order,

, a single numbgr. If the operation is commutative, then the

same number is-'obtained regardless of the order in whiCh the

numbers, are given. We have already seen that the binary

operatiOn " " of arithmetic is commutative._

Suppose the binary operation "9" means "add twice the

second number to the first". What single number would be

obtained from 2 w 3? What single number would be obtained

from 3 4) 2? Is the operation acommubative?

Suppose the operation * means "add l to each of the numbers,

then multiply the resulting sums". What third number would

be obtained from 2 * 5? What third numdbr would be obtained

from 5 * 2? Does the operation of "X" appear to be commu-

tative?

Recall that in testing the associative properties of multi-

plication and addition we tried to determine if sentences

like

4) 7 = 3 (4 + 7)

4) x 7 = 3 x (4 x 7)

were true. When we found they were true, we agreed the oper-

ations "+" and "x" were associative. Using the definitions

given In exercise 5, let us find the number represented by

(2

2 e (3 9 4) .

4 and compare it with the number represented by

Suggestion:

(2

3= (2 x - 8

= 8 4) 4 _ 8+ (2 x 4) = 16

Now determine the number represented by 2 0(3 4) by first

finding the number represented by 3ED 4 and then completing

the operation Involving this result and the number 2. Does

appear to be associative?
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Frio -m Set 2-4c

ccontinued)

Find the number represented by (2 5)i 3 and also that

represented by 2 * (5 * 3), using "*." as defined in

blem 6. Compare the results, then repeat the process

three other numbers. From the results do you think

associative? -

Describe an instruction operation

third numbers

then find the

d by F 3 2 and 2 3. State whether

as ye have de_ ed

Using th

is commutative.

e definition for the operation "e" as you used

in Frob 9, determine whether " " is associative.

2-- The Distributive Property

Below are some dots arionged in rows and columns. This is an
array.

In this array, there are 3 rows and 4 columns. Thus, there are

12 dots in all. In fact, this array illustrates the basic

multiplication fact, 3 x 4 = 12.

a

Below is another array.

57
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Here there are 7 rows and 13 columns. So the total nu _er of

dots is 7 x 13. The array can be "apl t" into two smaller

arrays, like this:

7

rows

7

rows

10 columns '3 columns

In the array to the left of the dividing mark, the number of dots

is 7 x 10; in the array to the right, the number of dots is

7 x 3. So, the totalalumber of dots in the original array is

the sum of these two numbers, (7 x 10) (7 x 3). We have alreAdy

stated that the total number of dots is 7 x 13. Therefotte,

7 x 13 m (7 x 10) + (7 x 3)

The statement in the line above is one tfIustration of a property

called the distributive property of multiplication over addition.

The followinesteps may help to explain the name.

7 x 13

7(10

7(10 +

"10 + 3" is an indicated addition.

Multiplication by 7 is distributed

over the addition.

(7 10) (7 x 3)

The distributive property of multiplication over addition

has many uses in mathematics, as we shall' see throughout this

course. It is helpful in doins, certain kinds of computations

mentally. For example, it can b used to change an indicated

product to an indicated

7 x 13

sum*

indicated product (of 7 and 13)

7(10 + 3) indicated product (of 7 and 10 + 3)

(7 x 10) indicated sum 10 and 7 x 3)

70 + indicated sum and 21)
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Thus, the product 7 equal to the sum 70 + 21. In this

way, it Is easy to determine that 7 x 13 e 91.

:flow is tnother 411ustration of the distributive property

of mul plicatidn over addition. You will notice the same

pattern as before. That is, one of the numbers in an indicated

product is expressed at a sum; then the multiplication is

distributed over the addition.

M20 7

(5--*

100 + 35

135

20 columns 7 columns

In this case, the indicated product "5(20 + 7)" was changed.to

the indicated sum "(5 x 20) (5 x 7)." Do you see &gain that

all of th'e steps can easily be done in your head?_

Check over the following to see how the distributive property

of multiplication over addition is used.' (An array might be

drawn on the chalkboard of your classroom to illustrate the

steps.)

18 = 8(10 + 8)

(8x 10) (8 x 8)

80 4- 64

144
- #

The name "distributive property of multiplication over

addition" is usually shortened to "distributive property." And

we shall use this abbreviation. It is important to remember,

however, that multiplication Is distributed over addition. Study
carefully the following two examples. In one of thein, the

distributive property applies; in the other, it does not.



(8 x .3)

2) X (8

Here the distr ve

prope-

ion Is distributed

over acddltIon.

Here the distributive

property dues not apply.

Addition Is not distributed

over multiplication.

In the problems that fol -w you will have a chance to test

your understanding of the distributive property by changing

indicated products to indicated sums In the table below are

three more examples of this kind of change; each is an illustration

of the distributive property.

In

4(7

Product Indicated Sum

3)

'3(100 + 3G)

5(150)

4(7) 4(3)

Mr_rr 3C))

-A100 C

Check Your Heading

What is meant by the phrase "multiplication Is distributive

over addition"?

How LS the distributive p. fper cy

7 x 13 ment-11y?

Give an example which shc tha t adds

over mt. )lication.

Oral F.xerc ises 2-

to find the proc

is not distributive

Test truth of the = sentences and tell which iilu trace the

distributive property.

1.

h')



0r;e1 Exercises 2-5a

(continued)

3(2) + 6 . 9(2

5. L))

4) . 6 +

0)

Which of the roll° tng are lndLcated SumS and which are indicated

products?

B. 3(4 + 5)

9. 3(4)

10.

11.

12. 6 + (3 x 4)

13. 3)7

Problem Set

Complete the following sentences so that they express the

distributive property.

For example:

1. 6(8 4-- 4) .

2. 9(7 6)

3. 0(8 + (

4.

2(3 + 7) ?

2(3 5) - 2

3(8 i-
10 +

11) n 9. 11(10 1- 1) ,

5. 5(6 + 4) = n 2 . PC

WhtCh of the Collowlnr, sentences are true? Which are true by

the dtstrIbotlye propemy?

ll. 4 4-- (7 (4 7) , (4 r

12. 5 A (4 f ,2),

13_ 4 '_,)4

14.

15.

5(4 +

x

© (-) \ 4) < (< x 2)



'lb.

17.

18.

5(11

4(3

6(4

3)

II>

+ 5)

Problem Set 2-5a
(continued)

= 55 15

= (4)(3) (4)(11)

, 6(4) , 5

P.how how you could use the distributive property to perfOrm
/

these multiplications mentally.

Example: 8(42) = 8(40

= 8(40) 2)

19L 7(33)

20. 6(109)

21. 13(21)

22. 8(13)

23. 14(16)

24. 15(23)

. In the previous section, our work with arrays led us to the

distributive property. In working with arrays', we worUed only

with counting numbers. However, the distributive property

applies to all of the numbers with which we have worked. For

example,

4 x' 1_ 4(8 +

- (4 x 8) + (4 x 4)

32 4-

" 34.

xgain in this example, cue following may be noted:

1 The indlcatod product "4(8 -4)" was changed

to the indicat(:d sum "(4 x 8) + (4 x -4).

(2) The distributive property makes it easy to

compute 4 x mentally.

Below la another example.

6 x 54 = 6('J +

= UC1 + o
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Finally, here Ls a table containing two more examples of

changing an indicated product to an indicated sum.

Indicated Product Indicated .um

4

.(14

4) + 6
a

12 14 12(2)

Check Your Heading

1. How Lo the -..stributive property used to multiply 4 x

2. Express the indicated product, h x as an indicated sum.

ora Exercises

Use the distributive property to express the folilowing indicated

products as indicated sums.

+ 4

1. 5(7

2. 4(b

3. 12(2

'4 e have hey doin+7, the distributive property to change an

indicated product to an indicated sum. For example,.

lc 2), 6 ( 10) 8(2).

or course, it would also be correct to write

8(1( D) 6(7) , 8(10 2).

This swwests that the distrLbutlye property can be used to

"f7o tin other why," to chanre an indicated sum to an indicated

product. in the case above, the 1ncH_-!ated sum "8

wap, change I to the Lnh!cated pro due "b(10 2)."

8(2)"
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Below are some examples of the use of the distributive

property in this way.

Example 1. 13(8) 13(2) Indicated sum

Examgle 2.

13(8 2) Indicated product

This example suk=ests again a way in which
-...

the dt3tributfve propty may simplify

computation. Instead of multiplying 8

by 13, then multiplying 2 by 13, and then

adding, one can simply multiply 10 by 13'.

19(7) -4- 19(3)
t.)

One way ,inother way using distributive
property)

19(7) 19(3) 19(7) + 19(3)

133 f 51 19(7 * 3)

190 19(10)

Which 1.,/ Is easlor?

Example 3. (.3)(1.73) + (.3)(.27)

(.3)(1.73 + .27)

( .3)(2)

:Lamp-L1 4- 124 4- 44 4(23)

4s 4)

p3(10)

= 230

Chock Your 0eadLnc

1. Use the di_strIbC.It!.ve property to express the indicated sum,

48(10 ) 8(2)", as an indicated product.

Why is It eas1er to complAe 19(Y) A=,19(3) after an

applicatJon of the dl..,_;Irl_hutive property?



Exercises 2-5c

Express the following indicated sums as 1n4icatod products.

1. 2(3) + 2(5)

2. 18(3

3. (3.1)(7 (3.1)(3)

4. t)(19. .(.8)

5. 3(37

O. 4(5) + .43)
o

7. 't(8) + -(4)

8. 14(.6) + 14(.4)

q. 9(7,J) - 1(4)

Problem Set 2-5c

Perform the indicated operations in the easier way. Show your

method.

7- 9(11 + 9)

8. 100(98) + 1C0(2)

q.

10. 7(8 + )4)

11. 16 + (8 x 5)

0(17 83)

12, 88(20C + 1)

8
14. q(0 + 9)

3
15. 9(7) + 9Ct )

lb. 7(3.2) + 7(.8)

17. 8(43) + 8(57)

1
-]8. 7(1.) A= 7(i) + 7(5)

Show how you would use the distributive property to perfo

these multiplications mentally. Can you finish the work mentally?

19.

20.

8(13)

7(108) 26.
'21. 12(13)

22. 12(24)

23. PAIrr
# 28.

24. MO(i7)

(7L___))()001)'

4(6-4)

())(=T

(18)(1)

3(D. 13(2002)

31. 30(52)

32. 101 101)
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t roblem Set, 275c

(continued)

Write a common name for-each of the following.

33. 3 x (17 4) x

17 4
3 4 ,

3

Use the distributive property to

sums as Indicated products.

Example: 4(7)

4(7) 4(3),

4(7

5)

37. 3 {5)

36. 14

write the following indicated

See the example below:

2(b) 39. 5(7) 15 42. 25 + 50)

+6 40, 4(9) 4- 12 41, 25 +r.30.

21 41, 20 144(8) 44, 18 24

*45, Write a common name for

)7.

(HInt: Think of

_1

one numeral, and1 2

until you have thought of a way of doing this exercise which

isn't much work.)

do start working



Variables,

"Take a number, multiply it by 3, and then adc,-. This is

a simple exercise. If you choose the number 7, to start

you get 25 as the answer to the exercise. The steps could be

shown as follows:

Nc

n

Ice that "3(-

7

3(7)

3(7) 4

4" is a numeral for the number 25. It is

the simplest numeral for 25 but it shows clearly the form

of the exercise. Sometimes the form or an exercise is more

important than the answer.

I et us consider a second example "Choose a counting

number between 1 and 100, add and divide by 2." This

time the starting number Is to be taken from the set

4, ggj. If you choose the number the Col to

steps show the process.

Hq

80

ppose that rie_ _

the He does not tel l

n follows t .-ueboc of

his starting number.

'se, do not know his CInal answer. Put :,'ou do know the

of his work. 'NU might th nk of it as follows:

JohnsJohnes numb

ion-'s b

John number



Suppose we let the 'letter " cc represent John's starting number.

Then We think as follows:

H n" represents one number: it happens that you du not know

tch number it Is except that it comes from the set 4,

99).

In our example we chose the letter . We could just as

well have chosen a different letter such as "c" or "x".

When a letter is used in the way "n" was used in the above

example, Lt is called a variable.

A variable is a numeral which represents a definite, but

unspecified, number chosen from a given set of numbers.

number that a variable can represent Is called a value

of th variable. The set of numbers from which the value of

the varlabe may be chosen is called the domain of the variable.

Thus, In the example at the beginning of this section, we used

n to represent a number. But we were told that n was a counting

number and that it had to be taken from the set (2, 3, 4, )9)

That is, the value of the variable had to be chosen from the

set (2, 3 4, ..., )7 Therefore, in this example, the set

3, 4, 99) is the domain of the varlablt n.

You remember that we called an expression itke "3 + 5" or
n0 - 6" a numerical phrase. When a phrase contalns a variable,

we call It an open phrase. For example, "n + 7" is an open

phrase. In the table below are 'some more examples of open phrases

and their word mearings.

Worc phrase

n a number Increased by

n n 8 less than a number

bn 6 'times a numbe

12 a number divided by 12
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Each o the four open phrases in the above table involve

the variable\"n." In each case, the value of the open phrase

depends on ttie value of n. Suppose that the value of n must

be chosen froM\the set (8, 12, 18). What we are saying of course

is that the see (8, 12, the domain of n for these examples.

Then if n is 12 (n certainly may be l2, since 12 is in the

domain), the val6 of un k 5" is 17. What are the corresponding
it

n
values of "n - 8, 1161-1," and --- ? The table below summarizes

1P
the answers to these questions together with the same questions

in the cases where ns is 18 and where n is 8.

-

1

I

1-1

Check Your ReadinE

Is a variable a ntmeral or Ls it a number?

variable r present a definite number?

3. in what way is a

HL" " 1), 1,_--"
1!and

Variable different from numerals queh as
6110

What is a varlah e?

What is a numerica8 phrase? Give an example

What is an open phraSe? Gtve an example.

What do we mean by a value of a variable?

What do we mean by the dort4Ln of a variable?

9. What letters can we use for variables? Give some,examples.

le What do we mean by the value of an open phrase?
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Oral Exercises P-Oa
4

Find the possible values of these open phrases if t do_ a in of
MO

n is the set: t2, 5, 10).

1. n i= 7

2. 5(n) (this can also be written Sn

3. n(11)

_ 1)

5(n) - 7

9 3(n) + o(n + 1)

8 (n) - 3(n) (this can also be wr

T(n +

10.

11.

12.

13.

8

n +

5

n + 3

+
n

14. Would your thinking have been changed in any or the above
exercises If we had used a, b, x, or y, instead of n as

the variable?

a mathematical phrase, using a variable, to represent
word phrase.

15. Two more than some number.

Seven less than some number.

1T. Llama some number.

18. number divided by

19. Four more than twice some number.

e a word phra

2°- n + 5

21. c - 2

22

24. 2n

esorib[ng each open phrase.

25. 3a - 2

26. 7(n

27,

28.
7

+
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PPoblen Set 2-6a

Find the possIble values of' these open pheaiei If the aomala a

n ts the set: 12, 5, 10j

1.

7.4

2(n =j-

(n = I ) (a
3.

- J-
Th can also Le wrlten

a has the valuc.s 7, has the value 5, an a has Uhe

value 3, !:1.11.6 the values of these anon r_lbranb:3.

6, 3n -I- b

61) - c 31.
a8, ----, 35

10. 7c (a a b)

tb - 1n) (

c). ( 3a b)(b - _3 .

tizIntr. a variaLJe, write a mathomatlal phrase Coy

phrase.

14. Seven less than three tialles some number.

15. SIx more than one halt It a number.

IL tar oL the a 0 a and

Seven nare than the )Plent hDma

eLeven.

each word

16. SIx leer Lhaa TiaI;1(!; --)1 a divi_ded I,

The nun ot: twba. a nuntna an6 three.

2) . P sun o2 a numter aaa neven dTvInCict by twelve.

71



Problem

(cont tnued)

Write a word phrase for each mathematical phrase.

21. 8n 4

00 -3
- 4

23. 8(2n - 5)

24. laia_,T (Hint: One way would be to state it

as an instruction--

take a number, subtract..

You have been introduced to the meaning of "variable".

How is ,1 variable used? You will be interested to discover

that variables are used not so much to find answers as to

discover forms of problems or number relationships.

Let's consider a number game:

What number do you get if you take the number of years

in your age, multiply by 3, add 12, divide by 3, subtract

2? (Don't tell us your age!)

Perhap4orou thought of the following numbers, as the

structic_>ns were given: i4, 42, 18, 16. We ask you

your final number and when you say lb we tell you that

your age is 14. -How did we know?

Try another number, say 34, the age of your father. Le

write your reasoning process this time as well as the result

of each calcuint,lon. It would look like this:

102



There are two Ihlrip we wih:al to nonce. Firct, how do the

two anciwers you hare :c mind to :'ar relate to the numLeep you

started. with Try some other number an6 -.repeat the or-Jcecc.

D catch of thece atirwrp home the em. ;o rhlation:hLp to the

priGipal numberp

We can ahrwer thlt iapt loh:;tikm better LC We now give

our attentLoa to thh heconh poLnt DL Lmportance. Look at the

lan.toexprepclah m tee cprelic colmmh or the table,

Thic rYpreppLih phowt the lorm or the problem. No matter whct

numbet we ctart the Corm lc the same. IV we atort

we cet-

If .10- atarI -

I vie

3( if_

,pot4e we hmaltt tCLL the 3,;,..1Li'P wl_th whLeh we ctarted. What

woulk the -loco] the hr)L:m le-. Do yom remember that a

iar4itle roprepehtt cm numler Luau at cpecIfled

Due aD 1-`
,r,10 denote the

!I
Z1-1-1S, LY ;;L,'

Al

If

:1
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Does the final open phrase agree with your idea of what he form

should be?. This open phrase,:-

3n 12

provides'us with any possible answer to the problem, depending

on your starting number. Let us examine the open phrase

"3n 12
3

more closely.

3n

and by the distributive property

3n + 3(4),

T4erefore,

3n + = 3

3n + 12

+ 4).

to + 4)

n + 4

and our (2.TELL phrase can by written more s_-ply

Y 3n

r

This tctls un. ti 'ans-wer riven will always be two more than

the starting number. Does this agree withlyour earlier obser-

vation? This was our "sedipet" This was the way we could tell

your ag.o when yo gave us your 'inal answer

There wilt be many places, n this course and ins future

mathematic r where the pattern nr,:rLicm is much more

mportant than any te anhwo,

74



If the domain of the vr -table in ,our problem above had been

the set S = (1, 1,000,000), then our form

On 12
2 n 2". could Immediately provide us with any one

of a million alffe wers. 'If the doma;in had Leen the set T

of all whole numbers, the form would have provided 11.2 with

infinitely many amnia', Do you agree that this As so?

<
The discussion above illustrates the great power of metho

based upon pattern or form rather than on simple- arithmetic.

This approach is made possible by the introduction of the idea

of variables.

ReAdinE
\

1. Are varlibLes used t a nd answers or to discover forms

of problems Or cc eel =7 nshIF a?

If your ustartInv: tho nnA,cv game of

section is at is the ::Ana 1 anmle

tiding

3. If the domhin of: the var1ahle in the number game had been the

set (1, 1(D), d'aTerent answers would the

Core" peovicie

em : et 2-Cob

If the earn o a c(!etaIn r , t. and doubled, wIlich

of the folLovani-; cis Jd he a c r ,ect form:

3 or

IZ 1 La adoel to twice a certain.

is divIne a, I the core

3)?

n and the sum

,
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Problem Set 2-6b

(continued)

3. If one-fourth .of a certain number x is added to-one-third

of four times the same number- which is the correct form:

4 --(4x) or L(x)?

4. If the number of gallons of milk purchased is y, which is

the correct form for the numbd'raf quart bottles that will

contain it:

4y

5. If a Is ehe number of feet in the length of a certain

rectangle and b is the numbqr of feet in the width of

the same rectangle, which is the correct form for the

perimeter:

Find a common name

a +.17) or abf

32, when C = 100

(b) when -_= ii - 4, a

(c) P(1 r whim F 500, r = 0.04, t = 3

(d) , :when

Jwh, whtn.

= 4, r _

24, w h

7 Write the form of the answer, n F., a

)18

variable, for this

series at' instructions. "Thinh or a -Imber, add 2, multiply.

by 3, ttPact _vide by 3. What is the final numter?"

Simplify 1e Corm

number':

Do as in Problem

a number-, multiply

subtract

reveal?

Do yv end un with the original

th: :1CPWL',

4,

a L nullir

70

Lnetructions: Think of

fide 2, subtract

-.Mat the pattern
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Problem Set 2-6b

(continued)

Tell Which of the following sentences are true if x has the

value 7:

9-

10(x + 3) + x + - 4)

x - 5 = 2x - 10

12. 3(x + 4) 3x + 12

13. x - 10 - 3

14. 6 = x

15. (x - 4) x - 1

16. bx F 9X - 17X

17. 2

18. (x 4)(x + 7

19, llx 2x = '63

,20. x(3x + 7 + 7x (Remember:

Summary

Among the important ideas of this chapter are the following:

1. Numerals are names for numbers, as distinguished from

numbers themselves.
r.

The presence of this sy_bol "=" between two numerals indi-

cates that the numerals represent thefsame number.

The symbol "#r" represerits the,verb "is not eaual to" and is

used to indicate that two numerals do not name the same

number.

The symbol " " represents the verb phrase "is greater than".

5. The Symbol" < " represents the vezip phrase "iS less than".

6. Indicated multiplication, for eixyamle, of 7 by 3, may

be written 7 x 3, 7(3) or (7)(3).

77



In order that the meaning of the numeral shall not be in

doubt, we agree to give multiplication precedence over

addition and subtraction; unless otherwise indicated, in

expressions involving these operations.

8. Parentheses may be used to enclose those parts of an

expression to be taken as a numeral.

A'numerical phrase is any numeral given by an expresision

which Involves other numerals along with the signs for

operations.

10. Numerical phrases may be,.combiner to form numerical sentences,

whicn may be either true or false, but not both.

11. A property of an operation is "something which it his or

One of its characteristics.

12. nary operation Is one which is always performed upon two

numbe_ . Addition and multiplication are binary operations.

13 The associative property of addition.

Example: (2 + 3) + 4 . 2 + (3 + 4)

*14. The commutative property of addition.

Example: 2 + 3 - 3 2

15. The multiplication property of one.

Example: 8 x l = 8

16. The associative property of multiplication.

Example: (2 x 3) x 4 = 2 x (3 x 4)

17. The commutative property of multiplication.

Example: 2 x 3 = 3 x

18., The distributive _operty (of multiplication over a A

Example: 2(3 /4) , 2(4)

19, A variable Ls a numeral which represents` a defin e,,though

unspecified, number from a Riven numbers.

20. A number which a given variable can represent is called a

value of the variable.

21. The set of values of a variable is called its domain.



Review Problem Set

1. Write five different numerals for the number three.

2. What do, we mean when we refer, to a "common name" of a number?

3 What is the order that we agreed un for carrying out opera-

tion8. in problems involving add Lion, subtraction, multipli-

cation, and division?

What is a common name for the numerical phrase

5. Which of the following sentences are true?

(a) (5 3) 2 = (5

+ x 3 6 + X

(5 + 1)(6 + = 5

42 = 4(0

6x2 6(2

1

6. Which Ely-mi., 01, " >

3)

(1

4)3

u < ", means ,-, less tha

7. Write the following sentences using the symbol

7 x < 3 (c)

What do we mean by a binary operation?

"7

II?

+ 5 x 14 "?

9. Which of the llowinr; h aces are Indicated products of

two numLers?

(a) 3 x 6

3(0 +

(c) 5

(3

(e)

(L1 3 >= 6 + C.-

10 Which pr the awinf7, 11 -e the sociative property

of addltIon': nuit:101_0n of neither?

h =k (3 -f= 3) 4- I

(1 i= A(1-117 ) _ (6 ±
I



(c)

(d)

Review Problem Set
(continued)

x = 4(- X 4.)

11 For each of the folio wing statements te 1 what numeral for

one has seen used in changing the name of the number.

(b) 4
o

x + 2
LIA

10 15

12. Which of the following are true sentences? Tell what

property or properties of addition and multiplication are

involved in thosesenteAces which you consider to be correc

(3 I- 2)7 = 7 (, + 3)

(b)

5(9 8) -

6(7 + 2) + it 4 + (7 +

3 x + 2 x 3 -
9 - 8 = 8

(g) 3 x

(h) 3 + 4 =

(2 l =\14)

3 + (4) (6)

(1) 13(2 + 3) (13 + 2 )(13 + 3)

13. PerfOLn the indis one

(a) 19

(b) 13

That is a varLa le?

ation in,tne "easiest" way.

(c)

&D

1() + 9(29)

101) ,



Review Problem Set

(continued

15. Given that the domain of x is the set (4, 5, 6) find the

value of each of the following open phraSes, for each value

tf x.

(a) x 3

2x 4- 2)

(d

x
Can you find an

"easy"

16. Write an open phrase that gives the form of the following

number game.

Think of a number, double it add two, multiply by

four,divide by eight and add seven.

Can you simplify the formk What "trick" can you use to find

the answer quickly?



Chapter 3

OPEN SENTENCES AND TRUTH SETS

3-1. Open Sentences.

In chapter 2 we called expressions such as "n 3", "c -

etc., o en phrases. They are phrases which contain variables.

In'the same way we

variables

sentences which contain one or more

open sentences.

Thus, the statement "n 3 . 5" is an example of an open_ septenc.

Suppose we were asked whether the sentence "n.4- 3!= 5" is

true. Of course, it is 'impossible to decide until we know what

number the variable "n" represents. The sentence

"'He is President of the United States."

presents the same type of difficulty. Again we cannot decide

whettler it is true until someone indicates the person referred to

by the pronoun "he".

A open sentence "n + 3 . 5" becomes a true entence when

n is 2. Therefore, we call the number 2 a truth number of this

particular open sentence. Can you find other truth numbers for

this same sentence?

If we are given an open sentence, how can we determine a

value of the variable which will make it a true sentence? Suppose

for'example, we consider the open sentence

2x + 18

We could begin by guessing various numbers and then trying each

one of these in our, open sentence in place of the variable '"x".

In this way we might hope to hit on a "truth" number. This could

be a long process. It might also happen that we just never would

guess a right number.

It would be much better if we thought carefully about the

results of our first guesses and used these to guide us. Let us
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use our example to see how the process might work. Our open

sentence is

2x + 3 =18

As a first- guess, we might try 6 for x. Letting x be 6,

sentence

2x + 3 a18

becomes

2(6) + 3 = 18

This is not a true sentence because it says that 15 equals 18.

Since the number 15 -is less than 18, this means our guess, 6,

is not a truth number and is pro_ably too small.

Suppose, then, that 'tie try the number 8. By the same pro-

cess we see the sentence

2x +3 °18
becomes

2(8) = 18

which Is again a false sentence. It noli says 19 equals 18, which

seems o indicate that 8 Is too large.

It seems natural that we would now try a number between 6

and 8, possibly 7. Our sentence now becomes

2(7) + 3 . 18

which is a false aentence. What number do you think we

should try now? .Do you think it should be a number between 7

and 8? If so, why?
_1

If we replace .c71 77, we find that thelsentence

2x + 3 - 18

becomes

2(7) + = 18

_1
which is a true sentence and_w have discovered a number, 77,

that makes our open sentence true.

Check You-: Re, in

What is an "open Sentence"?

Are the following expressions open sentences? Why? Are
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they true sentences? Why?

n ± 3 5,

He is President of the United States.

Does 6 make tt sentence "2x + 3 = 18" true? Does 7k
.What kind of n tuber do we say 7- 1s in relation to the
sentence?

Oral Exercises 3-la

Which of these sentences are

(a) x =2
(b) 2x - 1

(c) 2(x + 1) = 3

(d) 2(x + 1) = x +

x + 2 =;

if x

4x 7x

(g) 4(x 4- 1) x

(h) 2x 1 . 2(x 1)

(i) x 2 = 3x 2 -.x

Find a truth number of each of these sentences.

(a) x + 4 - 6

(b) x + 4 - 11

(c) 2(x 2) =
(d) 2(x 2) - 7

3. Find the numbers, if any, that make each of these open

x = 7

(f) x = 6

(g) 3x 2 = 0

sentences true'.
(a) x + 4 , 7 (e)

(b)- x + 5 = 7 (f)

(c) x + 6 - 7 (g)

(d) 6 x = 2 (h)

y 3

4 rn 14

(i) 5m = 5

(j) x

4m = 18 (k) 2x + 5 - 12
0 (1) 3m - 8

Problem Set 3-la

Tell if the given value of the variable is a truth number of
the open sentence.

(a) x + 5 - 6; x is °5

(b) x h 12; x is its



Problem Set 3-la

(continued)

/
(c) 2x = 0; X is 3

(d) (x'+ 5)(x + 3) . 24;

e) (x - 5)(x - 4) . 0; x

f) 3x - 2 . 12; x is' 5

(g) '2x + 5 F 3x - 7; x is 12

s 1

is 5

Find a truth number for each of these o en sentences.

(a) x - 15 (d) -2(x + 4) 17 (g) 5x + 4 . 12

(b) x + 7 4x - 7'= 18 (h) 5x + 4 19

( ) 2(x + 4) =-= 12 (x - 5)(x + 0 (i) 12 = 2n + 7

3. Find a truth number of each of ,the following open sentences.

(a) 2(n + 2) = 14 y + 25 = 2y + 7

(b) 2(n + 4) - 18 k y + 7.= 2y +

(c) 14 - 3y = 8, (1) 3a + 5 = 2a + 10

(d) 17 - 3y.= 8 (m) 3a + 10 2a + 15

(e) 3 + 2y - 10 (n) 6a + 5 = 5(a + 2)

( f ) 19 + 4y = 61 o ) 3t - 2 . 5

(g) 20 3y = 8 (p) 4t - 3 = 8

(h) y+ 13 = _ + 7 (q) 6t + 5 14

( i) y +' 19 = 2y + 7 lit - 14 = 44

In each of the above exercises we found only one number that

made the given sentence true. There are open sentences, however,

which have many truth numbers. There are also open sentences for

which there are no truth numbers. Consider, for example, the

expression

x

As discussed in chapter the symbol ' means Is greater

than". Since our sentence contains the variaLle x, It is an

open sentence. We now wish to determine those values of x which

make the sentence true. Can you think of some of -them?



We see that the sentence 18 true when.x = 4, x.= x,
x = 100, and so .on. In fact the sentence is true-when x is any

number which is greater than 3.

As 'a-further example, consider Vhe open sentence

2n 1 > 7.

Is this @ true sentence when n = 5? In this case we are really

asking tAe question, is the sentence

11 7

a true sentence? What can-you say about this same open sentence
when n = 3? For n = 3 our:open sentence becomes*

2(3) 1 > 7.

Can, you see that this is not a true sentence? For n = 1 our open-

sentence becomes

2(1) + 1 7,

which is also a false sentence. From this we should see that the'
open sentence-2n,+ 1 7 is true whenever n is a number greater
tharirthree. Another way of describing this is to let T be the

of all numbers greater than 3. Then we could say that our

sentence is true whenever n is an element of the set T.

Suppose we consider the open sentence

x + 2 = x+ 3.

Let us look for truth number. The question we are really asking

is, "What number plus two equals the same number plus 3?" Notice

that a given variable appearing several times in any one sentence

must always represent the same number. Thus if x were to have

the value 5, our sentence would be

Is this a true sentence? Do you see that it is imposSible to find

a value of x which-would make our open ence'true? We see,

then, that there are open sentences which _ave no truth numbers.

Can you suggest some others?

. Let us now examine the open sentence

5 + C + , c + 7.
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What can we -say about, the truth numbers fo h s sentence? Can -

you think of any values of which will make this sentence

false?,

From the above examples we can see that there are varipus

types of open sentences. Some of them have one truth number.

Others have many truth numbers, and some have no truth numbers

at all.

Check Your Heading

Does an open sentence always hive one truth number? Ho

many truth numbers can an open sentence have?

2. 'How many-numbers orarithmetic make-the sentence 2n 1

a true sentence?

How many numbers of arithmetic fake the sentence 2 = x 3

a true sentence?

How many numbers c

ub sentence?

arithmetic make, he sentence x = 6

Oral Exercises 71b

Which of the following open sentences are true if the- lue

or x s 9?

x = 9

x 1

4x / 36 (k)

(d ) x (1)

( e ) x 5.= 14 (in)

(f) x - 5 0 (n)

(g) x + x 8 (o)

(h) 3x - 2x = x (p)

Which of the open sentences

numfer?'

x = x

3x = 2x

5 x + 4

+ 3 > 7

x X 4=

3x 7

2x - x

in Exerci'se 1 have no tru

Which of the open senten s its, Ex e 1 have exa-Erl---

truth number?

4. Which of the open sentences in Exercise 1 have infinitely

many truth numbers?



Problem Se't -lb

For each of the following open sentences c scribe the set of

numbers such:that each element of the set hakes _the open sentence

frue, (Remember a set may be described by listing the elements

in the' set.)

1. x a 5

2. x + 3 f 7

3. m m

4. 3x :-. 15

5 . x 2< 10 .

. 8 . x 5

7. .2y = y y

8. 3k = 0

9 . x 4- 1 > x

10. m m = 0

11. 4 < 2x ,

12. 4x

13.- 2 = 3a

14. 5(y'- 6) = 0

15. 0 x b = 5

16. (a 4- 3) = a

17.

,41E1. 3y 4- 2 < 17

*19. 2y 2 / y

*20. 2y 4- 2 = y 4- 2

2)

Sometimes a 'variable occurs in db expression which has the

form
2
: -This means- "s multiplied by s", and is read

"s squaree. Consider the open:sentence'

This becomes,a false sentence if we let s be 5, ard'it is
.

true if s is .Can you see why?

An interesting thing happens when we try to find the truth.

.numbers for the kollowing open sentence

x
2

3x =

in which the domain of the variable is the set

S = fo, 1, 3, -4)

What elements of the set S are truth numbers for`orar open

sentence? If you loop working at thi problem, you may find that

more than one of these elements is a truth number.



Check Your Reading

1 What is a common name 'for )2? Fcir
,

4r ?

_,
2 - What does P",

),
s mean? How do we read it?

3. -.het number is a truth number bf the sentence

What number is a . truth number of the sentence

"x x2 4- 0 "? Are there more than one?

Oral Exercises 371cs

For the following een ences., let the domain of he variabaR
2, 3, 4, 5) Find the t uth ntimbersbe = the set S (0, -1,

(a)

(d)

(e)

0
(1 2

.30 4

Ilhat is a c n a for these expressions

(f)- y2

'(g)"

(b )

X -y -14 x. is

0
a ,

'1)

(g ) m , if m is 8

is 12

0

Find the values of the variables that m

s tvue. Let the counting i1 CU

229

10
0

is 1

is
these open

_e:ehe

8
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problem Set 3-1c

Pind"the values of the variables which make the following open

sentences true. Let the _domain of tha variables be the set of

-numbers of arithmetic.

1. x2

2. 25
2'

x

3. 25 - x2`+

4. x
2

. 3 +

5. o(x + 1)2

6 x2

x2 1

16

4

* 1 5

8.

9.

10.

11.

1 2 .

*13.

*14.

2
,L

x
2

x
2

x
2

x

0 -

x
0

1

9

x

(7)2

(51)
2

6.-' 5x =

x
2

4 -

9
TU

1 t Tx

0

6x-

3-2. Truth. Sets of Qpen Sentences-

in the preceding sectrOn we have been working with the

problem of finding truth numbers for certain open sentences.

Let us review quickly some of the examples we used by means of
spthe following table:

Open nenc.e Truth Numbers

n

> 3 all numbers greater than three

x + 2 - x + 3 no numbers at all

+ c + 4 = c.1- 7 all numbers
2

x 4- 5x - 0 1, 'L7

From .these examides and

see that the, truth numper for any given open sentence can be

thought or as forming `a set. We call this set the truth set of

the open sentence.

As you -er :'am 'chapter one, sets may'b- indicated,

either Ly r...y a Nero al description, You should also--

_hich we have studied we can
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remember that set with no elernen is called the null

set, or'the empty set. -The symbol for this set is "0".

In the language of sets our table would look as follows:'

Open Sentence Truth Set

n + 3 = 5 T (12)

x-> 3 T: the-set
greater

of all numbers
than three- -

x + 2 F X + 3 T - g

3 + 6 + 4 -1 c 1. 7 T: the° set o all" n-- e
2 + 2 - 3x - 0 T = (4, 2)

-It is important to remember that in forming the truth se

for a given open sentence we must-include all of the truth num-

'tiers. Furthermore there, must te no elements in our set which are

not tnuth numters,

lh dealing with tr nthtruth sets of open sentences we mus't also

pay-particular attention to what' we called' the domain of the.

variable. You recall that the domain of a variable is the set:.

all numbers from W/qach the value of the variable may be chosen.

In certain examples and problems the domain of the variable

will stated specifically. Can the other hand, when no mention,

Ais made af the domain we shall assume,in this chapter that the

domain in question' will pie ;the set all numbers of,arithmetic

Pbr.wdish'the given sentence has meaniflg.

Suppose, for, example we corder rne following problem:

Let tie br ,en, sentence -Le

x >

and let the i main n ,'be 'the Set
0

Pind the tri]l,a

This mea 9re to- hick 911 tne elemen

met 0 w`nicri. make ow t r en .hentence rue Can you do this?

se,

D = (0, 1, 2, 3,

Q I

am the

see taht oli)- tru»)) It se 3)'. We also

see that the se: of num,=onL; F - (0, 2, 3) is the-set of nuMne

hich make the ot)en One ,my lookl-ng at this

pahttcuThr ol open sentence

If f
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"set D into two subsets, the truth set T, and the set F.

Let's take another example. Consider the open sentence

x _7.

Nothing is said here about) the domain of x. In this case we

assume therefore that the domain consists of all the numbers of

arithmetic.- What is the truth set? What is the set of numbers

which make the sentence false?

Once again we see that this open sentence sorts the set of

All numbers into two subsets:

T (3) and F the set of all numbers except 3.

From these examples we see that an open sentence actually

does act as a sorter. Just as you might sort a deck of cards

lntoltwa sets, black and red, an open sentence sorts a set of

numbers into two sets: one, the truth set, and another, the set

of all numbers in the given domain which make the sentence false.

Check Your Readinz

1 If we are going to describe the truth set of sentence, what

must we be careful to consider?

What do we call-the set f'rom which values of the variable

may be selected?',
. .

What is the truth set of a sentence?

What is the truth set of the open sentence x > 3 if the

domain:of x is the set (0. 1, 2, 3, 40 5)?

If the domain of the Van tle of a tentence is not

what will the domain be?

Oral Exercises

If the domain of x ts the set (0,

each of the following sentences.

lo.

)1

the truth set of



12.

13.

14.

15.

Oral.Exercises 3-24

(continued)

x 5 > 12 16. 2(x + 4)

x 3 > 3 1 7 . 5x + 8,-

x + 5 > 5 18. 3x > 0

2x + 5 = 8 19.. 3 <

8 +.x = 10 20. 3x > 6

x + 10

2 (2x + 5)

Problem Set =2a

1. For each of the open sentences determine the truth set Tr

and the set F of numbers which make the sentence false,

the setif the domain of the

W = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4,

a) x + 2 = 5

b) 3n + 2 = 14'

> 5

variable is

5, 6, 7, 8).

(d)

(e)

(f)

2. Do as in Problem 1, but

domain of the variable

W =

(a)

(0, 1, 2, 3,

y < 5

4, 5,

(b) 2x + 3 =7

(c) x
2

+ 12 - 7x 0

(d) t = t + 1

(e) = x

x 5

y < 6

m+ = 4

list only the truth set T. The

is the set

6, 7, 8).

(0 5m +_10
3

(g) x > 8

x = 8

(1) x < 8

(j) x X 8

10

Below several domains are described. For each, consic

open sentence x < 9 and then determine the two sets

and F as in exercise 1.

(a) (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

(b) (0, 10, 20, 30,

(c) (3, 5, 7, 9, 11)

7, 8, 9]

40 50)

94

(d) the set of nuMb-
.greater than

the set of numbers
less than _10

the set of'numbers
greater than 8
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=

Problem Set 3 -2a

(continued)

Follow the

the set T.

same instructions as in problem 3 but list only

(0, 1,, 2, (d ) ,the set of numbers
-greatdr than -7

(6, 8) the set
numbers

of counting

(7, 8, 9) the set of whole numbers

each of the following test whether or no's the given

mber belongs to the truth set of the open sentence.

a)

)

)

(d)

(e) .

7 + x =

m + _

2s +

_2 ,
x- -+ 2x

12; 5

8; 4

7; 6

10; 3

+ 1_-_0;

(f) (x -- 2)2 . 4; 4

(g)
2 4;

(h) + 4 't 12;
ll

3

(1) + = 2x + 5; 3

1

6'. Write an open_sentence whose truth set contains

No elements

(d)

Fxactlr one elemen

all numbers of ari hetic\-

an infinite nur ber of elements but not all numbers of

arithmetic

7. In the following exercise consider the domain R = (0 1'

4, 5). Find, and list when possible, the truth sets of the

following sentences.

(a) 4 + x - 6

(b) 4x+

8. Do problem 7 main, t thisbu time consider the domain to be

all numbers between 0 and 5. Which of these truth sets are

finite sets? '1.114

9 Find the truth sets of the following sentences:

a)
3

+ x 5

(0) 4 + ,

x +

(d) 2x + 1 = 2(-x + 1)

1
4

95
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(i

33c
3

..4

4

'.ProbleM Set 32a

AeOntinued)

(j)

(k) 4 2
x

. lb our discussion of sentences in chapter 2 we used the

symbols

We must be sure that we completely understand the exact meanings

Of these Symbols. Now suppose we wish to -ite an open sentence

which says that a number n is greater than or equal to 7. Can

you think of a Mort way of doing this? A convenient way, and

one whicil is most commonly used is the, following:

n > 7,

where, as we see, the symbol is a=combination of "=" and 71)"

Likewise, the open sentence

< 10

means . "n" is less than or equal to "10".

The truth set of,the first sentence consists of the number 7 and

all numbers greater than 7. The truth set of the second sentence

consists of the ntmber 10 and all numbers less than 10. As

before, we assume that the domain of the variable is the set of
1

all numbers of arithmetic for(which the sentence haS meaning,

since we have not indicated otherwise. However, if we chose as

the domain of x; the set of all even numbers; that4s, if

(0, 2, 4, 6,

then the open sentence 41

x'< 10

would have as its truth_ set

T (0, 10) .



the truth set of the open sentence

the domain of x is the :et of all odd numbers?

Check Your

1. What does the symbol ">" mean? What does "<" ,mean?

2. What does the sentenced "x < 10" say?

If the domain of x is the set of all even numbers, what is

the truth set of the open sentence "x'<.10"?

If the domal: of x

trutg set for each of

1. x > 2

2. x > 3

x > 5

4. x > 7

5. x 0

Find the truth sets

1. 2(x + )

+ 4 > 6

3. 2x + 4 < 6

4. 2x + 4 > 6

5. 2(x +_2)

Oral -ises 372

what theis the set (0, 1,

these sentences?,

2,

6. x < 0, 11. x + 5 > 14

7. x <7 12. x + 2 < 4

8. x < 4 13. 2(x + 1) > 3

9 . x + 1 < 6 14. .3x + 1 > 2

x + 5 > 0 15. x + 4x < 12

Problem Set 3-2b

following sentences.

6. x + 4 > 4 + x 11. 3x < 6

7. x + 4 = 4 + x *12. 7x + 2 > 12

8. x + 4 > 4 + *13 4x - 2 < 2x - 1

9. 3x > 0 *14. 4x - - 2x - 1

3x 3 x x + 2>

Gr_laTjlg of Truth lets.

As we have seen in chapter the graph oT a set, S, of

numbers is the set of all points on the number line that corres-

) pond to he numbers in the set.

9



u the graph of the truth set of an open sentence is the

Oet of alb of-the points on the number line whose coordinates

make the open sentence true. Let us -see what the

ew open sentences look like.

Sentences Truth Set

x . 2 (2)

graphs of a

Graph

than 3

3,
0,

3.

than or
2.

0 4 5

0 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5'

0 5

x > 3 All numbers
greater

1 < 4 All numbers
from 0 to
including
not including

x > '2. All numbers
greater
equal to

3 + x 7 44)

y y L 3y
(19-4"--2)

3y . 7
(i)

X A- = X 0

1 2 3 4

0 2 3 A

0 1 2 4
(Graph contains no poin

5

5

You will n9.-tice that we indicate that a point is in the

graph if it is marked with a heavy dot, but is not included if

e it 4.circled. The heavy lines-indicate that all thrpoints Of

that portion of e number line belong to the graph. The arrows

indicate that the heavy line is assumed to continue without- end.

1, brave the graph

sentences:

0
Problem Set 3-3

of the truth set of each of the flowing open

y

(b) X + 1 2

(c)

(d) 3 + y - 4

(e) 3 + y 4

3

(g)

(h)

(i)

m e 3

2x 5

2x > 5

3 y >

3 y <

4

4

(k)

(1) 4

5 < 5n 1- S

X X

x X 2
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.1

r
Problem Set 3-3

(continued)

2 Determine whether the indicated set of points-1s the graph

ck the truth set of the given open sentence=

A 1 1 _t_---1--- 1 t

O 1 3 4 5 7
(a) 2 + x - 4

3x

(c) 2y =7

(d)

) 3

O 1 2 3 4

I I--.-- I

O 1 2 3 4 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
For each of the following find an open sentence whose truth.

set is reprebented bSr the given graph;

Example: The sentence whose
J. 2 3 4

t is represented by this graph is x < 2.

I I # t

O 1 2 3 4 5

I t--
O I 2 3 4 r 5

O t 2 3 4. -15

1 '2 3 4 5

compound °Tei Sentences and their Graphs.

In mathematics we fft.'e often called upon to deal with

4omressi6113 of the following form:

Your first i

tences

one com

n

Hut if you

and rm

on maybe that we have writt n two sen-

read the 'sentence from left to rght, kv-as

ound sentence with the connective and Letween two

clauses- We shall use the word clause to mean a sentence which

is part pf a compound sentence. In the compound sentence above

we call n + 1 = a clause and n cf.: 7 a, clause.

its own truth set.

qg

EaCh clause has
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In'section 2 we learned that every open sentence has

associated. with it a truth set. How, then, shall. 'we determine

tie truth set of the compound senence itself? We do this uy -

first finding the truth sets for thejnyvidual clauses on each

.dIde? of the connecting word name.. In our example the clause on

the left is

+ 1

Do you see that its truth set is

--- (4

The truth set for the Cl on the right is

R: the set cif all numbers less than

For convenience we na've useld the letters -L and R tp

indicate the'tnuth sets the left and right clauses. To deter-

mine the truth set of the compound open sentence we use two

.ideas. First we say that a compound sentence with the connecting

word "and" is true when the left clause is true and the right ,

:clause is true. Otherwise it is false. FQr example the compound

sentence

is a true sentence but

4 +3 =7 and- 3 4- 1 =. 13

3 - 7 and 5 10 -

is a False sentence. Second, we remember that the truth se 'for

any open sentence is the set of all numbers which make that par-

tAcular sentenc true. From this we c'an then say that
off

the truth set of a compound sentence with

connecting word "and" consists of all those

numbers and only those numbers whicti are -in

both of the individual truth sets.

In then words, If an element is in the set L, and if it is also

in the set R, it then belongs to the setC,-wh4re we use the

letter C to represent the truth set of the compound open sen-

tence. If an element 11 not in both sets L and R, then it is

not in C. How, then, would describe the_ set C for

example Which. we have hPOn StA ying? Do you tee that the only



'lement in R which, In alsO In is the numbe-r 4? It ahould

then_ be clear that

\--

f

C (4).
,

T-i

As a further example, cousider the compound open se.nt4nc&

For this example

,
x > 5 oil x<Y.

let us say that the domain of .x io to be the

set of whole number. To rind C: that is, to find ,he truth sPt_,

,the compound sentence we follow the process used abs:71e-
.

emethbering the meaning of the symtbi ">" we see that theHr

set for the cause On the left is

L (5, 6,-7,
. g

See If you also agree that the truth set for the clause Da the

rIght Is

- [0. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6: 7, 8).

What is the truth set at the compound sentence? Do you agree

that it should be C - (Lf,), 6, 7, 8)? This is the truth set:of'

the comPound sentence because these are the elements Laat,are ln-

an d also in R.

'As we have pointed out before, there are sorde7 open sentences

which have no truth numbers. Their truth set, In other words, in

the empty set This can also happen' In the case of a compound

sentence Here is an example.

n + 2 .:L,7 and

The t5h set. of the left clause Is 1, - L5), Is the number 5

an element of the truth set of the clause, on the right?'77, Since it

is not.,' we 'see that the truth sel of this compound sentence is 0,

Check Your Readih--,

1. When In a compound sentence with connective "and" true'?
4

2. When is it false?

3. The truth se or the sentence "n + 1 = 5" is 14), and the

truth set of < j" is the colt or all numbers cs than' Y.

What Is the It net of 'n -f- 1 - 5 and h-

1
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Oral ses

Is the sentence " 1 = 7" true? Is the sentence 4

true? Is the sentence "8 - 1 = 7 and 9 + 4 = 9" true? Why?

s the sentence "13 - 7 = 6" true? Is the sentence.
"11 + 12 - 25" true? Is the sentence "13 7 and
11 + 12 25" true? Why?

1 1Is the sentence , ,E, = true? Is the sentence
1 1"9 + 8 , 37" true__? Is the sentence + 3-- = 9 and

9 + 18 = 37" true? Why?

Tell which of the following compound sente

-If false, why?

and 17 - 9 8

and 45 = 1149 - 1104

and 9 6 2

and 19 x 725 = 15225

which are false.

(a 8 + 19 = 17

16 X 8 1- 8

37 + 8 ,-- 45

(d) 5 4 8 , 12

(e) x 7) - (48 + 96) - 324 and + 4 , 12

Let the domain of x be the set of whole numbers.

the truth-set or the following compound sentences?

(a) > 3 and x < 5

and

and

- 10 and a < 14

(d) 1_0 ,and x < 5

Problem Set 3-4a

Which of these compound sentences are

Why?

and 8 < 10

and 8 = 1')

and 8 / 10

and 8 = 10

and 3 + 1 - 4

and 3 + 1 4

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

7 + 2 -

7 + 2 /

7 + 2 - t

7 + 2 -

(e) 6 > 4 + 1

( C) + 1

(g) 4 + 1

(h)

(t)

1

(J) = .1

and -(1 / It

and 3 + 1 -

and 5 - 4 + 2

and

is

ae? Which are false?

11
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Pcoblem Set 3-4a

(continue(

3 3 1
+ / 4 and - + - ---, 1

(1) 3 + 2 > x and 4 x

Let the domain or the variable t)e the set of whole numbers

Find-the truth sets of the following compound sentences.

(a)

(cif
(d)

(e)

x

x

n-
,

n

>

<

+

5

7

(--,)

4

n + 4

i(g) n + 4.

(h) t > 3

and x ~ i2

and x > 4

and n > 0

and n 5

- 6 and n < 5

- b ,and n < 2

> 0 and n <

and t < 3

We have just studied compound sentences connected by the

word "and". There is another type or compound open sentence

which we shall now study. This is the type which has the

connecting word "or". For example,

x + 5 7 or x > 10

is a sentence of this type. To determine the truth set of this

type,of sentence we begin the process as before. We'must first

deter ne the truth sets of the individual claUses to the right ,

and left of the connecting word "or"- But here is the difference!

If our compound sentence has the connecting word "or", we say

that this-- (ype Of open compound sentence is true if el,ther the

left clause )1,ri. true, or the right clause Is true, or if both

clauses are'true. Otherwise, It is false. For example the

compound sentence

4 ~7 or 5 -4- 10 - 11

is a true sentence. Also the compound sentence

4 + - 7 or 8 + 7 - 15

ts n true sentence. But the compound sentence

1( 1
2
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= 9 or 8 10 9

is a falte sentence. This tells us that

the truth set of a compound sentence with

the ,conp9prig word "or".consists of all

th numbers which-- in at least one of

the truth set's of the individual clauses.

consider the-example

x + 5 7f or x 10.

If. we,examine the individual (-_,-lauses to determine their truth

sets, we see that

has the tr ~uth set

x + 5 - 7

L

The right clause t s the truth se

R: the set of all numbers greater than 10.

What is the truth set of ti a .tompoun sentence`? Do you see that
it can be described as

C: the number 2 and all numbers greater than 10?

In other words, we include the elements in the set f-and the

elements in the set R.

As a second example, consider the opqn compound sente_

x > 5 or x + 2 =10.

e set of all numbers -rester than.Here,we see that L 'is th
It should also be clear that

R

In this case the number 3 is already included in the truth set

the left clause. In describing sets we do not count an

element twice. Therefore we can say that the truth set of the

compound sentence is

C: the set of all ,numbers greater than

These ideas will become easier to understand as we take up

the study of graph of the truth sets of compound open sentences.

Yo Reading

When is a compound sentence with the connective 1-1-or" true?

2, When It false?

104
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ral Exerciser, 3-4b

1. Is the aentence "8 1 7" true? Is th'E'tentence "5 4 m 9"

true? Ia the sentence 28 - 1 7 or 5 a = 9" true? , Why?

2. Ip sentence Y9 8 - it" true? Is the sentence

"13 5" true? Is the sentence "9 a 8 - 17 or

13 - 7 = ti," true? Why?

3. Is the sentence "22 11 - 33" true? Is the sentence

"9 x 12 - 96" true? Is the sentence "22 - 11 = 33 or

9 x 12 - 95" true? Why?

t'L In earh of the following state whether the sentence is true or

whether It is false and tell why.

( a ) 7 +3 a 10 or 99 1°8

(b)
15 3

P-°.;

or 22 - 10 = 12

(d)

(e)

1 r

9'--1) aRe, or 3 x 2 16
111

81 or 7(325) 2275

5. If the dn-rnal.a tho vrff.iajdo io the et of whole nurilbers,

find the thth tot 1 cch of tho following sentences.

(a) a < L oe x =i 2 4x < 8 or a = 2

(t) x < y - 2 (g). 6x < 2 or x 5,

(e) x 3 (h) 5x - 2 or x <

(d) x a or a 2 y, 6x > 2 or a L 1 4

4:;:4 ) .73x = = _1 (.,j) :3.x _7( 3 or x > 1

Fr Lom let =!=b

Which of the f.oLl w :erotc n000 aro toue,: Uhich are false?

(a) 5 a h = 5 2 / 7 *

(b) + 2 / 0 3 h 2 <

H
(c) + -F 1

_ -)r = 1

.
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Problem Set 3-4b

(continued)

(d) .2 + 1.5 3.5 or 1.5 - 11.7

(e) 3 + 4 = 7 lr 3 4 > 7

,3 + 5>7 or 3 7

(g) 9(8) 81 or 8(72) =1= 0 a 581

(h) = 1 or 7(6 2) (6 2(Lf

(1) (8 5)(5 8) = (8 5)(8 5) 10

(3)-(3) , 6 61:, 6) (2)) x 07)00(2)

2. Describe the tru-_-_ sets of the following sentences:

(a) 5 or x > x < 5 and 4x > 20

(b) 3x < 9 or x (e) 3x < 1 or 2(3x + 1) 8

(c) 2x > 4 or 5x < 10

Which of the followinii,septences are tirue when x is

(a) '3x < 2 or x + 9 - 17

(s) 5x < 5 and 4x > 2

(c) 3x 1 = 23 or 2x 'L 16

(d) 2x - > 12 or r + 3) < 22

*7-ix 10 or 9x = 72

Graphs of trutIT-sets of compound open sentences present

special features. For example, consider the open sentence

x > 2 or x - 2.

The right and left clauses of the sentence and the corresponding

graphs of their truth sets are:

0 1 2 3 4

0 1' 2 > 3 4

100.
A



Remember a C compound sentence with connective or Is true

if at least one of its parts is true If a number belongs to the

truth set of the sentence ux - 2" or to the truth set of the

sentence "x > 2" or to both truth sets, It is ,n number belonging,

to the truth set or the compound sentence "x - 2 or x > 2".

So the truth set of the compohnd

C: the set oC all numters greater than, or equal Io 2.

Any nunn_aar less than 2 makes .:.oth pa-:'1.5 of thc compound sentence

false and '.3o doer not telor:g to net:.

The graph c. the tP11-.11 Cut ef

1.--orr:Id Ly oJ:11_,D11,nG the two r:r'abi-1 a atnvo, IP

Do

fet or x

ar ma or; roe fOJ0 of rho truth

What jp 1-.he sentence

Let hp ccd.H: n: the troth 8QU of Like sentence

)
) 2 3 4

Now 'Thaw - of the sentence "x > 41'

1

C) 3 4 5 6 7

'[tarn , we 0a.,r, on the one line; we now
have o: x o ,? or x 4.

4 6 7

The gcaph of the cIU o romneurid sentence with the

connective c:onftsts of it: nnn;_,s which uelon2 to at lest one

or The rrolpris at the two '__o_-sc.!p.

Ifri



Check_ Your ReadinE

1. How do we draw the graph of the truth set of a compound sen-
,

tence with connective "or" if we have the graphs of the two

simple sentences?

What is the graph of the truth set of the sentence "x = 2"?

Of the sentence "a > 2"? Of the sentence "x = 2 or a > P"?

3. What is the graph of the truth set of the sentence "x

Of the sentence "x-> )1"? Of the sentence "k < 2 or -x

Problem Set 3-Jic

Draw the graohsof the truth sets :;.f the following compound

sentences:

1. a K 1

a 3 or a,< 3

3. x 6

x

, 3

or x 3

(Hint: First write this sentence with two clauses .

6. x > 3 or a - 2

7. a < 7 or a = 10

8. a 7 or a 5

j. x K 7 or x

or a = 3

11. a X 5 or a 3

What is t'- or Get, of an open sentence such

and a < 4"?

The graons of the 0 rue seer (_1: the Irdividnal clauses are

and

x 4 -41*1"4-0----4--- 1 t-

C) 1 --Z 3 4 5 6 7

Since 'a compound sentence vrict,11 connective and is true only

when both clauses are truu, u number rust belong to the truth sets

of both

and

108



5 - 4

to belong to the truth set of the comp-nund sentence

p
Can you Sep, that the truth set is the set of all or the numbers

a > 2 and. x< 4.

that arc greater than 2 and are less than

truth set of
I

X > 2 and x h is
1 2 3 4 5

The graph of the

7

Notice that this includes omit the numbers between 2 and 4

it tio not Include the 2 sod the oth numbers make

the sentence raise. For example, 5 is in the truth set of

a > 2. out not in the truth net or x < 4, and so it Is not in

the trurl set of the compound sen117

No,drF the graph of the i,ruih set of the sentence

2111' x 2 and

Remember that thts in h compound nentenceo

The graPhz of the indlvidusit clauses are:

a > 2

< 5

O I 3

r
7

P

O I 2 3 04 5 6 '7
---) Which polptn of -each graph are common to both graphs?

ta-o_mmon points are the graoh of the compound sentence

and x l'I 'S
; -4 I

0 F , 2 3 4 6

Tht graph of the tr',1th ne of a compound sentence with

connective nrid-concists of all of the points which are common

to the gr.i phn of the two individual clp.usen:

These

4

I

Check Your Reading

SO'. must: uoto Out number th- at mated a compo

sent.ehce Wth-pOnner-Ive "and true?

2. 1.,:hat is the graph of the triuth net, of > 2"? What is the

graph of ,he 0. ruth set o "a <-d"? :What is the graph of the

'ruth set a):' "a 2 2 and

.1(



Check Your Reading

continued)

. What is the graph (*IC the truth set at "X > 2"? What is the

graph of the truth set of "x <.b"? What Is the4raph of the

truth set of "a > 2 and a ( 5"?

at points does the grdph of a compound sentence with

connective and rons0-_lt, of?

q- Oral Exercises :5-4d

1. Will he number 6 Le In tSe truth set of "a < 4"Q Will

the point labeled a ue on thil! graph. of the truth set of

"x < 4 and x

Will the number 3 be in the truth set. of "k < 4"?-

be in the truth set of "a Will the point 5

graph of the tr Iset oS "a < and a > 2"?

Will it

be on the

Will the number 'I be in the truth set of "x 2"? Will it be

in the ruth set v' "a < /I"? Will /he point labeled 7 be on

the graph of the truth set 01 "a < J1/4i-- and a > 2"? 4
Is the number 1 in the truth Set of "a < 2"? Is it in he

truth set pi' "a Will the point labeled 1 be on the

graph-os the _:.PUUh set or "a < 2 and a > h"?

I OW'

-Draw the raph5 ofl

sentences:

and a

2. a = h and x > 2

x( 4 and a < 2

4. x > 4 and x <

5. xt and a 2

4-roblem Sot 3)c5

truth sets of the -ollowing compound

6. x > 2 and al,* 3

7. x > 1 and x 5

8. x < 2 and

x 3 and < 4

10. x< and x)5

To save words, we shall tb the future often refer to the

graph of the truth set of an oxen sentence as the grapi-C7-5 a

sentence. It Is simpler' 'art, t. snnfuslon shou.-,ld result IC we



recall what is really meant the description. In the same way

we shall find it converri-ent to speak of the point 3, or the

point when we mean the point with coordinate 3, or the point

with coordinate 7. Whenever there Is the poSZibility ofaconfu-

sion, we shall give the complete description.

4Problem Set 3-4e

In each of the ,- following sen es (a) write __s truth set (b)

draw the graph of its _t

1. x - 2 or x

x =.7
1

or x + 2 - 5

3. x - 2 and x+ 1 - 4

4. x l-4 and x+ 2 =_ 5

5 x= 2 or X+ 1 - 4

6 x + 1 4/ or x + 2 -

7. x > y or x - 3

. x ) 3 or x - 1

9. or x > 7

1 0 . x < 3':- x

11. x and x

12. x :5 2 and x

13. x >.,2 and x

14. x > 2 or x < 2

x Y-or x < , or x> 4

16. x 3 or (x < 2 and x> 4)

1 7 . x< 3 and X> 2 and x < 4

Summary

We have examined somesentences and have seen that each one

can _- 'identified as either true or false, but not both. We have

introducer a set of symbols to indicate relations between nuM,

hers.

sayer "is" or "is equal t-"

"e says "is not" or "ls not equal to"

"<" says Is less than"

">" says is greater than"

"<" says "is less than or is equal to"

">" says "is greater than or is equal to"

An open sentence is a sentence containing one or more

variables

_The domain of the variable Is the set of all Lumbers

sh the val sae 01.' the variable may be chosen.

111



Summary

(continued)

The truth set or an open sentence containing one variable is

the setiof,. alLthase ,nu=ers In the doMain, which ;aikat the

tence true. The open sentefice acts as N17377-r_er. That is, it 5,

Al0 sorts the numbers of the domattn into twe-iets: a set of numbers

which make, the sentence true, and a set which make the sentence

false.

two

11 that in mathematics we study compound sentences of

es accoading to she connect-Ay

( Connective J The sentence is ttue if:

or

and

The graph of

at least one clause is true,

both' clauses are true.
---

ntence is the graph of the truth set of

the sentence. -

The graph or fN compound sentence with connective or is the

set of all points belonging to at least-*ne of the graphs of the

two individual clauses.

The graph of a compound sentence with connective and Is the

set of all points which are common to both of the graphs of the

Individual clauss.

RLVt ew Problem opt

1. Determine whether the given value of the variable is an

element of the truth set. of the sentence.

_.) 5x + 5 , 4x, If x Is 5

(o) 3(2x 1) is

(c) 3a 2 < 7 and a 4, ¶t 1,1 4

(d) 5in 17, m is 145

185n + 1047 1047 18-3n, if n is v.

(r) a + 14 < 114 or a > 10, if a is 0
-0

(g) 2m = 4 0 and 3m 5 14, If m is

1-12
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Revieloi Pro4lem Set

(continued)

1-1 10
(h) 4w + 4 > jc ,---) and 2-w..7) w < 1, if W lo 4

11

I.), '3 -2 :, 3, If y ir,
7--i=

4

F #

(j) a + 5) - 70, if a is 0E

esaribe the truth set of each of these sentences: ,

(a) x + 5,-- °Jr (f) 2y, - 1

,(1)) x + 7 > 77
(

(g) it +2m -, 5
1

(c) 3y + 1A> 10 + 3y 4A) 3x - 9) or 2x - 6 > 0

(d) 3x- --, 3x
2

(i) 4w =F 4 -,-, 10 and w + w < 1

(e) = 16 (j) X + 5 > 7 and a + 1 < 10

3. Draw the graph of the trutiAcsets of. these sentences:

(a) :_ix - 10 . (f) 3x ( 2 8

, 15
(b) 9 a a < 8 (g) 2x 1 or 5x s 77

(h) 2x > 1 or l'a < 4(c) x 5 or a < 2

(d) x 5 and a < 3 (0 2x > 1 and 5x <

(a) a 5 or a < 3 (j) 2x < 1 and 5x > 15',-i--

4. State the truth /et of each of the following open sentences

and draw the g4ph of each truth set.

(a) a + 8 , (h) 3

(b) + v < 15 (i) t + 4 5 or t + 5

(c) 2x = 3 (j) 3x' --- 12

(d) 6 > t + 3 and 5 a t --- 4 (k) g + t < 12 or 5 -1-= 1 / 6

(e) 5> t a 3 or 2 a t -- 1. (1) t + 5 < 7 and t + 6 1-,> 7

(f) X
o

= a,._

(m) 3(x + 2) = 3x 4-.6

,(g) x A- 2 - A or a a 4 6 (n) t + 2 / 3. and-8 + 2 5

If A and S are true sentences and C and 0 are false sentences,

determine which of the following compound sentences are true:

(a) A or

(Li) A or D

(c) Band=C

(d) (r and 0



Cor D
A and..B

04- A inid D

Review Problem Set
(continued)

4(h) A or C

. (1) t pr,4

CO 2 and t)

6 Write cariMan name for the following expressions If a is 2,
1

Li is is =7

(a) 3a + 2b 6c

(0 iL + c

(c) 12 +'CL,
a

r 1 b -f= C

(a + 2)(b

3c + Pt)
a

(h) abc

(1) 9C ltb` - 5a

Determtne which a: the following are true for every value of

the variable It the domain of each varlaide is (0, 70'3,

4, 10?

(a) a + b - t + a

a(t =- o) = ab +

(c) (a + b) + c , a a

(d) a(bc

(e) at ba

ab = 0

= (ab)c

8 C is the be at tauntIng numLers,-W is the set of whole

numbers, And A 12 the Eet or numbers of arithmetic, which of

the following statements tine 'I rue?

(a) A is a sutOei at C (.1) 0 lo a subset of W

(u) 2 is a sheet :1 -t (e) t is a subset of A-

(c) C Is a Atset at A (-1) C is a subset of C .

Uoe-the mbltiplication property of one to change the names of,-

',,he numbers an the Ye it: in the way Indicated.

example: 7

(r) UI (1)



`Review-Problem Set

(continued)

5 8
(ej x ]76 x

10. We have agreed oil a certain order _pf operations in problems

which involve bdth addition (or subtraction), and multipli-
,

cation (or division Write a common name for each -of the

(a) 14 + 2,x 3

40 16- 4 x 3

(c) x 3 + 2

(d) 16 4 - 2 ,

4 + 8 x
7 1s - sx. 7

Use the distributive property_ to write the following indicated

sums as indicated i>rpducts and indicated products)as indicated

sum

-3a + 5a

5a + 5b

a(6, + b)



Chapter 4

PROPERTIES-DF OPERATION S#;

Identity Elements.

What are the truth sets of these open sentences:

0 + b = 0

Did you findfthat the truth set of each sentence is (0 ?

What values of, n make this sentence true,

n = n

Can you find any value of n which makes this sentence false?

This sentence is true f6r every value of n.

Here we have an interesting property, called the addition

property of 'zero.' We can state this property in words like this:

The sum of any number and zero

is equal to the given number.

We cam state it even more briefly as follows:

For everynumbem a + 0 = a=

When,we add zero to a number; the result is always identical

With the number to which we adde zero. Therefore, .we call Zero

the

identity element for addition.

1. For what values of

Check Your Reading

is the sentence 0 n" true?

2. State the addition property of zero.

3. What is the identity element for addition? What does this

mean?



Oral Exercises 4-la

Find the rut h_` sett hf each of the following open sentences

1 4 + y - 4 6. 4 5x

--, m 4 6- 76' 7. b

. A.-4 0 0
-

b + O = b

1 + x = 1. 9.

0+ b .7 10. a+ 1 -a

n Chapter 2 we saw that if a number is multiplied by

the result is equal to the given number.

How can we llte the multiplication property oferle more

briefly than we did before? Terhaps we can do this by dsinea

variable. For what value- of a is
;

a(1) = a

a true sentence? IL is true i t every-value of the variabilb
,

Therefore we ,z an state the multiplication- property afi'one as
-,

follows:

For every =be- a, a(1) - a.

Because the result of our multiplication is always identical.

with ' number we myltiplY ey'one, we call the number one the

identily element for multiplication.

You remem ep that the number one can be given many names.

For example, all of the following,are names for one:

3 6 11 105
7' IT' 11' 105

will.often-u.10 se names like trheae for one.. But no matter what
,,'

tote number one is_tne identity elemerft for multTpl

Inst nCe,

name we-use

cation. Po

Is :ust cnother way

118
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For what values of

Check Your Reading

a is the sentence

State the multiplication property of one

For what values

(1) = a" true?

n is the sentence "n(1),F- 1" try

What doesWhat is -the identity element for multiplication?

this mean?

Whats-a;'e some her names for 1?

Oral Exerclses 4-1b

Find thetruth..sAs of the following open sentences.

5 , '2m 2 = 4 9.' M 4 =m
fT7

10. M(5) =

1. 4x =4

2.
5

m
rr

8. m) =

7. (1)r

8. 5m- 15.

U. 5m = 0

Look at the following sentences:

5.)0 = 0

(3)0 = 0

(0)0 - 0

(m)0 -/0

Do you see that each time we multiplied a number by zero, the.

result was zero? Not4e especially, the last sentence,

(m)0 == O.

Can you find a number m that will make this sentence false?

This sentence is true for every number m.

This property at numbers is called the multiplication

property of zero. Here is how j_t might be stated in wordP

We may also s,,a

Any number times zero equals zero,

like this:

For every nutte_

.119
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For what values of

Check Your Reading'

rn is the sen _nee "-(0 0" true?

State the multiplication property s of zero,
,

If a =
=

0 orb = 0, what do you know about 'at)?

Oral -Exercises 4-1c

We have now studied the following properties. Can you give the

name of each one?

1. For every number x, x 0 = x.

2. For every _number

For every number

1 = x.

- O.

The properties that we have studied are very0beful. ,Let

look at same 'examples that will show some of the ,ways they are

used.

Example 1. -Add the fractions and

(l)

3 3.
8-(7)

20 9
rT 71.7

Do you sec that courd gave used "48" as common
"8"

denominator? In that case we would have used

and t as na =,q for 1.

Example 2. wndi- 1.3 a common name the number

4

1

1 20
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We use the multiplication property of one and multiply

47 .by

7

2

4 x a

8

7 x 2

4
"8" i:s.a common name for the number -.

2
Whydid we mul Tly by ? What if we had vitiplied

by which i another name for one? Do you see that

this would not have given_ us the common name "8"?

Example 3. What is a common name for the number

7
-7-'5

`by is used one?

Is a comma- name Cor the number

121



Show

and

check Your Readin

he multiplication-Property of one is used to add

4

Show. how the number c can be written.
1

2

the multiplication prope ty 6&.
2

imPle_ way by

Show how the number 3 can be written in a simpler way by

5

using the multiplication property of onc. What is the common

denominator? How'do we choose the form of the numeral for 1?

Use at least one

Oral Exercises 4-1d
C

the following properties, the addition'propery

multiklicationof zero the multiplication krope$y of one,

propery of zero to do these exercises.

1 Give a common name for each of the following and tell which

properties are used.-

a) 6 0

b) (125)(l)t

(6). (5)(0)

d) 0

Which of the following sentences are _r-e?

(8)(o)

(9)(0) - 9

(15)(0) 0

(d) (6)(o) -

tr

Use the-multinlichti n 1=ELLar 01i one to change the

of the given numbers on the left in the way indicated

12 (c)
_10

n 3n

es
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x
7
2

Oral Exercises 4-id

(continued)

U.;

(g) 2
xa + 1 3 +

-Problem Set 4-1d

-1. Write a simpler numeral for each of the foil

,what property was used.

(m)(9>.

(b) (b)(1)

n +JO

n

n + 3)

ring and indicate

2. Which of the following a_tences are true for all values of

bftevariable?

(Y) (4)' > y

(c 4m m

m

M 0 . 0

m + l = m

m

Use the multiplication praperty; of one to change namesof
the numbers on the left 1n the `way indicted'.

1

5

5x

30

.15

a
x

-T17

(g) 2

Use the multiplication property of _ne to complete the

.following so that they are true sentences.



(e)

3

(

Problem Set -1d

(continded)

(g )
6

Use the mulvpillication property of one to complete the

following so that they are true for all values of the

variables. The domain of each variable is the set of all

numbers except 0.

(a)
a a+ - +
op bb ob

bad

A,

1

b

a

6 Use the multiplication property of one to find a simpler

numeral .each of the following numbers:
3

7. Find the truth se

(a) (0) - 0

(b) 9a =, 0 ,

2a - 2

(d) (1)m . 1

(h)
7

the following open sentences:

a + 0 = a

. 5 a = 5

(g) (1)Y

(h)

5

(1)

(j)

itb
+.2

-;(t)

1217 a +

=

7)

7

= 6

- 16
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k -2. 'CloSure.

You have been working with the numbers of arithmetic

many years. You7have also worked with certain operations on these

nu i For example, addition and multiplication areoperations,

and each of thape operations 'is perforined on a pair of rmbers.

If a pair of numbers is selected, the-operation of addition

will produce a third number. For example, if. 7-, and 3 are.

chosen, the operation of addition produces the number 10.

7 and 3 are numbers.

for

7 + 3 is a number. ("10" is another

I

. for this num6er.

1
1r 37 and ,2-T are selected, the operation of addition produces the

number 4.

J

37 and

.

3- + 2 is a numbe

numbers.

II r is another
name for this number.)

In fact, no matter what pair is chosen ..from the numberS\o_

arithmetic, you know from your earlier work in mathematics

the operation of dition will produce another number of arith-

metic. We can use variables to say this, as follows:

If a and b ,represent numbers of arithMetic,

then a b is a number of arithmetic.

In a similar way, the operation of multiplication produces

a number of arithmetic for any pair of numbers. For example, if

7 and 3 are chosen, the operation of multiplication produces
r

the number 21.

7 and 3 are numbers.

7 3 is a number. "21" is another
numeral for it.)

are numbers.

is a number. , I IT is another
numeral for it.)

We could continue picking pairs of numbers,r'but you already

know that for every pair of numbers, multiplication can be

l2.'" 1
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perforMed, producing another

b, we cansay:

mber. Using the varidibles a and

If a and b represent numbers of ar_ h e

then ab is a number of arithmetic.

Thus,. whenever a and b represent two numbers, we have a

perfec't 'right to say that

a +lb is a number and ab is a number,

We shall find this way ofOaking very useful: As another example,

suppose x. represents a number. Then do you see that we can say

1-s a'nbmber,.and

3x + 6, is a number?

With subtraction the situation changes. 'The subtrac n
5" can be done but "3 - can't. (Do you 'see why?) Can

'12 be subtradted from 10? Solrou see that in arithmetic Cab-

.traction sometimes can't be done. Divfsion is another operation

that sometimes can't be done. There is one number th$ canit. be

divided into 1. Can you remember which one? Thus with the

numbers of arithmetic the operations of addition and multiplication

can= always be done but subtraction and division sometimes can

not. Later on in th14 book, when we go into a larger systemof

numbers called "the rea] numbers, we will be able to do any sub-

traction In this jarger system.

There are times when we work with a subset of the numbers.of

arithmetic rather than with the entire set of numbers of arith-

metic. For example one such subset.

numbers.

3,

s the set of counting

The variables a and b.might be used to represent two members

of this set; that is, a and b represent counting numbers.

Then a b represents the sum of a and b, and we know of

course that a b is a number of arithmetic, is a + b also

a counting number? Below are hTee examples:

If a is- 9, b is 4, a + b is 13.

If a is 5, b is 5, a + b is 10.

If a is 1, is 186, a + b is 187.

126
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Notice each time th t the sum is not only a number of arithmetic

but is also a counti g,number--that is, a number from the set'

with Which we'started. In,Tacti though we cannot show every case,

if the variables a and b represent any two counting numbers,

then a b is also a counting number.. This fact is expressed

by baying that

counting numbers are osed under addition.

To get better idea of what " losed under, addition" means,

let us look at another example, L -onsider the operation of

addition together,with the set

A

which is a subset of the numbers of arithmetic and has only two

elements. Is set A closed under addition? in=this case, we dan,

actually list all possible sums:

0 0 Cr+ 1 1 + 0 1 + '1.

9 _

Each of these sums is a number of arithmetic of course. But is

each sum also a member of--sit_ A (the set with which we started

The answer is "no", because the number 1 1 (or 2) is not in

set A. So, set A is not closed uncle/4 addition.

Let us consider the operation of multiplication together

with the set

A = (0,

Is set A closed under multiplication? This time we list all

possible products/instead of all possible Sums:

0 x 0 0 x 1 1 x 0

All of these products are numbers of a _hmetic. But are they

all members of set A? Simpler names for these products are, in

order, 0, 0, 0, 1. Each of these is a number in set,A. Therefore,

set'A is closed under multiplication.

Notice that when we speak of "closed" are speaking of a%

set of numbers together with an operation. The three examples

above may be summarized in a table.



SET

elm ng numbers

(0, 1)

(0,

OPERATION

addition .The set is closed
under addition.

addition The set'is,ndt closed
under addition.

multipliCation The set is olosed
under multiplication.

For a final example in this,sectionc let us return to the

set of countinnumbers. Is the set of counZingndm ers closed

under division? Since there is An infinite number _ elements,

we cannot list all possible quotients. But some examples may

give us are idea as to what the.answer to the question is. Let

us choose a pair of counting numbers, say 8 and 4.

87 -

The number 2 is a counting number. -That is, the result, of

dividing the counting number 8 by the counting number 4 is

the counting number 2. This might lead somebody to say that the

counting numbers are closed under division. However, suppose we

select the numbers 5 and 1C2.

is a number_

.5
10

ist in the set of counting numbers. This

means that the set of counting numbers is not closed under

division.

Check Your Readin-

1. When is a set closed under addition?

Is the set'ot counting numbers closed under divisioh Why?

3. what is meant by the set of numbers represented on the

f4mber Sine is closed under Multiplication"?

4. State the property of closure for addition. Do the same for

multiplication.

Oral Exercises 4-2

1. IS-the set of all even numbers closed unubr audition? Under

multiplication?

128
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Oral Exercises 4=2

(continued)

Is the set of all odd numbers closed tinder addition? Under

multiplication?

Is the set of.whole numbers closed under addition? Under

multiplication?

Is'the set of rational numbers closed under' addition?

multiplia-ition?

Which of these sets are closed under divittion?

counting numbers

whole numbers greater than 4

even numbers excluding zero

(d) rational numbers excluding zero

Problem Set 472

For each of the following determine whether the,se

Under

closed

under addition; subtraction; multiplication; division. If your

ianswer(in any case is "no", give an example to support your

nswel

counting numbers

(b) whole numbers greater than 1

rational numbers excluding zero

even numbers excluding- zero

odd numbers

multiples of excluding zero .

(g rational numbers

with denominator

(h) rational numbers

that can be repre

3 and numerator

e ted by fractions

a counting number.

that can be represented by fractions

with numerator 3 and denominator a counting number.

The set A is given as

multiplication tables

F- is closed under ttBe

0
0
0

1

A = (0, 1). Use the addition and

given for A to deterMine whether A

operations

129
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Problem Set 4-2

(continued)

3 Consider the set - (0, 1, 21, Is this set closed under

multiplication Under addation? (Remember, an element may

ir multiplied by, or added to, itself.)

Let us think of the symbol ' , as indicating the operation

"take the average of the two numbers". Thus 8 10 9.

Which or the following sets of numbers are closed tinder the

operation '

(a) The set of counting number's

(t) The set of odd numbers

(c) The set of even numbers

(d) Tne set of rational numbers

(e) The set of numbers of arithmetic greater than 2

5 Let the symbol= indicate the operation "take the first
1

or 0 air or number. Thts a A () - 3 and 7 A 7 7.

Which a-f the rollowl sets at numbers are closed under the

'operation "LY'?

(a) The counting number

(b) The whole numbers

(c) The rational numbers '$J

(d) The numbers of arithmetic greater than

*5 Below are multiplication and addition tables of a set C whose

olemonts are shown in the top horlzontal row and in the left

column or each LE:Jule. T3 the set C closed under multipli-

cation? Under add Liar.?

b c d

on c d

b d c a

c a b d

d bac

X a b c d

a a

b a b

c a c b e

d a d e m
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Problem Set 4-2

(continued) r

Is either the operation or addition or the opeAtion of

multieLcation shown t the lanle In Prolem 6 commutative?

Give reasons for ranswcrswe.

4-3. Commutative and Associative Properties of Addition and

Multipliation.

In Chapter 2, we discovered that addition is commutative.

The following true sentences am examples or this property:

5 ± 7 = 7 5

108 + 2 2 108

2 =r 0 = 0 + 12

1 1

*

In Cact, in find1ng the sum of any two number, the order In which

the numbers are auded does not affect the sun. So we can state,

the commutative property of addi_tion an follows:

Far every num1or a and every number

+ 2 - 2 + a.

What we are sayln, of eogr:le, is that "a + b 2 + a" is

a Uruu. ;Jratt_qicu nu :11,1,er what ;1-iilLor a a and 2 represent.

For example,

if - 3.5 and b = 12, we get

3.H + is = 12 + 3.5,

which-"Is a ergo sen;ence.

IL a = 113 and le r= 27, we get

103 + Sf = 27 + 103

which is a trio sodtente.

If a and n aro numbers, tnlen 2m and On are numrors.

Therefore, since - - a for every 1 and L, we know

that 2m n f+1, + Sri :OP every m and ii Fechapsthe
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scheme below will help to make this clearer.

3M + 2n

+= a

2n + 3m

Here are a few more examples that Illustrate the use of the

commutative property of addition:

=c 6x = 6x +

2 -c 3a) 2L = 2b + (2 4 3a)

xz'+ 3y 3y + x:z

be + df = dr 4- be

Verify that the last of these, for example, is true if b is

c Is 15, d is 2, and fgIs

Check Your Reading

1. State the commutative property of addition.

If m and n are numbers, what, can you say about 2m

and 756.?

Oral Exert s

yhieh of the Vollowinv are true for all values of the variables?

1. 2c + 6 = 6 2c n +d--d+ L

2. ,5y 2 2v +

Pa + ( + Sn

rY.-32 9Y - 9 -1- 032

xy + mu = inn + xv

3x + y = 3y -F--1(

P:'oblem at

Which at the i:ollowing are rue In alt It Sniucs of the variableS

Give- a vca3on l'on each :11,E.wpr.

(m + 2) + H (a + L)

(x + y) (y +

)
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Problem ,liet 4-3a

(cont,Inlied

3. )(x y) + 2z 2z + 3(y -1- x)

4. (a + b + c) + d d + (a + b + c)i

a + 2b) + (2m + 2n) 2h + 2m) T 5u 2a

Below are some examples illustrating other properties of

addition and multiplleation (--)C numbers that we discovered in

Chapter 2:

4(5) 50) an e illustrates the

co:Jimutative property ot altr4iplication

'3± 7) (3 -.I- 2 ) ± 7 an example that illust.o.tes the

assoc,,I,ative property of addition'
-.4

3 x 2 an example that illustrates the

assoclative property of'Multiplicat?'r

We have given just __me examoie illustrating each of these

properties. We cuhlri give more. In fact, we could use any

numbers to Illustrate these proporties,

We usually stat-- teuue propertieS as follows:

Commutat'Lve_

For eve it: nus!Lec -a and every number b,

a(b)-= b(a)

Associative Property of Adaitioni

Par every number a, every ntttber b, and

every nurn er c,

+ (b (a + b) o c.

Associative Property oil:. Nulttpllumtion

Par every rn+mber a, every number b, and

every number c,

a(bc) (ab)c.

-Remember that

al-so use 12, . a to

because there is a number a such that the product of b and a

means "b times c" or "-S a c," or "(b)(c)-. We

mean "L times a". We call b 'a fa5or of be

135
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gives Lc. For the same reason c is a factor of bs. For

example, 4 is a factor of 12. Why?

Check Your Reading

1. State the commutative property of multiplication.

State the as3ociative properties cu' addition and mult1pli-

cation.

3. Show the application of the commutative property of multipli-

cation to the numeral "(x + y)(7, +

4. Why is 4 a factor of' 12?

Oral Exercises 4-3b

-7--Which of the following are true for every value of the

variable (or variables)? Which of the 4 pPopertfes helped

. you reach a decision?

(a) (3) + -(d) (a) +

(b) c + (2 + 4) (c + 2) + 4

(c) x 3) (m x 2

(d) ma = am

ma = a

(F) (y + a) (xy)z

(g) 5 ± 8x = 8 + 5x

(1-1) y + 2 - (y + 2)x

(i) + 3) = (3 +

(j) (2 + x)y y)x

(k) m(2 + 1) 2(m+ 1)

(1)
2

(uv )z u(vu)

(m) (2a c) + d = 2a (c d)

(a) 2c + b = b + c(2)

13 Li
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Oral Exercises 3b

(continued)

2 Use the commutative and s,ociative properties to find a

simpler name for Jaen of the following:

(4-) (15m)

(:111)8

(a) '7(3a) (3)

(b) (5m)1' (h)

c). 5(3 (i)

(d) 9(3x) (J)

(e) (3x)x (2).

(C)- (8N)2 (1) (8a

k

You may wonder V:hy teen to Interested 16 the pro

perties of addition and muluipl!cation. Are not these properties

true of all oPerations on numbersW Let U5 try the operation of
10_

"

division.' Is division commut
b

ative?- Is the sentence =
a

true for every number a and every number 2? _Let us try a - 6

and b = 2. This leado to

and

which Ira false sentence.

1

This shows that division is not

commutative since we have found a pair al numbers which make

the open sentence - false .
u a

Check Your Reading

1. How do we :)now that division is not oommutaUive?

Problem :Ile

1. Is div_slon aasoelativer T0t
a 0 a

Let a = IL

4-5C

1:J-) I

L



Problem Set 4-3's

(continued)

2 Is subtraction commutative? Try ta--write an open sentence

exoreoeing,tais- Llea. Con you find numbers for the variables

that show it is tas?
A40,,

3. V21,01 .of Voli.)winE are true for every Valdo of the

variable (or variables, UhIch properties of addition or

multi pltion are heleful in arriving at an answer?

(a) +

(b) .5b(200) 200(.5b)

) (2m) r 2n (on)

(1) (a b)(c + d) (c + d )(a + b)

(2a + b)(3c + d) (6 a i3o)(b + 2a)

(f) a -m= 2b + c)

(g) a (2bc d ) =( a +

,

(1) fin + 2b a c) b(2) + c 2a

(i) (a + b) (3a + );e) = (3a .=t c) (in +

(j) a + m + a) + M

a

(n c n)) (in a c

a(bc + 2mnp xy (La)c (2mnrx)y

Suppose %ho symtol -" denotes the operation indicated by
a a b

a * b 'feu know this operation as that of finding

hue averap,e of for numter.

(a) Is " a on operation?'

(b). is " an ase0a1ailve opera-,lonT

(

cur s=tot " " indicates the operation "take the

o. a pair lot numbers".

In 'L3 a commutative cappration?

In -t ashes H_tLos; opereilon?



Prooert7-,

In Chapter 2 many exa7lpies sli.ch as

/--
5(3)

13(c - 13(c) a 13()

11(6

were given to iilUstrate the ditriLutIve property. We could

give many more examples like- the above, using any three numbers.

In general, we state the distributive property as follows

For evicLa number a, every number b

and Ly= aumber c,

a(b a c ) = at + ac.

It is very Important to understand what this means. We are

saying that "a(b a c) - ab + ac" a true sentence no matter

what runiberc a, b, and c arc.

-rus verifyhat the stat(xnent "a(i, + c) - at + 'Etc" is

true if- a b: = 3, and c - 5. In tIlL5 instance

a(1, t 2(3 + 5

2(8)

10,

and at ac 2(3 + P(5)

= S + 10

16,

Thus tle have verified that "a(O'a c)" and "at + ac" name the

same number if a = 2, b = 3, and c - 5.

The di5trtbutl_vc2 property can also be written with the

phrase "ab + ac" on the left side and the phrase "a(b + c)" bn

the right side. That is, we can also state the property as

follows:

For every a r a, every number b,

and evory c,
-_ -

ab ac ha a-
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Here are

12 used

some example in which the distrLbut,i4re property

Example 1. Wr?ite the indicated product "6(x ' az an

indicated sun.

e(-1 6(3)

6k a 3) = 6m 18

Notice that the product 6 x -4- 3 has a factor 6,

and that oach of the. numbers forming the sum Ox + 18

also has a factor 6.

Example 2. Write the indicated sum "5(x) + 5(4)" as an indicated

product. (Here you will see that 5 is a factor of

5(x) and of 5(4).)

5(o) + (4) = 5(x + 4)

Is this sentence true ?every number x?

Example 3 Write the Indicated sum "5x + 15" as dn indicated

product.

5x + 15 - 5(x) + 5(5)

5x + 15 - 5

The fact that 5x means
"5 times x" suggests that
we might try to write 15
ns "5 times a number".

Churl: Your Reading

What is a statement fsvr the distributive property as it

applies to every numier a, every number 13, and every

number b4?

2 Show that the distributive property is true when a = 2,

b - 3, = when a R, L.= 0, c 1.

3. For what values of a, t, And c is each of the following

sentences true?

a(14, a e

at

1

oh + ac
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Oral Exerc,cer Hi
1. Which of the following are thdlcated sums and which are

indicated products?

(d) m(n

2) (11) - .2) (i)

L) (1 (72)('2a) ' (3)(7) (j)

)' (a) (g) a(l) (7)

1) (h) a(L) -i- a (I):

6ab * 6

2x

2 (La 3b)

6a + 21

2. Use the distritutive property to state each phrase in

Exercise 1 (above) as a 2U:il ir It to now a product, or as

a product I!" it now a sum.

Decause-oC the commuLatLve property of multIpLleation the

dIstriLutIce property can Le stated Ln the rd lowing way:

For every nit: ec a, every nnmber b,

and every numbe c,

(L c )a - La * ca

:Of course, the last, lAhe can also be written

La * ca - *

f

We may 1130 the distri.utLve property in examples like these:,

ExamIdle I. Wcite the indicated product (a 4 3)X,

as as ineLcatca sum.

c - a(c) (a)

- *

Examp),o 2. Write the open phrase "3a + Oa in simpler form.

Ja oa - J(a) * 5(a)

Pa *a It ci every numter a.
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Check 222_ 112141=

1. In what four ways may the distributive Property be stated.

2. Fon what values of a 12 this sentence true:

5a + 3a - 8a ?.

3. For what values or a and a is this sentence true:

(a + ax u 3x ?

Oral. Exercl=c,:, h-)lb

In the following phrases, use the distributive property to

each sum as a product, and each product as

. (4 +

2. U(c) 4-

3. 2a + .3a

4. (7 3)'1

5. 7N 8N
6. (o + 3)2

8_

2.

10.

11,

12.

a sum.

2(*) + '12(4) 13.

(m + 6)a 14.

ca Ob 15.

(a + b)8 16.

1a(2x) + 3x) 17:

6(a) + 6(1) 18.

Problem Set )---4b

sta

6(a) + 6

3x + x

.7m + .4m

(a + c)b

5(a +

4
,r =1-

1. Whit h of the following-, sentences are true? Which are false?

(Yot. may be able to decide withodt 12indthr, a common name for

each numoric phrase)

(a) 8(20 4- 4) 8(20) + 8(4)

(t) 12(5) e= 7(5 ) _12 ± 7)5

(c) 3(22) 3(6) - .22 -t- 6)3

Which or thee oentences are sour for every value or the

variatioe';

() 4(25 ± m) = 4(25) m m

(b) 2(23) 2(x) -----. 2(23

(c) 2(x + 2) - 2x 4- 2
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, Prablem Set 414b

(continued)

Y)5 - 15 y

+ 3) = ab + 3a

+ c)a - 4a +

+ a b = 3b + ab

(h) 3a + 3L = 3(a + b)

(1) ab + cb = (a + c)b

3. Change the following indicated products to indicated sums.

a) 3(10 + 5) (f) (a + b))f

(b) 3(x -r 2)

(c) (m + 3)2

(g) a(b + 2)

.(h) a(b + c)

5(2! + c) (i) (x + y)m

(e) (11 + 1)k (j) (a + 2)a

4. Write the following indicated sums as indicated products.

(a) 3(5) + 3(7)

(b) 3(5) ± 7(5)

(c) l5(f)

2(b + 2(c)

(e) a(2) + a(5)

(f) c(d) + a(d)

(g) a(b) + a(40

(h) f(m) + a(n)

(1) 2a + a2 (Recall: a6' may t written

(J) x +

(k) 4c + 3c

(1) + x (Hint: R(1) =

(m) Write the indicated productTor, exercise (k) above

with a simpler number name.

1 41
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Prolem Set

ontlnued)

Use the associative, commlJtative, and dLstrihutive properties,
and the 1.11tIplic:.:i)n property j: Lap write the l'ollowing
open phrase n himpler

(a) dL a 2b (f) 3.2b

a a a(() (r=) JY

(c) c(2) c(3)

(u) m 3m (1) Hh, t

(L) r=i a .6n (i) :3,7n 11( );)

3ome Inrther uses or the db.-M.ri_souive nroperty nre shown U
t2le examples that =oilow. They enonld Le studied carerully.

Exam le 1. aite 2r(s nh nn Indicated rum.

Here we may thin 0!' 2r as one numLe r. Then
the phrase 2r( a- t " Involves the three
numLers 2r, s, and L. Ha- he distriuutive

property we can write:

2s(t) 2r(t)

- 2i-a- 2-rt

For every numuer rn eve-y numUer r

and every numaer t,

2r 3 1- t) 2rs I-2rt

El:ample 2. W-rt-..e dn(v a 3j) ah an laci2.ca!Le6

3i (a-
! 3) ---'30.(v) m 3n(3y) dIstributIve

prdperty

30(v) (3)(3). (Y)

du(v t d:1

commutative ,
ppopc2ity;
:11.;.11; a pile ation
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Example 3. Write 2r2 2rt AI an Ind.Lcated product.

Here are three ways to do this

(1) 2rt + 21_,t =- ro 2 (rt)

2 rs a

.(2) 2ro 2rt r 2s + r(2t)

r(ilt Pt)

(3) 2PS 2rt 2r(2) 2r(t)

2r(s t)

Al]. of these ways arc correct. The last one usually
L2 the most 'useful.

Example .._. Write exy + dx as an indicated product .

exy- a dx = 6x(y) + Gx(1) Both Thxy" and "6x" can
be written as "6 times
something",

bxy + dx 6x(y + 1).

Check Your Reading

1 Can 3uv be considered or one -number? Why?

2. What are three ways that 2r2 2rt may be written as a

Ooductr

'Oral iixerejoeo L4c.J;e

'Alen of the followInfr. oon-t(m2eo arc true for every value of

every vtp,LEIJAc?

(1) ( -f

$y+

3= 3a4 - 3a(b
3x(a + L) for

5. 2aL a 2ao - 2a(L * c)

6: 3:v i-- )

it



Oral Exercises 4-40

(continued)

B. 3xy + 6xz m 3x(y + 2z)

9. 2ax 2bx (2a + b

10. 5a + 30b (5a)(6b)

Problem Set 4-4c

Write each of the following indicated products as an

indicated sum.

(a). (6 + 30m 5a(5.+ a)

(b) -2h(k + (g) 2m(x 4- 3y)

(c) 6(2s 3r) (h) (a + m)3m

(d) (x y)2a (i) (x y)4x

(e) 7a(a 1) (j) k(2x 5)

Write each of the indicated sums as an indicated product.

Example: 2ax + 2ay 2a(x) + 2a(y)

2a(x + y)

(a) 2a + 2b (c) cx + 4cy

-(b) 2mn + (g) 2ax + 5x

2mn + 2n (h) Sat + (Hint: _Write 9a2
as (3a)(3a).)

(d) 6bc + 6c (i) 3x 3x2

(e) 4mn + (j)

3. Write each of the indicated suMe! as an indicated product.

(a) 3b
, _e

(b) 2a + 5a

-)7 5ax + 5a

(d) 5ab + bac

-(e) mx + x-

18x2 + 6x

e each of the in Ica ed sums as an indicated product.

( 4 )

(b)

3xt

2 2
ax + tax

5x2 + 5c

(d)

(e)

(f)

9be + 6c

12ab +';8bc

6a + a'
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. 'Problem Set 4-4c

(continued)

Indicate how the dist_ibutive property can be used to
(a) find the perimeterof a rectangle with a length

7 inches and a width of 3 incheb.

(b) find the amount of money collected at a game if
125 tickets were sold at one window and 375

tickets at the other window. The price per ticket
was $1.50.

Another important use of the distributive property is shown
by tie following example:

Write (m + 2)(m + x) as an indicated sum, using

the-distributive property.

To begin with,-we shall think of (m + 2) as a

ogle numb*. Then, first writing the distril

butive property as a pattern to follow, we have:

.*(b + = a b +

cry + (m + x) = (m + 2)m +

Using the distri

(m + 2)m + (u +

-Ivo pr=operty again,

+ (2)(m) + (

2m + mx +

0 (m + -,n m =b x) - n + 2m + mx + 2x for every
number m and every er x.

example this kind.Below is another

a)(x

So + (7

+ a)x + (x + a)2

x + (a)x + (x)c +

+ ax + 2x + 2a

ax + 2x + 2a for

every num 'br x and every number a.



Check Ykur Reading

1 How many times do we apply the distributive property "in the

example above? Is (X+ a) used.as one number or two numbers

in the first applyeatiOn?

Is x +,a used as one number or two numbers in the'second

application of the distributive property?- What is the final

indicated sum?

Oral Exercises 4-4d

Apply the distributive property once, using the first indicated

sum as a single number. Example.:

1.

(m + n)(a + b)- (m + n)a + (m + n)b

(a + )(a + 4) 6. (3a + b)(c + d)

(x + a)(x + 3) 7. (mn + x)(a + b)

(x + 1)(a + b) 8. (ab tc)(13 + c)

(3a + 4 ) ( a + 5 ) 9. 8 7 x)(8+ x)

5. (7 + x)(x + 7)

Problem -'d

ply thc. dlstrlbutivo property as many times as necessary to

to these as indicated sums in the simplest form. Use the

thor properties discusSed in this chapter as well when they

are n edod to write the simplest form of the phrase.

1. 1)(a (20 j)(x

5)(a + b) 10. (a +

(Ox c) (a T

(;) + a)

1

Y)(m

1) ( rki=

1)(r:+

li)(m-

')(Y

when
9



JTOblem Set 4-4d

continued)

Show that (2x + )(x + a 2x
2

pc + 2ax a when
x .is 3 and a o

19. Dloyou see that in Problem- 7 'above you really multiplied
.°

(25)(43)? How could you similacli multiply the following

numbers? ,

(a) (A)(24)

(b) (20(21)

)

(18) ( )

(25)(2)

d(),4(36)',

(g) (33)(23) ) (45) (202)

(h) (11)(4.2) (n) ,(25) (1003)

(I) ) o) (41) )

(j) '(35)(35) (p) (6.4)(408)

(k) (1.5)(36) (q) (61)( )

(1) (4.5)(4.5) (r) 4.8)

Summary

The numbers of arithmetic can be added and multiplied. We

have learned that these numbers and their operations have basic

properties which we shall list below and always refer to as the

properties of the numbers of arithmetic.

1. For every number a and every number b, a +-7 is s a number.

2. For every number a and every number b, ab is a number.

3. Commutative Property of''Addition: For every number a and

every number b,a+b=b-f- a.

LL Commutative Property of Multiplication: For every number a

and every number b, ab = ba.

5 Associative Propery of Addition: For every number a,

every number' b, and every number a + b) c = a (b

Associative Property of Multiplication: For every number a,

every number b, and every number e, (ab)c a(bc).

Distributive Iliterty: For every number a, every number

and every number a(b ab ac.

It 7
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Addition Prope- y of Zero: 'For every number a,

a 0. a,

9. .Multilolitotion Property of One:. For ev ry numbeYv

a(1) - a.

lO. Multiplication Property .of Zero: For every number

a(o) s O.

Review. Problem Set

Name the identity Mment for addition and State its addition

and multiplication properties%

Name the identity element for multiplication, ,state its

multiplication property,. and give three different nwerals

for this number.

Write simpler numerals for the f

the properties of one and zero.

x:A= 0 b(1)

a(1 0(a

3

+
4

Er

3

( )

(iz.(o))

ilowing expressions, using

Complete these Sentences so that they will he true for all

m and n other than 0.

X

1

n

5n

2mn



Find the truth

(a) 6a .

(b) 6a . 6

(c) 6a 7(

(d)

6'

Review Proplem

(continued)

sets of the following sentences:

6a

(f)" 6(e) * 6 .'6

(g) 6(a =I 42

(h)- 6(a 6) . 46

6 = a +

j) 66a 9-(6a)

6. Is the set of whole numbers, whose numerals have a units

digit of 0, closed under addition? Under multiplication?

Under sultraction?

7,,C State the associative, commutative,

properties.

dist_ibutive-

8. Which of the following sentences are true for all values of

the variables? For each such sentence, decide Which property

or properties is illustrated ty the sentence.

(

y)(

(1) Ym
F

(i) (Y)m

m = y

(x =:

(m n)

(y

y)



Review Problem

(continued)

'ite open phrases, using n aA,the variable. for the

following word phiasef.

5'more than twice a number

(b) s than oc a number

es a number, less c

(d) .a number multiplied by the sum of 5 and tt t number i se

the square of a number
-

the produpt of the sum of a numbdr and 5 by the strry
,

of

the' number and 2

(g) the squard of the ,sum of a number and
)

(h) a number multiplied by 2 less than the-number

($) the quotient of a number divided by 8-
r

(j) the' quotient the ours of a number and divided by

the number

increased by twice -the number'

7

10. Find the values of these open phrases if

and p is. 0.

mnp

p
n

(d)
m(n" p)

p
n +n

+ n(
P

ni

1

is 5,

Change the Indicated products- to Indicated sums and the

Indicated sums indica*ted products, using the distributive

property.

(a) 3(m n)

bm 4-'fin

+ 0)

(x + y)(L

1 )

7= m

) (a r)(lia + 1)



2a(3a 4 5)

(m + n)3m

(a + 3b)(a + c)
2

_ 4
12t Indicate howtheadistributive

ti

Review Problem Set

(continued)

(t) abcx + abey

18(a + + 6(a 4-'1D)

+ y)m + (x + y)n

property can be used to find,
a simpler name for

Find the truth sets of the following sentences. Draw their

graphs. :Determine which is a subset of he other.

x + = 6' (x 1)2 = x

14. Find the truth sets of the Following sentences-. Draw their

graphs and determine which is a subset of the other,

3x < 6 5x> 0

15. Find the truth sets of the following sentences. Draw their

graphs and'determine which is a subset of the other.

+ 5 = 12 ax 1 < 17



Chapter 5

OPEN SERTENCE'S-AND WORD SENTENCES

1. ,Open phrases to Word Phrases.

liVe you ever heard lnybody say tha e, was going. to "talk

algebra " ?, This is not so silly as it' sOe s In a way, algebra

iS.a langUago.

TO see wttat this means, think 't of a number.
,

know,

for nstance; that 3 is a number. We can use this number totalk

about things, like 3 books., 3 people, 3 inches, end St on. Of

course, we would not wart to say that 3 books is a number. It

is a word phrase that Sus% relates the number 3 to a collection

books. Lyr'

Imt.,he same way, n Is a number. We can use this number to

talk about things, like n soaks, people, n inches, 'and so on.

Again, we don't want to say'that n books Is anumber. It is Just

a word phrase that relates the numPer h to a'collection of books.

When we say "n tooks", we mean that "n" is the " number of

:.00ks". Because'alf7eL,ra is a kind of language, we often say that

phrase like "numier Looks" is e tronslator of the variable

n. This shows that we mve translated from algebra to wordi. We

can also sa," the phrase "number of Looks" tells us what the

ble re-resent_

Here are some numbers "n" right represent::

c nave

possible to

, a translation ,'or

what?". -;:nen yea an

varL71Ile.

nurnter students
your .,lass

n ember of dollars
In ;,your allowance

numer of years
In ycur age

slations of n. It is

many more. If it seems ,hard to think

.ust ask yoursol1 the question, "

uestion, you are t:7'ansiatInv. the
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Look at the open phrase "n , We could say that it is a

phrase in 'the - language of algebra. What does the phrase repre-

Sent?- How can we:explain in words- what the phrass repreSentS?

Here are some of the things the phrase might reprea

n , n 4--

a number the sum of a number a _

number of Students
in your class

----number of students if 5
more came in

number of dollars
--in your allowance,

f

number, of dollars if your
lowance is increased -%__,

dollars

number of years
in your age

number of years in the
age of somebody who is
5 years older than you

Do you see that the translation -o "n + 5" depends on wha

translation we make Conlin"? But no matter what translation

into words we make, n is a number and is another, nuffiber.

"2x" is another open phrase.

we translate y we

are two ways:

x

number of pain
Jim made

number of pounds
one person can
take on hn
airplane

So is "2x + 3" t &on as

can translate Loth of these phrases. Here

numuer of p(3 !n
made ir he made
as many as Jim

numLer oC
people can take o
an :Alt-plane

Can you _iv or a OU

Bill
wise

t=1.10

2x +

number of points Sill
made if he made twice
as many as Jim, and 3
more

or
number of points Bill,
made if he made3 more
thnla twice as many as
Jim

numler of rounds two
people take on an
airplane If they have

pounds '_,(Jo much

way to trancla e the open phrase

aril ',no coon chaae It should for

each pc Jan :n r'ace '21ass -a -iation d Lrerent from

7:nal of anyL



I.

2.

Is the phrase

.Is-the phrase

3. How

4. How m

.Check Your Reading

books a number?

n bolks a number?

ations of "n" can be made?

latiwons of "2n 5" can be made?

Oral Exercias 5-1

Given the open phrases, "t 1", '1t - 2" "2t", "2t 3",
"t"

and 7. Translations of the phrases can be made as soon as

the variable "t" has been transidted. Three different

possible translations .for "t" are giVen below. For each one

,ive a translation of the given open phrases.

1 t-2
t

2

number of quarts of
berries _at;tan be
picked Ut one hour

-_
_ number rewordseo1

ords
,- you-ean_ for -$3

Of feet in
e-lameter or a
veitircle

In

phrase.

prot,lem.

n

2. n - 7

5. x a-
2

ProLlem

Ale--folaowIng prtn_dems

Give a difCe-ent transiat_

4.

7. 2n

10.

a ,rahslation of the open

`r of the variable in each

11. 21, L-)

12. x + 7x

_ t
13. t
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5-2. Word Phrases to Qpen Fhra-

In the last lesson, we translated open phrases into word

phrases. For instance, we translated the-Open phrase "n 5".

Before we did this, we h-d to translate the variable "n".

We can also go _the o way. We can take a word phrase and

translate It into an open-phrase `n algebra.

Suppose you want to talk about your e 7 years from now.

This is easy since you know your age now. You might think like

this:

Number of years in your age now 14

Number of years in yoUr age 7 years from now 14 +,L

So you can say that In 7 years your age will be 21.

Suppose you want-to talk about Bill's age 7 years from now

You don't know his age now. But you can use a variable. The

thinking might go like this:

Number of years in Hill's age now

Number of years in Milts age 7 ears from now k

Notice. that the pnrase "k 7" means "number of years in

Bill's age 7 years from now". Do you see t4,t-rat we are translating

from words to aigebra?

Suppose we are asked to write an open phrase which is a

translation of the word phrase, "Five more than a number n-.

In thinking about this expression we could. say that we begin

with a number n and'then add 5 to it.

This suggests that we write

n + 5

Because %he that addition is commutative, we know

that the phrase "5 + n" is also a name for the same number. We

shall, however, always use the form "n for the word phrase

auove. ThuS we shall translate "Eight more than the tiunoer x"

b", an 'Tweiv(I. more than the num.er y as "y + 12".

us now consider an expression such as "Six less than the

number n". In the same manner as Bove we may assume that we

have -started with a number and then subtract 6 f'rom this

number. Thu:: our open phrase is

n



MI this case we cannot Write the phrase "6 - n" as a translation

for the-Same word phrase. Doyou see w4y?

,Thus we must translate "Eight less than the number x" as-

8" and "Welve less than the -number y" as "Y - 12",
4 Here _ some other examples:

A LINE SEGMENT 3-FEET LONGER THAN ANOTHER LINE SEGMENT

We know we have a line segment 3 feet-longer
than another line segment. But we don't know
the number of feet to that other segment .So

slet t be the number of feet in that other seg-
ment. Then the translation is

t

THE NUMBER OF CENTS IN y QUARTERS

To translate this we can think: How-many
cents (or pennies. in one quarter? in two
quarters? in three quarters? We have y
quarters. So the translation is

25y.

5 POUNDS LESS THAN TWICE THAT NUMBER OF POUNDS

What number of pounds? We don't know. So
let n be that number of pounds. What is
twice that number? That's easy. It is 2n.
But we don't want this much. We want 5
pounds less. So the translation-is

2n 5.

Oral Exercises

Below are some word phrases that can be translated Into

open phrases. If there are any you are not sure of, it would

a good idea to write them down.

If the number of years in Bill's age now Is k,

number of years In Bill's age 7 years from now

2. What is the number cents In t quarters? in n dollars?

3. A number 5 more than n

4. A number 5 less than n

5. A number 5 times as large as n

6. The sum of n and

157
tJ



Oral Exercla

(continued)i)

7 . The produbt of 14' and x-

8. 7 dollars more than the number of dollars in the bank

9. 7 'ddalars less than the number of dollars in the bank

O. Number of years in Samos age It years frbm now

11% Number of Yers age-3 -year.a ago _

12. Number of years in Samos age when h is twice as old as he

cis, now

3. Number of years in Sam's age when l*.was half as old

now

1 Number of inches in x feet (HIA:- Ho

one foot? 1n-two feet? In three feet,

15. Number of feet in y= yards

16. Number of inches in t yards

17t Number of cents in k nickels

la. Number of cents in d dimes

19. Number of cents in 2y quarters

20. Number of nickels dollars

Problem Set

eloW some word _rases. For each, choose a variable,

tell what the variable represent and then write a transldtion

of the word phrase into an open phrase.

1. 7 more than times the number of dollars Fred has

man' inches in

7 less-than 3 times the number of dollars Ann has

The number of inches in the length of a rectangle that is

twice as long as it is wide

The sum of a number and twice that number
e

5. The sum of a coun umber and the next two counting

numbers

158



rnoLlom Set h =2

(norm.

'-. 6. InfNe sum or an even flour or- unri he next even numLer

Toe nemLer you :met when non nnl on some numUer and *...hen

p y (HINT: Thlr.k, 0: 0 Iro thln: Choose

ziome nm...en. Add I to the rlum:-4= Ten mu:11.10y

y(T.: Of or-mo moor];

Tht. rHim'p-:: rift Inmhes H He leen o renanrie uhat
In; 10 Inchun lonmer uhan It Is wile

io. The limo; Inches H the peelmoter oC a rectangle thaI. in

10 lonmer thnn is 1....Mde (HINT; Yen; can rinJ tho

eer,i;m-mme. )1' OIH necLanmle H F-1.ddnr the rim mLer or inches

roes You mror- have ..enr.! people soy.that

" e.M non "MILeance around" the

IL .

(r, c-Th

'1:10111), 0 Ii

I

tot it rionmm.:

7.) TIrirters

rld tind
:(.)n pip t_polJna

. p = Tiptplcps. oni
nick,Hh-

1 b Lint

111

[

U =
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nuer of Looks
in the library

(2) Translate

er of feet
In the width of
a rectangle

4= 2

The "p!c!, .: " he nlgo4

may nelp in seer' 'Enrir lhe

translation in':

lx - 2 784

The number oL Looks inthe
liPrary is tripled. Two
teaks are lost. There are
784 Looks left.

num: er or Ceet, In
the length of tac
rectangle if the
length is 2 feet
more than the width

t+2

t(t + 2)

The area at' the
rectangle ls
425 square feet.,
since we know
that the formhia
for the area of a
rectangle Is
area - width >
length

A=1 +2)

It' we wanted to givo '11,! translation 02 t + 2

complete sentence, we onahld Wrle:

A rec!tingIL wnate length ts l'eu more

their to 'Slats hate n area of square

Translate n + (2n 5) - 54

The Uransiatloh mIght look like this
,

425" in _ e

A Loac -Leet long Is cut ino two pieces

so that one '01:E.1-ts 5 feet shorter than twice the

other piece lipo,johhee ':hat the translation 2ays

rhee things:

en

11UMLOP QC fOr: t numt.cr oi Leet
Ir one pleco a!' in lie other
the c..oard p!e(le

Oral EXQL'Ci5OS -3

pent

, ft +

r + (2h - 5)

Thi_nlength 02 the
whole cJoard Is
Oh fee'c,.

HY - 105

-



3 . 10
47 A

Oral Exercises 5-5

(continued)

7. r(r - 3) - 18

4. 2n + 8 = 62 . 8. r(r - 3) ,18

5. a 5 = 12 9. t + (3t - 20

6. (2n + 1) ---! 30 10. (it 1) X 20

Problem Set 5-5

Below are some open-sentences. For each, decide what the

variable represents, and then write a word translation for the

open sentence. Make it as sensible a translation as vossible.

1. 5n 2D

Y 5 - 20

3.

20=

D. 2n + 5 = 47

b. 2n - ;)
47

y. x+x+xlx- 90
8. 4n in - 44

9. 5k 12k

10. (n)(2n ) = 300

(HINT: This sentence might
suggest the area of a
rectangle.)

11. n(n + 2) 300

12. w(w 4) - 16

13. '(3x + 1) + x -7 46

*14 (2y + 3) + (y + 3) = 30

5-4. word Sentences to Open Sentences.

Open sentences are very useCul In solving many types of

pro ems In order to use open sentences to solve protlems that

are stated In woOkis we must first translate CrOM word sentences

to open'-sentences. We shall study several examples no as to be-

come familiar with the way the process works. To begin with,

suppose we consider the following:

A t:oarci 44 inches long is to to cut into two pieces so

that one piece is 3 Inches longer than the other piece. How

long should the short piece se?

You can sue that this 13 a laroblem. If we wanted to solve

protlem, we could try guessing. For instance, we might

1
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guess that 18 should Le the number of inches in the short

piece. TAshtt, hard to decide whether our guess is right or

wong. The thinking might go like this:

First Guehr

LEIGTH OF ST:TAT tt

g,oems,

LENGTH OP LONG LIEGE 7 (E)w (O.) we knera this?)

Add eno no,,,:irs Lc ago DJ

Second Gsc
LF,AGTH 3W Slt1;1T

LENGTH LOSU Pit7Cit W,ri?

Ii: you add the numbers 20 and 73, you still don't get

So we still have not solved the problem

We could spend a lon Ltme guepsing without L;olving the

problem. out w.e really don't have to guess, We can just admit

that we'don't know she numner oh thches in the snort piece and

let k to that nuMber. Then our work looks like this:

Using Vdrible

LENGTH OF SHORT PIECE k

LENGTH OP LONG PIECE It

We don't know what rustler k Is or what number : (k + 3)

Is Out we do know chat when we add these numbers

the sum must be to we con write:

k a (

IC we hound the ,,m:th 2EDU 07 this sentence, the

lnswor Lo our problem would se in this net We re

not ro!nK Lo worry -Inoot trying to 1:Ind the truth

set here, we'll dIscoy4er some good ways to do this

In a later 61-tarter. (0: course, IV you would like

T;o) try to :!na, tot: ,-ii set co. this sentence, go

1ght iheal.)
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Here to what we really need no notice Cram tnIs example.

We have translated Cram a word pro Lern about a board to an

algebra problem about, numbers, like this:

Words Algebra

A board 44 inches long I rut

into two pieces so that one

piece Is 3 inches longer than

the other pleCe.

Hct long should the short

piece be?

k + 3) = 44

= What is the truth set

of "IC + (k + 3) = 44"?
I

You see, we night say that we are making two tratleTatfayls.

We are sansiating
c
a word sentence about a board into an open

sentence In algeura. This is what we are going to try to do

this lesson.

We are also transtatinw, a °question at Out the board into a

question about the truth set o: an open sentence. We are riot

going to try to answer these questions In this lesson. Later,

we w II

[[eel' is another problem.

The width of a rectangle 'Is 10 -Inches less than the 'length.

The area er'the rout angle is laDO square inches. What is the

long' h of, '-tie sesta:4-Jc?

Firs' -0hers

OF J7,0:Ji,,,n TL ld , (Just a us)

laUTariR OF IbCiLFb' it ,w(DT:tf i8 - 10 HOW do we know this?

on 9

T

How is the area
of a rectangle
i"ound?

n:hqe we get af, area o12e[ square inches instead
, . 011 r 51=:' la '715
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A Guess

NUMBER OF INCHES IN LENGTH

NUMBER OF INC4ES IN WIDTH

NUMTIER OF SQUARE INCHEL; 10 ORiH

You make a cuess

as your F0eo2 niht. How do you know?

LIs_InE a VdrLq(le_

NUMBER OF INCRES IN LENGTH t

NUMBER OF INCHES IN WIDTH 10

We don't know wat number' t 15 or what number (t - 10)

Is, ow: w,=! do imow that their product must, to 400. So

we sir'! to the open senuense;

= 10 - 'ROO.

It we 00010 tilnd the Irotai set 01 ti a; open oenisence,

he !_G:n would 'te in this set. As

we sold Leop'-, we do(i hot golor to try to find thl a

7V1.1,:-1 sot now. We :list stop wlin too °Pon sentence:

'JO OIOCI

Leaue jo,1 oo tne droLleLlo to sure that you

underntand the ,IsLArilo

Sunpooe no or; :ay:: "o id lent than 9". Host

wonld we 11 It lit in :alt.Oemati.co? We could it

9 . That L.. aii. It doesnit ony how much lean.
Do you romem1er t00% "l" tranniatian
"is loss thatl"

ERt sni-ipxse oailebDdy days "e Ls- lean than
lbw do we :write thla in taut edtIc

H.Cr'G we lanai'; how leLo is trout J. It is lens
So IC we :Lubtract Hat; , the result the sumo as,
or Lh foilnal. to, O. There is no nt-RI Coy the "<" heve.

DIT

Cht:OiL \Jo Readipg

1. How do we W.?! "-y Lr; than (=L" uoing uymbo

How do we write o It; t less tot;;



4

check Your Reading

(continued)

3. How do we write "15 is greater than g"?

3. How do we write 15 Is 6 greater than gu?

Oral

1. The width of a rectangle Is 8 Inches less than the length.,

The area of the rectangle is 180 square inches. What i2

the length of e rectangle?

What varia le do you choose to represent the number

of inches In the length?

What is the open phrase representing the nAber of

Inches in the width?

(c) What Is the area of the rectangle in terms of the

variable?

(d) Write an open sentence that could be used In solving

the problom.

2. A board 39 inches long 12 to be cut into two piocethat

one piece is 3 inches longer than the other piece. How

long should the short piece be?

(a) What variable do you choose to represent the number

0 inches 16,)the length of the short piece?

(b) What is the open phrase representing the' number of

Inches In the 'longer piece?

(c) What Is the sum of the lengths in terms of the variable?

(d) Write an open sentence that could be used to solve this

proulem.

Translate she fellow1nr Into "sentences in_algebra".

J. 30 is 13 greator ,,han 17.

is 3 less than IY.

13, 14 Is less than 10.

14 is 7 less than if

10 greater than 52.

i 42 is 10 greater Lnan x.



9. 52

Onai Ferci,ses

(conbinued )

1 less than the sum n!'

10. 12

11. 12

Is less thah

is L les5 than x.

I'd. a Ls 1 mono L

15. 15 12 lour ,Pun 52.

15. y

1 2m

lb. 2

I(. 5

ld.
to,

It

1s greaber than he

in 3 more than m.

15 o less than ts.

is less than tPe sum

Is 2z ie3u truin 5x.

blre 1,7d1

nurrp.er ar. 1

of 21 and n.

!2 less than 52.

20. A numor is three less than twice the numt)er.

21. A sumter Lu toss than h[if earn art t and times the number.

22. 3 L fl0 fi numter 13 more tnan the num of and 2 time the
ntm[ cc

1,rotlem Set la-4

Below are some protlems wet turn In words. For each one

write an open sent(bnoe whi.ch we could n5e to solve the protlem.

Remember that yod can .2os wl'h no open sentence: you do not

need to find The truth eat.. no careful to trannlate the varlaole

you nse lat

1. the :d;171 fl a 1";':In[ (." r-"" h.n Hhau is the

am

. The 1.- , numen and a numeer 5 tIme5 as

',Thal_ Is in humterl-: (HINT: Pe sure that

21_,Ittal, toe SMTher 1-rAmc:a 1argta a one

3. 106 L5 no err re a numter and earthen numter renter

than the 12 the

82 Ifj %iW 1;:) 3 3 3 n,Imreh and

than the ItIrst. 12 at Is the 1 au nhmtert



ig'oelem let o-11

nit

5. A i:oarc ._,3" long Is out into two pie-ihs no that one pleoe

nn 1ong -o 'no otnoc piece. How long Is the

short

6. A loewa o0" long o cut to thcoo pieces. If the first

Piece is 10" Jong and the non urn) piee is twice as long, as

the flrot ploco, how long In the thlga piece?

A 1,oaiti oir long Is cot Into three pieces. It the tint.2

niece is 10" long and the see ond plece is twice an long

as he tlird nleae, now dong Is the tai rd piece?

3 A -ttnn i lonh !Li not into 5 pieces sothat the second

plea, lo twIdo no long as the Cicst ard the third

piece ln men lmes an :long 1,1-1e first piece. How long
is the rirst

9 p?rIm.:tec or a hectangLe 66 feet and the whith or the

gectahgle in 1-1 feet. 1.gral. J the length of the rectangle?

10. A gestappile hoc a wl or w feel, aniii a length which is o

feet Lohgor than toe width, Irkthe inecianeten is 60 feet,

11 'Out: Loot' o of n ceatangle to (- ieco longer than the width,

and the penImeier or tip: ceataqgle In 30 feet. What Is the
c,,I1H1

12. Tn.', --angte fiens than the length, and

feet, What Is the

15. Oh .-.. -e :oh;' 7rg width, and the area

14. 1:11cv

riot ls the width of the

r,-Pcrient. Mary got 50 voteS

votes in ull. How

:

- , Loc iris wire, his son, and his

line wire g, nic laugHter got twice as

nt nit 1r,hw monn ala ihe son get?



lasaa ""
(ccntinned)

Rage. .aanges i

many r: In does no

se nikolas ht ',he store. How

1 e . Roger changes 11. penn:es Into nicke1s and dimes ht the Store.

He get: nickel and nine:;. How many nickels does he get?

1 It Rogor winhen to chaLial. penn:,'ts x nickels hnd

Lx d!mes, how many ;Yokels'. does IL

19. John has 60 cenun, ati in nickeis and dImes Tt he; has

6 nlckels, how many Almeo roam he nav?

John ads 60 cents, n,1 mod dimes. He has twice

as many hiakwls as dimeo. Hew trio;,' a:mws noes he have?

21, Ann has 11 22. all :n quartarn or: clims. The number of -

dimes Is c,r;w m n8 anal: times the nqmter (DC quarters.

How mhny quarters l000 in: naves

22. Dick has 32.00, oP. In nickblo, hmes, hnd quarsers. IC he

has 2 quarters and Woe or many C:mes as lackels, how

many nlcwils does he havwi

Did-: has iHI .ouo ail :n nickels, Ji.mw,'nnc., quarters. He has

one one quarto.. tnor On: a!mes. The number or nickels

no no::: In ne none tann twHe no numt)er at dimeS. How

an limes does iv,.

Hower, nae a ths,--aa!1: :nt which It 2 inches longer than the

or "lickey noes. mt lengths is edi inches.

How long I Roger's

,,,,l1111.e ado

:31tavien tIC M-sn.

dentlos does he nave'.

-r:tler. and shree times as many

hao tosdi iglses, how runny

26. Jot: In tuw On t(: Her: as oll as Mak_ ,Three years ago,

tenta.sum it'd eir nkon wan " years. How old is Dick now?

Jim hAS :h n 1 0 a:ms., and anarters. He has two

more nuar'ers on 0 00 Hon nlckelh does he have?

FoL, Tare: yoars Crom now, the sum
Ii:: 0000 1 1 ) How old is Dli now?
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Froblem Set h-4

(contInued)

*29 . A r'ecangclar ta'gle is th.see ',Imes as long as to Is wISW.

It the length were l'eet less and the width were' / ,Ceet

more, the ".able won I esquare In shape. Ho - wide

table?

1,he

A pas.xnges unalh goes 20 miles per-. hoh ',nap a

lheIght uoa ohe passenFer uealn ladO

gone 100 miles l'aruher 'drib the tonight uhq1n/ How Vast

Is the toe Igho Ho H. gc.-Anr OFI:'11h The tihm--2-c-' at ml ton

equals the ruumLer of mlleh per hodn Inc npm.er

or hodbs.

can . , He has uhooc Lao-non
mdlui 1.1e0 ,s mar. nickels 05 0u-1

HOW mhen 11011 d-p 0 la hrpre"

0o,p001 05 coo sebten',-2,es 030311 an

-P <

'hIht7 to less than

.ydhp ,aes 00.1 r .h_bs,'", as we did

n'JrnL.(.2t: 01 0°1 tars"

00 .1-0 3001 "'Ire

coiledued, wit1 suill
0010r. '0 dollars

h] whtle%

One



,hamber cc1 poln'n7
may by p
team darinr Ihe
fir2L halt'

It Is wort h not rc arain

lation we makey x Lp a 1)1crILee ma

Ir 7.-he eam makes
more polw.nen the last

I 7:ney 011I1
nave lcsr than 40 poinn.

!cc cc mr..1m.t or what worn 1...rans-

Opal XL: _Lte t

anochr nameeva

Try tot rcirrr late tnFore open 2MILL.1-1flrL; 1nmo word nenmences.

Several people Mighu Give a (11V:4-J-1v:ll ranslatinn coo each

Pent enee

n = 1 >

n L

3t,

1Lo !And y_

ancI

). L and

.LL I)

JV.J. ff(a
1 0

J; 7T7i:

V(X_

111( .ho(z=

(Think oV a trIani;le or tt,aoezeiL6._

a t) (L)

Lt./
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Problem Set 5-5a

Write a translation 'ob each one at the to LLowtnt open

sentences. Pe sore to ::tot by carefully no illtr_r, what the

'tvariabieycrre:tents.

1. t < 6 0. 1-'66

t

3 y + 1)

L. Y 15 > 6o a Pa

do 'LO. a ± Pa 3a o

In the problems above, you were I ranslec tap CD7-;1 an Open

sentence to a word sentence Ws already knew that we can albo

translate bro:r1 a.w)rd neat eno to an open sentence.

Lath at the 10 iLt)61-rwo

. bred has :(1.5ro elian

4 1-ow tte

Tt seets str4ange to ask now many dollars no has We can't

t-,01 exac6ay how many he has But at least we can translate this

word problem about dollars to an algetra problem about numbers._

We know he might have 7 dollars, since 7 > 5

We know he might have 100 dollars, since too >

We know he doesn't have only LI dm1 laos since
It is not 0E-1717-71711 4 >

Tr wodLd to impossIble on list, all or the numlers that

mtgh: or One number or del [are he has But we can urea earl able.

say 'a, and make a orahsiation tike this:

al ira:T on

,numser at alitarr
Frsd has

He has more coon
5 doilass,

A , )

The answer t-,o lie quetJuion, Bee (101AFIP:; he !19V00 ",

1IL EAJ tn ot 1 ia 1m:Lt L-7, In Ii e vLtutl
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another example, think of an object falling through tht

air td and thega-r4h. Suppose we know that during the ,second
N,

second it fallis 32 feet more than it did during the first

second, and that it fails 48 feet or less dUring the first two

seconds together.' How far did it fall during the first second?

A Guess

NUMBER OF FEET FALLEN DURING 1st SECOND _30

NUMBER OF FEET FALLEN DURING 2nd SECOND 30_ 4= 32 (Why ?)

or 62

How do we know our guess couldn't possibly be,
/--

TO find how far the object fell during the first to

second- fihd the sum of 30 and 62, which is 92.

But 9 is more than 48- We know that it fen. 48,

feet or less during the first two seconds. "30 + 62 < 48"

is not -true.

you'may want to make other guesses, but we know that we can

variable, say y, to represent "number of -et fallen

first second"

Using a Variable 4
NUMBER OF FEET FALLEN DURING 1st SECOND

NUMBER OF FEET FALLEN DURING 2nd SECOND (Why?

When we add the numbers y and y 32, the sum must

be 48 or lesc. , In other. words, the sum must be less

than or equal-to 48. So we can write the following

open sentence:

Y (y 32) < 481

y c;f the lumbera
,
in the truth'set of" this

sentence. We will not try to find the truth set at

this time.

In the last example you see that once gain we have taken

a problem about a thing ailing ocl,,,ect) and translated it to

-_an algebra proLlem qrout, numbers?

Finally, here is a third example.

Ann waa counting votes in a school election whei'e Joe and

Bob were running for president, She had to leave before the

el

173
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counting was ove When she left, Joe had 52 votes and Bob had

40 votes. Late she learned that Bob won the election and that
3

there were .220 -otez in all. How many votes did Joe -get?

Joe got votes or more. He had S2 votes when Ann

left. He might have gotten

more after she left.

Joe go votes or lesS. There were only 220 votes.

Ii` Joe got 110, it would have

bpen a tie. If Joe got more

than 110, he would have won.

But we know he lost.

In tranSlating this word problem about votes to an algebra

problem abouV numbers, we can let " n "' repres _ number of vot

Joe got". Then,
k

n > 52 AND n < 109.

n is one of the numbers iri the truth set of.' "n > 52 and

n c 109' is true that there are many numbers in this trut4

set, and we don't know wnich one is the number of votes that Joe

got. But a least we have told, in the language of algebra, what
,

we-know abcPut the numb em n.. From what set of numbers must n be

chosen? WOuld 40 be a possible answer to the question? Why?
1

Would 10015 or 777 be suitable answers? What-is the domain,

of the variable?

1. In th

Check Your

example above,-how do we know that Fred does

not hOve dollars:.

In tf e third example auove, could Joe have had 30 votes?

120 votes? Cflu1d Sot have had iC votes? 120 votes?

Coul have (1 votes? Why ?

Orl!

In each or the followIng .:7.hoose a vartaole, tell

epr_-ents lhd then ,,1.1*-a- an _)uen scn -nce that would nelp solve

tiae prolem:

1 John has more Tom. Tom has 60. How much mone:T
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0r al Exercises 5-5b

(continued)

does John have?

2. 300 students attend Washington School.' Less than one half
live in the city. How many live in the city?

3. An airplane can fly no higher than 30,000 feet above sea
level. How high is it, if it is flying now?

If the altitude of Denver is 5,280 feet above sea level and
the plane in exercise 3 is circling the Denver airport, what

is the airplane's altitude above sea level?
1

5; Bill is ten pounds heavier than John. Their total weight is

How heavy is John?greater than 220 pounds.

6. Mary has more brother than Jane How many brotlers does

Mary have?

Problem Set 5-5b

Below are a number of pcAlems. For each one, w _re an open

sentence that would help to solve the problem. You o not'need
to find the truth set. In each problem, be sur ell what the
variable represen

1. Tom has saved more than $200. How mum money does he have?

Fewer than 100 people w e nt to tr1park. How many people

went? 'I
The sum of four times a numbr and aline times the number

greater than 100. What is the number?

4. The product of a number and

:-. What is the_number?
------

5 The d between!eight

num

The altitude of,Denve Colorado, is more than 5,000 'feet.

What is ,the altitude Denver?

The population of th United States is about 180,000,000,

and this i_ greater than twice the population of Melxico. Hbw

y people live in Mexlco?

is greater than 45 or equal

times
01,

a number and three times the

than o equal to ten. fat is the number?



5-5

Proolem Set 5-5b

(continued)

9 Bill is 5 years older than Norma, and the sum of their

ages is less than 23. How old is Norma?

0. John said, "It will take than 2 hours to mow the

lawn and I cantt spend more than 4 hours o e job if I

want, to go swimming." How many hours can he expect to spend

on the job?

11. The National Safety Council says that between 250 and 300

-people will be killed on the highways over the weekend. How

many people do they expect to be killed? (HINT: We can

suppose they mean "no .'ewer than 250 and no more than

-500", although this is not what "between" means in mathe-

mattes.) et.

12. A boat, going downstream, goes 12 miles per hour faster

than the cOrrent. The boatts speed'downS ream is less than

30 miles per hour. What is '.he speed of the current?

On a half -hour TV sn _ advertiser' says must se at

least (meaning not less than) .minutes for' commercials,

and the network ra tnere must be less than minutes for

commercials. dew many minutes can Le used for advertising?

14. A square and an equilateral triangle have equal perimeters.

15.

4 side of the triangle is hes longer tnan a side of

Is the e of` a side of the square?

Less than one-half _ the stditents at school attended the

cam_. 1-t,2 'lef't in tne middle of e game. How many

remaInedt

In this`_his pttr, t. Ltet=2P that we a crt "switch back and

forth" 'tett, an the ;..;ords :..nn the 1 *uage cif algeura.

Thisis one of t.hre r, 1soa- nat mathem9tics is the important

subject that I t is. Peopld'can sotvd many proLlems.atout many

different kinds or things 'anstatinr them to algetca :roblems



Summary

(continued)

and then solving the algebra problems.

For example, here is a kind of problem that might come up

ih -he study of med=icine or biology.

When a man is 15,000 feet in the air, the
1

number of breaths he takes each minute is 1-=
2

tides the number of nreaths he takes each

minute at sea level. A certain man is found

to breathe 30 times each minute at 15,000

feet. How many times a minute does.he breatheminute

he is at sea level?

To solve this protlem, the translation qlght gojike this:

NUMBER OF BREATHS HE TAKES EACH MINUTE AT SEA LEVEL

ER OF BREATHS HE TAKES MINUTE AT 1,000 FT.

the problem .says that we know the number of breaths he

at 15,000 feet. It is 30. ve can write the sentence:

(14) 30.
2

e to find the truth -set of this sentence, we would have

answer to our protlem In -biology.

We saw in this Charter that we can translate both phrases:

and sentences.' For instance, suppose that we use "t" to represent

the number of quarts of water a certain jar can hold". Here are

some translations.

PHRASES

(1) WAMIJe_ Pt' quarts n id ry a jar holding twice as much 2tr r '

(2) N bez of quarts held r hold! quarts more t 70

(3) Number -Aarts Sold i-,y ar holding 2 quarts less

than three ,imen as such

(4) Niimbe quarts in !_ties

quart Is taken out

In filled and one

SENT

(1) IC the ar is filled and cane quart is taken out,

wiii be -3 quarts loCt In the Iar. t - 1

177
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(2) If the jar iS'ha _-full, there will be less than 4

quarts in the jar. t < 4

Iftanother Aar of the same size is used, ,the two jars

together will hold more that/

(4) The number of quarts the jai

or equal to O., t 6

6 quarts. 2t > 6

111 hold is greeter than

After working in this chapter, it is not h_ see why we

say that mathematics is a kind .o6f language. We have now learned

to say many things In this language.

Maybe you were bothered sometimes In this chapter because we

had problems that we translated but did not,go on to solve. We

will be doing this very soon. But In order to do a better lob of

it, we need to learn about some new numbers. This is what we will

be doing in the next chapter.

Review Problem Set

1. Wri,te a translation of "t" and then translate each of the

slowing phrases and sentences using the same translation

"t".

2t (e) t - 1 = 5

N
3t - 2t >

- 1 (h) t

-date the L'ollevLnE; word ph,:'ases into open phrases using

r L1Q cast What does the VariaLle represent

ea eh n; of em?

t

bve m." clays in v/coir,

trl' numLer and -twice the num,Ler

five mo times the number or students

the hl ber you r,er when you subtract from a nt

and then murti_ply by 7

une hair the areamo a rect,_ tnut has Erne side

- as lont-- other

173
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(p)

Review Problem Set

(continued)

the total value of a number of nickels

number of dimes

and twice that

the total cost of a certain number of pounds of

chocolates costing $1.40 per lb. and of a certain

number of pounds of jelly beans costing 300' per

lb., if there is,one pound more of jelly beans than

of chocolates

the area of a triangle whose altitude is 3 inches

longer than the base
fr

the volume of a cylinder wh e height is 4 inches
greater than the radius

1the result of increasing a number by a-3, multiplying

the sum by 8.9, and then dividing the resulting

product by 3.4

29% of a, certain number of gallons of It solution

the age of Mary's brother four years ago if he is now

twice as old as Mary is

the total cost of a certain number of loaves o ead

at 250 each and a certain number of boxes of cookies

at 34' each, if there.are two more boxes of cookies

than there are loaves of bread

the total value of a certain number of quarters, a

certain number of dimes, and a-certain number,of

nickels, if there are 3 more dimes than there are
quarters and 2 less nickels than there.are quarters

the area of a triangle whose height is 2 inches less
than half the ease

the result of multiplying a certain number by

dividing the product by 3, and increasing the

_resulting quotient by twice the original number

1 7



Reviqw Problem Set

(continued)

the area of a trapezoid who-se altitude clone inch

less than the shorter of the two based, and whose

larger base 37 inches greater than the shorter

Lase

the perimeter of a triangle whose longest side IS

twice the length of the second longest side, while

the second longest is twice the leng-h of the shortest

Write an open sentence, using one variable in each case,

which Coulq, be used in solving the following problems.

What does the variable represent!

a) Th'e sum of a number and three times the number is 45.

Find the number.

(b) The Gum of a whole number and its successor

What are the numbers?.

(c) Jim is two inches taller than John. Five years ago

they were the some height. How tall is John?

Mary, who is 16, Is four years older than leer sister.

old is her sister?

Piketa Peak is more than lfl,C _ feet above sea level.

How high is Pike's Peak?

The sum oC two consecutive odd numbers (meaning "an

odd nu-ter and the next larger odd number ) Is 75.
0

What are the numbers?

(g) A teacher says, "If I _ad id_s as many students In

my class as I have, I wouldhave at least 26 more

than I now have." How many students does he have in

his class?

(h) The largest angle a i of :le 20° more than tw

the smallest, and the third angle is yo The sum of

the angles of a tangle i s log }.How large is the

largest angle?

18c



Review Problem Set

(continued)

One Iven number is 48 greater thal_n another and the

sum of the two numbers is 112). What are the numbers?

John is 5 years older tha_ his brother. rive years

a.146 the sum of their ages w 18. What will the sum

of their ages be 6 years now?

Two Squares differ ayes by 2 ( square units. A

side of the larger,s¢ivare one unit greater than a
,

side of the smaller*-Mhat is the side of each square?

(1) Sam has 5 hours at his disposal. How far can he

ride his bicycle into the country at 8 miles per

hour if he is to return by the same reute_at 12 miles

per hour?

(p)

A rect,ankle i 7 times as long as it is wide. Us
perimeter is, 150 inches. How wide is the rectangle?

If ,-, 81-of a number _s added to the result is 3
2.

Wtiat is the given number?

20 lbs. of water is added to a certain number of lbs.

or 10% salt solution. The resulting solution is

27470 salt. Find the number of lbs. Of the original
E__
10% solution.

On a 20% discount sale a chair was sold for $29.95.

What was the price before the discount?

Two trains leave ChIc!--1 at the same time. One travels

north at U2.7 miles per hour while the other travels

north at 39.7 mtles per iour. How iany hour will

become
1 miles apart?

(r) John has 0 ccinc which are 1 pennies, and

dimes. He has our more _Ames than pennies and six

more nickelsIthah dimes. How many of each kind of

coin does he have?

161



Review Problem Set

(continued)

Find the truth sets of each of the-following sentences and

draw their graphs.

(a) 3x > 0

(b) x + 2 = 5

(c) 2a - 1

3 3
(d) r = 7x

(e) 5m <

3 7
(f) = 7

(g) x 2 and 2x < 7

(h) m + 2 - m

(1)

x= or 2x > 8

x > 2 and 3x < 6

1 1y + 7 37

213x + . 3(

5 Write e,ach or the following pressions as an indicated

product, using the

+ a(3a)

(t) 3) + a

x

distributiv

(f)

(h)

(i)

property.

+
) + 2

5_
2- 2

+

tax + x

7(2) + 6(2)

(3) (a + b )x+ (a +b)y

each of the following expressions as an indicated sum,

using the distributive property.

+ I)

a + 2)(t)

10a (a + L)

12cd(c

3.3(2.5x + 1.2)

(a b)(c

(5 +

T. State whether cach of the 'oliow ng sets is closed under the

operation of additi.yn. Give mplanations or' examples -,V0

support your an

( 1 , 31 )

1b2

3, I



Review Problem Set

(continued) fi

) JO) (h) 1) ;) 3, 5,

(1)

)

(0" 5, 10)

(0, 10)

Find the value of each of he following open phrases if

m is 2, n is
1

and p is 3.

(b)

(np)

m(n + p)

I 1 1

m2 - 4n +

(e)

(f)

+ 2p

np +

_ 15np + n
(g)

4

p)

9 Simplify each of the following expressions. Use the

properties that make the work easiest.

(a) (4

(B) ( )-47
1-

(e)

3(1 + 110

1001
20 /

(f)

g)

(h) +

(489 x

1(42 + 49

4

7

2(11,,5

5 le

182

14) +



,CHALLENGE PROBLE

1. By putting one of the,signS, -, in each of the blanks,

and inserting parentheses to indicate grouping, work out all

the numbers which can .be obtained from:

3

As examples, 8 - (3 x 2) . 2, and (8 + 3) x 2 = 22.

Look for the pattern in the following calculation:

19 x 13 . 19(10 + 3)

= 19(10) + 19(3)

19(10) + (10 + 9)3

. 19(10) + (10(3) + 9(3)

19(10)` + 10(3)) + 9(3)

9 + 3)10 9(3)

(what- prope

(what

(whatiproperty?)

(whaproperty?)

prop rty?)

The nal result may be expressed as a "rule for ntltiplying

teens" whole numbers from 11 through 10: Add to the first

number the units digit of the second, and multiply by 10; then

add to this the product of the units digits of the two numbers.

Use,the rule to find (a) 15 x 14, (b) 13 x 17, (c) 11 x 12.

In problem 2 you discovered a "rule for multiplying teens".

Using a- and b, respectively, to stand for the units digits

of the two numbers, you should now be able to write an open

sentence which expresses the'product p in terms of a and b.

When you have written your sentence, use the distributive prOp-

erty to verify the correctness of your choice.

4 Here you are going to see how to test whether a whole number

is exactly divisible by 9, Keep a record, as you go, of the

properties of addition and multiplication which are used. Try
the following:

2357 2(100 3(10+ 5(10) + 7(1)
2(999 + 1) + 3(99 + 1) + 5(9 + 1) + 7(1)

+ 2(1) + 3(99) + 3(1) + 5(9) + 5(1) + 7(1)

779 3(99) + 5(9) 2(1) + 3(1) + 5(1) 7(1
{2(111) 3(11.) 5(1) 9 5+ 7)
(222 + 5)9 (2 3

184
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Is 2357 divisible illy 9? Try the same procedure with 35874.

Can you formulate a general rule to tell when a whole number

is divisible by 9?

When x takes as values the elements of the set 2, 4),

2x takes as values the eleMents of the set (2 4, and

x ± 1 -the elements of the set (2, 3, 5). Now try to answer

the following:

(a) If x belongsto the set of numbers with graph

0
then 2x belongs

2
the set of numbers with graph

0 1 2
and x 1 to the set with the graph

0
If x belongs to the set 0

to what set does 2x belong?

-If

1 2 1
numbers between and 5, then

x 1?

belongs to the set with graph

_ 0 1

to what set does x belong?

(d) If x belongs to the set with graph _.

0
_

to what set does
l belong?

Let us imagine the coordinates of points -on the number line to

be written In black. Then write another set of coordinates in

red for the same points, assigning red 0 to the point with
3

black 0, red 1 to the point with black 4, red 2 to the

point with black 1
3

, etc. In this way each point now has a

black coordinate and a red one.

(a) What will be the red coordinates of the points whose black

10,coordinates n 009ft 7 1, 0

(b) What will be the black coordinates of the points whose red

coordinates are 1, 0 5 7 3 1,

Can you find a point, to the right of 0 for which the red

coordinate is times the black? What are its coordinate

(d) Try to write an open sentence, using b and r for the

black and red coordinates, respectively, which would

enable you to find one If you knew the other.

I, Id 7-,



We start with the number lihe and coordinates marked in black.

We begin by making black 0 also green 0, and slack 1 also

gteen 1. Then we make green 2 half as far to the right from

green 1 as the distance between graen'0 and 1, then green 3

half as far to the right from green 2 as the distance between

green 1 and 2. We keep this up, and get something that looks

like this:

GREEN

BLA6K

What is the black coordinate of the point with green.

coordinate 3? Does every whole number become the green

coordinate of a point if this process is continued?

What green coordinate, if any, does the point-with black

coordinate 3 get?

Can you describe the location. of the point which you

would want to have green coordinate 7?

the number live we can see that the average of two numbers

associated wit the midpoint between the two points associ--
_,.

d with the numbers. In this problem we work instead with

thirda.
1(a)- Find the points on the number line 7 of the way from 1 to 2,5

to 3 3 to 5, 4 to-6, 5 to 'b, 1 to 8, 1 to 4 to

(b) Try to write an open sentence which would enable you to

find the number c jwhich is 71 of the way from a to b,

where b is greater than a.

(c) Can you do the same sort of thing to find the number d

thewhich is of the way from a t b?

A man, with five dollars In his pocket, stops at a candy store

on his way home, with the Intention of taking his wife two

pounds of candy. He finds candy by the pound box Selling for

$1.69, 41.95, *2.65, and 43.15. It' he leaves th- store with

two one-pound boxes or candy, %
1)- What is the smallest amount of change he c u1d have?

(b) Whatjsthe',greatest amount of change. he .Duld have?

(0- What sets of two boxes can he not afford?

1



10.- Our numerals for, numbers are always- in decima e_

'Phis was illbstrated in problem 4 whet! we ote

- 2357 = 2(103) + 3(©2) + 5

Is there

a number

required

scale we

2357e

any reason why we cannot write a numeral in poweys

other than 19, sayffl? What. set of digits would be

to form numerals in this "S scale "? (In the decimal

need [0, 1, 2, . 9Y) We would then write

to mewl

of

( (82) 5(8) 7 1).

What number'haS this as a numeral?' Ca.n you write 207 in the

fartof a numeral in the 8 scale?

"a.nd

207 = ,3((4) +igl5 = 3(82) 15,

15 = 1(8) 7(1),

A
can you finish the work?

11. If you understand the difference between yhe sets (0)an4-0,

then you will be able to explain what is wrong,wi.th trAs argu-

ment: "I can prove that every-girl has theee ds. You will-

agre e t(hiat, no girl has two heads; and certainly every girl has

one more head than no girl. So by simo e addition, every girl

has three heads"
4 .

12. A number IS usually _represented by certain special Symbols, but.,

there is no reason why we could not use letters of the alphabet

to represent numbers. In fact, before special symbols were

invented, some people, such as the early Greeks and Romans,

used 'letters for numbers.

Consiaer the following code:

Yod see

numerals

0 1 3

abed
1 m

W x

6 has the names g and h. What are thepossible

t



Now ilt us re4d the m -e

.9034 742

Trying ev ry possible =nurneral foi the nurnb6rs

k -74 4

Jade

tkno TOMO

uxy YWY
. -

By,qarefilly choosing numerals,r we have the statementi "Jane 18

home.!t. Another message could be "June is home" or "Judo is

homy. Are there ather.possible meesagew?_

I

:(a) Osethe above code to6-decipher the message 74 = 703674.

*Ab) Devise Some Messages of-y_ur own..

Using the same code,,decide-,which of the following are ue
- -))1

sentences:

,c .3 v(10) m y- (10),

(d) h ÷ i =

(e) *1:2(11)-

f + 5 5(g)
(g) M(8). (Read

times

as ight

13. CerttAin matlie-atical puzzles are in the form of additiOn prob-
$

lems in which each' letter of the puzzle represents the same

numeral each time- t oceiursand a different num0-al from every

other letter* For example,

'I

AM -

'THE.

ROSS has several correct "solutions,'" that is,

ways of substituting numerals forlietters,

which satisfy the rules Just laid down and

make the'sum correct. One such solution

is 2

45

..=986

1033.



Can you the solution for the famous addition puzzle

SEND

MORE

MONEY?

t has only7One solution.)

k teacher proposed the following to his class: "Write.a column
0

of four four7di _t numbers. If you let the write three more to

extend the column to seven, 1 can give you the sum of all

peven- before writing_down=the extra three" The class gave him:

8432

2765

3961

4028

The teacher gave hesum 34025 and then put below the,colu

3,567

723'4

603'8

Was the teacher correct? The class then wr

F8025

4567:

3902.

5678

ate:

he teacher game a sum 35675. With-what numbers should.he,

xtend the column? Canyouidiscover the principle used?

Complete the following multiplication table and decide how

many new upitiplicatioris you actually have to perform. (Make

liberal useof the commutative and distributive proper ies )

7

Hint There are less han 3.

1 10

12

10

2

1



16. that can you say about a set S of whole numbers If it has

the two characteristics

(1) 2 is an element of 0

(2) whenever a number is an element of S its successor

is also an element of S.

For each of the following defined operations on numbrer-

decide whether the operation is commutative. That is,

is at) b = b ea true for every a and every b?

Give illustrations to support your decislons.

(a) "a ob" means "2a b" (d)
"a0 b" Means "a

(b) a o b"
-
means (e) "ao b" means

(c) "a ob" means "(a a)b "(a 1)(b 1)"

16. Decide which of the operations listed in problem 17 are

associative. In other words is the sentence (ao b ) oc,

a o (b oc) a true sentence for every a, b, and c. Give

examples to illustrate your decision in each case.

Write open sentences that would make possible the solution of

the following problems.

19. If one man can p

can paint the sa:-:

the same rate how Xlong would ft take the two together to

paint the house?

If the first man Is always -as fMst as the second,

how mucp time can be saved on any job by the two men working

house in 5 days and another mAn

in days, then if they work at

together instead of the first man working alone?

There are three pipes to a storage tanl. When operating

separately one fills the tank in hours, the second one

fills the tank in 3 hours and '= L. third drains the tank

in hours. If all three pipes are left open when the

tank is empty, after how many hours will it start to overflow?



GLOSSARY CHAPTERS 1-5

,ADDITION A binary operation which can be applied to any two

numbers.,

ADDITION PROPERTY OF ZERO - For every number a, a 0 = a.

ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF ADDITION - For every number a, every

number b, and every number c, (a + b) + c . a + + c

,ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLIC 'PION - For every number

every number b, and every mber c, a(bc) = (ab)c.

E1NARY OPERATION = An operation that is applied to two numbers.

CLOSURE - A subset of the numbers of arithmetic has closure with

respect to a binary operation if the number produced by

applying the operation to any two numbers of the subset is

also an element of chat set._

COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY OF ADDITION - For every number a and

every number 0, a + b b + a.

COMMUTATTVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLICATION - For every number a and

every number b, ab = ba.

CO__OUND SENTENCE --A sentence consisting of two clauses with a

connective. We are particularly interested in the types

- using onnectives Hoe" and "and".

COORDINAT- - The number that is associated with a particular

point on the number line.

COUNTING NUMBER An element of the set 2, 3, 4, 5, .

DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY - For every number a, every number b,

and every number c, + c) = ab + ac.

DOMAIN OF A VARIABLE - The set of numbers from which the value of

the Variable may be chosen.

ELEMENTS OF A SST - the oblects in the se

EMPTY SET - A set which has no elements, sometimes called the

null set.. The symbol "0" is used to indicate the empty set.

EVEN NUMBER An element of the set (0, 2, 4, 6, . . .1.

FACTOR We call b a factor of be `because 'there is 4 number

c such that the product of b and c gives bc.

FINITE SET - If the elements of- a set can be Counted with the

counting ming to an end or if the set is the null set,

we call it a finite set

FRACTION - A symbol which represent quotient of numbers.

lql.



.-GRAPH=OF THE TRUTH SET OF AN OPEN SENTENCE - The set points

'whose coordinates make the open sentence true. -

INFINITE SET - A set whose elements: cannot be counted, that is,

with the counting doming to an end. The exception to this

J.* the null set which is a finite set.

MULTIPLES OF A -NUMBER - A set of numbers which inc odes numbers

obtained. by multiplying the given number by a whole number.

MULTIPLICATION-7 A binary operation which can be applied to any

two numbers.

MULTIPLICATION PROPERTY OF ONE - For every number a, a(i) = a.

MULTIPLICATION. PROPERTY OF ZERO For every number a, a(0) = O.

NULL SET - The empty Set.

NUMERAL - A name for a number.

NUMERICAL PHRASE - A numerical phrase is'anynumeral given by .an

expression which involves other numerals along with signs

for operations.

ODD NUMBER - An element of the set (1, 3, 5, 7, 9,

cutained by adding 1 to each element of the set of even

numbers.

OPEN PHRASE A mathematical phrase which contains one or more

variables.

OPEN SENTENCE - A- mathematical sentence which contains one or

more variables.

PARENTHESES - ( ) Symbols to show that the numeral inside is

the name for' one number.

PROPERTY - A property of an operation Is "something which it has"

on one or it_. characteristics.

RATIONAL NUMBERS - A set. of numbers including thost which can be

represented cy a fraction indicating a quotient of two

whole numters excluding division by zero.

SENTENCE In mathematics we use sentences to make'stater ents

uu numrers,

SET - A collection of

SUBSET - If every element of gftt P is an element' cif set A, then

set P is a subset. of set A.

SUCCESSOR = The suecessor of any whole number is the number that

ls tv add!ng r to the given whole number.

SYMBOLS - The symror "=" tetweeh two numerals indicate= that ,

the numerals represent. the same number.



The sjmbol is used to indicate that two numerals

do not name the same number.,

The symbol ">" represents the verb phrase "is greater

than".

The symbol "<" represents the verb phrase "is less than".

TRUTH NUKER* - A value or the variable which will make a sentence

true.

TRUTH SET OF AN OPEN SENTENCE -

open sentence true.

VARIABLE - A numeral which represents a definite, but unspecified,

number chosen from a given set of numbers.

WHOLE NUMBER - An element of the set (o, 1,

of numbers which make the

-- 1 !PP
St



Chapter o

THE REAL NUMBERS

671. The Real Numbers.

41

Integers
. .

You remember that earlier we "labeled" points ona line

with names of numbers. A better way to say this is to say that

we associated numbers with the points of a line called the number

line. In this chapter, we are going to use the number line to

introduce some new numbers,,,

To begin with, remember that we graphed the whole numbers

on the,number line, like this:

C.

The number 0 ociated with a point. All of the other

numbers are associated with points to the right of O. (We mean,

of course, points to the right oi the point associated with 0.)

Maybe you have wondered about numbers associated with points to

the left of O.

Very soon we'll see that a new kind of number is needed to

solve certain problems. These new numbers will be called

negative numbers, and we can associate them with points of the

number line to the left of 0.

Let's start by noticinc the interval (or the "piece" of the

line) between 0 and 1. We will again use this interval as a 4

unit of measure, but this time points w 11 be marked to the left

of 00 this interval as a unit measure, the first

point located to the left of 0 is shown below:

etc.

We label this point -1 " and read It as "NEGATIVE CNE".

Notice how high the "dash" in " -1 " is written. This dash -is

a signal to us that we are talking about a point to the left'of

zero.



The next point ideated, is labeled " " and is read

GATIVE TWO".

The next point locted is

"NEGATIVE THREE".

etc

etc.

abeled " -3." and is read

We could go on and on locating points like this. That *a

the "etc." means. How would you locate the point to be

labeled " 7 " How would you locate the poknt to be labeled

-15 "?

Using this way of labeling tints on the number line, would

there 'beta point labeled " -1,000,000 "4 How would this "label"

6e read?
of these "labels" we've been giving to points to the

left of 0 will be used as names of numbers (that is, as

numerals). We'll soon see how these numbers behave,and how

useful they can be.

We can now taketthe whole numberst.(0, 1, 3, ...1

togett er with the new numbers,we have named and orm a set of

nu that can be shown like this:

1,

This set is called the set of intogers.

iny one of the numbers in the set is called an Integer.

For example, 8 is an integer, -43 is an integer, se on.

On the other hand, 7 13- not an integer,
In the set of integers shown above, do you remember the

meaning of the "three dots" after They mean, course,

we could go on foreiorer locating Integers to the right or

3 on the.number line. The three dots before 3 mean. that we

could go on and on locating Integers to the left of -3 on the

nurrtber line.
There are some special subsets of the set of integers that

can be shown like thLs:
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_ 2, 3,

negative zero _positive
integers integers

The positive integers are associated with point's to the

right of zero. can show the set of positive integers like

this:,

The negative Integers are associated with pOin'ts to the left

of zero: We can show the set of negative integers like this.:

3, 2, -l).

'However, Any times theset-o negLtive integers is shown like

this:

(-1, 3, ).

Zero itself s an integer, but it ih'neither positive e nor

negative.

MtWe can make the following tatement:

The met of positive integers, the

set of negative integers, and zero

make up the set o' integers.

Check Your Read n-

1. Whit kind of Symbdl d- we use for number which is the

coordinate of a point to the left of zero on the number

line? 4

What *elements make up the set of Integers? How many are

there

3. What elements make tap the set of positive integers? How

many are there?

What elements make up the set of negative integers? How

many are there?

5. Are there any other integers besides the positive and

negative Integers?

d. Is zero positive or is ,negative?



1. Na

2. Na

Oral Exercises -71-a

five elements of the set positive Integers.

five eleme4s of the set of negative integers.

3. Name five elemenzsIn the set of whole numbers.

Name five elements in the set of counting numbers.
5. Describe th set for which p is a _symbol.

These are all subtets tof the set of In

Proble Set 6-1a

lr List each of the following sets.

W, the set of whole numbers

the ,set of positive) integers

the set of non-negative integers

(Hint] ,"non" means "not"- so "non-negative
numbers" .ileans " "numbers that are not negative, ""

he set of Integers-

N, the set of counting numbers

the set of non-positive integers

the :yet of-negative integers .

(b') Which of the above sets are the same?

(c) Which of the above are subsets of 1? of

c..4* P?

DraW the graphsof the following

(a) (0, 3,!,), 72, '4).

(b) The set of posItTe integers less than 7

The set of negative integers > 5.

(d) All integers greater than 5 .but riless than 4.

The set of cc nting numbers less than 1.

7-11.1%1points pse 0 tes are given, _ch,is

the '_ether on the number line?

(d) 0

eis.

198
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Problem Set 6 -la
(continued)

4. Translate this problem into a sent4hce\in algebra after

selecting a variable and telling what it represents. You
)6,

need no .rind the truth set of the sentence,

(a). Bill haS 77 pigeons. Thir Is 25 more than twice

the number he hack., 3 years ago. How Many, did he have

3 years ago? /

(b) The first of two trains travels at a certain rate, The

second travels 1C miles per.hour more than twice as

fast. Starting at the s station and traveling in

opposite directions for 4 hours, what are their rates,

if they are then 340 miles apart?

Find the width of a rectangle Its -erimetee.is 196

inches and its length is 62 inches.

,In the last section, it wa pointed out that is not

an Integer. Some examples of numbers that are not integers

are
,

and, 44
.You. may remember, though, that we have

called numbers such as these rational numbers; They also are

associated with points of the number line. We can show the

-*Mph of the folly numbers mentioned in this paragraph likethis:

etc.
3 0

4 6

etc.
4 A

73

Of course; there are Man many other rational numbers. In fact,
44

as we saw in Chapter'1, there re infinitely many of such

rational number6.

All of the rational numbers we have worked with sd

have been associated with points to the right of 0 (and then,

of course, 0 itself). . you were warned earlier that there

are other rational numbers.

To be with, after graphing the negative integers, _

iseems napdral tdPUt the label "

number line as shown below:

etc

" with a point of the
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". -Is read "NEG,T2V.E. 'Ni-HALF' and rational

number. ,

Pelow you see some other rational numbers,f7aphedon the

number line:
7-
2 (1)( )

4 - '3 '" 0 , '41

Read the name of each onQ of theSe numbers.,

The,ratlonal numbers-to One riF,ht (:;12 C are coil

etc.

.

poeitive raional numbers, The ra&tonal nOmberS to the lof t of

0 are al-:red ne?ative rational numbers, "u7aLn, we sti41'see that,

these new nulbefs are very usegzJ1 4r
' #

'!'-)u May remember that we FIEred in Charter 1 that every

whulirr numbev is also a rational number. For example, we said

that, 1 is not, only a whole number but is also a rational

number. (4e.
H M

) For much the same

reason, we say that ever7,Inteier is also a rational number.

For e--xamble, 2 1s nut only an interer it is also e rational

number. of course, Ut is n'ot true that every rational number

is en Lnterr,er.

Jo can now say
The. =-,t of positive rational numbers,

.the set of nega,t lye 'rational numbers,
and :.repo form the . set of all rational
numbers,

Check Your Headinz

hoint 15 assoclated with the number (1)? How do we

the riame,r uhL: numher?

'/,'hat sots form Uhf net of all rational numbers? Give some
eamptes

rta I Exerc bras
Ak

Er' or. X

U I, Lhe oat R.,at' tiT;f-----t on ho

V, 1, -7, tf-, , -



,2, List

3. List

4. List

5. List

. List

7. List

8. blot

W, the set

A, the .thet

P, the.' set

N, the set

CD, tLe,set

L, the sot

Y, the set

Cral Exerctses 6-lb

(cnn.ttnued)

of whole rit.mber in R.

0'I' positive -Integers 'In CD

of negative inteurs in R.

of counting numbers in R.-

of posiIive rationpvi num:-Jers in n.

or negative aw4t.l onal numbers in

or non-neL;ateve:,11t07,CP":. n

IM'obIem

1. Draw the Irrahs of the fH flu-i inc sets:

a (n (1)_
3

1-(

1-
, (1

2. Of the two boints vihose coordinates are given, which is to

en

the right or the other on th'e

3. 1Transtate thto sentence

ventehee. You need not

Wt-mt. is the length

number line'2

and write it as an algeInralc

find the answer.

of a rectangle if the length

Is 4 times the width and the perimeter is 24 tnches?

Pe sure you have selected and described a Variable:

So far' in this chapter we have looked at the set or

rational -numbers. Every ratlonal number is one of the followIng:

a pasttIve number, a negatIve number, or serp. o"me

numbers are integers, andsome a.re Nc.t. 0 Ve some examples of
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rational numbers that are inue,,er.s. (live Lrae examples' of

rational numbers that are not Integers.

You may have the feelth that every potnt on the number

line can he -associated with a rational number. i'itvbinge =13 it

seems, this Is not true. TV re. are bodnts on the number'

that cannot be associated with rat nun numbers,

A number thnt to nst 7attenal butils associted with .a..e

paint on the, number line is ealled,:on Irrationat number'.

fis an example of an l'rrational "lumber, vrT and Tv area also

tr'Pottonal.numbers. Ti' aro "rilarly, many 'other numbers in the

set of irrational numbers, Is one of them')

We can now Corm a new set of' numbers that will In'e_ -A: the

ratlonaq numbers and the Lrrattemill numbers. This set is called

the

Set of iiiea 1 Numters,

,b1 the raktonal numbers are in the set of real numbers.

,11 the irrational numbers are in the st of real numbers. To

we can say that the rational numbers form a subset of the real

numbers, and the irrational numbers Corm another subset of the

real numbers.

The points assocHted with the real numbers make up the

whole number line, which is called the real number line.

We can think of the realulumber line .as the Fraph of the

set of real numbers.

The follo,thra, aram mac help to review the klndsof

rombers we hay discussed:

[-THE P11 I gUMPERS

Some real numbers
ape R.,TICN,1 like

,

no

liNrEGEPS, L'ke

'1 ome realf-Kumbers
are IRRAilIONAL, like

Some ratb,nal number3
are not integers, like
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.aJ1

Check Your Headln't

1: 'Vhat do we call the set of numbers that corresponds to the

set of%all points on the-number line?

2. What*are two prin: -al suhse of th- _et of real numbers?
a

3. Is '(-) a - Lonal number an integer? a real number?,,a

4. ,4re all roa-T' numbers rational numbers? Are all rational

rumbers real numbers?
,

j

.Problem
e

1. (a) Is -2 a whole number? an integer? a rational number?

atreal numher?

- 10
Is (TT a wholi? Imber? an ,inteye:" a ratiohal

number? a rea-f ndiftlber?

,

(c) a whole number? an Integer? a rational

number? a. real number?

(d) Is C -a whole number? an integer? a rational number?

a real number? a posltive number? a negative number? \

2. Which of the followthr are true andwhich are false?

(a) The set or real numbers is a subset of the sot of

integers.

(b) The set of rational numbers Lu a subset-of the set or

real nurfibers.

(c) The not or lnte;Tera io a subset of the,set of rational

numbers.

(d) The set of non-nogatAve-rational Numbers La a subset

of the a-rt of countLnq numberS.

(e) The see or whole numbers lo a,__s-_.bset, of the .set of

numbers of ar1thmeeic.

(f) The see of positive integeftes Lo a subset of the .e

of counUing numbers.

(g) The sot of r,t,i.e,lonal numbers Is a subset of .the set of

real_numbers.

'(1) The set of rational- number a subset or
. .e set of

positive rinl numbers.



Problem lift. oic

C ontinued

.The number 7'13 the ratio of the circumference of n circle

to Its diameter. ("Rattc" means "the first numbilviIed

by the .second number".) Thus, a circle whose diameter is

of, length t, has a circumference of dength 7. The number

Jr is an Irrational number. Imagthe such a circle resting

on the number line at the point .0. If eh- circle is rolled

on the line. .ithou1, alippln, one complete revoluti.lm, to

the right, It will stop on a point. What is the courd.inate

of this point? If rolled to the left, it will stop onwhat

point? Locate these points, approximately, on the real

number line.

The first several digits of 7 are riven by 3,141592u...

Two rational numbers are -given below which approximate -Tr,.

Divide the numerator by the denominator and determine the

number of digits of areement,

In each of the following problems ,write an open sentence

which represents the problem. You need not find the answer.

Be sure to eloc;t, variable and describe what the variable

represents,

(a) Mary Is twice as old as her brother, and her bro5tior is

twice as old as their baby sister: the sum of their

ages is 1,.years. How old Is each?

(b) Two boy S riding bldycleS started from the same mint

and rode in opposite directions for two hodhoir& They

were then gr) miles apart. If one boy travele&-Viitce

as fast as the other, what was the speed of each?

(c) The sum of two consecutive even Integers Is 86. Find

the integers.

2o4
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0-2. Order on the Peal Number Line.

Thts true sentence reads "o Is great6r

"0 is to the right of on the nutmber line

4 >

pr It means

This true OiRtence reeds "4 is K,reater than -8". It means "4 is

to the right of -8" on the number line.

"Is. to the right of" on the number line and "is greater than"

,describe the same order ';:niat shall we moan by Lis greater than"

for any twc real numbers, whether they are positive, begatIve, or

?

Our answer is: "is to the 11,ght of" on the number line.

Herets n common example. Scales on thermometers use

numbers above 0 and numbers below 0, as well as 0 Itself.

We know that the warmer the weather the higher up the scale we

read the la,emperature. If we place thE7,thermometer as is shown

below, we see that it looks like a model of a part of the real

number' Tine.

20 -15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20-

When we say "Is greater than" ("is a higher temperature than"

we mean Is to the right of" on .the thermometer scale

On this scale, whIc'h number Is greater, 9 or -10?

:t or 10 lo or

For any two real-numbers a and b,

a Is greater than b

means ple same as

;.-11 1_5 to the right of b on he number line,

No matter w ich way we want to say It, wo can write: a b.



Oral Exercises 6-2a

1. Describe the mqaning. on the number line, of "13 less than

for real numbers. as we did above for u>".

That is the meaning, on the number lino, of "-:," for real

numbers?

3. Mhat is the meanln, on- the number line, of "< for real

numbers?

Problem Jet 6-2.a

1. Detiermine which of the followinii; sentences are true and which
( .

are false.

(e)'

(-3

-0 p

Graph the truth het of each or the following

For example:

a

Open sentences:

x < 412-2_

-4

(b) y

(c) Y

3. In the blanks below une

entence.

(b)

(c

II II

3 -2 51 I

1 -1 I

-1 0 1 2 3

(d) x

(o) x-= or x

(f) c < and > -2

or ">" to make a true
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4

Problem Set

(continued)

(f)

(a)

During a cold day the temperature rises 10 degre'es

from -4. What is the final temperature?

(b) On another day thetemierature rie dcee s from

10. How high does it go?

(c) During ono day the temperature rises from 15 to 35.

How much does it 'ise?

5. Translate the following :sentences into algebraic sentences

,------. (a) A number is greater than or equal to l8.

One number is Eweatr than another.

One number is 5 greater than another.

One nilMbqr less Y Is less than the same number increased

by

(e) The sum of a number and is less than the sum of H and

the number.

(f) 5 loss than a number is four less than twice lrte number.

(a) 3 times a number is 8, or less than the same, number

is greater than 2.

(h) A number Is less than 4.

Suppose you try to guess the number of marbles in a bowl.

Then the marbles are counted co that the number of marbles is

nown. It is easy to see that exactly apr of the following

throe statements would be trues:

(1) Your number 12 greater than the number of marbles.

(2) Your number is less than yrlenumber or.' marbles.

(3) Y5t1T number i2 equal to the nUmber of marble.i).

fe
.

coula sa-y thaU after Xne marbles wore counted, your number

was compaed with the number of marbles.

111.' x ,1 number then exactly

one of the following is trueL

a b

a , o.

+.4
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The way In which the real numbers are ordered on the number

llnaken it e_ ay to ace why exactly one of the a tatoments

above Must be true. In fact; thin Is a property of order for

the real number 4t. It is nomelimec called the

compariori property.

Chedl.:. Your Cea,r.nr:

1. What In the comparison property of real numbers?

2. If ro number Are net the same. what 012e can 8-aid about

them':

Problem

1.
0

In the blanks below,- use

dentence in each cane

(a)

(b) 2

(c) t

(2)

to matte a true

trite cit;,-2ntcncea on It "<" for the rokt,owint-r, pairs of

7/real numbera,

(a) and '0

(b) S and 0

( and (H)

3. " " 4ror the fo121owinr, pairs of

rcai ni'Arbora.

(a) 7 and -5

(b) 8 and 0 (e) 2 and

(c) 2 and 0

((L) C cart

and 3

1-
(ii) = and .3

1



Peobjem 4e t -2b

/ (continuci)
Write an algersic Sentence for each problem after choosIng

and describing a variable.

(a) cost was sold for h33 This was at a discount (:)1

of tilt, original price. What was the ortginad

(Hint: It wasn't :14a. )

(b) -Joh 's age is 4 years less than twice his brother's aff,e.

If John is 12 years old, find his br(4her's age.

The bottom of a box is 8 inches by 12 inches. 'The

volume of the boy is t4o4 cubic .Find the helght
tk

of the box. C

u=3. C-Josites.

We have now labeled points on the number line to the left of

O as well ad to the rlgrrt of C:

oft;" points which are at the so.

For example,

2. It is easy to see tbklt there Is another point at

Ti 1i5 means that we can "pail4
,---

(f 1-st'arlcit from U.

number
,

the same

think of the point associated with

dis aqce from

3 2

,C,Thts other point ,_es n the opposite side et' 0, and the number_

associated with It is 2.

2ince the' two poljlts we have JU5e, located lie on opposite

sides of C , -11-d at th, Prime .11hta C".0 from C, it seems natural

to say that the numte 2 anT -2 sr o onppsItes. Each number is

the opposite (,r thou ther. That Is, 2 is the opposite of 2 also

7 is the oppos:te or =2,

In the example above, we started with the number 2. We could

just as ensLly start With any number and rind Its oppostte. Vef,

Lnstance, spar_is start wl.th hi numTer (,--=-). Then find ,

another saintpint at the some %liutan4e'frem (.. but en the opposite

side Th'IS Is al so ens: to do, 4nd, as in the diagram below,

you see that zhe ceeriLn7ite et% 'hair to bat LaO

t--
1

--
---c- ,) 0

--,,,
2



b
- 1-

Therefore, ATIls the oppall This means, also that (*)

Orea the opposite or 4-;,. w could just say that 4 an

We a;--.cee that

:0t0U0O-0t-O it n1.1,-J nu:31_,61:::, that are

J-T--)poni,teL=:,;

-71 at 0 o!.'" cvei-u

a lot of writlng. So we will agree that when we want to write

"Ir IC. we want to wIalte

oeh)alte )/ O", we can wrlte I_Il or _ .

clari we tY-7-'20sin-"opeoalt-e of" is written-
'

lower th:an the CILL':;i1 we u:-.30 n wr-:ti,nc the na2e of a neaptive

dra:'.h we to mean HaPpX=Itc 'ff" 10:Dk2 like the

anbtaacton. cut it in lemortant to uncler-

stand that '_13Lnc: Lt to mean auatractLori.

S:aw we can write tee :oor statement.: above lItre thtt,

are

) )

;

-



Problem See 6-3a

1. Each of the numerals be ow narrs a number. For each oHe,

klve a common name IV the number. For example, if

were klen the numeral t(-'-,0"i. a common name ,would

If you were kiven "-d" a common name woutg--

or unekative d". 4

CC

50.1)

-33.

-0_

-100

-1,000,000,000

(k) =(1,000,0-- 000

(1) ''-(3 4- 5)

-(7

you

be
u-nrl

2. tn lookinr; over your answerLI- Crolm Problem 1, which of the

following statements do you think is true?
. I

The opposite of a positive nuriber to a posl'Ave number.

The opposite of a positive number is a negative number.

The opposite of a positive number is sero.

3. Which of these statements do you think is true?

The opposite of a nekative number is a positive number.

The opposite of a negatIve number is a nekative number.

The opposite of a negative number is zero.

Is the opnosio of zero 4 positive number, a noka _ve number,

or zero?

5. Are "-g" and "-g" names for the same number? Write each

In words.

..;-'When you see the numeral "-(-2)", It may look ccfu5ln. In

words, we could read lt as "the'opposito of the oppo'ite of 2"

Here is one way we mtr:it think about le:

A
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start with 2

find le opposite, 3 2 i 0 I 2 3

gettim 2

Othen fin q the
opposite of 2;

getting 2

0
6

So we cafe say that the opposite -of the opposite of 2 kLs 2.

Or, more briefly, we can Write:

-(-2)

In the example above, we -Started with a positive number.

We could just as well start with a neg-Ative number. For ins1/4tancv,

how could' we dZclde upon a common name for

-2)

start with 2

find the oppos_ 0,

getting 2

_hen find the
-oppositeof 2,11
getting 2

This shows that we can write:

-(=-2
These two ex- .1 - suggest that

(-Y) = Y, for any real number y,

We have already seen that this statement Is true when y represents

2 and when y represents 2. Ts-lt true IC y represents 10? if

y represents 10? Is It true IC y, represents C?

We cannot use every number, but with a little work on the

number line, you should soon see that =(=y) - y for any real

number y.

Check Your Headircr

1. State this sentence in words: -(=y) y for any real number

7.

Y.

Describe how we would find the common name for

212



Oral Exercises 6-3b

1. Each of the numerals below is the name of: a_inumber. For

\ each e, state L common name of the number. For example,

If you were riven the numeral "-(-3)", a common name would
0-be "3"-. 1

(a.) -(-20) (d)

(b),

(c)

0.=

(e)

(1) . 4

Problem L';or 6-31)

ach of the numeraIs below is th naine or a number.

each one, write t common name of the nuzlber.

(a) (d)'

(Q)

(c) .13 (11

)

or
A

2. If y represents a positive number, Odes -y represent a

positive number, a neative number, or sere?

3. If y represents a nep;ative number, does =y represent a

positive number, a nem;ative number, or zero?

If y represents zero, does -y reprosent a-positive number,

a nem,ative number, or sera?

If -y L p0 ziti7e, is y L 1 L nejjative, or zero?

IL -7 is nec,aUive, is y penative, hoatIve, or zrro?

If -y i_ zero, is y positive nezative, ur hero'?

.Write'an aicebrAid cons once whosutrutn set includes the

answer to dhissprobletn Hon need not rind the answer.

A rodtangular law; measures to _:'e by JO lseet.

A walk Of uniform width is put alon both oAdo

and one zide. The perimeter o2 the entire area

of lawn and wall<: is thoh 1r:0 feet, j-fom wide is

the waih'-:

Hint: Draw a Ola:-.ram

We know that the rod numbers arc ordered on the number line.

That is, if we have any two difi'cront :lumbers,. one wila he ''ess

'-I



than the other.

-3, we can say:

For example, using the pa_

-3 <

(MY -I
of number s and

Let's take the opposite of each'bne of these two numbers.

The opposite of -3 1s 3. The opposite of 7 is - . Since

we can _a

The number_line below may help -in seeing what happened in

this "experiment".

0 1 A
2

Lets
and 100.

(-3)

the- experiment again, this time u g the numbers

but

2 1001

'-100 < -2.

Le sjtry one more pair of numbers, and 2.

but 2 < 8.
,4

The examples above are specific illustrations of the

following true statement:

For any number a 'and for any number b, if a

hen -b < -a

If you feel that you are not sure of the meaning this state=

rent, -'try letting a and b be some numbers bi ferent from the

ones we us-.1d abov-

want it-tp say.

Then see if the stptement says what we

P14



Somp.timea the fact that if a < b, then -b < -a -1,5 a big

help in finding the truth sets Of open sentences ..Suppose you

were trying to graph the truth set of:

-x <

kno4.that "-x < 2" and "-2 < x" mean the same. So, we can

draw the graph of:

-2 < x

Remember, the sentence " -2 x" can be written "x > -2"

Of course, the opposite of 2 is -2, and it is easy ;to draw the

graph of -2 < x. The graph looks like this:

Could you:show somebody, why,

set?

'.Here is another example. Suppose you were trying to graph

e truth set of:

example, -3 is nOt in the truth

-x >5

> -5" may also be written as "5 <

then -(-

x

A-6tuatly, "-x " and "x < 5" have the same truth. set. So for

each sentence the graph of the truth set is as follows:

4
!ere is a different problem. Below is a graph of a set

numbers.

-2 -1

215
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6 -3

Nat7Ne that tilts set oT numbers does not include,the'humber or

any number greater than 3. Also, the set does not inclue e;

,humber -3 or any number less than 3. So, if we let x rep esent

a number in this set,'x must be greater than 3 and less han 3.

We can say _hatr.this graph is the graph of the truth set

x > -a and x < 3.

Check,;Your:Readin_g_

1. The relationship between -wand is 3 43=

relationship between the opposites of 3 and

2. The relationship .etweenaadb
relationship bet - -en -a and,-b?

What s the

2'

a < b. What 8 the,-

How do we draw the'graph -f the truth set of -x ,2?

can'we do to make the work easier? Is in the ruth se

I

Oral Exercises 6-3c

In each of tine following pairs, decide which s the greater

number; then take the opposites of the two n-mbers and agaiii

ecide which is greater.

(a) 2.97, -2.)7 (d) -1, 1 (g) -0

D) -12, 2 , (e) -'370 -121 (h ) ;
-.1, -.01

V) .24 , (i)! .1,'.01

r1";at is the meani rr of ss Als sentence using

ant'



Problem Set 6-3c

1 Write too true sedtences for the following,pairS

and their oppoaftes, using the relation

/Example , -7

3,

2 -

2 < 7 and

('e)

(f)

(g) 2(8.4.5

(h)

-7:<
0'1

7

f numbe

(7 is approximately
'1.1416)

0 = 8)

a Choose treater of each of the

oppazit'e.

(a) y.2

(f) -.01

(g)

4)

2

ing numbers and its

1
(h) (1 - r)

Write two open sentencRt-for each or the following graphs,

one involving x, and the other involving -3

(a)
-2 -I 0. I

2

[ 2 -3 -2' -I 0 I

(g)
I 2 _T2 71 0 I 2

I 0 I 2

G_ ph the truth sets of fOilowing; open sentenc

>

(hint, frht exo
oppos

4217

the relation involving
or these numberti.)



5., pescribe
r.

(a) -x 3

(b) -x / -3

(c) x < 0

(a) -x <

(e) -x.> 0

-x < 04

Problem Set 6-3c

Lcontinued)_

sit of each open =sentence.

Remember means "<" or

4,

to open sentences that would help soJ,ve the following

problems. Be sure' to tell,,what the variable represents.

(a) John's score Treater than nega_ie 100. What is his

score?

(b Ee doesn't- have any. money, but he is no more than 200

in debt. Eow-much-money does he tave?

(c) Paul has paid 10 on his bill, but still owes More than

$25. What was the original amount of 'the bill

What is the "opposite of 9" By this time,

.question. You know that the opposite of 5 is 5.

Since yie have agreed to use "-5" to mean "o posit of

we can say:

an easy

n_ her
,,lay-be you

that -2 and 2 are equal

(4) bare

_ and 9 are names for the same

noticed this already. Of course, it is also true

equal, and so on.

-7 and 7 are equal, and

This means that we don't really have to use _w ent

dashes anymore. From now on, for example, we can use "5" to

mean either "opposite of. 9" or "negative EJ"-

:trust be careCul with the ex sion x is a

negative number, then its opposi is a positive number.

f x is a-posIttve number, its Dp

number. 1r x is zero, -ate,

-x)', Is a negative

718

zero.



-4-

-4. Absolute'Vtilue.

'Think of the number 5. Its oppoSite is -5.

This giVes us the patr.of numbers '5 and 5.

Which number of the pair is greater?

TgInk of the number -8. Its -opposlt is 8.

This givet'us the pair of numbers -8 and 8.

Which number of the pair is greater?

Think ofthe-number 1
2'

Its opposite is g,
,.This gives us the pair of numbers' and 1:

Wrioh
.

number of the pair is greater?

What :yu'ansWered the questions'above, you were working with

a new and -uteful operation in mathematics. It is called ;taking

the absolute value" -of a n mber.

The absolute value of a zero real number is the

'great that.numbr e-Id its o The absolute value of

zero is

Thu we could reword the questions above and ask:

absolute va ue of 5?

What is -the absolute value of -8i

What is the absolute value of

Instead of Writing "absolute value" eah time, we use a new

symbol. For example:

What is

"151 5" means "absolute value of 5 is 5".

"I -81 - 8" 'means 'llabsolute value of -8 is 8"

"101 = 0" means "absolute value of 0 iS 0",

"1n1 means "absolute value of the number\ n".=

;Check- Your adi.;.-

1. What is the bsolute value of a non-i o number?

2. -What is the tsolUte value of zero?

3. What does the symbol Inl mean?



6-4

What ist-he absolute

(a) -7

.(3)

Exerdisea 674a

value of--each of

(c) (6 - 4)'

(d) 14

the following numbers?

-(14 e)

2. What is the absolute value of x if x If x Is -2?

If x non-negative real number, wha *t. kindaf numbet'fis-

lx
If x is a neg ive real number, what kindjof number is Ixl?

Is ix! a 'non= rgativ't' number nor every x7-

For a negati e number x, which is greater, x or IXI?

Is the abs61 to -r of a number ever a negative number?

!hen is the :bsolute value of a number not:a positive number?

r

Using t nu be,r 11n sometimes.-helps irrw-orking with

absolute vs ues, ok a the following 0,amOles

(1) 14 ? the distance between b. and 0 'How

do the answers to these questions compare?

1-41 = ? What is the distance - between, 0 and -

'How do the answers to these questions compare?

1-51 ? What is the distance between C and - How-

do the answers to these (questions comp

t.

? 'That is the distance between C and ? How do

ewers to these questions compare?



6 -k

Do you see that the absolute value Of a num

Afstance'between the number and 0 on the number

the

By

"distance ", we mean just the "number of units". Here, the word

"distance"thas nothing to do with direction.

If x is 7,-Ighat i fxl?

if x is 12, what is Ixl?

If x 8,750, what is lx11

If x is 0, what is Ixl.

In these our examples, x has been either a positive number.

or zero. shorter way of saying, this is.to say that x has

been a non-ne ativ.e number. Note that a non-negative 'number is .

a number th-Wis not negative, that;lsp a number that is either

or%zero. In each of the ex copies above, it turned Outposit

to-be tr

numbers, you should see that weican say:

ie that Ix' x. After thinking about other non-negative

Ix1 0

Is it always true that (xi =

mbers.

- I

If

-5, what is hel? lxi

-3, what is I.x1? Ix1

-45, what is lx1

45 .

-Le some_negative

In these three examples, x has

Each time-, Ix' has been, not x, b

flying:

fk%
I 1 -x, 1-f-x

Notice that 5

Notice- that 3

45. Notice that

-C-5

-(-3).

n a negative number.

express this.by

You may have noticed that an absolute value is always a non- #-

negative number. o it may seem strange ever to say "Ix' -x".

But.remember, If x is a negative number, is a positive

_number. Therefore,

Ix1 = x, if x

and

lNiis ,Just another wat of i-x't1-1:j that lxi is always a non-negative

onumber.

221



1.

more example, let's look at. 1-201:
1-201 - O.

This agrees with what was said above, since -20 < 0, anti

h of the fol
x <

Check your ,R-ading

ng describes all non-negative numbers?'
r

X > 0 = x < 0 O

2 Which of the following open sentences are true for all real
numbers x?

1x1 a- -x I .

x s lx1 -1x1 x

3. State in words thqse sentence Question 2 w-. i h you
decided are true,.

Oral 'Exercises E 741)

For a negative number x , which is greater, *o
Which of the following sentences are 'true?

(a) F-71

(b)
4 -

1-21 '1-3

'(c) 141

(r)

(a) 2 5 1-31 (h) 1-2

State each as a simples numeral.

121 131

1-21 131

(1421 131)

(1-21 131)

1-7r (7 , 5)



(k) -(1 -31 - 2)
) 721 1-31

3 - 21

Oral Exercises 6-4b

(continued)

) -(1-71 7

(o) 1-51 1-21

p) -(1-21 x 5)
1-51 x 1,21.)

Problem Set 6-4

1. What is the.truth se= of each open sentence?

(a) 1x1 -

(b) lx1 = 3 r

(c)
1 1

1 . 4

(d) 5 - 1f5= 2

Graph the truth sets of the following sentences.

(a) lx 1 < '2 (cC) lx 1 > 2

> -2 and x (d) < -2 or x > 2

G aph the integers less th: 5 whose absolute values are

rester than 2. Is -5 an eltinent of this set? Is 0 an

elenient of this set? Is -10 an element of this set? Is'

4- an element of this et ?

If R is the set of all real -umbers, P the set of all positive

*real numbers, and I the4set of all inteeers, write three

jiumbers which are

(a) in P but not in I,

(b) in R .but not in P,

(c) in R but not in P or i

(d) in P but not lip R,

Compare the truth sets of the two sentences.

lxi -=

Three boys, Bob, and Pete, wpre ualkirw. Sam sat

"Bob is older than I am_ Pete sstd, "fob is twi8e as old

as I am and Sam is 3 years older than I am. Bob said,

"My father is m re thanimice as -old as' all on our ages 'DIA

togetperan_ci Is Hbw old was each. boy? Write the

sentence whose truth set will lead to the answer to this

'problem.- It is not necessary to find the answer..

4.4



Points ID the left of C on tie number line are associated

with negative numbers.

real numbers are those numbers that can be associated

with points of the real number line. , They include rational

numbers and irrational numbers.

The integers f6rm a special subset of the rational numbers.
se-

(4) Positive integers are integp associated with points -to*

the right of zero.

(5) Negative integers are integers assqciated with points to

the left of zero.

The $ational numbers to the

positive rational numbers.

The 'rationalrational numbers to the zero are ea led negati-
_,
rational numbers.

Is greater than b" and "a is to the right of b on

the number line" have the same meaning for any two re

numbers a and b.

For any two real numbers a and b, exactly one of the

- following is true: a > b, a < b, a = b.

(10) The opposite of 0 is. 0. The opposite of any other real

number is the number whigh is at an equal distance from 0

on the number line and on the opposite side of 0.

The opposite of the opposite of a number is just the number

itself. That is, = x.

(12) The absolute value o C is 0. The absolute value of any

other real number is die greateriof n and

"bsolute value of 'n" is Britten "InI"

(9

of zero are called

Inl is the distance between 0 and

line.

(14 Inl n, if n > 0.

11-11 n

220
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Rev e- Problem Set

1. Consider the following sets,

R*: the set of all real numbers

P. the set of positive real numbers

Q: the set of negative real numbers

R: the se of all rational numbers

N: the s t of counting numbers

W : the set f whole numbers

I: the set of integers

.7: the set of irrational numbers-r
In each of the following pairs of sets tell which iejt is a

subset of the other. For some pairs neither set may be a

subset of the other.

(a) I, W (f) P,

(b) N, W (g) R*,

(c) N,

*R

R (h) I,

(d) *, R (i) R*,

(e) R, I --+3) P, W

. Give two meanings of the symbol 5", one related to numbers

and the other related to the position of points on the

number line.

Place the correct symbol ( < ,

so' that a true sentence results.

(a) 3 5

(b) -3 5

(c) -3 - 5

(d) 3 -5

(e)F--3

between these numbers

(I)

3 ,

Name three numbers at are n t ratilonal numbers. Is -j1O

irrational? v/T-7 ':



-Review Problem Set_

(continued)

5. Graph, the truth sets Df these sentences.

(a) x < 5 (d) > 0

(b) -x <

(c) Ix' 4

lx1 < 0

IxI = 0

Tell what you know about the order of'any -o real numbers

a and b. What ,property. is involved?

If x < 3, what can we state about the order of -x and

Graph these sets.

(a) (4): p, -7), 2; .-2)

(b) The set of all positive Integers less than 2

(c) The set of allcounting numbers less than -2

(d) The set of all integers between andand 2

(e) The set of all numbers between -4:and 2

9. Write an open sentence fbr each graph.

(a) (c
I 2

(d) 4m=mmo---ommo=mr.mmit.
-2 -1 0 1 72 -I 0 I.

10. Describe in words the sets for which the following are

the graphs.

(b)

-2 =1 0 I 2 3 4 5

41L77-1-47=r5 mmilm[4.
.1

11= What number, added to the same number increased by /t, will
_

result in a sum 01\7.3? Write the sentence whose truth

set in1Udes the answer to .this problem. You need not find'

the Olswer. Tell what the variable represents.

12. Do as in Problem 11 for this problem.

If a number is increased by 7 .-6 times the number, and

the resulting sum is 58, what is the number?

13. Do as in Problem. ii.
_

The product `of a number and the number increased by

Is 84. What is the- number?

2 2-)t)



PevIpw Problem Set

(continued)

14. Do as in _roblem,11.

One book has 310 pages more than another. The number
of pages. in the combined volumes is more than 1000 pages.,

-0-----HOw-many-pWm-are-tn-each-voiUMe? ) --7-
a5 rAn airplane flies due east at an average sped of 200 miles

per hour. Another plane leaves from the same starting point
one hour later. It flies in the same direction and over-
takes the first 800 miles. away. What was the average speed
of till' second plane?

v

227



Chanter 7

ADDITIO:: Cl' TEAL MIJIPER3

7-1 Using the Real NumLers'lln or.

Evel sine the first grade, you ha-,o Leon adding numbers--

the numbers of arithmetic. NOW we are ready to work with a larger

set of numbers--the real numbers, Your work in adding the num-

bers of arithmetic should give a clue as to how we add any two

Teal numPers.

To begin with, think of an ice cream salesman In business for

twelve days. On some days, he makes money: then we or that he

shows a oroll:t. On oo-leh /2) he lanon money: than we say that

he, shown a loss. On still other days, he may show neither a pro-

fit nor a losz.

At the bottom of the pa.)7v re two columns. Theone on the

left gives, in words, the prot li or loos for each one of the

twelYe d u a TheocOlhts on the i 4_ shows the arithmetic used in

figuring the profit or loan for ))wo

Not),ice that to find the profit or con for a two-day period,

we "put together or atiU the profit or loss for one day and the

profit or loss for the other day. The numt,ers that we add are pos-

itive in some cases, negative in others, and zero in still others

Monday: Fso)t Qr

Tuesday:

Wednesday: Irofit o: 2.

Thursday: Loan a;

Friday: Loss of

Saturday: Profit of

Sunday: Day of rest

M6nday: Loan of ,

Tuesday: Loss of

Wednesday: Loss of ::;:6

Thursday: Pcotlt of

-Friday: Lana CL

12 is the number
7 ± 5 = 12 showing -his net

income for 2 days.

(- ) =

+

0 St

St -U -10



7-1

In these examples, we have found the sum of two positive

numbers , the sum of two negative numers0 and the sum of a posi-

tive number and a negative number. We have also found a sum
involving zero.

How would you complete each or he following statementS?

0 +

(

)

Maybe you thought ci the numbers above as representing pro-

flts and losses, as in the example about the ice cream salesman.

You may want to keep chinking atout positive and negative numbers

in this way for a while . HoWever, you will probably find, as you

study this chapter, that you will be able to add real numbers

without thinking at profits and louses, at all.-

Check Your Reading

1. When you adde I two negative numbers, was the sum a positive

or negative numL,er?

2. When you added two positive numoers, was the sum --rDositive

or a negative number?

When you added a positive number and a negative number, how

did you decide whether the 2,,m was a negative number, a

positive numLer. or sere?

When you add re:o to a real number, how do you decide whether

the answer is a negative or a positive numLer?

Oral Exercises -1

1. Think of gains as positive numbers and losses as negative

numbers to answer the following questions.

a) Harry earned 1?,5 yesterday and spent f today. What is

his present financial situation?

230
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Oral Exercises 7-1

(continued)

P111 had o-i0y, when he. wen, to school todnyi

i(iDg for his lunch and 11e vnio_Charistsd 0. Con supplies.

too: in nit: 1nnncal situn'non?

(c) A fleriln r.1:arch market:price r-1:11),-,(1 ,,wo points or:: Thy

ihon loot'o osins rho neat wan too

(A) fiE(55 Jones lost o oonnds'Auring the rlirst week al her

dIntinr, on sonnds the s6condweek, gained pounds

tne.third weel:, and vinincid o Oonnds the last week .

was ncr not gnin or losS?

(e-
,

i'odthall -team lost o yArds on the Cirst play and

Jie second plAy. What w.as the netgdi:ncd o ydrds,

the two plays?

FInd ',no 5-)4115 by thinking of t-_,he positive- numbers

as proflts and the negative numbers as losses.

) a 2 (g) d)

(L) ( )
a

(
) (h) t + 0

(c) (-8) (I) (n)
(d) ( (:) (=1)

(-;_1) ) ( 1, )) + ('4

(1- ) -_, ) ( ) (( )

1 :a.")(O1(7,iin

te the common name ter. eoc:( oc -6(le OollowIng sums. Think

of-Wine oodlt,ive nambecs as prorlts and the negative

on

-' )

-10)

(n) 1 (-1'

) = (

nun; _)(1()



7-2

7 + 0

Problem Set 7-1

(conti.nlied

(0) -)

_(Pi6Y -4- -1)

(q) + t

(-m) _4) +

(-2) -6)

-i-

2. In each of the following what pro lit or fl105-A,! will mako.

the open sentence true?

(a) a +.,'c!

) + -2 5

(c) a +

(d) b + -

(e) ()
(r) (-z)

(g) A n

m 7- -0

(h) -) + n

(1) ,m + (-1) = (t2)

(2) a +

(k) b + Lf - (-7)

(1) (=3) a - (-5)

(m) 0 + .5 - 1.1

Addition and the Number, Lile.

In earlier char,trs', we used the number 1 tne to show some

let's fuse the','numbef" line to show the

arithmetic oi the ice cream salesmants /record.

facts about numbers. Now

Wed and TnUV2

7 12 0 2
7=k 5 (12

. 6 -1-(-4)--2
1
,

tint lcp i,nr,u in the' 1-tlr'.',. example (Mon. and Tues.) we start

at z e p o , We f trut move I', 15n1Us to the -rght . 'Thehe, move 5

more anl ts ..o the rtnu . The final pocition on t-he numberfltne

Ls 'shown U7 a x . This IT It ion snows (fs that the result

_ t I



idjing . to (

In tfte se46nd example (Weji. and Thvs, we again start at

:ero. First we move 6 units to the right. The we mjve

to the left, (Why do we move 11 units tothe left instead

)f 11 units to the right?) What is Lie result? Would we get

.he sqme reOLiI! Ii we moved 171,1 units Li the left? Remember

hat 1-4L-= 4, Do veu pee, then, that toadO (-) we move 1-.H

IhILs to he left? Co and ri we move 161 un1.6s to the right.,

Fri and

7 3 0

(-7)+4=4.3

and 7-d.

n.' and

01-( 3)=3

To iii and Fri.

01 5

5 4-(-5)=0

tho liae uv.emFmber that we show

jilt.. ti a ouitiv'; riamiFe: tv t.c. the cir,ht. From the

l'uove L.sa;AueBs, seo 1.T1 1!addition o: a negative number

Jwin )7L11,- :a., Fa whIch direction do we move

the number it nits moved ,

.2 the absolute value of the numlep.

Below ls a summ:Ir..,' of thinrs to rememuer when showing addi-

.ion of two real num. .,rs 0 nih on the number line,

U.) :turi, al -,ho.

(s') Yrom ::ere, move unitu to the right if at is

positive, la' ehTtp 10 the left. Is negative,

'no unln 11 is :u.edso.

Fuem this point, move it 1 units to the right if L.

ii P"it17C, k, 1
dril; to tae lert Lb b Is negative,

no ilul-L3 In :PO. Thin determines another

ss. uhL "Hait p.)HtIon'1 on the Ilumr,



ft

The coordinate of the rinal position poitmt Is t. hR

SUM Or the two numters.

an the third example

Is obtained by moviAnit 1-71

and the sum of (-7) and

otto to one left c,f zero and

then moving 1 4 unic a the rlf::ht,. The 113c11 postUlon In

at -!3

Check Your ilead_17n2

1 What Is the stztirinktpatnu when we add on the number Fine?

In which dlreautan do we move on iho :!t_JM(21' Line lndtrette

theaddition pf a p2121_!vc numo

In whicini: einetion do move on one numlc,r line to Indicate

the addition in aine4pati_ve

What Is the number or untts moved when we add a number x .?

5. What does the final position an the number line indicate?

Oral Exerels(iitt 20

F1. If a thermometer reg . o
Yistered and the temperature rises,

10 degrees, what does the thermometer then reinter?

2. A thermometer registered 107 F at noon and dropped

degrees in three hours. What wax the temperature at. 1 p.m.?'

ao5. How would you re::e:On 0 Avrg fll Hy a numten?

It a thermameoe- 101 0005 -a C tin tnen risen , what

In the new remperotmae:'

5. If a thermometer rec,istara 0amd then drops

what it; the mew- 'Lkimiierti_h ret

DesectlLe now you would find these sums on the number line.

(a) (-6) t 2 -1')

(0

(o) )

(I) -_)

( 5) ± ( -2

(-11) + 15

(F) h'-1= I?

(h) 6 + (=7)

(1) 6 (-u,

(e) (-0 ) + (-7) (1) (-7) 0



I

Or-t! Hnis
(coniAlnued)

214r fm 71 H

) (0 ,

1. Find she :;11A3. ni..mr el. line to aid you if

censor:).

)

(-)

(-1) (-. ) + ;-
(-)

T.,-1)Ar.k nu711er: us 'Rains" and :losses".and
S nen :2 rid ,J,he

4 C
('-2) 0 + 0

\
(-6) (f) (-7)

(c) 0 + (=q, ) (g) 4

(d) ( (0) ((-`) )

Which of' She CoilowiAng ,,cir-11,.encen are true?

II) + 1

A + (-11,)

+ (-2

Use "gains" or
1,0c.s", or sue numLer line, !to help you decide

+ '

t,

(g) (-1) = 1 + (-5)

6 (-7). = (-)

--,(2) ± (=C) (-5) +

:5(2) (-h) (-5) 6

+ (-fl) n -5) +

(1) ',(2) + (7)! -A +



ProblerriSet7-?a

(continued

1. POrform the following additions of

nuCer lino to hep 7ou you need

(a) (-5) + 2 + 7 (1)

real

to.)

7+

mffriters. (use the

(b) (-5) (-2) + 6 (g) (7

(c) 5 + (-2)+ (h) -7) +

(d) (-7) + + (1) -7) + : +

(e) =7) (=2.
) (J) (-7) +

5 Th1ch of the following sentences are true? Which are false?

(a) (-5) ± (- -(1-f-)1 I-71)

(b) (- (- 471 + I- *I

(a) (-6) 2 = 121)

d) (-)) + 7 (171

(e) 2 (-8) - 12I)

(2) (-1)- 1--

('Zi (-7) (I=71 j)

(h) 0 (- )
-B I,- 41

If the doman D2 the vaiaLie if-; the lot al real numtercj find

the tuth ta a: thc, ::2,ilown open sentencoc.
]

(a) a 5 (h)

(t) a - (1) a

(4 -3) + a -

(c()

(a) (-:-1) a

(1) a +

(2)

-

1

(,) a -3

a 4: (-2 ) -2)

(1) (T3) ± a (-J

(->) - (-3) a m

(n) (-1 b * I



(-2

Let us go back to the fifth example in the sales of ice

cream (Tuos. and Wed.) in which we add
It

By this klsv. you certalni/ know how to find the sum, which is -1°.

In this as in the other examples you have teen able to find

the, sum eitner by thinking in terms of profit and loss or by

using points on tn, number line.

We would now ike to see how addition of real numbers can be

descrlLed, or yined, Without reference to a number line or some

other special device such as profit and loss. Can we do this

using only addition and subtraction of numpehs of arithmetic and

the taking of opposites? Can wey in other words, define addition

of real numbers In terms of operations with which you are already

familiar?

In forming our definition we must keep two things in mind.

Eeirst, we must include all possible situation. Second, our

must not hhange Or contradict -any ideas which we have

iiready developed about the addltion of numbers of arithmetic.

With this last notion in mind, we should begin as follows:

The sum of any two nci-nnegative real numbers is equal to the

3um as defined for numbers of arithmetic. This means, of course,

that additions stiChas 7 ±b -= lb and - 3, etc., may be

rented as refo&.

We -must. ;hen consider all cases involving one or more nega-

rumers Imtts first look at the example =4)

:orking with the numse1 line we saw that

+ (-6) - (-10). =

If we hoUh!der absolute values, we would get

1-"1 1-61 - 10.

'no resulting sum The oophsr.te of the hucijer line answer. This

upEoss a way or: dei'Lning the sum o two negative nhmbers. We

ould say that the sum of two negaLjve rel numoers is equal to

opposite of tne sum of absolute valU6s. That is,

(--) * (-o) --( 1-41



Now 10,1s 11)ok at another type. On the mhmLer line we

found that

h =r (-4 -

Here the si:n wit Ly moving

Do you see that we would also gel, a Lfesult of U e .lbtracted

the numer rrom ,JV Or wain we can make use of absolute

values. Llince um! we could say that

unIts to the left on O.

+ 161

A similar example, which we al:--;0 worked on the number line

gave us

However, i.n tniscase it we subtract absolute values we obtain

-(1 I I

Our anhwer Is thc: opusi*e ci the number line result. What, then,

is the b7.1 All';:c2ence and he previous example?

In Lo7A-1 inbl,ance we were rrg !he sum of a positive and a

negative number, Whehe is the clIPiicity? Look at the examples!

In the CIrst rate trle numL_,er a has the larger absolute

value. In tilt second ,!acc the negat.tve number (-7) has the

folucf 11-alf.fe. Mau I oA

> 1-'1 r I= 1 > ri

Clan- the tire cc and come up with the

CollOwinr: To aJa two ci ntmr 0 it one or v..hich is_ positive and

the other Ott 1 lit it twoller aLsolute value iron the

larr,er. However C he neFallve nami-er has Une larger absolute-

value, we must _ake 'ne opoo,:',Le or ',he ffesult. For the two

babes we have

6 , 16! 1=LI

It alto CollowP so

and
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The two roma!hing lypos to tOittecl 7.50

+(" 0 +

From the profit and loss example we recall chat

We also note that I tI -o! . This SLICi-J.7.ES.,...0 that the sum of a

positive and a negative numer with equal Lsolute values Is

equal to zero. It can also Le SUsWn to.at (-a) =c O.

For the last type, she profit apld loss example gave us

0 )

On the other hand, the sum of absolute values gives

101 +

Once again wb taRe the opposite. That Is.

0 a (-) - -(101 4 ).

us

Here we see that toe :)UM )00071F' coo orIrtinhi negative number

itself-. That Is, 0 . .Iimliariv (-:)) + 0

We have accomoi'shed two igneorthnt steps In the study of

real ncirtraers. We have learned how to add them. The examples

nave suggestei to as a wily in which adaition may be defined In

terms of the _laminar speraolons an numbers of arithmetic .

derinitioh will to :LOss:, since It -.0 necessary to In-

cL,I=ac_ shall troLaLly not usv. it

'.2tuai :arcs. fler owb tbeat oh how to do g

a ,e nim:4tr Hue 0 httch, t etTIcient .

oweyer, fi . IL must: be used in

proving certi-ap eraperties of/real uJmiter.-., ant will help us

Hcejeicie - =rbater rnoorstandin,,:- of nose numters. We shall the4).e-

ros,e the I- i: ;I: n ,ne oonm or a summery oC the ideas

WO aeve a.o7i). as ,),TDU real toe i'ullowing, any to

octet Late coca w: ,r ;he given exampiesr

;V)ttl It OP HEid, NUYIP.FRt

the sot; at two noh-scout :ve real humteca is equal to the
sum )p: terIaLi for numLers DC arlthmeilc.

sum at .wo negetiva Itehl humteno .,n equal to the
c-gP am hLscihte value's. That is,
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Check Your Reading

1 How is the sum of two non-negative real numq2rs defined?

2. How is the um of two negative numbers defined?

11

What determines whether the sum of a posttive and negative

number Is positive or negative?

What operations and numbers are used to define the addition

of real numbers?

Set r=i
Use the definition of addition to add the following as in the

example.

4.

Example: (-5

1. (7) ± (=',)

k.\2.

(-7) )

+ (-7)'

z-(1-51 151)
-(5

5. 7 +.(---7)

7/

0. (= ) f

(-7)

o (-()

). (,=

.

Jse2-he def'trttton of cdH1oon to decdo which of the following

sertenoes are Irue and whIch are

10. (-,:_c) L51) 15. (-!)

7
11. 6 . (1-91 - 161)

12. (-2) I - -(1 -4- 1-'1 17.

13. (-10) 4- 0 -(1 -101 t 0)

14. 11 ± (-1=') (177-1 17-1:;1) 19. (-u)
-\

1

-u ) + u

2 1

I-tl

II 141)'

1 -t1 101

AddIt',1Oh of two SdSItion Property or aDposi_es.

In p-irt; (1) 01. Izne leHnILle)n, toe statement in pnren-
.

theses to cc th-t the corn f an7 negl-tve real num6er and zero

Is equal 1,-, the ew we nim.er we sl.uted w to The same thing

is 'rue tyjm[.er.:7. of n hoe tic CemeinIng these ideas



we'(can state the rolloWftg proper.ty

For any real number a, a + 0 a

oni_est name for thin property is The Addition l'-'roperty of' ,

:00 .

The definition of addition -also tells us that the sUm of a

sitive and negative numLer it the ausolue valuer are

equal. We already know that every-real number and its opposite

nave equal absolute values and that of these two numbers one Is

bosLtIve and the other negative. Thus another property follows

For la realnumuer a, a (-a ) 0.

Ty_h property Is often called The Addition Li.:(22f(LIL,Lp1: Opposites

Check You E

1 What is ,he sum or any real number and Zero?

What is the sum or any real number and Its oppositor

State the adalion proners,y or -,h2 no LOV real- numbev2

State l's adaistion property of opposites for real numbers.

Oral Exercises

which 0.c the sic.2ntences? Which are false?

4 = ( (-15) 7 n

= 0 (-(-7 0 = (

, C Lb. ii0)

(-'7) 0 1 . = 0

( ) 0 7-) 1°. (0) t-() = 0:

F nor 1e0

,(!f.-.1' 0 1 ow-



2 23. r (-4-3 ) = (-4
5

4. s + 0 = (-8)

9 + 4. 0

05) +o =c

Problem Set 73

(continued)

7. a +

8. a + (- ) 0

9. 3 b < 0

10. a +'( -3) > 3

11. 2 + b < (-2)

7-4. Properties of Addition.

Our definition of addition was an outgrowth of the results
,T

which. were obtained on the number line and the profit-loss

example. At the same time we wanted the definition to be such

that the properties which applied to numbers of arithmetic would

also hold for all real numbers including the negatives. We have

Just seen that the addit on property of zero does hold. We have

also come up with a new property, the addition property of

oppOsites.0

It now *emains to determine whether or not the commutative

and associative properties are also retained. Letts first look at

the former. We already know that for any two numbers of arith-4

metic the sum

a + b = b + a.

Is this true for all real numbers? Since parts of our

definition of addition involve subtraction, we might not be sure.

Suppose we examine one case. Let a be positive and b be

negative.and assume that la l> 1bl. By definition we know that

a + b fal lb'.

What about b + a? The definition tells us to take the

difference of absolute - values. The difference of two numbers of

arithmetic is obtained by subtracting the smaller number from the

larger. Thus we see that

b + a - lal ibl also.

If we considered all the other cases which involve negative

numbers, we could show in a simI)ar way that the commutative
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property of addition holds f rr each of these. Hence we
V
can say

that

For any pgik numbers, and b, a + b = b +

Through the use of the definition and arguments like those

above, we can also show that addition of real numbers is asso-

ciative. This means that

For any real numbers, a, t, acid c

a + b) +c a + (b + c).

4;e Shall not attempt to demonstrate this property for any of the

cases involving negative numbers. However, the following example.

should help bring out the-point.

If a - 6, and a = -7, (A + b) + c- is

(-7). This is equal to -9. But a + (b + c) is

(-d) + (-1). This is also equal to -9.

Oral Exercises 7-4

Add a negative number to a positive number; now add the sane

positive number-to the negative number. ,Did you get the

same sum?

What property of addition was shown in Question 1?

(a) Add ( -s) and (-4), then add to the result.

(b) Add (-4) and 5; then add that -number to (-3).

(o) Did you get the same sum ie7 (a) and (b)?

(d) That pro-petty of addition is illustrated here?

State the commutative property of addition for real numbers.

State the associative property of addition for real numbers.

Tell what property or properties of addition are illustrated

by each of the following

(a) (-5) + (-7) - (-7) + (-5)

(b) (4 + +- 2 = t (-5)

+ (-2)

4
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Oral Exercieed 7 -4

(continued)

(-4) + 1 + ( -7) -4) + (-7) + 1

(f) (m +.n) + q M + (n -+ q)

(g) ,a,00E-Tt-+ c) (b + c) + a

(h) .(x + y) +z = (y + z) + x

(i) x (a +b

(a + b

a + x) + b,

+ y) F= (a y) +

Problem Set 7-4

Find each of the following sums. Watch for easy groupings

numbers that make use of the properties of addition.

(-5) + + 5 + 3 + (-5)

(b) 14 + 6 + (-7) + 4

5+ -8) + 6 +

(-9) + 5 + 6 )

(e) 11 + (-17) + 9 +

(f) + 2 +

(g)

(h) r + 6 + (-r) + (-3)

r + 4 + ( -r) + (-4)

Which of the following sentences are true? Which are false?

(a)

(b)

(-5) + (-2) - (-2) + (-5)

-6) - 7 47

(-6)

-2)

(c) (-6) + 3

(d) (-8) + 2

(e) (-b)

(-9) +

(h) (14 5)

4 (7

2) ih

(-6)
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,Problem 8eti.7-4

onVinue0

In each Of the following find the real number numbers

which makes the open sentence true.

(a) (-6) + -3) =

(b) (-9) t

(c) 15 + -9) +

(d) -2) + 5)+

(g)

(h) 5 + ( -5) I m = 5 + ((-5) + m)

(i) (3.2 + (-n + 2.8 = 3.2 +

(i) 1-51 -I- a

(k) b + -9)

0 . (-2) + (5

1 1..1+ x = +

(14 + 8) + (-4) . 14 + (( -4) + b)

2e

a + (-16) = (-12) + (-4)

1-41 4. 1-51

1-61 1-31

7-5. Addition Property of Equality.

"3 + 4" is the name of a number. If 8 is added to the

number, we get a number which can be named "(3 4) + 8".

' 2"is the name of a number. if 8 is added to the

number, we get a number which can be named "(9 - 2) + 8".

Did you notice something strange about the pair of state-

ments above? They were really saying the dame thing. In both

cases, we had the number 7, and we added

result in both cases was 15. It is true that we uhed different

names for the number 7 and the number 15. HoweveLr, we were

talking about the same numbers.

We can write:

8. Of course, the

This Is an example of a property of equality.

2h6



Here. area some other -x_mples.

+ 2

Sometimes people taik'about madding the same number to both

sides"'. In the two examples above, we could say we " "added. -2

to both aides" in the first one, and :'added 2 to both sides"

the se and one.

-' des" is a kind of slang Word in mathematics. In the

sentenc "( -7) + 2 = -5", we might speak of " + 2" as being

on the left side of the verb "=", and "-5" as being on the right

side of the verb "=".

Here is another example:

(3 x 2) + (-4 ) - 2.

This true sentence says that we have two different names for the

same number. If 4 is added to the number- 'the sentence then

reads:

) + ( -4)) 4

This is also a true sentence. You can see that the "left side"

and the "right side" of the sentence both show that 4 has been

added to the number we started with.

All of these examples show a property of equality called the

addition proper_ equality,

which can be written:

For any real numbers a, b.

Of course, it cc ld also be-
'

aced:

if a = b,

then a + c b +c.

Foray real numbers a, b, and c, if a - b,

then c + a - c + b.

247
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Al
What happens when e add the same, number tc each side of, the

true sentence "9 + (-4) = 3 + 0?

Wfiat happens when we add a positive number to the ght.side
only faf the sentence in question.,1?

1 F cercises

'What happens when we add a negative number to the .left side

only of the sentence in quetion

Which OF the following is a statement of the addition proper
of equality'?

(a) For all real _umbers a, b and

if a = ba

then 'o + a . c + b.

For all real numbers' a, b, and

if a = b,

then (a + b) + c . a + (b +

For all real numbers a, "b, and

if a - b,

then a + c = b + C.

5 For what values of the variables are the following sentences

true?

(a) 3 + x x + 3

(b) (-3 )+4 + + x = +x

(c) x + (-8) + (-7) + (-6) - -14) (--) + x

6. In each of the following what real number must -ire added to

the given number so that the result ip x?

) (-7) x

(g) ( -3) 4 + x

x+ 3+ ( -8)

(-5) + x + (-7)

12 + x )

(i)



Oral Exd'rclses 7-5

(con,tinued)

7. In each of the following sentences assume that both "sides"

are names,for the same number. Now tell what number could

added to bola =sides so that the=new sentence will have

the variabl- alone on ohe side.

Example: x + 4 = ( -2)

We would say "Add

would give us

x + 4 + (-4) . 5 + (-2) + (-4)

x+ O= 5+ (- (-4)

or x = 5 + (-2) -4).

t,
both sides" because this

r
Here' X is alone on the left -side.

(a) x + 3 = 10

(b) (-4) + x

(c)

(d)

1. Which

(a) ((-7)

(b) ((-1)

(c) ((-6) + 9

(d) (2 +

(e) ((

(C) (( -15)

(g) (( -24)

(h) (2.6 + h

x + (-16) 15

x + (-8) = -8

( -5

(g) '1 = 16 + a

28 + a + (-12) = -7

(-6) + (5) = x + 5

(-14) + x 14 + -6)

+ m + (.4 ) 12 (k) (-4) + y + (-3) = -15

-18 = b + ( =3)

Problem S

(1) y +1, (-5) + 5 = -8

of these sentences are true? Which are false?



Problem Set 7 -5'
A

(continued)

in each of the following sentences assume that both sides

are names .for the same number. Determine what number'we

could

one a

add to both sides so that when the sums are simplified

de consists of only .the variable.

x + 4 - 10

-61 x + 4 .

5 + y 12 + (-2)

(d) 4 + 8 + (-7) . a + (-2

(e) a + (-2 ) + (-7

6 + b - (=11) + ( -5)
=

+x+ (- +, 8

-() + ( =ltd) + y (-40)

m - 0
(i ) + (-8)

What real number will

(a)

(b

(c)

( =5) (=

(d) =11

(34

(Ls (-

(g) (tri

(h) 7.2

(1) (-5 ) + y 4

8

a:ce each open,sentence t

4 (-7) + x

Y + 3

-

1 = b + 1

=- 3 _

-5. m

) X = (-4). + 12



7-6'. Truth Seta of Open Sentences.

Earlier- w warrked with ripen sen
$

bers. In nearly all cases we found

certa n values and then testing to see if these were correct.

ou may, have wondered how yo2.1 could find the truth set of

an pp n sentence without guessing. A method of oing this would

be quite helpftl.in the case of more complicated entences for

which the guessing process might be very difficUi . Such a meth

will also have other pdvantages, as we shall sqon see.

SuppoSe, for example, you were asked to find'the truth se

for .the sihtence

nd found truth.lnum-

_mbers by "guessing"

x + . -2
5'

/ ,e
-From now-on, unless otherwise specified, we will assuiv?in solVing'

sentences that the domain of t 'he variable is the set of all real

numbers for which the sentence hAs meaning. It may be that you

can guess a number which will make this sentence true. But this
may not be easy. What if there is no truth number? What if the
sentence has more than one truth number?

We can use -some of the properties we have studied to take

care of.all of these questions. We shall also obtain a useful

method for finding truth sets in general.

Let's begin by supposing that there is a truth number x
which makes the sentence true. Then for this number x we would
know that the left side "x ;!' and the right side "-2" are
equal. This allows us to use the addition property of equality

and add a real number to both sides. In other words, if the
sentence

true fOr a certain number x, then

x + + -2 + -;)
5 5 D

is also true for the same x. The number we chose to add to both
sides was (-1), which is the opposite of Do you see the

5
reason 'for this choice?



Because of the addition property of opposites and the addi-

tion property of zero- our sentence may now be written

Adding we get

and

x -2

x

x = 13

5

where the last form was obtained oy addin he real numbers on the

right. From this we see that if a certain -umber x is a truth

number for the original sentence, then it is also a truth number

for' the sentence

13

5

This tells us that we don't have to guess. If the original sen-

tence has a truth number, then this truth number must be -
5

We still have to find out whether .or not -1-5 is a truth number.a _

We can do this by sub- utlng -LI in the original sentence.

When we do this,

x = -2
5

Adding real numbers on

becomes

left 'we get

(10
-% -27

3 ,

3which is a true sentence. Thus we know that --- is a truth num-

ber. From what has gone :before we also know that it is the only

possible truth number. This means that we have found the complete

truth set. It is

As a second example, find the truth set of

x = -2.

Though it is fairly easy to guess a truth number for this

!one, we shall use the addition property once more to illustrate

the method. You can then see whether or not your guess was

correct, See if you can understand all of the following steps!
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Asaume there ±s a v_ e of ,x which makes this sentence

true. Then for this particula'r x the sentences

and

x + 4 . -2

%-4) = 72 + (-4) (opposites ag.4111)

0 = -6

x . -6

are all true. Thus -6 is the only possible truth number,

there is one. Again we substitue, and

+ 4 . -2. becomes -5 + 4 = -2

which is a true sentence. Do you see, then, that (-6) is the

complete truth set? Is this the number you guessed to begin with?

Example Find the truth set of 4

If

then

Then

+ 5.

= x + (-
r

is true for some x,

+ 5

is true for the same x.

+ 5 x + ( -5) 5

+ 5 x + 0

+ 5 x

+ 5

7 x is true for the same x.

Is 7 a truth-number of "4 + = x (-5)"

If x is the right side of the sentence is the

numeral "7 -1--(-5)", whose common name is "2".

The left Bide of the sentence is the numeral

"h + (-2)", whose common name is "2".

Therefore, the complete truth set

x + (-5)" is

"4 +



j Inthe.above example the original sentence

4+ (-2) x +.(-5)

could have been written as

2 m x + (-9)

/to begin with. If more than one number appears on any one side`=

of the sentence, such numbers may be combined- beto:e the-addition

property is used. This may simplify the steps in olved.

Check Your Reading

1.' What property guarantees that if "x + 3- =2" is true for
5
(-2) -A)" isa certain number, then -"x + +

true for the same number?

2. 3Why was (--) chosen to add both sides of the sentence
5

"x 2"?
5

How can we be sure, than
"x 3x 5 -2

is a truth number

Oral Exercises 7-6

What number should be added to both sides of the sentences below

in order to obtain a simpler sentence?

2
1. x + - - 5

2. m

3. 2y (-9) - (-5)

4. (-5 ) y+ 3

6. 2x + (-1.5)

7. y + -5) + (-2

8 . 4m + 3 - 15

9. 17z + ( -2) 32

5. + 6 = 9 10. 35 =11k +2

Problem Set 7+6

Find the truth number of each of the following open sentences.

If you cannot guess the truth number, use the addition

property of opposites to write a simpler sentence.

(a) x + 5

(b) n + = 5

254



Problem Set 7-6

(continued)

(d)

e)

+ t -7

(-5) + ( -7) = m + 3

y + 8 . 5 + 3

f) + (- -

(g) (.32) (-.77) = 1.05 w

(h) (-5) + 3x + ( -8) . 15 + ( -20) + (1)

2.. Find the truth number of each of the following open sentences.

(a) (-5) + a

(b) a + ( -3)

(c) b + (-6)

(d), 5 + (-4)

(g

(-5) +

6 + ( -2) +

-3) + 2 (-6)

-m+ ( -!+)

(-7)'+ (-5) - + n

1
+ = 57 + b

(-2.6) + c = (-1.6) + (-1.0 ) + 3.1

(IT) 5.5'+ c 5.0 + ( -1.5) +

Find the truth number for each of the following open sentences.

(a) (-5) -

(b) 11 5y = 26

(c) 13m + 5 . 51

(d) z +
1 5
3 7

5x + ( -11.)

(f) 24 - 7k

(g) 2z

1
(h) x +
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Additive Inverse.

Can you complete each of the following 116 as to have a true

bentence?

(-4)

(-8) 8

x (7x

Can you answer tht--fOilow-Mg questions?

What number added to -7 gives a slim of zero?

What number makes'the Open /pentence:i"x 9 = 0" true?

These questions were probably not very hgrd. We have already

learned that the sum of a number and its opposie is zero.

In mathematics, there ip another importanV name we can Start
t

using when talking about statements like :T4 = 0".

-'I 1:4 called an additive_inverse,of 4, since 4 (-4) =

4 is called an additive inverse- of e4,s'ince (-4) + . 0.

-7 is called an additive inverse of 7, since 7 (-7). = 0.

7 is an additive inverse or -7. Why?

Give an additive inverse of 25.

If we have two real numbers x and y whose sum is zero,

like this:

x y 0

then y is the additive Inverse of x

and x- the addItiejrnverse of y.

Oral Exercises 7-73

1. What number added to (-5) gives the sum zero?

2. What numt-r added to h gives the sum zero?

What is the additive inverse of. (-7)?

What in the additive inverse of 10?

In the sentence x 5 = 0
- (

(a) Choose an additive inverse that will help you find the

truth set.
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Oral Exercises 7-7a

(continued)

:7 (t) Employ the addition property cif equality and the

additive inverse to find the truth set of this sentence.

(c) What Is the trutn set of the sentence?

6. If the 'sum of two numbers to zero, what can we say about the

numbers?

7. Give the additive Inverse or each at' the following.

X

(v) -x (k) (-6) + 3m

(g) (1) (-4) 2y +

(2) - (m) a

) X +

Icoclem Sot 7-7a

(n) rr1 + n

(o) x + 2

1. Find the truth net of each of the following open sentences

addition of an additive Inverse.

(a) x + (-) =

(t) = x +

(c) + x - (= 2)

( ) (i.) =

( e ) ( ) + ( ) x ( -6 ) + +

(t) x ) = )

) ' ) ) +- H:) x

C

. t ,a'..)1 at each at the tolnwing --Ten sentences

(h)

(L) (-) + X 4- 10

( C )

(1) ( .1'41) f 31 ( = 1

(t )
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01 6 3y + (-7)

Problem Set 7=_a_.

(continued)

(g) 9 (-7) - 7m + (-12)

5. Find the truth set of each of the following open sentences.

(a) 4k'+ 5 - 11

(b) 6 + 7m = 41

2z + (-11 ) -10

(d) hn +

(f)

7x + (-s) - -2

26 dy + 2

(g) 15z + (-2) 11

(h) x + (-6) - -12

.4. .Find the truth set of each of the following open sentences.

(a) 5k + b 6

(b) 2m + (-4) - 0

(c) fd + 5k = 10 +

(d) lx + (-) - -2

(e) -h 4z + (5)

(C) 10 + 5 + x

(g) + . 24 + (-4)

(h) 15y + S 19

5. Translate these sentences Into algebra*

(a) A tumber added to Its additive inverse has the sum zero.

(b) The sum of a number and the additive inverse of 5 is

15.

(c) Three times a number, increased by the additive Inverse
1

or 7 Is the additive Inverse of the number.
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Problem Set 7-7a

(continued)

(d) The sum of a number and negative :5 multiplied by the

sum of the same number and 3 is equal to 9 less

than the 6qua le of the number.

(e) Five less t a certain number Is the same as the sum

of the number and the additive inverse of 5.

(r) Is tao sentence In (a) true for every number?

Is the sentence In (e) true for every number?

Write an open sentence for each of the following problems.

b. John had four times as many pennies as nickels and twice as

many dlmes as -'ckels. Then when his uncle gave him 7

cents he had ;, d;a1 of =)/l cents. How many of each coin

did he finally _lave?

7. The largest angle of a triangle is 20° more than twice the

smallest.' The third angle is ye. The sum of the angles of

a triangle Is 160° . How large in each angle?

H. A rectangle Is a tmes as long as It 18 wide-,! Its perimeter

Is 112 inches. What are its dimensions?

When you were answering questions about additive inverses,

you might possibly have wondered if a number could have more than

one additive inverse. For e_kample, it is easy to see that -h

is an additive inverse suppose somebody cialm0 there

was another number, different; from -4, that is also an additive

inverse of 4,

Could you prove to Lill oe'rsOn that he ls wrong? Could you

prove to hLm that =)i is the oniv addLtive inverse of Li?

You aou.d, oC course, ask': this other person to name this

other additive inverse of 4. However, you dontt really need to.

We can let 1z," oe thu other addi t=ive inverse or 4" that he

claims to have .

It It to urue that. z 3 9n additIve inverse of 1, then

h o - 0: Th-tt sentence mu: Go true If
an adaLLLve inver.,,o of 4.
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=

+ O Here we ar,e using the Addition
Property, of Equality. If you are
wondering why we added -4 to each
side, see if you can discover why
from the next step.

+ 0 Here we have used the Associative
Property of Addition:

+ 0 _Here we have used the Addition
Property of Opposites. Do you see
now why we al ed -

''j.

4 back in the
second- step'? It was the only way
way we could get that "O" on the
left side.

Y -4 Addition Property of Zero.

You may have that "So what?" feeling; but look at the last

line,

.t.ur

has

r10

it shows that the "other" additive inverse of

a different one at all. It is once again

ybody claims, we have proved that 4

_tive inverse, namely, -4. We know, in

is the complete truth set of the sentence

mat.ter what

and only c

other words, that

t x O.

Could t cull the same kind of argument to show that

has only one i tive- Inverse, that 20 ha only bne additive

inverse, and - we don't have to do it for

e lumLeh at t.lme Instead, we can talk about any real number

We knot_that

additive erse oh _J_t_Ezf-iuse

r 'ral number,

(=Y

-X Is an

If there is some other a 1 _vr_ irn_ of we can call /

and wrl

with th

11 the Some -x;

co purpleu atout some of tne t , compare

ofrly one aad.:_tIve Inverse. The
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reasons are written out there, and the reasons here are the same.

In the final line, you see

This shows jtat if z is an additive inverse of x, then z is

the same as or is equal to -x. In other words, there is no

other additive -inverse of x, except -x.

We can state it this way:

Any real number x nas one and.only one additive
inverse. This additive inverse IsT -x.

We have proved this statement to be true. We proved it to be true

by using properties that are true for all real numbers. Whenoa

statement 13 proved in this way, it is often called a theoren.

By means of this theorem we can discover another important

property. Suppotse we consider a sum of any two real numbers.

Call this

+

Since th.is sum is a real number, it has an additive Inve ae er

can write it as , b). and we know that

(a + a+bfl n.

Now consider the expressAon

+ (-a ) a (-L)

By rearranging the numLc=rs, whl.ch we can do because of associative

and commHtattve propeces, we see that thlp expression _s also

equal no zero. This tell.; as 'ghat ol.nce

(a'+ b) (-a) a (-b ) 0

then the c.,:precslon (-a) a '--t) melt also be an additive inverse

But our theorem 4c1-ts as there -is only one or these. ,Mus we

conclude that

-0 (-a (=t)
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The

say that

an interesting way to state this property. We can

the opposite of a sum of two real numbers
is equal to the sum of the opposites.

Check Your Reading

1. What property justifies the conclusion that -x is an

additive inverse x, where x is any real number?

that I_ proved when we show that some other additive inverse

z is also

What theorem is established by the two previous statements?,

4. Showing that (a + b) +

what fact about -a) + (-

oblem Sett 7-7b

1 What property establishes

as a true sentence?

equals zero establishes

Use the properties of real numbers to show that

(--4 )) + ) + equals zero.

Since exercises 1 and 2 establish both

-3) as additive inverses of

conclusi a can be drawn?

What property es qblishes that

sentence?

What property establishes that

true sentence?

6. The sentences of exerciss

that 5 =

Use -(a + b

the following:

-(a

-(x + y)

,-2tri 4

on

and

what further

" is a true

is a

and what theorem es__ lish

( -b) to write another ,sion for

26

(g) (a) + (-b

(h) -(`>x



mmary

In this chapter, we have discussed addition of real numbers.

If a and 6 are any two real numbers, their sum may be written

+

However, It Is important to. remember ¶hiat (a + b) is itself' a

real number.

We also disc-caned the f'ollowing properbLes:

Commutative Property or Addition

For any two real numbers a and a, a + b - b + a,

Associativo Property of Addition

For any real numbers a, b, and c, (a

Addition Property of Opposites

For every real number a,

- a +

a + -a ---- O.

Addition Propery of Zero

For every real number a, a + 0 = a.

Addition Property of Equality

For any real nhmbers a, a, and c if a = b
than a + C = h + 0.

It is important to remember that the addition property of

equality can e esed a findinu: the truth sets of certain open

sentences ,



Uview Problem Set

1. PerSo,nm the follow inc, acialt.Lorw on the number line.

(a) (-3)

(t) 2 a (-6)

7

(d) 0 (=0)

(e) 1.5 + 2-5

(r) 6 a

2. In each or: the rollowln deecelle 21,r,1 by utini-r, the

derlhitlon oL)) addLtion. Check yomr ahmlers by at tat any

convenLent method.

(a) 3 a

(-5) (-11)

a a

(a) IT

16 (-1)1

(f)

o ]

(r0,) (-

(n) (-31) a (-G)

(1) 12 a

(j) (-6) a 10

(2) 1 a

(1) 200 a -201

3. 70ind a c-J=on rlane I 1)1: t rollewin.

(a) 3 (a = a) (t) +

(1) 4 (I) h (0 a 6)

L (j) a (-h) a (-10)

(a) (r' a 2) a j, (2) 6 a (=2) a (-1) ,

(0) ). r- a) (I-) -Y. (-)) -1-,A 10

(:) -8" (3 (-6) a (=6)

3) 1 (n) 1-01 1) I * (-1-61)

(-,) 1= i * = (-)1

Lire:: rr1r rm'e Which are

(c) re

-,1-- 1 1,-1 ,

r r



(e) -6

(t) (-5) ± -5

(g) (A7) a -5)

(h)

(I) (-5) 7 -

Review Problem Set

(continued)

+ o = 4 +

-10

-6) +

(-6) + (-2

5 (-7-))

5 Which or the following are true for all values of the

variables? Which are false?

(a) (5 2) a m = 5 + (m + 2)

(b) 2(r + ;5) = 3r + 3 where r is a positive number

ar(2y + L') = dry -1.7a where r, y, and a are
positive

(d ) -x + 0 = x

(e) -a + 5 = 5 + (-a)

(r) (-x) + (-y) = -(x + y)

6. For each of the bolloing Cind the real number value (or

values) of the variable which makes the given sentence true.

(a) a + 2 7

(d) a a === 0

(e) a

(1 3

+ (=';) 3

(4) a (-

(-

(j) 3 a (-3

(1:)



Review Froblem Set

(continued)

(m) (3 + X) + (-3 )
=1

(n)
1=
77b + (-4) = 6

I.
(0) 6 + x (-1;) 5 + (-2_

(P) 5 + x + (=s) - 4

(q) 7 + 7-1+ -3 + j + (-D)

(r) 10 -F- (= + b - (-1C ) + (o + b)

(c) .1=51 =h 161

(e) 1=41

+ a =

1-31

Uind the trnth Set of each CL the lipllowinr anon nontr,nces.

(a)

(b)

(4

a +

a +

(-4) (-E,) +

(-1) + 2 + (-3) x + (-5

(-2 ) + a ± (=3) a + (- ==)

(c) a + (-3) - 1= I + 3

(h) + (a -c =x + (a + -517)

(L) a + (-3) - HI ± 1-31

1-1 =c C - 1-5H + 1)11

() 1-Ed + - + 1:11 -21

(I) 1-1 4= m (-))

(a) a -- 2 + x (-3) + a

8. Ten why each el' th 11,--)win L.,entenrcp La true. Name ti-le

nreperty, or pr-JpQrtLe.:,, that are Itier:Crated by each :-,entcnce,

whether 0::ac: Latve, commptati_ve, addItIPP property o 0, ew

ad61_tiPn ;-)cDperty -)ppoa'Uer.

-I-

(a) 3 -3) -I-

(11 (-3



Review Problem Set

(continued)

(7 (-7)) + 6 , 6

(cA) J-11 + 1-31 - 1

(e). 2) + + (-2!

(f) (-1-51) + 6 = 6 + (-5)

(g) ((-2) 5 )+ (-8) (-2) +

(h) 8 + 1-51 + a - I-51 8 + a

(1) I-6I + (-6) + 0 - 0

(j) a + 4 + (-a) -

9. Use the commutative and associative properties to obtain the

following sums in an easy way.

1-
(a) (_ 7) 7 + =2 ± 2

(b) (-3) + S + A- (-2)

(e) 125 + (-17J + (-13) + (-25)

(d) (-3) + 8 + u + (-5) + (-3) 12 +

(e) + 4- + 4) -2J7 2

(f) I-51 + 21 + (-5) + (-8) + (-7)

(0) (-9) + 1-71 12 + 1-21 + 7

(1) -1-101 + (-15) + 15 + (-3) + (-1-81)

10. Write open sentences for She following: (Be sure to identify
the Ariablo.)

) tetirned that on a certain day the low tide registered

0,u feet below sea level and that it rose 9.1 feet

daring a ala hour period. How far above sea level did

theStde rel-r after it rose to the high tide?

(L) Save shot at a target and hit 10 inches above the

center on the first shot. The second shot hit 3 inches

Lelow the first shot. How far above the center was the

second t1-10t?

?b(



Review Problem Set

(continued)

A submarine that was cruising at 2 feet below sea

level rose 7 feet. How Car below sea level was it

after it rose to the new position?

A man left a $'730,000 estate. His will stated that his

son was to receive twice as much as his dau0-iter and his

widow was to receive as much as both together received.

How much did each receive?

Mr Johnson owed the bank $200, then had to borrow a

small amount af7,ain. How much did he owe the tank?
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Ater 8

MULTIPLICATION OF RE,L NUMBERS

In the previous chapteradditIon was defined so that

addition of real numbers "behaves" in the same way that addition

of the numbers of arithmetic behaves. That is, it has the same

propert1es.

In this chapter, we shall try to decide hew any two real

numbers should be multiplied so that multiplication of real

numbers also behaves like multiplication of the numbers of

arithmetic. That is, we would like the'following properties to

be true for any real numbers a, and c:

ab = ba commutative property of multiplication

(ab)c a(bc) associative property of multiplication

1) multiplication property of one

multiplication property of zero

a(b ab 4-71c distributive property

We would like these proper-'.its to be true for real numbers;

and this will help us decide how multiplication of real numbers

shall be defined.

Here are some possible pro s of real numbers:

(2)(3)) (3)(0), (0)( ), (-3)(0 ), (3)(-2),

The first three examples use only numbers that are not

negative;

A for the fourth one, (-3)(0), if we want the

multiplication property of zero to be true, we must be able to

say -"(-3)(0) s" can make the following definition:

(--i)(L)
Of course, if we want the commutative property of

_plication old we must also say:
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In fact, we make the following definition for a real

number a:

Check Your Reading

1 What is a simpler name for the product (3)(o

Give a simpler name for the-product (0)(3).

3. Give a simpler name for the Product (-3)(0).

4. Give a simpler name for the product (0)(-3).

5. What is the truth set of the sentence "(a)(0) = 0"?

6. What is the truth set of the sentence "(0)( ) 0"?

7. State (in words) the definition made in this section for

the product ofzerib and any real number.

ral Exercises 8-la

Give the common e for each of the following:

) (7) (0)

) (0)

,O (0)

(d) (0)(-

(e) (-92.75)(0)

(f) 0)

(g) (-x)(0)

(h) (-5 _)(1.

(1) 0 (-10))

j) (( -6) 6) 3

a. Which of the following sentences are true? Which are false?

(a) (0)(5) 0 (d) (2.14)(0) > 0

(b) (5)(0) 0 (e) (0)(-7.9) 0

( -7)(o) <

270
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Oral gxercise- 8-la
, -

(continued)

Which of the following'sentences are true for every value

of the varisable?

a). (0)(a) = 0

(b) ( (0) = 0-

(c') -n) < 0

m m) > 0

) (- )) (0) < 0

y yi 0

0

In the previous section, we considered products in which

one number was zero. In this section, let us look. t some
fl

.products in which one number is poSitive and on umber is

negative. Let us begin by looking at thp foll wing list of

products:

(3) 6

(3)(i) = 3

(0) = 0

-1)

2)

In each case, 3 Is multiplied by anothir

number. Raading doWn the list, the "other

number" decreases by 1 each time. Do you

see that the product'deceases by 3 each

time (6, 3, 0)?

No simpler name has .been given for

because we have never before considered

such a product. But if the product is to

continue its pattern of decreasing by 3

each time in the 11st, what would (3)(-1)

1--be? )1n a similar way, we can d'ec'ide That

-2) might be.

)

Continuity, the pattern in the table,above, it turns out

that 3)(-1) is -3, and (3)(- is -o. end' we can give

an even more convincing argument for defining these products

this- way_ Remember that-there are certain properties of

multiplication which we want tc-Jhold for all real numbers. One

of these properties It the distributive property cif, multiplication
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over addition.' See If you can follow the steps in the following

argument:

0 =

0 = (6)

We have already agreed that the

product of zero and any real number .

is zero.

If the first sentence is true, sothe

this one. "2 (-2)" is just

another name ,for the number 0.

2 (3)( -2) This is what we want to be able to

say, since we want the distributive

property to hold for all real numbers.

The question is:% Howt we define

(3)(-2) - so that this will be true?

-2) Here we have simply used the name

"6" for the product (3)(2).

In order for the last two numerical sentences to be true,

(3)(-2) must be a number that can be added to 6 to give

zero. In other words, (3) (-2) must be the addltl.ve

inverse of 6. As proved in Chapter 7, a number has only ,

one additiveiinverse: the additive inverse of 6 is -6.

Therefore, in ordei" for the distributive property to hold

in the above example, (3)( -2) must be defined to be, -6.

44otice that this agrees with the result obtained from the

"pattern" in the list at the beginning of this section.
,

For any particular product Involving a positive number=and

a negative number, we can take steps similar to those above.

For example, consider the product (2)(-7), The four sentehces

below correspond to the four sentences above.

0 =

0 =-

0 =

0 =

(2)(0)

(2) 7

(2)(7)

14 2

( -7))

(2)(-7)

-7)
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Thus, "0 = 14 (2)(-7)" is to be true, the product

(2)(-7) must be defined to be -14.

have arrived a definitions for two particular products:

-2) . -6 (2) ( -7) = -14.

From these, we can easily decide upon two other particular

definitions. Remember that we want the commutative property

of multiplication to hold for all real numbers: Therefore, we

would want the following definitions:

(-2)(3) = -6 (-7)(2) = -14.

FollOWing the same line of thinking that'we followed for

=2) and (2)(-7), we could arrive at definitions for many

Other particular products. But probably these two examples have

already suggested to you common names for such products as

(7)(-10), :(4)(42), (1)(-1), and (5)(-5).

In fact, based on our experience in this section, you can

probably supply a word for thelank in the following sentence:

The product of a positive number and ai

negative number is a number.

And with this experience, you probably feel that you know how

to multiply a positive number by a negative number and.Ja

negative number by a positive number. This is what y are

as do in the problems that follow. In a Ater section,

we shall give a formal definition for such products.

Check Your Reading

1. Give, order, simpler names for the following products:

(3)(2), (3)(1), (3)(o), 3)(-1), (3)(
2. "2 (-2)" Is a simpler name for what number?

.3. What number the qdditive inverse, of

4. What two propertiels were used In arriving at the definitions

in this section?

5. Is the product of a positive number and a negative number

negative or positive?

*
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Oral Exercise 8-1b

1. Give a common name for each of the following:

(a) 6(3)

(b) 9(0)

) 3(b)

(d) 0(8)

) 4(-5)

(r) 8(-3)

(g) 6(4)

(h) ;)

(i) (-1.5)(8)
(j) 9(-0.4)

(k) (-1.0(.2)

0(7.83)

0(a)

(n) 2(-3

1(-5)

(p) a(0)

(-5)(1)

2. Which of the following indicated operations can be

performed using only numbers of arithmetiC?

(a) 6(77)

(b) 1-31 `(4)

(c) 1-5t'161

( #) (-2)1-21

What is a common name for ( )(-2)?

(b) Are 131 and 1-21 numbers of arithmetic?

(c) What is a name for 131'1-21?

(d) Explain why 1-1-(131'1-21) is a name for -2).

Which of the f6llowing sentences Ire

-4

(b)

(3) . _(_I41.131) (c) (3 ).1-71 = 1-31.7

-7) - (151'1-7 ), (d) (-5 -(1-11-121/
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1. Which of the following

(5)(4) = (20)

b) (5)(0) = 5

(0) (0)(5) .= 0

Problem Set 8-lb

(2.8)

(-8.8)

sentences are true?

(h) 2(-2.4

(1) 8(-1.1 )

(i) 1(4) =

(d) 4(-4) :(16) (k) 3( -k) = (-4) + 3

(e) (1) 2(-8) . (-9) + (-7)

(f) 5(-6) - ( -3©) (m) 2(-7) (-7)

3(- (n) 6(-6) . 0

2., Wri common name for each of the follOWinp.

(-5) ((-6) + 7)

(b) 6)

(c)

(d) 4-75)-+ ( -25)

(e)

(f) 2

7(2)

We have not yet discussed a product in which both numbers

are negative. Below is a list of products; in each of these

products, the number -3 is multiplied by another number.

(-3)(2) . -6

(-3)(1) r -3

(-3)(0) = 0

(-3)(-1 =

(-3)(-2)
tr

Reading down this list, the product

increases by 3 each time (-6, -3, 0).

No simpler name has been given for the

product (- 3)( -l), since we have not

yet discussed such products.

However, if the produc id to continue

its pattern of increas ng by 3 each

time, what would (- 3)( -l) be? In a

similar way, we can decide What

(- 3)(.2) might be.
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Continuing the pattern in the list above, it turns out

that (- 3)(-i) is 3, since 3 represents an increase oP

over the previous product of 0; also, it turns out that

(- 3)( -2) is b, since b represents an increase of 3 over

the previous product of 3. We.can also use propertieS o

multiplication to show that. the definition " -2) _= 6" 13

a desirable one to make.

0

0

0

0

=

=

=

(-

(-6)

0)

(2)

4-

(- 3)(

(-3)(-2)

-2)

The product of zero

number is zero.

any real

The truth of this sentence follows

from the truth of the first one,

since "2 (-2)" is simply

another name for the number 0.

If the distributive proper'ty is

to hold (and we want it to),- then

the truth of this satement must

follow/from the truth of the
6

secory statement.

Here we have just used the name

".6" for the product (-3)(2),

which we agreed to in the previous

section.

- (-6) (- )(-2)" will be true only if -2) is

a number that can -be added to -6 to give zero. In other

words, (-3)(-2) must be the)additive inverse of The

additive inverse of -b is 6. Therefore, in order for

the distributive property to hold in the above example,

(-3)(-2)4 must be defined to be O. This definition agrees

with the result we obtained from the "pattern" in the list

at the beginning of this section.



The same kind of argument can be given for any other

particular product involving two negative numbers. Consider,

for example, (-7)(-5).

Why?

Why?

-5) We want to be able to make this

statement so that a certain

0 = (-7)(0)

0 = ( -7)G (-5 )

= ( -7)(5) (-7 )(

0 - -35 + (-7) ( -5)

property will hold. What property

is it?

Thus, if "0 - -35 (-7)(-5)" is to be true, the product

(-7)(-5) must be defined to be the additive Inverse of

-35. That is, we must make the definition: "(-7)(-5) = 35",

since 35 is the only additive inverse of -35.

We have now arrived at the. following two particular

definitions:

(-3)(-2) - 6

Following the same line of reasoning that we followed for these

two definitions, we could define the product of any two negative

numbers. But these two examples may already have suggested to

you common names for such produ4'ts as the following: (4

(-7)(-5) = 35
I

(-2)(-8), (-5)(-5), (-8)(-), (-1)(-1).

In fact,,based on our experience in this section, you can

probably supply-a wcrd for the blank in the-following sentence:

The product of a negative number and another

negative number is a number.

Probably, then, you can find a simpler name for the product of

any two particular negative numbers. In the next section,

shall make a formal definition for such products.



if

Cheek Your Readila

Give, in order, simpler nadiel for the following products,-

(-3)( )0 (-3)(1)0 (-3 )(0)0 (-3)(-1)0 (-3)(-2).

Give a simpler name for the product (z7)(-5).

4et properties wer used in arriving at the definitions

In this section?

4. Is the pradult of two negative numbers a positive number or

a negative number?

Oral Exercises 8 -lc

1. Give a common name for each of the following.

(a) (6)(5)

(b) (-4)(3)

(c) (-3)(1')

(d) (-3)(-

(d) (3)(q

(f) (0)(6)

() (8)(0)

(a) [ghat

t) Are

(h) (-1)(7)

(-1)(-1)

(j) (-1)(0)

(k) (-)(b)

(-7)(-b)

(in) (-4)(b)(

(n) (0)(-1)(-5)

Dmmon name for (-2)(-3)?

and 1-21 numbers of arithmetic?

What a name for 1-21.1-'31?

(d) gxpla- n why I-4-1-31 Is a name for (-

Which -llowing are Which are false?

I- 1.151

(b) (-L2)(-. 1- '.21.1- =1I

(-)) - Hdl
- I

(c) - (-3)(H)

(r) (-5



the common name

5(8)

6(-4)

7(0)

8(-5)

(-6)(4)

(3)1-3)

(-3)(-3)

(-5)(0)

(-2)(-7)

Problem Set

for each of the following.

Which of the following sen

(a) 5(10) .= 50

(b) (6)(0) a 6

(c) 1(-5) = 5

(d) . -12

(e) (8)(o) =

(r) -9)(0) =

(g) (-2)(-3) = 6

(h) (-5)(34) =-20

(t) (-1)(-10 10

Find the truth

4M -12

24

of each

(P) (.5)(-8)

(ci) (-.7)-(-5)

(r) (-.6)(-.3)

(s) (- 4)( -.2)

noes

(i)

(k)

are true? Which are false?

(-1.5)( 3y . 4.5

(-.)(- 4) (-.24)

(-3) - (-4) + (-3)

of the following.

if the domain of x is the set of

Integers. (There are two truth numbers.)

(d) 1x1 < 1-31.1-21

(e) 31x1 -3)(-2)

279
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oblem "et 8-1c

(continued)

4. Find two integers whose product is 5, 1f one integer is

4 more than the other.

5. Find a common name for each of the following.

21-51 (e) 1151181

(b) 3.141 (f) 041 1

151*1-41 .
(g) 1-11'1-71

(d) 1-31..1-21 (h) 0.141

Which of the following sentences are true?

(a)

(b)

2.141 - 2.

1311 -41 . -(3.x 4)

(c) (-5)(6) . -15 x 61

(a) 121.161 . -(2 x 6)

1-51.4

(f) 1-21.1-61 = -(2.6)

(g) (8)(3) = 18 x 31

(h) (7)(-4) 171.1-4

o(-5) 0.15

(j) (-5)(-5) = 1-51*1-51

(k) (-4)(-6)

(1) (-3.5)(2) = -(1-3.51'121)

) (- *)(- - 1.1-

141'1-31 -

(o) 1-61'1-5 10

(p) 1-51-1h1 (-25) + 5

(q) 131.1-81 - 30 (-6)

280
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Problem Set 8-1c
K

(continued)

7. Given the set S = (-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3).

(a) Find the set of all possible products of pairs of

elements of the set S.

IS the set S closed under the operation of

multiplication?

Is the set of all of the integers closed under the

operation of multiplication? Can you think of two

_negers whose product is not an integer?

8. Given the set R = (-2, -1, - 7,

(a) Find the set of all possible products of pairs

elements of the set R.

(b) Is the set R closed under the operation of

multiplication?

Is the set of all of the negative real numbers closed

under the operation of multiplication? Can you think

of two negative numbers whose product is a negative

number?

9 Given the set A. 1 3
-1, 1, 7

Find the set of all possible products of pairs of .A

elements of the set A.

(b) Is the set A closed under the operation of

multiplication?

From the work in previous sections, you know how to

multiply two real numbers. That is, given any two real numbers,

you can find their product. There are several possible cases!

°flea/lumber may be positive and one number negative.

Both numbers may be positive.

Both numbers may be ncgativt..

261



One of the numbers (nay be zero.

Both the numbers may be zero,

w

Just as we did with addition,-we shall define_ multiplication

of real numbers. This will not make us any better at finding

particular products, but It will enable us to prove certain

propexit s. of multiplication7--something that just "knowing how"

would never do. We must be sure, of course, that our

definition includfS all possible cases.

All of this may sound puzzling, but a few examples will

lead directly to the definition.

(-3)(-5) = 15.

Is it true that

( -3 )( -) I -31 I -51 ?

We have already agreed to this`:

we know "how" to multiply two

negative numbers.

This is true, because both

expressions name the number

Is' it true that

(_4)(-10) = 1-41.1-101?

Suppose that the variables a and b represent any two

negative numbers. Then do you see that

ab la1.1b1 ?

Now suppose that the variabies a end b represent any two

positive numbers. In this case, it is also true that

ab

For example,

6 ( 10 ) - 1 lel . 1 1 .

,Isc, If a . 0 or If t , a and b are both zero

tha t

For example,

(8)(c) - 181-1GI.
(c)( -2) - -21.
(c)(Q) -

Remember that 101 Is
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Thus, of all possible products of real numbers, we have

found some in which the product is the same as the product of

the abSolute values. This is true if both numbers are positive;

it is true if'both numbers are negative; and it is true if one
or both of the numbers are zero. Is it always true?

Let us look at some dtfferpnt examples.

(3)(-5) = -15. In this case, one number is

positive and one number is

negative.

Is it true that

(-5) = 131'1-51?

This ts not true, s

expression names th

ce one

number -15

and the other names the number

15.

Is It true that, This is true, because each of

(3)(-5) = -(131'1-51)? the expressions is a numeral for

-15.

In this case, then, the product to. not the same as the
product of the absolute values. However, it is the same as

thesopposite of the product of absolute values. A little

thinking should convince you that, if the variables a and b

represent real numbers, one number positive and one number

negative, then

-(1a1.1b1)
For example,

(4)(-7).= -(141'1-71)

(-3)(9) = -(1-31'191)

And now a definition of multiplication of real numbers may
be stated as follows:

If a and b represent two real numbers,

one positive and one negative at -

and in all other cases, ab = lal-Ibl
1



Notice that the definition enables us to restate the

product of any two real numbers In tern M' of numbers of

arithmetic and their opposites, since lal and Ibl and

laNbl are numbers of arithmetic, for any real numbers a and b.

This will enable us to establish properties of multiplication

of real numbers.

Also notice that the definition assures us that any two

real numbers may be thultiplied. Every possible case is

included in the definition.

Check Your 13e4L1-.

1, In discusding the product of two real numbers, one

possibility is that both numbers are positive. What other

_abilities are there?

lni a numter of art nmetic, for any real number n?

When it true that ab = alibi?

When is it true that eb -(1a1.1h1)

Oral Exercises 871d

Use the definition ofmultiplicat on of real numbers to express

the following product's in terms of numbers of arithmetic.

Example: (-2)(3) - -(121'131)

I. ('i)(35) 11. (4)(-

2.' (-8)( (-1)(-1)

3. 13. (0)(-

4, (5)(0) 14. (8)(6

(-7)(1) 15. (-

16. (3)(7)

5)( 17. (-11)(2)

o)( -2) 18. (-5)(-

3. (8)( -1) 1 9 (-0( -

-10. (-2)(-3) 20. (-7)(o)

7K4

0
'



Set 8-id

Copy each of the followinKand complete with either

whic ver will result -in a

-r4asentanear

It a < 0 and b < 0,

If a < 0 and,b > C,

then alo:=

then ab

Ifra > 0 and-b < 0, then ab

If a > 0 and b > 0, then a6

If a . 0 and b = C, then

If a - 0 and b 0, then ab =

'Determine a common name for each of the following.

xample: (° ?)($)(0)

(0 (5)(-3)(-3)

(b) (5)(-3)(3)(71

(0 '1'51(-3)(-3)( -1



-2

tieS of Multiplication.

have qiiscusnd properties many times. And we'have Seen

that' properties of nUmbers-are.Important in learning how numbers

behaVe. Now that we have-defined multiplicatibn of

we must be.sUre thathe-propertles Of multiplication

that we listed for the nuMberb-of arithmetic_ are, true far the'

entire set, of real numbers.

Letius first donside; the multiplication-property p f one.

Is It true that a, for any real number a?
.

We `already ',Mow that a-1 ='a ' If ta is a positive,

or zero,Mnce suchnumbers are ilUMbers of-aPithmeticr. You may

-be willing tq believe -that it istri.ie if -is a negative

number. But It.c4n actually be proved to be true/ juet from

our definition bbf.multiplication.

For exa le,.supPose we want ,7,o prove_ that (-'1,) (1) -

tie product (-04(1), Npne of the numbers *, positive

o aril one of the hIsmbis.negative If you will refer to the

definition-In the 'previ_hus .sectioTT; you wilisee that we ma

the followirw ap',reomener_ Lf a and b" re two-numpers, one

positive and, one

for the prcduct (-4)(1),

-4)(1) - -(1- I III)

-4)(

-(4)

-4

Thusio, we have proved that (-4)(1)

Cf course, we have worked with just one part4cula

4)(1). Put 4

(a)(1)

can prove that for any negative

Since a is negativc and 1is

positive, by the definition

of multiplication,

2b6



However, since a s,negative, lal = -a.

So -Ial

a.

Therefore, ) (1) = .

Thus, from the'definiti9n of multiplication 'accepted in

the previous section, we have proved- that, if a is a negative

'number, it mist be true that (a)(1) = a. Do you see now what

was meant, when it was said that the, definition makes At possible

to prbve properties. p

Sinpe we already knew thA (a)(1) = a _ a is a positive

number, or if a is zero, we can now say:

. For an rea number a,

a.

Following .are some other properties which are true for

the entire set of real numbers. '-Each one of these properties

could be proved from our definition of multiplication, just

as we proved the multiplication property of one. However, the

proofs. are long in most cases; so we just listAhe properties

with some examples.

Commytative Property of Multi lication

Tor any real numbers a and ab = ba.

Examples;

(5) (- (5)

(0)06y (86)(a)

(-7)(t5) = (-5)(-7)

_cla Propeey of Muittp_i_lcation

any reAlfnumbern a, b, and -fl (ab )c a(Lc).

Examples:

4.



Distributive Property

For any real numbers a, b and c, a(b ab ac.

Examples:

-2) +

) (-2) + (-3)

5(2) + 5(

5(-2)

= (-5)( ) + (-5)(-3)

_eeall that there is another torn oe the distributive

property:

(

Examples:

(-5)(77) (-2

= ba + ca.

(3)(-4) -4 -4)

( °7) . R-5) + (- 7)

)(-8) (3)(5) - 3 (-8) 5

Check Your EacILLIE

1. What is the truth set of "(a)(1) a"?

2. What name is given to the property expressed by "

3. "(5)(-4) = ,(-4)(5)" is a specific illustration of what

property of theAreal numbers?

3)(4 (-4) - (3)((2)(.-4) ' is a specific

illustration of what property of the real numbers?

5 For any real numbers a, b, and c, "a(b + c) = ab + ac" is

a true sentence. What is the name of the property expressed

by this sentence?

Name the four properties of real numbers established in

this section.
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Give a common

(a) (4)(1)

(b) (i)( -5)

) (1)(12)

(d) (l)( -1o)

(e) (-9)(1)

Cr) (-7)(2)(1)

63) (3)(1)(6)

(h) (5)(-3)(1)

(-6)(1)(-4)

Oral Exercises 8-2a

e for each of the following.

(j) (-3)(2)(1)(0)

(k) (1.5)(-2)(1)

) (-2)(1)(-

) (7.8)(_4.5)(1)(0)

(-b)(1)(3)

( ))

(- )(5 4)

(q) ((-8) -I- (-1

(r) (( -9) (-3

Problem F,et 8-2a.

1. Tell what property or-properties (associative or commutative

property of multiplication, distributiv.e property, multi-

plication property cf one, or multiplication property of,

zero) are illustrated in each of the following true

Sentences.

(a) (2)(3) = (3(3)

(b) ( -2)(5) (5) (-2)

(c)

for all numbers a

-.=-= (1) a

(-2 )(a)(1) -2)

(11)(b)(1)

1

t.)(-b)(0)-- (I) ( -b

(-3)(0)(1) -3)(1

2(3

for all lbers

for all numbers b

for all numbers b



Problem Set 8-2a

(continued)

+ 2) )(-3) +2(-3)

-5) a + (-b) a + (-0)(-5), for all numbers a and b

Find a common name for each of the following by using the

properties of multiplication.

(a) -4)

(-5

(1=31)2

(m) -3) +(2)2

2
(2)2

-2.1)(0) (7.3)(1)

(p) (-4 ) (b>) (.1) 2c)(0)

(q) 94 + (-2

(-3) ( -7) + 4)

(s) 4(,(-6

(( ;1)

((-9.25) + 6.5 (0)

(v) (-5)x + 3x

7a +

Write each of the following indicated products as an

indicated sum.

)a ))

10x + (-3))

(1) (6a + (-2

(j) 0-8)

01.2) + (-1.1 )6m

(1) 0-

290
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Problem Set 8-2a

(continued)

_

Write the following indicated sums as indicated products.

2(5) 4 4) (-6)(x)

(-3)(7 (-3)(3) (g) (T )(4) (1)(6)

(L)(.6) 4(-9) (h) (1)( -3) (1)(9)

(-7)(-5) # (-7)(-4) -4i) (-2)(a) (-2)(b)

(-8)Y (5)Y (4)(Y)

What is the product of 5 and - It is easy to see that

the product is -5. We could say that when 5 Is multiplied by

-1, the product is the opposite of 5.

Check the following true sentences:

Notice that in each of these cases, a number was multiplied

by -1; the product turned out to be the opposite of that number.

In the last sentence, for example, -2 w h multiplied by -1;

the prrduct, 2, is the opposite of -2.

From these examples, you might guess that if a_ -'.pal

number is multiplied by -1, the product is the opposite of

that number. We can use the distributive property to rove that

his is really the ease. 0

We are tryinF to prove that (-1)a = -a.

Thls means that we must show that (-1 )- is the opposite of

that Is, that (-1)a is the number which, when added to

gives zero.

For any real number

To prove: a + (-1)a 0.
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a + -1 a =- 1 ( -1)a Here we have used "1(a)" for "a".
We have the right to do thia,
because of the multiplication
property of 1.

(-1) a Here the distributive property
has been used.

A 1 (-1) is the same as 0, since
the sum of a number and its
opposite is zero.

0 We have agreed that the product of
any number and zero is zero.

We have now shown that, for any real number a, if (-1)k

kdded to a, the sum is zero. In other words, (-1 )- is the

dd_ :e inverse of a, or -a. More briefly, we can say:

For any real number a,

-1 - -a*

For any numbers a and b, a b is a number. From the proof

above, we can 'say

(-1 )(a b) -(a

But since the distributive property holds for all real numbers,

we also know that

(-1)(a b) = (-1)b

-a) (-b).

This proves that, for any numbers .a and b,

-(a b) = (- (-b).

Do you see that this is the same result we obtained in section

7 -1? In words, we can say that the opposite of a sum is the

sum of the uposi_tes. Below is an example in which this fact

is applied.

Write an expression for the opposite of -x

2 -(-x)

292
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The fact. that -1)a = -a, for any real number a' can be

used tpprovt'other useful properties. Consider the product

(-s)(b).

q_1)

= (-1)(ab

= -ab.

Therefore, fo_ E.1;/ real number a and any realLT-AlmE

(-a)(P)

Next, consider the product (-a)(-b).

(-a)(-b) =

-1)(--1)(a)

b)

Therefore, fc) ay. real' numbev a and any real number b,

(-a)(-b) ab.

Below are Some examples in wilich the above properties are

applied.

Example 1.

sample 2.

Example 3.

What Is

2.) What, is

3. For any

4.( For any

may thi

5. What is

.(y) (-x) =
(-4y)(-y) 4y2

(- y))

Check Your Reading

the product of 5 and -1?

the product of -2 and -1?

real number a, what is the product o_ a

real numbers a and b, -(a +-b ) (-a)41

property be stated in word4?

he opposite of the number -x 2?
0

C mplete eac_

For iany

7. For any

8. For any

real

real

real

the following sentences.

numbers a. and b,

numbers x and y,

numbers a and b,

(-4Y)(-9. For any real ( number

29

(-a)(b)

(y)(-x)

(- a)( -b)

and -

(-b). How
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Or ei'cises 8-2b

Give a common name for esteh of the following.

2i

2)

( -1)( -3

.3.

4. (-I )( -a)

5. -(x + 5)

6. -(-x 5)

7. 5)

8. 5)

9. -(a + 2)

10. (-1 )(a + 2)

Problem e_

Stan the opposite of each of the following numbers without

just4placing an "opposite" sign in front of the-number.

Check your results by adding each of the given numbers and

its opposite.

(b)- -m +-4

(C) + (-3

(d) 5y + 7x

(e)

(3m + (-4))

(5i + 4)

-8x
2
+ (-16x)

3Y
2

(-7Y)

- (2y + 11))

Give a common name for each of the folio-

(b )

(-8y)

2)-

294

ng.

-(5 +

-(LIY (-M))

(-ab)(k)

(-m)-3a)

(Y)(-40

(-2m)(-nx)
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Problem Set 8-2b

(continued)

40. Find the truth set __ each of the following sentences.

4 (a) -(x + 0-:" -2

(b) + -(3y + 4))

(-1)Y =

+ 2 3n; + )') =0

, 4. The opposite of the' um of two.numbers is 17. One of the

numbers'is 5 more than the other. What are the numbers?

A mother.-.and her daughter went shopping. TA mother spent

$5 more than three times much_aa the dau -ter. Toget_er

they spent $49. How much did:each spend?

6. One number is three times the opposite of the other. he

sum is -86. Whae are the nttmbers?

8-3. .U-ing the Muiplicati_

Now that we know how to multi± y any two real numbers and we

have some important properties of lication, we can work

with many kinds of open phrases in alg= a.

Here are some examples=

Example 1. Use the distributive perty to multiply

(-6) 2

(-6) (-0 )(2)

-12

Do
4

you see why (-6)(-

It could be written ou

S

the came as 6x?

is way:



Example 2,- Use the distributive proper

as a product-,

xy x = x(y'+ 1)

write xy x

Do you see that the d stributive prope-
tells us t!s sentence is true .for any
real numers x and y?

We have -``written xy x as the product
x(y 1), which may be thought of as the
product-of the number x and the number
(y 1).

E?-7

Example 3. Use the distributive property to "'simplify" the

open phrase "5x,+ (- )xm.

x. You will probably agree
that the open phrase
"3x" seems "simpler"
than "9X + -2)X". .

In Example 3, the distributive property was used to write

"5x (-2)x" as "3x".

In an expression like "9x + -2)x", '----" and "(-2)x" are

called toms of-the phrSse. When we simplify "5x + (-2)x" to

"3x", we often say that we are coliectin terms.

Below you will find some other examples cif implifying by

eollectfng terms.

Example 4. Simplify "(-11)n 1".

(-4)n 20n'= -4) 20 n

irn

16n

lify "ax +.3y".

Do you see the terms in this phrase cannot
Le calif eteth We can say that the phrase
"ax 3y" Is already In simplest form

29u
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4

Example Simplify-"10x y 1- 7x 14 ".

Using the associative and-commutative
properties, we can rearrange the terms
like this:

10x + 7x ± (-21)y-1- 14y.

Then, usink the distributive ,property, we have

(10 + 7)x 14 y,

17x + 12y.

Example 7. Simplify "4r

(-3)r + or

Check Your Reading

I. Give a simpler expression for "(-6)(-x)."

II

Scpply an appropriate word each of the blanks in the

following sentence:

"xy is an indicated

property may be used to write,it as an indicated
4

it
Ho many terms" are th In the expression q5x )x"?

the distr b

If the "term% are collected" in Mr* (-2)x"

the distributive property, the result is

Which cif the following two: expresions

byJuse "of the diStribu-ive prepFty:

ex + 3y.

Use the

Oral L

applying

can be simplified

(-4)n + 20n,

a- Ibu ve perty to pe Corn the indicated

(a) +

(t) (-2 -3.

(-m (=
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oral Ex e rc ises 8-3a

(continued)

2. lice the dibtrlbutive property to write the rellowtnc

indicated sums as Indicated products.

(a) 2a + 2tc (a) (c_?)
.P .

mi + rn

-5)4+ (d) (t) (-2

1. Use the dIstributive

the rollowthff

(a) 5(3 +

-3) + b)

(a) (-',2) -3

Problem Sat; 8-3a

x 4x

roperty, as In Example' 1 , to multiply

(r) (-2

(ci) (-5

(h)

(d) '-2) (c)) (1) a

(OT (a + b)(-3)

1.2b)

1 (-c))

a. Use the diptelbutive property to write the Poilowing

ihdtcated sums as products as In Example 2.

(a) 2a -c c--(1) 2m + (-4)n Hlnt: (-);

be written at;1,

(b)-, (-5) -5)(M) (a) Se + gb (2) (-2)n.

(a) (-2) -2)(a)
(n) cix Sc (-12y)

(d) (-3)((= (a) (-10:) + (-inn)

(-I) (ci) ci (-1) (=n) (p) La (-15b)

(r) (-2)(::1) (-1)(M) )a.x a 12ay

(r)
(-tiab,)

(h) v- 4
Hlnt can be

( ) hc or itton m (a

(t) (-2a)
() ,(- ')

HI
(1':) L 5a '
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Problem Set 8-3a

(continual)

3. Simplify the :following expressions

the examples.

(a) Om 4m

(b) 7a + (-3)a

() 9a + (-15)a

(d) (-5)y + 14y

(o) (-3)m + (-6)m

.01 4a 31-=,

(0) + a)

(h) x + 2y

(t) (-6)a + a

(j) (-a) (-)')a (Hint:

(i-) 2t+ (-)w + 3t + (-2)w

(1) (-5)a + (-2)b + 6a '")b

(m) (-2 )m + 6b + 2m + (-2)b

n) y + + (-7)x + (-y)

(o) 8a x (-5)a ) 2a + (-

(p)- (-2 )m + (-3)n o Gm +.

(q) (-)L)a + O + (-3)a + 7a

(r) (-3)y + 2x + +,(-3)11:

y colleckng terms as ip-

(Hint: a, may be written as (1)a._

may be written as

Show that for ail real numbers a, b, a, and d ,

a(1, + C + d) = ab + as + ad.

Hiht: walte O-+ c + b + (a + d) and apply the

aistributlye orooarty. Then apply It again to get

the result.
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5.

Problem Set 8-Se

(continued)

Use the result of Problem 6 change each Vn ated sum

to an Indict ec prpcidc and each indi:cated product to an

indicated sum.

(a) (2k) (a + m

(b) (_6) a + (--b)

(c) (--3)x (-7)w

5) (d) -6)c + -b (-6)a

-7)) (e)" (5a) -2 4- .(ga))

+ 10x '(f) 5a
2

+ 10a (-5)a

G. Find the truth notrof each of the following sentencos.

(a) 3x + (-7)x - -1(x t 2)

(b) 15m (-1)1 =

(c) 6x 1-- (-2

()

(e) Y2 t (-

(f) (2Y_, 1-51 (-8)

( -7 )1._ + 4k =1=13k 0 ,

18

7. The sum of three consecutive odd integers is 153 . What are

the integers?

b.. Esau wants to cut a rectangular piece from a sheet of

plywood sdch that the perimeter of his piece of plywood is

24 inches and the number of incheS in the width and the

number of Inches in the length of the piece are consecutive

integers. Is this possible? Set up ,and solve an open

sentence to answer this ques Ion.

We have already seen how the properties of muittplieation

allow us to simplify phrases by collecting tjAis. There are

other ways to siMplify.phrases,-however.

For oxample, Consider the phrase "(3x)(2x)",

(3x )(2x ) = 3.x-2-x

=

The associative 1,6-operty tells us
that we may associate in any way;
so the symbols' of grouping may be
omitted.

//fhe commutative property gives us
"-the right to change the ordor of
the numbers.

'4r1-
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X X The associative property allows
us to group_thenumbers in
way.

Here we have ,Just used the common
name "01.! for "3.2" and the simpler
name "x" for "x.x". 4

All of the steps above are important,, because they show

how the properties of multiplication allow us to make the

simplification ': It Is not necessary to write all the steps

each time, however. It Is possible to do most of the work in

your head and ,Just rite:

Here are two other examples:

Example 1- n mnll 'y '

(3xy)(-7-aY) = 3 -

Example

Prp,,

x

"(-2ax)

x)( -lax

E

= -21 xy
0

ReadinE

oy o r pro -=rties are used in multiplying

Can you write "3.2.a.a" in-a shorter

=
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1. Simplify each of

(2)(2m)

Oral Exercises 8-31,

the following phrasob:

(1) (-b)(1.c

(b) (-3)(4xy) (J) 7x + 2y +

(c) 3x + 00 (6a) (c)
(d) (6) (-2a) (1) (-5m)(-n)

(-2)( t) (m) (0)(-5xY2)

CO (x)(-7Y (n) (6am2)

(g) (-5a)(-3b) (0) (2ax)(-by)

(h) (-1)(m) (p) -40(-3am)

Problem set 8-3b
!.1

1. Simplify each of the rollowihr, phrases ac in Examples 1 and 2.

(aY

(b)

(c)

(4)

(e)

(f)

(C.)

(h)

(2a)(4am)

(-LY)(3Y)

(3b)(-2ab)

():(1) (6d)

(-3c2)(d)

(-)(6ay)

!!abd)

(2ax )(-6by)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

(0)

(p)

(q)

(-3mn)(-7amn)

(abc)(abxy)

(am)(-9=2 ,

3 2
(m-)(- -11 )

(-

-(-)H%5e)(3.12cdm2

(1-5a) 7a + (-2b)

2. Find the truth set of each of the following.

3x. + (-7x) =2)

C

, 14
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low Wt dr)_n uzo the drive property to work with more
comPl, eabod Phroi=e. Study the following example.

the OLotrIJ:tLv

(-3a 2a .-2E3

_ o
-6a + 15ao,

r:01_1m Get 70

IThe the dl_htclbtiv.:,-) fw)p,.212ty to

J. 3x(2x +

P2.

3. (m (3n)

+ (Ty))

-5m) (-1)c)

2 + (-3

Y. b + (-20 ))

8. -c)

+ 3y)

L;Implify the 4101lowing:'

11. =1- (Go))

-4c) (6d))
0

- 4-c)((ja +

= )
15. (-1.5m ( -3 )my

16. (-1.4c) (-3)ab + 3ab

17. -(a + b + o)

18. (b (_c) + a -

i9 -(b (-d) +

20. -2m) -2 x + 3y +

Sometime the ciii.",t1711utive ppoporty is aced more than once

in woe,4:InG with a Dhrae, pe-Aow are two example.

I. PlultiP1.7 " (x + 3)(=K 2)".

(x + 3)(x + 2 ) (x + 3)x +

'11.11

-F-

(l)

by the
ditri,Lutive
prupurt,:i

by the
OLL;trahtive
property

by the
ditrIkhtivo.
ruheivtry
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Problem

a (a + (-7
+ (-7)a + 3a + (-21)

+ (-4)a + -21)

8==3d

Use the distributive property as in Examiles 1 and 2 above to
simplify the followinc phases.
1. (a + 3)-(-a + 2) 21. -,1 =4 (-3)(-in + (-3))

2. (a + (2))(a, + (-3)) 22. (a ic 5)(a ± 5)

3, (a + (-5))(a + (-3)) 33. (a (-5)) (a + (-5 ))

4. (b 4) (b + u) (12 + 2)(b + 2

5. (c-,,, ± (-5) (a + 2"..). el + (-b) (2 + b)

6. (m + 8) (m + (-1)) 26. (6 + -a )(3 +

7.- (r71 + (-5 t (-4)) 27. D + (-a)) (6 + a)

8. (a 1)(m + 1) 58. (2a -H 3)(4a + 5)

9. (t + (1) (t + 1) 5'9. (4a + c:n)(3m + n) .-

10. 3)(x 3) 34- ( + D ) (c + ()

11. (a + (-5))(a + 5) (a) )(x (-b))

(x i= 3)(x 5)

13. + 3)(x ;- (7.5

14. + 7)(1C-i-

15. ( (k (7) )

13P, Pa (-3a))

33. (3a + 7)(4-a

(2m ( -3) (tri + (-
35 (2m + n)(2m +

16. (b + 1) -4 30. (2k + b)(2k -b)

17. (b + (
x

b + 8) :37. (z ± (-3a) )(z 4 (72a))

18. (
.E..

, z + ( -t: 38 ( 3 + 27) ,--,))

19. (7 ( =3 ( -7)) 39, (2x + 3a)(3x

20, ( (71 )) z (-1)) n(--,, (2x + (-3a))(2x + (-2a1)

4_ a
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8-4. MultIplicatlye Inverse,

Determine 1 comMo

1
,

-e for each or the rollowinproducts:

3

In each case, a common name for tile product is ml." In other

words, In each case we have two numbers whose .roduct is one.

Find a truth number for each of the following open
`1.witences:

14a = 1, = 1,
!t:

;-_)= a ==

In determIntn., a truth number each of th
r

above sentences,

:ou are again 4etermLnlnC palr,of numbers\whose prollar4 is

one.
.411P

In all of the examples above, only positive

usOd. Now consider the following product:

-4)(

numbers were

Do you see that here arain we have two numbers whose product.is

one-? Determine a truth number of each of the fol4owing

sentenceS:

1, (- (- = 1.

In this sectIonwf. have used a knowledge of arithmetic,

'together with the ability t multiply any two real numbers,

to determine palrs,or numpeirn such that tthe product of eae,\I-1

pair is one This 's-what-you. are Aked to do in e'exercises

that follow.

1
Oral Ex'ercises 8-4a

/
1.3. Find a ciommon name for each of the Callow

1
(a )

(b)
1
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Oral Exercises 8-4a

(contInued)

2. Give the truth set of each of the following sentences
h,

(r) - - 1

(g) -X 1fl-=

(h) ( 4')Y = 1

(1)

(J) = 1

(a) On 1

(b) (-3)n 1

(c) (- 1 )a - 1

1_
(d) - 1

(e)
, -

e haVre been "pairing C" numbers w ose product is one.

For example,

1 was paired with 2, because ( (2) - 1.

1
2 \was paired with - because -2 ( = 1:

On the number ilne,-othese palrin, l',letured like this:

-3 -2

nclow ore pLcto,tred ore other pairIncn of numbers whose product

onc.
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Notice that a positive number is paired witth a positive

number, and a negative number is paired wir-t44-a negative number.

Why Is it impolvible to find a pair or numbers, one positive

and the other negative, whose product is one?

Although it is not indicated in the diagram above, there

are two numbers each of which is paired with itself. Do you
know which numbers these are?

Also notice that Oi is not paired with

ing the number 0 with another number

nber at all.

the product
is or "ice the same as finding a truth number of this open
sentence: 1. What property tells us that this sentence

has no truth number, and that 0 cannot be paired with any number,

so that the product is one?

The name multi -e Is used t$ describe a pair

of numbers whose product is ore.',

If c and d are real numbers such that cd = 1,

then d is called amultiplicative inverse of c,

and c is called multiplicative inverse of d.

For example,
1

-2 and 7 are real numbers such that - 1.
1So 2 is collet:, a multiplicative inverse ,of 7,

1

and * is called a multiplicative inverse of 2.
1

It a pointed out earlier that 0' has no multiplicative
inverse. From your knowledge of arithmetic, it probably seems

reasonabl=y tQ you that every other number besides 0 does

have a 'multiplieative inverse.

property:

I

e now state this as a formal

For every real number c different

thellt, is a mititiplicative inverse.

Furthe , no number has more than one multiplicative

Inverse. So we can say that the multiplicative inverse is

unique, that is, every number except 0 has one and only one_

Multiplicativetinverse. This gives us the right to speak of

the multinlicativeAnverse of a number.
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The multiplicative inverse of -2 is

The multiplicative inve se of r is -2.

What is the multiplicative inverse of -5?
3 4

of r is
3

What is the multi
. " 7plicative inverse of .7?

What number has no multiplicative inverse?

The multiplicative inverse -4/

We have seen the word "inverse" earlier, when we discussed

additive inverses. There is a close relation between additive
0

Inverse and multiplttive rerse.

O is the identity element of addition. For

number c -1-(0 = c.

d is the''',A.dd ve inverse of c d = 0.

plicatio0. For any1 is the 1104LLLL eleme

number c c(1) c.

d is the mul licative inve c, if cd 1.

As we proved earlier, the additive inverse of a number

is unique. That is, every number has one and only one

additive inverse, and that Inverse is the opposite of

the number.

In this section., we have-agreed that the multiplicative

inverse of a number is also unique. That isl every

number except zerohas one and only tone multiplicative

inverse. For'the time being, you must rely on your

knowledge of arithmetic to determine this multiplicative

inverse in each case.

Check Your Reading

1. What is the product of and

2. Wh-Lit Is the multiplicative inverse of 2?

3. What is the multiplicative inverse of?

4. In this section, the phrase "multiplicative inverse"

defined. When is a number d said to be the multiplicative

inverse of a number c?

5. Does any number have more than one mu tiplicarive inverse?
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Does ev_rY number have a multiplicative inverse?'

7. Does aJjy number have more than one additive inverse?

8.' Does every number have an additiveiinvers

9. What

10. What is

-is the identity element of multiplication?

-_ty element of addition?.

Oral .Exercises 8-4b

plicative inverse of

2. WKat Is the multtploative Inverse of (-l)?

3. What is the multiplicative inverse of zero?

Why does zero have no multiplicative inverse?

Is the multiplicative inverse of a positive real number

always_a positive real number?

is the additive inverse of a post lye real number alw

positive real number?

There are two elements each of which is its own

multiplicative Inverse. Which elements are these?

B. What is the additive inverse of

9. What is the additive inverse of (-a) ?

10. Does every real number have a multiplicative inverse? an

additive inverse?

11. How can you tell that one nunher Is the mul 1p1ca

inverse of another?

Lic:f4ct

1. WhIch th(),) 1L.D Lu.c! tcu.

ye

)
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Problem Set, 8-4b

(continued)

-2. Find tiA, truth.-zet of enc.h.or the followlm open sentences

(a) - 1 (g) do -

(b) -2x - 1_

(c) 7-Y.

(d) ''(3)(a)(2) - 1.

e). (-4)(0(3) - 1

(f :2) (-2)(n)(-' ) r1

-2t 4(47)

(1) (2). ,

(j) x = C

(lc) (3)(x)-,--- 1 -

IL

is the name Of a number. If the number Le

multiplied by 2, we crer, a new number whose= name mar be written

"(2) ((2)(6)

. "(4(3)" is the name of a number. If the number Is

multIolled by 2, we get a new number whose name may be writ

"(2) (4)(3) "

In both cases, we were really do inn the same thInR. We

started with tWo names for the number 12. We multiplied 1,1?..

by 2. ho, of cour8414botht1mes we obtained names for the

number 24. in other words,

8- inee

then

This is an

(2)(o) = (3)

( 2 ) 2 ) ( ( 2 )

example of the muli.tplicatl=on prgperty of eqal1

true,.

is true.

Here are 5om- other example8.

ai__111 1

then

Is true,

Is true.



Example =. Since

then

The multiplication property of equ;Llity may be written like

this

Of co

Por real numbecs ,a, b, and c. , if a = b,
then ac be

may also be written.:

For real nuMbers a, b, and c, if a . b,
then a . ob.,

Do you remember that we also have an addition; roperty of

lity? 4a it stated' We found it 'useful in finding

-Tuth sets of OP sentences. The multiplication property of

equality is

Example:

useful in this _. way, too.

He tetith set of

-2x = 10.

there is an such that

10. e,

then the same akes
4

( -2x) ,,- (- 1) (10) Here we have used

. and

. and

x = =5

the multiplication

10)
propetty of equality.

true also.

Check Your Readin

(2) (6) tt e same :number as (4)-(3) ?

each of these prZducts, (2) (6) and (4_

by 2, what is true about the results?

What property is illustrated in Question

is multiplied



Oral Exercises 8 5

Tell- -how you would use the multiplicative inverse and the!;MUlti-

plicatfon property of equality to write a simpler=sentence to

help find-the truth set of each of the following. You need not

find the truth set.

1.

2.

2m = 4

3n = -6

8.

9'.

(-4)a . =9

1 . 4

3. 4n 20 10. (- 1 )x - 2

4. (3)b . 17 11. - 1

5. (-5)a . 15 12. y = -3

6. (-3)a = 19 13. - 0

7. -2)a -10 14. = 1

15. 7'3)13 = 12

Use the multiplicative

Proble Set 8-5

inverse and the multiplicatiOn property

of equality to find the truth set of each of the following open

sentences.

1. 2a . 12

2. (-3)a.= 15

3, 5a = -25

4. (-8)a . -16

5. (-6)x . 0

6. -m a 7

4

8. (- 4)b = 8

9.

10. (= 2)71 . -5

11.

12. = 10

13. 4n a 7

14. (-3)n 17

15. (-12)b . =30

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
,9)
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8-6 SolUtions7/Of Open Sentenc4s.

Find-the truth set of

5--

, Perhaps/You could o this.by "guessing". However, we shall soon

find cases where guessing the truth set would be very, very diffi-,

cult: So let's try finding the trut4 set in-another way.

The phrase "solve the open sentence" is Often used instead of

"find the truth Set of. the open sentence". Herthen, is how we

would solve the open isoirtence "2x + 5 . 27".

If there is an x that makes

2x-+ 5 = 27 true,

then the s _e- x makes

and

Now if there

then the same

and

and

Here we have used the
addition proPOtg-of= 27 4-
equality. We'- added
-5). (O course, we

could say that (-5)
was addedt"to both27 + (-5)
sides".)

an x that makes

2x = 22 true,

makes
Here we have used the

) 4(22) multiplicition pro-
perty of equality.1
We multiplied by If.

. (22) We could say that we
multiplied 'both sides"
by 1 .

7
x - 11 true, also.

313
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Itis very easy to se that the number 11 makes "x = 1)11' true.

We could now check to see if the,numtler 11 makes the original

sentence, "2x 5 . 2 true also% Actually, however, provided

we have made no mist- -es in arithmetic, it is not'necesearysta,,

do this. Let'd see

We have just shown that if there is a number x thgt sakes

+,5-. 27" true, then it albo makes each of the following

sentences true:

or
(2x 5) (r5) 27

) (-5) . 27 t-

. 22

= -(221

,1 #22)

x = 11

addition property of equality

`associative property of addition

multiplication.propeyty of
equality

Assodiative property of multipli-
cation

However, we could just as easily "go the Other way". That

is, we could start with the sentence "x = 11". If there is am

x that makes "x - I1" true, then it also makes each of. the

following sentences true.

2(x) . 2(11)

2x - 22

5 . 22

5 = 27

multiplication property of
equality

'add ion property of equality

In other Words, any x that makes "2x ± = 27" true also

makes "x = 11" true; and any 'X that makes "x = 11" true also

makes'"2x 5 = 27" true. The two sentences have the game truth

set. Since the truth set of "x = 11" is easy to see, we can,find

it instead of the, truth 'set of "2x 5 - 27".

Two open sentences with the same truth set are called

equivalent sentences..



In the example, 112x 4-5 ='27" and '! x are equivalent

sentences. They have the same truth set. ,Since (11) is the, truth

set of 1!x = II" it is also the truth stet of'n2x + 5 7 27".

It is easy to form equivalent sentences. If:the same real
'1.

number is added to both sides of an op4m sentence, or if both

sides are multiplied by the same real number except zero, the

moult is an open sentence' equivalent to the original one.

Here is another example. Solve

3x +

3x + x + 15.

3x + = + 15

is equivalent to

(x +.15) + (-7)

and

(7) +

and

= x (15 ) + ( -T

3x x + 8.

This is equivalent to

3x,+ ( -x) = x + 8

and
2x = 8.

This is equivalent to
1 (8)

x = 4.

addition property of
equality

(We' added -7

addition property of
equality

We added ( -x

multiplication property
of equality_

We multiplied by 7.

Thus, we have a list'of equivalent sentaces. They all have the

same truth set. It is. easy to see that the truth set of "x 4"

is (4). If we have not made a mistake in arithmetic somewhere

down the line, f4) is also the truth set of "3x + 7 = x 15".

Being human, we do sometimes make mistakes in arithmetic. So it

Is still a good idea to check to see if (4) is the truth set of

the original sentence. We'll leave this Tor you to do.
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example. Solve

7 + 3x + (-5) t = 37 + 5x.

Ste if you can dive the reasbn for each of the following steps.

7 + 3x + (-5)+ 9x 37 + 5x

.12x + 2 37 + 5x

lx +

Therefore, "x

lent sentences.

set of "x = -".

sentence "x =

As a guard

see if 5' is a

If ,x is

whith is a name

37 + 5(5), also

is 5, then 7 +

From these

5x +

lax + ( -5x) 35

7x - 35

1'
7(7x) (35)

(37) + (-2

5x) +

x 5

5" and "7 + x + (-5) + 9x.= 37 + 5x" are equiva-

Tey have the-same truth

Are sometimes say that 5 is a solution 301 the

[5].is the truth

against mis

Solution of

5, then the

for 62. If

a name for

3x +

ekes in aria metic, let us check to

"7 + 3x + (5) + x = "37 + 5x".

left phrase is 7 1-3(5) + 9(5),

x is 5, the right phrase is

62. We have thus'sbown that if x

9x 37 + 5x is a true sentence.

examples, you see that solVing a

something like a game. The rules of the game ar,-,

perties of real numbers.

to get an equivalent sent in which the

,-nce is

the pro-

e usually try to_use,ti. ,roperties

variable stands "alone"

as in "x = 5" and "X = 11" and "x - 4"

4, 4
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ProblemSet 8-6

Find the truth set of each f the following open sentenues by

-writing in each of the Problems 1 - 4 a evies sentences

,equivalent to the original sentence. Show.that solution

Is correct by reconstructing the original sentence by reveming

the steps you topk,insolv,ing the sentence. -"t

1. 5k (-hx

6 3c

3. Br

k( -5)

- 16

bind the set of eacii_o_f _the fo nv-_, open entence s

Check to see if each eiement in the taut

make the 'original sentence a true sentenc

5m

9

(-5)

(-10 ) = 15

5, 19 (-4) - (-

6. 3rd+ (-6) +,2m

m +, 5m + 16

B. (-4M

9_ a -:a) = 7 +

10. 12n + (-27) - 5n

11. (-5b ) (-14) - 6

-1.. ( -8a) (-5a)

13. hm 9 (-8)

18.

10m 8 -

17x

19. (-5a ) + (677

21.

lit

you obtain does
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8-7. Products and the Number Zero.
N

What is a common name for each of the following produc

(7)(o), (0)(-3), (0)(0), (;)(0)

Each of these products is a paticuiar illustration of theafl

multiplication property of zero---For any number x,

x(0) - 0.

Because of the multiplication property of zero, the

following statements can be made about a product xy of real

numbers x and -y:

If x

If y

=

=

0,

0,

en xy

then xy

=-0,

= 0.

This is rue:-,'-since

(0)y 0 for any number y.

This is true, since
x(0) = Q for any number x.

. --

In the statements above,- we have shown that if x is zero,

or if y 1a zero, then we can draw a opnclusion concerning the

product xy---namely, the product xy.is zero.

Howver, if it i known that the prodUct xy is zero, the

can any conclusion be drawn concerning the numbers x-'and

Also suppose

Let c be -the multiplicl
inverse of x.

If xy = 0
then c(xy,

ax)y

(1)y

0

ive L Since f / 0, x has a
Multiplicative inverse.

Mul iplication property
of -uallty

"1" may be used for "ex,"
-because_the product of any
number aild its multipli-
cative inverse is one.

y 0.

Thus, if xy - 0, and x / 0, then y = O. In the same way, It can

be sh n tha.t if xy - 0 and y 0, then x = Therefore, we

can r ake the following statement:

If xy = 0 then x

318
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It is, of course, clear that both x and y may be 0.

The following list of examples illustrate an important

use or the statement above.

Example 1. 'Find the truth set of1"(7)( ) 0"

If x 0, the sentence reads

is true, Is there

-the sentence true?

The truth set is

-" which

any other numte r:toi will make

I

Example 2. Find the truth set of "(y)(8)

If y 0, the sentence_ reads "(0)(8) 0", which

is true. Is there any other number that will make

th'e sentence true?

The truth set is

Example 3. Find the truth set of "8
0

Notice that, on .left ,de, we have the product of

the numter b and the number the..produet

will be zero if-either of these numbers is zero."-18,
A

course, cannot be zero. However, if x = 3,

he number zero; and the sentence read4

, which Is true. Is there any other

that will make the sentence true?

uth set- is (3).

a

- 0".

Examel Solve "(* + 5)(x + 2) On.

the left side, we have the produc iof the numbers

If x is (-5), the sentence

-3) 0", which is true. If x. is (-2),
x ..5) and (x +

reads

the= sentence reads

The trlAh set is

which is true.



Stat the

2. If x --4-Q, what conclusion

-product xy?

If y- = a, what conclusion can

Check Your Reading

multiplication property of zero.

be drawn concerning the

product xy?

If xy = 0 and x X 0, what

5. If xy = 0 and ,y X 0, what

6. If xy =,0, what conclusion can

7. What is the truth set of. "(x I- 5)(x 2

1

drawn concerning the

conclusion can be draWn?

conclusion can;be drawn?

be drawn?'

= 0"?

Oral Exercises 8-7

Which of tte following sentence

(a)

(b)

(4,
(d)

2. Find the truth sets of the

(a) 7y - 0

(b) = 0

(c) 7(x 1 ) = 0

Prot l r

I

1 Find the truth sot of each

(e)
2

o.

(g) .5)(9) =

(h) (6.325)(0) = 0

sentences:

0

met 8

of the .fellowing on:n sentences.

-) (5)(t) 0 (f) -(-4.34)(b) - 0,

(t) (-7)(a) = 0 (g) 0 (-)

('::t)(m) (h) (-5)Y - 0
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Find the truth set

(a) (x + (-4 ) = 0

(b) 5(x + (-3)) = 0

(I) -2(a + 1-7

(d) 5(m + 2) = 0

y 8(b + 6) = 0

-6(a + 1 ) = 0

+ )
% = 0

Find the trutb. At of each Of the following.

(a) (x + ,)(x' 3) = a

(b) (m a) (m + 6) = 0

(c) a + (-5)) (a + 6) = 0

d) (b + 1o) (b + (-5) = 0

(e) + (- (11-4+ (-5) = 0

n 9) n (-9) = 0

Problem Set 8-7

(continued)

each of the following open sentences=

-2(n + .8) = 0

= 0

b+ (- ;)) v 0

a)

h,3
- -517 + m) =_ 0 7

.91 +

(a a + (- = 0

(b + ( 7)(b + )

(a a + 2.18)

(c +15.,15)(c + (-3.12

Cy
+ (-1.75))(Y ( -2.2E)

n(n

a (a

b(b + ) a 0
c +

n(n

+ f) = 0

(-3))

0
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(w + 6

Problem -Se 8 -7

(continu d)

2w 5 ) = 0

+ 4) - 0

+ ( -6 )( . 5n + = 0

a + (-1))(4a ) = 0

1)4m + 2) 0

Translate the following Into open- `gentenc arid

truth sets.

;(a) rIr. JohnSon bought 30 feet of wire and later bought

55 more ,feet of the same kind of wire at the same

price per foot. He found that he paid $4.20 more than

his neighbor= paid for 25 feet of the same kind of

wire at the same price per foot. What was.the coat

per foot olhe wire?

(b) Four times, an Integer is ten more than twice the

successor of that integer. What is the integer?

'(c) In a stock car race, one driver, starting with the

first group of cars drove for 5 ho s at a certain

speed and was then 120 miles from t_-_e finish line.

Another driver, who set outwith-a-later-heahad

traveled at the same rate as the tirst driver for 3

hoyrs and was 250 miles from the finish. How fast

were theso men driving? Draw-a diagram to 1p you

Write the open sentence.

The perimeter ref a triangle IS 44 inches. The second

side is three inches more than twice the length of

the third side, and the first side is five ches

longer than the third side. Find the lengths of the

three sides of this triangle.

if an integer and its sucrlessor are added, the result

is one more than twice that Integer. What is.the-

in eger?
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. Problem Set 8-7

(continued)

In a farmer'3 yard werc some pigs and chickens, and

no other creatures except the farmer himself. There

were, in fact, sixteen more chickens than pigs.

Observing this fact;and further observing thatthere

were 74 feet in the yard, not counting his own,'the
.

farmer exclaimed happily to himself--for' he was

mathemat clan as well as a farmer, and was given to

talking. himself--"Now I can tell how many of ESch

kind of creature there are in my yard." How many

e there? (Hint: Pigs have 4 feet, chickens

2 feet.)

Ht the target shooting booth at a fair, Montmorency

was paid EX for each time he hit the target,'arid was

charged 5 each-timelle missed. ff he lost 25 at the

booth and made ten more misses than hits, hoW many

hits did he make?

Summary.

In this chapter, we have discussed multiplication of real

numbers. The-product of two real numbers a and b may be

written in any of the following ways:

ab, (a)(b), ab

We stated a definition for the product of any two real numbers.

This definition assures us that the-product of any two real
-

numbers is also- a real number

-here are some properes of- multiplication:

a.t.Lin EL ty
n al numer- a, T5)177uy

ltiplicatL, A 1-11:2a(L. Zero
For any. real number a, (a)77=

Property of 1

-1 a

a.

1plica



Associative Properta of Multiplication
For any real numbers a, b, and c,--(ab a(b

Distributive Property
Por any real numbers a, b, and c, a(b +' = ab ±

MultipSication'Propert'y of Equality
ror real numbers a, b, and c, if a - b, then ac '= be.

For any reaS numbrr '.%a, (-1)a = -a.

For any Peal nuAers a and b, a b -ab
and -b) = ab.

For any real numbera a and b, -(a b) a (-a) 4-

if xy 1, x is called the multiplicative inverse of y,

and y is called eh multiplicative inverse of x. The number 0

has no multiplicative inverse. Every real number except 0
_

has one and only one multiplica/ive inverse.

Two open sentences, that have the same truth set are called

4equivalent sentences..4-

If x= 0, then 1 xy a 0.

If y -:0, then xy 7 0.

If icy 0, then x = 0 or y = 0.

Review Problem Set

1. Find a common na e for each of the following s

7 (-10) (d) 6 + (-16)

(b) 12 12 (e) a (-a)

(c) (-10) 4- (-_5 ) (f(f) (-21 A- 2a
v

Find a common name for each of the following products.

(a) 4)

(b) -B)

-6) (-5)

-4)(6m)

-8m)(-3a)

(-2m)(2-5m)

(d)

(e)

'124



(g) (-. )(-TY

(h)

(k)

Review Problem Set

(continued)

(4x)(j 4Y)

-4a)(2b)

(12b)(4)

8a 7-) ( - )Te

(19m )(-1.75n)(-2.25a)(0)

2x)(-4a)(-6am)(-

Use the distributive property to cha=rige the form of each of

the following.

(a) 2(a + 2b)

(b) 4((-o) + 4d

(c) -6((-7c) + 6d

(d) .8a((-4m) + (-

(e) (-7a) (-3b) + (-4c))

(r) 7-,As.) (-4a) (443))

(g) ( -1)((-3a) + 6b)

(h) (a) (4m + (-2n)

(I) '(-b)((-2c) + (-34

(j) (-m)((-5m) 10n))

k). (-2c) (-5c) IL (-100)

,(1) r5m) + 8b) (-3b)

(in) (4a + (-4c) (-d)

(n) (a + 3)(a + 4)

(0 (-3)) (a + 4)

(p) 6)(m + (-6))

(q) (y (-2))(y + (.9))

(r) (Y 4,7)(Y + 4)

(s) z + 5)

(t)
(w

(- (w + (-



Review Problem ;-let

(continued)

a + 1.5)( + 1.5)

b + (-2.1) (b + 2.1)

-2y) ((-3)y +';2z + 4)

(-3y) + 4)(2y + ( -3)z + 4

(-2m) + (-1) ((-4)m + (-n) + _

4 Use the distributive property to collect telms in each of the
following.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(h)

(1)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

(n)

(0)

(p)

(q)

3x + 10x

(-9)a + (-4)a

ilk + (-2)k

(-27)b + 30b

17n + (-16)n

x + 8x

(-1 ))a + a

a + ire

5p + 4p + 8p

7x + (-10)x + 3x

12a + 5c + (

ba + 4b + c

9p + 4(1 + (-3)1) + 7q

6p + (-4r) + (-8p )`t(--

3a (-9b) + 5a + (-8a)

(-5m) + ( -6c) + (3m) (6c) +

r + 2t + (-14 ) + 5s

14 -1a + 4h



Review Problem Set

, (continued)

5 Use the muitiplication property of one to simplify each of

the following.

3 4
) + 7

5

_d)

Use the distributive property to write the/Tellowing

Indicated Sims as indfcated products.

(a) 3a + 3b (g) 2bx 4by

(b) (-5)e + (-5 (h) 4am -+ 6an

(c) 10m + 5n (i) (-6 )bx ( -9)bw

(d) (-10a) + ( -15b) 71) t

e) mn 4-'nay (k) (-

(f) -mx + 2my (1) 2.5m + 5.On

Which of the foll _g are t-

3) 1 (5 + 3)(2)

I

Which are false?



Review Pr tem Set

(continued)

8. WhicNcf the following sentences are true for all values or

the variables?

-c

(b) 2a * (-b)

(c) 5m + (-5)n - 5(m + n)

(d) (1)(c) c

(e). (b).(-1), = 0

(c) (m)(l)
(g) (G)(m) m

(-b) * Ac + 2a

0 ,

(h) (13.25)(-1)(-0 ,25t

(1) i(C)m <0

() a(-1) / 1

(k) (-5a) / 3a

(1) lem * (-12n) - 2 0 I-. (-6n

Which sentences are true for the given 'value of the

vartable?

(a) 2rn - -10; m 5

(b) 3m 1; m 0

(c) la 3; a 9

(d) 4a - 0; a 0

(e) 7 1; a

- 1; 6
a 7

72H
fr 1

-



Review Problem

(continued)

2a + 4 . =2); a - ( -1)

2
6 . ( =6); m 7

(-3) =. -4);

(-2a)(-3) 6; a - 1

2(-2.4m) (-9.6 ); m = (-4.6)

41x1 < 0; x

+ (=2) -= 0; m

the truth set of each of the following senCnces.

6x 4- 9x = 30

12y + (-5y) 35*
( -3)a + (-7,)--a;-40

x 5x 3 4 6x

3y + By = h99

-15z 12z 24

14x + (-14)x

(- 3)a +3a 0
13k + ( -124)k + 9k = 0

x + 2x = 42

a + 2a = 3

-8 Y 9Y > 5

7a + (3)a < 10

ICI -I- 31x1 < 0

-Iml + 2ImI > 5

4y + 3 - 3y + 9 + y + ')
12x + (-6) = 7x +24

8x (-3)x 2 - 7x + 8 (Collect term first.)

6z + 9 (-4)z = 18 2z

12n + 5n 3n+ (-

15 = 6x + (-8) + 17x

5y + 8 7y + 3 + ( =2y



Review Problem Set

(w) 7(x 51
= 6

(a) 8x (-1

(m ± 7)(2m 1- (-

*(.z) (2Y)(Y 3)(Y

(continued)

= ()

11., Write open sentences Sum each of the_ following, then find

the truth set.

(a) The sits at twice a number and 5 is

the number,?

(1:)

1!74 If at is

A farmer had his wheat hauled to an elevator ir two

trucks, with the same capcity, which carried a full

load each triO. He stored 2'90 bushels in the

elevator. Quo truck made 2 trinn, the other made

(1)

(2)

How m-uo. grain _Cid each truck hold?

How many bushels did each truck haul

altogether?

(c) Mrs. Abbott tried to remember how much she paid per

can for two cans of peaches she bought when she

shopped for groceries. She could only remember that

she had bought a can of coffee which cost 83s and that

she received change from 0,5c) which she gave the

clerk. How much did Mrs. ,bbott pay for each can of ,

peaches? (Disregard the sales tax.

(d) Cno angle of a triangle Is twice as large as the

second. The third angle contains 1.Pci' more than the

smaller of the first two angles. Hew many degrees

are in each angle?-

.4

1'

( 0 )
'44.0

freight train 'arid 'a- passenger traIn, running on a

double track, left '..Jashirig,ton,.D. C. for New liftork.

Theifreitght rdin left at O:02 .u.M. and traveled at-

an average spec l of 'lir: miles per hcur The 1

passenger train left at .1:(2 e.M. and averaged

miles per hodr.



Review Problem Set

(continued) ,

long wlli it take t

ertake ght?

passed rain

(Hint: IT number of hours
that the passenger train ran before over-

(in the freight train, then (t t
is the time that the freight train,A,an
before it was overtaken by the p0-4senger
train.)

.At what. time did the passenger train overtake

the frelgbt?

far were they from Washington when the

assenger train overtook the freight?

The 11!!ngth of a rectangular flower bed 8 feet m more

than twice the width.

What are its dimensions?

perimeter is 196 feet.

Draw the graphs of the tr .-e-; of the following sentences.

(e)

2 and x > -1

x + 1= 5 or + 1 = 4

and

221



Chapter 9

PROPERTIES OF ORDER

9-i. The Order Relation for eal Numbers
..3uppose you were asked to name the letters of the alphabet.

Would you be apt to say. "c, f, y, s, q, t, k, etc."?
This is very unlikely. In all orobability you would begin, "a,
b, c, ,d, e, f, g, etc." So would everybody else.

There must be a reason for this. It is because you are in
the habit Of using what we call an order relation. Whenever you
100 a word in the dictionary, or a topic in the index of a
bouh uch as,thls one, you will be taking advantage of an order
relation; that is, alphabetical order. The concept of order
occurs in a variety of situations. For example a baseball team
haL, a certain batting order. Can you think of other instance-s-?--

As you have already seen, the idea of order plays an
important part in the study of numbers. You will remember the
type of sentence which we wrote, for examole as

< 77

Here the symbol "<", meaning "is less than", shows a relation
between -= and 7. We call a relation of this type an order
relation.

In Chapter 6 the relation of order was extended from the
numbers of arithmetic to the real numbers, which include the
negative nUL5bers as well as the positive numbers and zero.- This
was done by using the number4Ine. We agreed that:

lc,;: than" for real numbers meahs

"Is to the left of" on the real number line.

-5 -4 -3 -2 0 2 4 5



Thus, by refe-rring to the above ilne WOW:-;00 that, -3 is-less

than 71; -a 1h2a than 2. ht*, It should be clear that

the VoilowIn siltence:: are al3o true.

-2 < 2. < 0. <

Write down any .'ea number at alL Feel' free to choose a

negative number, or' a umber in the form of a inaction, whatever

you wish. Without' 5- Inn, what your number ipy ask a friend to

write any real number. Call your number a, and your friend's

number b. Now look at both number, Then state Alah of the

followinp; Is a true sentence:

a < b

a b

a

'

You have undoubtedly
fo311r1 that one, and only one , of the

pentences is true, and that the other two sentences are false.

Now no matter how many times you repeat the experiment with

other choices of numbrs, you will find that the same situation

ocourc. It will always happo4i that one of the sentences (not

the same one every time, of course) is true, and that the other

two are false. Try/thc, exper'Iment several times. Make as record

each time as to wh::eh sentence s tr-e.e and which two sentences

are falce.

The fact that It always 'flapper-1:J that for any real number a

and any real number b one,pf the sentences

ci <

U < ri

:5 true and thp ather two are' faire ic an important property

r'rt;i'Irns sal el ;,h0

Hon rroeerti of ordelY.
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7 -6 -5 --4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 234 5 6 7

It is certainly clear that

2 < 5.

But Nhat about the relation .between -2 and

line tells us that
-5 < -2.

-5? The number

Letts look at -1 and 4. Certainly

-1 < 4.

Now letta take opposites, The opposite of -1 is 1. Th

opposite of Is -i. The order relation between thesc-_wo

Vinallyp consider -7 and -3. We ne that

and

-7 < -3

<

where we have again nken op-ositen.

The property which tbese examples have illustated should now

be clear. It can he eL as follows:

- Is and b are a real numbers

such that a < b, Then -b < -a.

Check Your Reading

1, What meaning on the number linc is a3aoclated w-th Is le
than"?

is
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What is the order

"a b"

and b If it is raise that

If the order' of a and b is given by 1 "a < b", what

the Qrder of -a and -b?

If a < -2 and -2 < what is the order of and 4?

c and c < d, What is the order of -3 and

x + ( -2) < 5 and b < x + then what Is the order

x * (-2) and x

y k (-3) <, 0 and 0 < y + 1, then What Is the order of

(-3) and y + 1?

5. If rn ) what is the order of m + ( -1)) and

-5? ,

0, If t (-3) < u what is the order' of 3 t and -

If "5 < false and "m 5" is false, what is ',-,,he

'relationship between rn and

b. If b < -1 what Is the order of b and

Q. if

I. In

a, what is t e order of -a and

0, IS the order of and -

e

Problem 2 -1

each of the folibir determi.no

betwen the numbers.

( c ) I

Jrdef _elation

313d

(o) a, S if a is pdsltive
and r, is negative

(r)_ x,

n m

x + 1. fr4 all real,'
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In each of the

numbers.

Problem Set 9-1

( continued)

ng determine the order of the twr

(a) -a, =2 tr 2 < a

(b) b, 2 if 2 < a and a

( (c) if x

if It is false that

0 If 0 < lal

y, 2

-I I,
1 < x and x

3. In each __ the following determine the order relation

between the two numbers.

x ( -1 ), 3 if =3 < 1

f 0 < > and y

If It Is false that

b) ,

if a ,

a)

11ril 211

a 4- b > a 1- -b)

9 2. Addltjoh LaI2LELLy of Orde-

We have just seen that there 1a a derinIte connection

between the order relation and the operation of taking opposites.

We now wish to Study the connection hetweien order and the

operation of addition:

As before tt will be -t 1 to use the number line.

I

-3 -2 -1

(1+1-3)

2 3 4 5 6 7

(5+1.-31) (1+2) (5+2)

JJS
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r
To begin, considel.' the numberc 1 and 5. On the nuTben line

it is evident that

1

lihould also be clear that

(1 -F 2) < (9 4- 2).

What about the relation between 1 + (-3) and

The number :tine tills us that

1 5 +

In both the numbers remain the same distance apart.

Suppose we had chosen two other numbers to begin with rather

than 1 and 5, say -2 and 4, such that the first

number 55 ctill teas than the second, I.e.

What if se now add - to each number? We see that

since

(-)i)) 4 + (-)i)

the number line tc .ti. us chat

-

These examplen illustrnte what we call, the

i t. ton .ronertv or order

Thin property ctute.; that

if a, b., and c are real numbers and

a b, then (a + a) < Cb + o).

It is intere*inp; ne that we can combine the addition

property and the tranz,Itive propefty to prove a third property.

Suppose JO save M)ph real numbers a b, c, and d, which

are related a a follow

A L ana

33
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We would like to find out the relation between (a + c) and

(b d). This can be done in the following way. By the addition

propeiity we know that since

< b, then (a + c) <

In the same way we know that since

c < d, then (c + b) < (d +

By the commutative property this last inequality can be wri en

as

c) < (b + d)

Therefore since we know that

(a c) < (b + .c) and (b +. c) < (b d)

the transitive property tells us that

(a + c) < (b + d).

Check Your Reading

1. State the addition property of order.

2. Is the statement "If a < b, then a + c < b + '0" true

when c 0? Why? If c is negative is the statement

still true?

3. If a is -3 and b is _ an order relationship

involving a and b. If c is 2, state an order

relationship tnvolving (a a) and (b c_

4. If a < b and e < d, what is the order of -a + c and

+ d?

Oral Exercises

1. Which of the following statements are true?

(a) If m < n, then n

(b) If -2 < 5, then -2 + n < 5 + n.

340
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Oral Exercises 9-2a

(continued)

If < a, then a > -5.

(d) If p < b and c < d, then a < d.

(e) If a and b are diff-rent numbers, then exactly

one of the following is trues a <-b or b < a.

If) if M < n and p <J11, then p < n.

(g) If -a < b, then -b < a.

(h) If -4 5 b 5, then -b > a.

(1) if -n, then -m < n.

(a) Does the relation indicated by the symbol "" have`
the transitive property? Give an example.

Does the relation indicated by the symbol ">" have

the transitive property? Givson example.

Doer, the relation indicated by the symbol "," have

the transitive property? Give an example.

to support your answer.

(d) Restate the comparison property so that tt describes

the relationship of two different numbers.

In each of the following :indicate whichfaymbol, "<"

">", should be put in the place occupied t:y the question

mark, so that the renllting statement is

) -3 ? 79

(b) If m < n and n ? then

If -3 < a, then

If m < n, then -n

If a+ 5< b + 5, then a? b_

If (-5) < b + (- then -a -b.

If a < b, then a + 5 < b + 5 and a + 5 +

5 + (-5).

e.

341 344
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-Oral Exercises 9-2a

(continued)

If x -i- 5 < 2, then x 5 + -5) 2 -5

If 5 + m ? 3m, then -5 + m + (-m) < (-7)

If (-a) < b 5 and :c < ( -a), then c (-5) ? b.

Problem Sdt -2a

1., Write each of the following statements with either 5 or

"<" replacing the question mark so that the resulting

Statement is true.

If

If

(d)

(-5) ? a, then 5 > (-a).

< q, then b + 5 ? 4 + 5.

If 5 < (-Y), then b + 5 + (-5) (-7) +

If b < 3, then - (b + ? - (3 +

(e) If a < b and b < c, then a + 2 ? c.

If b 5 < (-7), then b ? (-12).

If a < -3 and 0 < b, then

If a = b, then a +

If and If 3 + m then 0 ? m.

if x < b and b < a.

(LO

(n)

(1)

)

b.

part (c))

Which of the folloln4 sentences are true? Which are false?

(Hint:

help.)

the addition property of order, If wisely used may

a) 3 + 4

15
10

12
77; + 4

+ 7 < (,-3) A- 7

342
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_Problem Set 9-2a

(continued)

47 < 47 + (--18) 9

+ (-432) + (-79) < 24 + (-432) + (-79).

-273) + i +_(-382) < (_114 ) + (- 382)

)( (-5) < (-5)

(-5.3) < 0.4) +

)(-4) + 2 (- 2

We can use the addition property of order in problems

involving truth sets for open sentences. For example suppose

we were asked to find the truth set of the sentence

x + 5 < 8.

If there is'a real number x for which our sentence is true,

then for this x the following sentence is also true:

x 5 + (-5) < 8 + (-5).

This follows from the addition property of order. This sentence

can be written

x 3.

The truth set for the sentence ":( < 3" can be described quite

easily. It is the set of all real numbers less than 3.

We have shown that any number x which makes the sentence

"x 5 <.8"- true also makes the sentence "x < 3" true. Now

we must check to see that any real number x which makes

"x < 3" true also makes the sentence "x + 5i 8" true. Once

again we can use the addition property. If there is a_real

number x for which

then f- + 5

or , 5
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F

The "chek' which we used for the prb1em is not

st±'ctly neeesoa'y. In Chapter 8 it was stated tliat if a ral

numr 13 added to both sides of an open sentence, where th1/

open sentehoc :xpreses equalty, then the resulting open

sentence will be. equivalent to the first one. J In the same way

it can be snocn that this is true for open sentences which
g

involve the -elationof inqua1ity. Thus, the two sentences

x+5<8
and

are eQuivalent( As you recall, thIs means that they have the

same truth set. Ther&fore, iJ' we can determine the truth set of

TtX < 311, we can be sure that this in also the truth set of

llx+5<BII

Can you see thatthe truth net of

Is the same as 'the truth set of

7< 17?

-Jhat is this truth set?

As another examnie, let us find the truth set of the

sentence

TV there ts a real number x for which this IS true, then we
can add (-9) to both stdts and obtain

5x i- 9 4- (-9) < dx 3 i- (-q).

By add!tlon we et 5x 0 dx

If we now acjj (-dx) to both a dos the ice becomes

5x (dx) K x Ldx)

wh lch Is the same as

x < (o)

'I
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7

':qlhe last sentence is sSupralent t

the real numbers (-4x) and (-9

Thus the trlith set of

0

is the same as the truth set of

5x 4. 9 < 4x +,3.

Thib -16 the set of all real numbers less than 76. Draw-its

graph.

our firste'one since we added

to both-sides._

x < (-6)

ok-

a

Check Your Reading

1., What number could we "add to both sides of the sentencetc

x ± 5 < 8 to help us find the truth set of the sentence?

What is the truth set of the sentence?

2. Are the sentences "x < 3" and "x 5 < 8" the same

Aentence? Are th:c4r equivalent sentences? What do we mean)

by equivalent sentences? How can we tell if two sentences

are equivalent?

3. When finding the truth set of the sentence 5x ± 9 < 4x 3,

why do we add (-4x) to both sides of the sentence? Why

do we add (-9) to both sides of the sentence? What

prlpertien are we using when we do this? What is a simpler

name for ,'- + -(-4x What property do we use to obtain it?

'4. How would you draw the graph of the truth set of the sentence

"5x 9 < 4x + 3"?

Oral Exercises 9-2b

1. Do you agree with the following statements?

(a) If we are finding the truth set of .1x + 11 < 12,

a simpler sentence Is lormed if we add (-3x) to

both sides.

1

345



Oral gxerciees b

(continued)

A goodeway to begin to find the truth set of the.

sentence (-5) + 3x + 4 < 2x-+ would be to

.write the equ val nt sentence

5 (-5) + 3x + 4 -(.4) < 2x + 5 -4

helpful step'In fi 0endiiig the truth set the-,

sentence 3x < 2x 9 would be t9 add (-2x)

to Moth sides.

For each of the' following sentences use the addition property

of order to obtain an equivalent sentence having the variable

or a product containing the variable, alone on one side:

3 x (-4) +
2n + (-8) C '-27)

(- ) + 12 < .

7 IF. (= ) + <-
.8 14 <3y y

1. For each of the following sentences the simplest equivalent.

sentence would be one which would have the variable alone

on one side and a specified number on the other side. Tell

how you would use the addit1on Property of order to achieve

this in each case.

3 + < x - -2)

+ (-4) < 2 + 3y

(-4n) (-3n

4

7 s

) r+ 3.2y + -.4) + 2.2.7



Problem Set 9-2b

Find the truth set Qf each of the following sentences.

(a) (-5) + x 4 < 7

3x < 2x +

+ n,+ C- < 7

d 2y < 3y + 2

(e)

(g) 3x + (24) + -8 .+

(hy 5 + x < ( 7) 2x

) <

2x <

(1) 3y + 1-31 < 3

, 1
< 7 +

(k) 4, 4 < ( 1-31

(1) (-5) +

(-2) +

3
x 4 1-7,51

5x + 2 = 2x (-7

1-51

(q) (-4 ) + ( -2x) + ( -7)

1
t y + 2 < +

(-5:1,) (-4) - (-8x)

1-51x =.5 7-(1-7.51

Draw tile r:rz,

(I), (i)

( 6)

(-16)

LPutil :et: 01 cor

Al Problem 1.

347



Problem Set 9-2b

(continued)

he atfol'?owiNg statemes: are.tru

(a) b < 0, then b < b.

(b) I b < 0, then b < 3.1

If b < 0, then b (-4) < 3 (-4).

-Which are

Three more than five times a number is greater khan seven

increased by four-times the number. What set of nbmbers

will make this sentence true?

5 A studerkt has test grades of 82 and 91. What must he

score on a third test to he_ an average higher than 902

There is a strong connection between the're ation "is less

than" and the idea of equality. This connection can be seen if

we consider a few examples. Consider the number 2 and'the

number 7. It is clear that

7,

since the number 2 is located to the left of the number 7

on the number line. P!ut suppose you were asked to give another

reason why it is clear that 2 is less than 7 without using

the number line. We might say the following: The number 2

Is less than 7 because there Is a number which we have to add

to 2 n order to ELL 7. Evidently the number is 5, since

2 = 5 = 7

Notice that the number which we added, is a positive number

Thus, we see that there is a close connection between the

sentence

and the sentence

7

2 5 -
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Both f these sentences bring out the order relation between 2

and Let us consider some examples given by the following

to

Sentence involving"<"

2 < 6

( =2) < 6

-10) < (-3)

< 4
2

Sentence involving

2 4 6

(-2) 8

( -10) 7

.l7 4

The sentences on the left have been changed to the sen ceS on

:thq right by adding a positive number'to the left side in every

case. In other words if we have a sentence involving%the order

"is less than"-, thep, here seems to be a positive number which

if-added to the ieft ide makes this into a sentence involving

"qquals".

The two kinds of sentences whi r we have been considering

are frequently_, given special names. The type involving the "="

symbol Is called an motion. Sentences with the symbols "<."

or '1>" are called inequalities. Thus "2 < 6" is an example

of an inequality. The sentence "2 i 4 a 6" Is an equation.

The examples also show that a certain type of equation

involving addition implies an order relation. For instance,

when we examine the true sentence 2 - 4 m 6, we can see that

a positive number, 4, has be-n1 added to 2 to make the sum,

6, so we know that 2 is less than 6. This connection

between the two types of sentences can be stated as a property.

To show the connection completely the statement- goes two ways.

(1) If a real number a is less than a real number b,

then there is a it --jtive real number c such that

b.

(2) If a k c b, where a, b, and c are real

numbers and c is po itive
2

the
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lipok back at the exaMol a in o table! Statement (ly- begins

with thr ineqUality on the left and"connects" it to the#

equation o__ =ight. Statement (2) begins with the equation

on the right and "connects" it to the inequality on the left.

1. The sentence

7. What Is a sentence involving "=" whie

same order?

2. If b" expresses the order a < b,

folloing is correct: "c < 0", "c 0"

?,eadina I

"2 < 7" expresses the order ,_een 2 and

expresses the

Oral ENc_-_
Give a statement of equality

order relations by "adding"

of each given sentence.

a) 3 < 7

) "2 < 4

=,) -5 <

,

(d)
12

<-

2. Jtate the o.-.der relaton

follow!ft-:

(a)

(b)

(C)

-(d) 11

a

6

which of

"c > 0".

replace each c following

-o 'tive number to one side

.99 < .999

-.3999 > -

x < x 2

k +

)t000

col'ressondinrr to each of the

enta oqual:ty=

- 9.5

For sair

pd , - number on whfrn adde

larsasr.

(a)

obtom '::et

octer

_

1= 2

+ m

y +

4 3

1 and

+ 2

0

no the:r order and find a

to the amaler gives the

61 5an
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(d)

(e)

and 7
ro-

Problem Set- 9.
(continued_

(f) and 98

. 17and (g) 1.47 and -0.21

-5i and -345 (h) (-4) () and (4) (-4)

Which of the following statements are true? Which are

(a) If a 1 - b, then a < b

(b) If a + ( -1) b, then a < b

(c) If (a + c) + 2 = h+ c), then a+c<b+ c

(d) If (a + 0) -2 (b + c), then b + c < a + c

(e) If a < -2, then thefe is a positive number d such

fa

that -2 - a + d

If -2 <

that a

then

-2) + d.

If b< 0, then 3 + b< b

If b < 0, then + i < 3

positive number d such

-t proof of the statement "If a + c b and then

a < b" is given below.

Give the missing reasons.

Assume 0 < c

then a +0< a k c why?

then a < a c why?

and a < b. why?

9-3. Multiplication Pro:ert of Order.

WP have seen that whenever a number a is less than a

-umber b, then

4- C < b F cy

no matter what the number c is. That is, 1.t makes no differ-

ence whether c positive, negative, or zero.

:3 `j1

J 'A



Now we. ask the following question. Suppose once again that

a < b.

When we multiply both of these numbers by a real number is the

order of the resulting numbers the same a6 for the original

numbera. That is, will the product ca be, always less than

the product cb regardless of what the number c is?

To begin, let's consider an example, letting a 5 and'

b = 8. It is certainly true that4._

5 < 8.

Suppose we multiply both sides by

true?

Is the following :sentence

2(5) < 2(8)

The answer is easy, since we know that 10 is less than 16.

However suppose we multiply by (-2). What about the following

sentence?

(-2)(5) < -2(8)

glance at the number_ line

Pw U 1 4 1

(-2)(8)=-16

shows us that (-2

above is raise

begInning with

that -7

say 3,

1 1 1 1 t 1-1

(-2(5)=-10 0

8) is less than (- )(5), and our sentence

suppose we try another experiment, this time

negative numbers, say -7 and -2. We see

If we multiply both sides by appositive number,

aphens? Is the following sentence true?

3(-7) < 3 (-2)

`7)2

r-
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Cheek the nil er line to see.if (-21) < (-6), Finarly, 1

multiply by . What is the relation between '

) and (-3)(-2)?

In Chapter .8 -we learned that the product on the left is positive

the product oa-t-he ght is positive. It should be clear

the sentence

21 < 6

false sentence, and that the sentence.

6 < 21 is true .

The previous'examples Seem to point to the fact that tf*re

.a multiplication property of order, but that it differs

one major respect from the addition property. Let us look at

another example that may help us to state this property. Try

this! Take (-5) and (6). It's clear that -(-5) <-6. Now-

multiply both numbers by 4. Then check the relation between

4V5) and 4(6)

Next multiply -5) and 6 by (-4 ) and check the relation

between

(-5) and (-4)(6).

By now you will be getting an idea as to how the multiplication

property of order seems to work. Actually the property can be

stated as follows:

For any real numbers a and

Such that a < b,

ca < cb if c ia',a positive number,

cb < ca if c is a negative number.

observe that multiplication by a negative number reverses

the order whereas multiplication by a positive number keeps

the order the same.

but

353
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Your ideas about this property have been gained by working

with examples and using the number line. It is interesting to

see that we can show this property in a more general way. We

use,

in

Lnstead, two other properties which we have already studied

chapter. Ftrst we begin with two real numbers a and

b sui tha,t,

remember the property which "connects" the order "Ls less

tran". to "equals", We saj that if

a < b,

then there is a positive number, call tt

a -4 p

such tha

Now suppose we multiply` both sides of this equation by a

positive number, for example, 3.

We get

3(a p) = 3b,

which becomes 2a 4- 3p 3b. What property Is used here?

The second part of the same " "connecting property" then tells us

since

then

We

3a 3p - 3b and 3p Is positive

2 -3 3b.

positiv, because p and are both

e(isi=t7,-:. There f o re we kr1,-)w that la The number 3 was

ch(_;seh for convenie It ouid have been any positive number.

Nuw suppose we multiply a negative number, for exarim

7ft, r'Lv0f3
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This property tells us that if a < b, and if c is negative,

then cb < ca.

Thus if a < b, multiplication of both stdes by the new

number a gives us

ab

Likewise multiplication of both sides of

negative r mber b gives us

4 bc- ab.

follows y the transittve property tha

ab ana ab then

t by the

:ring these results together Afe see that

If a e b, then

if both a ana b a«e positive,

LC both a and b are negative.

These reblts will ververy useful later on.

value of
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1 If

If

Ural vises 9-3a

what Is the order of

what is the order of

and 10 ?'

and

If 0 < p, ,wha% is the order of U and -p?

If m < n, what Is the order of 3m and 3n?

5. If -5 < q, what is the order of 10 and -2q?

b. If 1 + (-x) < 3, what is the order of x (-1) and -3?

7. If a + (-b) < -5, what is the order of -

and 15?

a > 5, what Is the A-- of 5a + 5b and 25?

1 ,

9. If - 2. what Is the order and -4?-40

10. If -4x A, what. is the order and -2?

problemet Y-3a

Make the following statements true by Insetting the correct

symbol "> " d r "

(f)

If c < 5, then 2c 1-

If r < -3, then (-:3)r 9.

If s, then 14 5s

If -5 q, then 15

If and q > Q, then dq mq.

If s < t and y < 0, then yt y=am.

If x < 5, what, is the order

b) If a

) If <

(1)

(e)

and

(r) If

what 1,s order of

wtiL -r of

15 and - x ?

a and

and -

what-, Is the order of x and -

Ox (-2), what is the order

what, L5 the order or V and
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Set 9-3a

(continued)

If

6?

x what is the relationship between x and

(b) If - what Is thd relationship between apd

-3?

(e) If 3x < x + 2, what Is the ardor of 2x and 2?

(d)

(e)

If

If

2y

m2

< 2, what is

what Is

the coder of y and _1?

the order of and 1?

If s < t and t what Is the order of

and .,?,

(n) It > what is the order of and

(b) If z < S and Is positive, what is the order of

(C) If

If

25?

what is the order of

-5 and

and 257

e) If a

and 12?

25?

is nepative, what is the order of

and what Is the order of a + b

_If lal Hbl, what is the order of lal and

Zhe nut 1-,p-itcat;Lon property of order Is useful in finding

truth sets for certain types of open sentences, such as

If there In a yowl number » far which 9m ar ve sentence Is

true, than x we have:

)
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What is the truth t)et of "x < 4"? It is the set of all numbers

lees_ than 4. Is,this the same as the truth sot of

2x < 8?

Before answei-ing the second question we will state_a property

which to based on a similar property for equations. IC the two

sides oA, an open sentence involvng inequalities are each

multipli_d by the same non-zero real number using the multipli-

cation property or order then the resulting open sentence has

the same truth,set as the sentence.

Let us consider a case where the number we are- muittplying

by is negative. The sentence "-2x < 10" has tame truth
set as the sentence

10

whtch is the same as

Does < x" have the same truth sot as "-2x < 10"? Wo

say then that "-2x < 10" and "-P < x" are equivalent

sentences.

Let us try an example in which we use both the addition
O.and multiplication properties of order. The sentence

(-)I L (-7x

La equivalent to

(-11) L (-4x) !
< (-7x)

armi this sentence can be sl_mb11r!_ed to

3x <

This is equivalent

1 1

7( jx ) -7( )

afti -his can be ta

3

L 7x L 11, (Why?)

iive reasons

(4hY?)

Do you ag,,ree that thls lnst sentence is equivalent to the first

sontenc,--f? 0ur truth net ace be bescribeii as a1-.11,--umbers less

14
than 77 .



Check Your Eeadin-r

1. Fy what number would we multiply both sides or "2x < 8"

to obtain a simpler equ1valent open sentence?

2. re the sentences "-2x < 1C" and equivalent

open sentences? Why?

Gra-i Exerctses 9-3b

In order to rind the truth set or each or the following

sentences we need a simpler equivalent sentence. Ey what

number would you multiply In each case to obtain this simpler

sentencq?
1

1. 3x e 12

3. -7x e 14

14 1 < -3x

-12 c 4x

< 7 x

(`. Thrx < 7

p x .1- 5 < 12

9. 2x - 4 < a

1

-o + 7 < 3 + 3x
4

Problem Set 9-3b

1. Find Or truth set at each or the following sentences. Try

some at' the numbers In the set to see if they make the

sentence true.

(n) < 12

(L')
1

(n.)

(

+ 7

and or
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Problem Set 0-Sb

(continued)

L

3, Find the truth setn o one ollowing sentence::J.

(a) a --i < 2

(-17,) 1- (-3) <

(c) (-17) 12 < 2x t

(d) Sn -r 2 t- (-2x ) 5

1
(e) (

(r) s (-5) < +

Cr) 4,2 +-7x < (-3x) -1- 73

(t) 17x (-7) < 3 + 12s, 4-

(I) (-I2X) 4-

(j) (-11) < 12 -r)

In each or Problems 4, 1, 6, and I, write and solve an open

sentence to rind out what you can about the answer to the

question Ln the problem.

When Joe and Moe were planning to buy asailboat, they asked

a salesman about the cost of a new type6-f` boat that was

being deoir;ncid, The ..tfid,;man replied, It will cost lens

tLan $320. Itt Joe and Noe had agreed that Joe was to

couts.ioute $130 more than Moe when the boat. was purchased,

how much would Moe have to nay?

5. Three mane than sis tins:: a nuMber .1.; greater than seven

Inereased by to eimes the number. What is the number?

S. =, teacher says, "111f IL dad three times a:; many students ln

my clas ar 1 do Have, I u'ould have less than 46 more

than T naw Ova a dw sony tudenth., does he have in his

Bill is

tge. J.,

a. as end the sum of their

hi 1: 1JomT_I?



qummary_

In thin chapter we have 31.ncoaned the folluwln 'oropert_len

nvolvl_n the or:I.?'" relaLl.on t?)an".

1. The Comv.arl:ion Property

1-_Ob any real number a and any al. number P one and

only one of the hollow. r*-7, a ite000. .1n LnUc.

b < a

2. The Tranbltive Prqpert_y oh Order

If a, le, and c are any three real number;: and 1,1

a < t and lc then C

The Proi-)ertv Rn latch to the Tali iry or Ouneniteh

If a and le are any real numbero '31,1eh that

a < P. 1hen -br< -0Y

TL e el,ddltion hroberty di' Ornpr

lb ii and 0 are any real numter3 and

it then (a a e ) < (1) 4- e).

The hrehertv Co nnectlnrit Order wileh

tart I If a reel numiNr a In lean tan 8 real number b,

then there )neltivp real number a puch that

i'avt II. If

no al aunt c r ann

, n n

a, 0,

00 p aPe C

: 1

ana c a r e

rat



Review froblem Set.

I. Which of the followlet statements are true?

'(o) If a -+ 1 - t, then b < a.

If a A_ (=1) -7 b, then b -1- 1 --a.

/

If a 4 (-1) = b, than a < b.

Which are false?

=F- 2 b a, then a + a + a.

+ (-7 ) - b 4= a, then a -1- -

b c, then 1, t- < c.

+ 2.

If a < (=2) then throe In a nonitive number d such

that (-7) d - a.

(h) If (=2) a, ftnen there lo a number S auch that

(i) If 3 < 9, then 3a < to for ever:: number a.

(1 If b la a posItIve number, then -Inc is a nevtive

number'.

ad the brute oat (=can of the J'ollowing sentencea.

(a)

- (-3

- (=5)
(-21

4_ , (-7 h

(d) t -5) t
"7-

% (e) 4- 5 , (= *)

(c) m (=

(h)

(-7)

(

3

tft

nast0, (a) one (b) of
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Review Problem flet

(continued)

If a rectanle hao ,-fica 12 uare incrgn anj one a) cc

ha-,,; length lea .; tnnn 6 'ncnex, find out what you can abouc

the length of the adiacent

If a rectangle ha:: alc 12 quare nchi::: and one a 1_(10 hos

ienRfth between z- and 6 r-l-nlec, find out what you can

about the length of the adjacent aide.

If x / 0, then a Is eithee negative oe poxitIve, If a

Is no31.tive, -;Lan 'what Xna of numen a'? If x

ne[yative, what about r-r-? ,:tnte a genc-:al penult about x
2

o. That ic a nencal Penult about a for any real

eribr a?

tool of the roltowin ednrbddlor Id el trier an Indlceited sum

or an Andlcat,-!d ncaauar. WrI%o each Tni'cated aura on an

LPalnatei nroJact a hi wrf'ig nach rcoduct nd an

nd'eatei ccc, uo:ng nronnrty.

(a) ?a (a 1- (-2ah

(b) ix' 2xy (-2x)

(-4a -J) i (-2a) + a

(c1) a(x + 2) 1 (_4)(x I- 2)

(e) (x (=1)

(r) (3x i 1)(7x 7)

(t) (7Y -2y)

(h) 4mx

( ) (2r ( - ))(a f 1)

(j) (x, 20)

7implIfy al e5e u-p air tne dtnitrtlnitve rroperty,

(a) 3x , (_4)x (-Mx

(b) 2b

(a) (-"7) (-8Y)

(d) 2-era ()ntm)
(,) -ix 2,7



Review Problem Set-

(continued)

Two cars starft. from the same point at the same tIme and

travel in the same direction at average speeds of 34 and

miles nor hour respectively. In haw many hours will

they be 35 miles apart?

10. Henry and Charles were opposing candidates in a class

election. Henry received 3C votes more than Charles,

and BlO members or the class voted. How many votes did

Charles get?

11.

12.

rd

man left *10,500 fdr his widow, a son and daughter.

Tho widow received $5.,000 and the daughter received twine

as much as the son. How much did the son get?

Each or the following expressiens is written as an opposite.

Write each expression as an Indicated sum, as shown In the

example.

Example:

This can be wr tten as

(_3a) + 4 -2b)

3a ( 20)

(b) 3a

(a) (--3) 1- 2a i-

(.1) =((3a

(e) -(2x + (-1)) (1-rd-lt: Find the product first.)

Prove the properttea (,1: real numt)ers.

(a) -(a b) - (-a) r (-b) (Hint: icid (a b) to

(-a) r (-b) What

does your result

show?)

(b) For real numbers a, b, and a, if c

then a b (1-1!_riL: Use the addition

property of equality.)



10-1. The Meanintl ,of

Chapter 10

DIVISION OF FiErd_, NUMBERS

liubtpac:lon

In arithmetic we dId a great deal of,subtracting. In this

process, however we always subtracted a Oosttive number from an

equal or larger pcsittve number. Now that we are working, with

real numbers, which Include negative numbers, we will want

method of subtraction for all of these numbers as well. That is,

we shall be Interested In finding out how to subtract any real

number from an coal number. This process will have to apply to

the subtraction or a larger number from a smaller number as well

as to subtraction involving negative numbers.

How can we rind a rile which will work In all cases? We

will begin by studying the proceas with which you are already

famittar.

Seppose you buy something at the store which costs 83

cents and you give the clery oneodoliar. How does she count out

your change? She first says, "83." Then she puts down two

cents and says, "dL_,". IIhe then puts down one nickel and says,

"(K", and finally she puts down a lime and says, "Gne dollar,

thank you!"

The clerk wants to fini the Ulfference bcAween 133 and

1(,L. That Is, Kf problem Is really one :if subtract Ion Put

what iloos she aot,ally The fi n what a:11-1Int no(_:db t be

added to 133 to get. 1C(13. In other, words she finds her

subtract Ion answer by add log! :The has mentally changed the

woe din,'. rir Lho pr II em from the huh'lreci mInus

e gh ty three equri In do 0' c uVli,-,hty=7,hree plus wht ecualt;

one hunlre10" The snteb:

has bcccme

Ii:;; 3o we C1313 lie h,nurxe
x I " 0 ; e err ,-1* o' r uler: i3r3Derty as fol irm5:
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ICC

83 + x + 10(, (-62)

1(7,0 ( =83)

The truth set of our sentence is (1'(). The number lY i= also

the answer to cur subtraction problem.

Notice that the next to the laSt'step in tine above

discussion is the following:

100 r-

This tells us that in this case we can get our answer' by addi-dE

the opposite_ of 83 to 100. Thus '"101) - 83" 'and "100 + (-83)"

are names fo.r the same number.

In the problem just finished we were subtracting the

itive number 83 from the larger positive number 1CC. Now

a few-more examples of the same kind. In the left column

is the answer you know arithmetic: in the right column,

see if you g,et the same answer=' ad ins, to the first number

opposite of the second:

20 - 9 , 11

8

8.5- 2- (

20 -9) - 11

,8 _r )

8.5 ) 5.3

So you see that subtraction problems of this kind, which you

already know how to do in arithmetic, can also be done by

finding the 0 ite of the second number ond adding this to

the first num

Now let Lne we clOn t know how to do In arithmetic--

"From 4 subtia' This Aoesn't make sense In tthmetic
"

because 7 subtract u f,rom the smaller number 4.

remember we now have all the real numbers to work with. Can

we use these tn make some cense er "4 - o"? There is an

answer and it comes from the soconJ way we i, the subtraction

problems above. We can get firs Opp 61.te of the ond number

6 and add it to the first nunber ho you see that "4.+

does make sense" ince tt does, we can now say this: "4,_

makes-sense if w, agree that i t means "4 (-6)"



Can you get "(-4) 6" to make sense? Should it mean

"(-4_ 1-6)"? Can you do this addition and get another name

for "(-4) -6)"? What should "5, -4'-3)" mean?

From these examples we can now see what "a - b" ought

to mean for any two real numbers a- and b. It ought to mean

"a + ( -b) ". There are two reasons fdr this. .First, any number

b has an opposite -b, and we can-always add -b to any

number a (Why?). So this wu we can always subtract Da.number

b from any number a. Second, when we do subtraction this way

for numbers like, a = 100 and b = 83 we get the same answer

as we did wheritwe subtracted in art_

we make the following deli_ ion of subtraction for

real numbers.

Examples:

To subtract a real number -b from 1p real

number a, add:the opposite of b to a.

Thus, for ..real numbers a and b

a b = a ( -b).

. subtraction addition
problem of opposites

9 20 + (-9)

10 - 15 10 + (-15)

-8) - (L8)
F (

(-10) - (-7) (- + 7

7 - (_14) == 7 +

- )4-f ( )

5 - (-2) 5

perform the operations in the right sides of the above

Rquations.

To help keep the two rises of the symbol t- clear, let us

comment- on each:
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In the phrase

a - b,

"-" stands between two
numerals and indicates
the operation of sub-
traction We read the
phrase as

Ala minus b".-

In the phrase

a (-b),

is part of one numeral
and indicates

the
opposite

of. We read the phrase
as

"a plus the opposite of b".

<

As an example, consider the phrase "( -2) r 5". Here the symbol

"-" occurs twice. The first lne, In front of "2", does.not

stand between two numerals and therefore means "the opposite of"

The second does stand between two numerals, namely -(-2)" and

75", and indicates subtraction. Thus ( -2) = (-2) (-5).

Frequently after this weshall abbreviate "(-2) - 5" to

"-2 - 5" and "(',a) - h" to "-a b". Thus "-a b" i34 to

be understood as meaning "(-a) -1-A-b)"

Here is a subtraction example. See if you can understand

reasons give for each step.

Example. Find a simpler expression for (7x 4- 1) - 5x.

(7x 1) - 5x L- (7x + 1) 5x)) Definition of sub-
traction

(7x 1) -1 -5)x -Lab) (-a)6

7x + (-5)x 1

7 (-5))x 1

Here

each

Fxam

= 2x 1

is another example. See if you can state the rea-ons for

step.

le. Find a simpler expression fcr 3a
\

- (a + 4b).1

3a - (a 40)41)) .-3a + a

3a + (-4))

(-4b)

(_ (-4b)

(-1 ) + (-40

4b.

370
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Check Your Reading

1. Give an open rentence involving the operation of addition

Which is equivalent to the' open sentence -11100 - 83

How can the problem "From 4 subtract 6" be stated as

an addition problem?

For any real numbers a and b, the expression "a = b" names

the same number as what other expression?

Which in the-following expression indicates the operation

of subtraction?
5n.

How can Whe-expression- "-a-- b" be restated so as to

indicate the sum of two real numbers?

Oral Exercises 101

-State the following subtractions in terms of adding an opposite ,---

Example: 8 - 2 = 8 (-2)

-2

2y)

- 2

- 12)

Problem Set 10-1

8k - (-ilk)

6x - 2x

0 - ( -3m)

- 9.1f

1. Give a simpler expression for each of-the following.

Remember that the opposite of a sum is the sum of the

opposites.

Example

371
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(b)

(c)

ProblemiSet 10-1

(continued)

(d) - x 2)

-( -x

+ y

Write each of t e following differences in terms of the

addition of opposites, and write a simplified answer.

(a) 15 - 25

(b) 132 -- (-18)

(,21)

-7b - 12b

(-4x

3

7m (m 12)

-)Ix

3Tx

7. - (12 3.5m)0P

- b)

Find -pier expression for each of the following:

5x + 2) -3x

(5 40 -

(c) (2y + 5) - (2y

(d) x(2x + 1) - 2x-

- 0-

(f) 3a + a)

(g) 2y - (3 + 2y)

(h)

) (2x + 3x)

1 ) 4m + ( -3m 7m

(k) (5 - 2m) (6m - 8).

(1) (2y + 1) (gy - 1)

(m) a + b - (-(a + b))

(n) 6 + 1-61 - (-6)

3 1 1117 k- 51

(P) 5 - (3a 2b - 5)

(g) (x 1)2 - (x2 2x 1)

(v) 52- x- ))
u.

Find the truth sets L,f .sentences.

(hint: First change subtraction to addition of the opposite.

(a) x - 5 -4 ) -18 = 5 - (2y - 4)

.(b) 2x - 3_ 4- 9 (f) - 5 (4

(c) 11 - 18 - 4 - 2m (g ) 3x - 7< 4 - 11

2
d) - 7 4- x 5 x (h) 3x -

37Z
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Problem Set 10-1

(continued)

5. -Write a phrase for each of the following involving only

addition.

(g)-

Subtract -8 frbm 15.

From -25 subtract -4.

What number is b less than

From 22 deduct -30.

-12 is how much greater than -17?

How much
/
reater is 8 than -5?

What is 5 less 10?

hi What number added to -8 gives 7?

marksman hears the bullet hit the target 2 sec nds

after he fires. He knows the speed of the bullet Is 3300

feet per second and the speed of sound is 1100 feet per

second. How far away was tho target?

(Hint: Let t be the number

of. seconds It takes

for the bullet to

reach the target.)

7. A service station manager wishes to mix "regular" gas at 304

per gallon with "ethyl" gas at 354 per gallon to fill a

500 gallon tank with ges selling for 324 per gallon.

How much of each type of gas need he put in the tank?

8. Two men start walking from the same place in the same car_

tion. The second man s

and walks 3 miles per hour, The first man walks 2 miles

per hour. How long will the second man have walked when he

catches up to the first?

its one hour later than the first

373
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-2.. Properties of albtraction.

In previous chapters we have discussed the commutative and

associative properties of addition and multiplication. Do you

think that subtraction is commutative? To answer this we must

determine whether or not the following sentences are true:

5 - 2 - 5

0 9

(-4) - (-4)

From or definition of the subtraction process we see that the

left side of our first sentence represents the number" 3,

the right side of the same sentence represents the number

but

(-3).

Therefore, the sentence is false. What can you say about the

other -two sentences? Do you see then that subtraction is not a

commutative operatidn.

Is subtraction associative? Consider the following sen-

tence.

10 - (( - 2) (10 2.

ti

©n the left side the phase inside the parentheses represents

the number 5. Thus, the left side has the same value as

iC - 5, which is

The phrase in parentheses on the right represents the number'

The rigt side has the same value as

3 - 2, which is 1.

Is t o original sentence

Since we have shown that

le - - 2) (10 7)
0

is a false sentence, it is clef that the placement of

parentheses, _thuit is, the .7-rouping or terms does make a

difference. Thus, subtraction is not an associative operation

for real numbers.
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We found that with addition the associative property allows

US to group terms in any way we wish. Thus, an expression like
de"

+ 7 + 2

has a perfectly clear meaning. Even though addition is a

-binary operation, we know that

10 7 2= 19

with or without parentheses.

However, if we had an expression such as

10 - 7 - 2,

how would we interpret it? From the discussion above we see

that it might be equal to 5 or to 1, depending on ho.; the

terms are grouped. To avoid this confusion we shall agree to

rule, or convention. We shall say that an expression like

shall always mean

10 - 7

(10 - 7) - 2.

From our definition of subtraction this enables us to state

that

(10 7) - 2

= 10 (-7) 4 -(-2)'

1.

Check Your Readin

Is the following sentence true or false: 2 2 - 5"?

2. Which of. the following operations are commutative: addition,

subtraction, ?

Is the following sentence true or false:

(10 - 7) - 2" ?

Which of the following operations are associative: addition,

subtraction, multiplication ?
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5. Which of the following sentences are true?

10 - 7 - 2 ® (10 - 7) - 2

10 - 7 - 2 = 10 - (7 - 2)

lo 7 - 2 = 10 + (-7) + (-2).

/

)Oral ExercisesExercise10- a

1. Which of the following sentences are tr

(a) a - 5 - 4 . 8 + (-5) + ( -#)

(b) 8 - 5 - 4 © (8 - 5) - 4

(c) 8 - 5 - 4 = (-5 *-4)

(d) 8 - 5 - 4 . 8 - (5 - 4)

ke) 8 - 5 - 4 = 8 + _5) + (-q

(r) 8 - 5 - 4 © 8 4- _5) 11)

9

2. State the simplest name for each or the following.

(a) 15 - 9 - 12

(16) -4 - 2

-11 4- 8 5

5 (4 - 2)

15 - 17 + 4

-(7 - 2) - 8

(g) 3x

(h) (8a - 4a

(1) -11 - 18 - 7 - b

(.1) 17 + 12 - 8a - 29

370
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Problem Set 10-2a

Write, a simpler expression for eac t? of the f ollowing:

(a)

(b)

24 - 35 - 47

3a - 4a - 8a

14 x

2x - (3x -

.22x - (5 - -78x)

.cY 2x 7y

(g) 3x (-2x) (-3) + (-2y))

(h) 3x ( -2x - 3 2y)

( 1 ) (- -7m) 2x -

(J) -7m) +2x - 4

(k) (a 2b) (3a b) 2b)

Determine Which of the following sdhtences are true for a

values of the variables.

(b;

(c)

(d)

a÷b=b a

a -b.b- a

a ÷ (-b ) ° -b + a
+ b -a)

(a+b)+c-a+ b + c)
(r) b) + c .= a - (b +

(g) a (b (a b

(h) a - b< a+b
x + (-7y ) + # -- 3x 7 + 4

377
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It should be clear that once we have changed a statement about

subtraction into one involving addition, all the properties of

addition will hold,

The sentence

7 - . - 7

Certainly false. On the other hand, the sentence

7 (-4) = (-4) + 7

is definitely a true sentence. Both sides represent the number

The following example illustrates how the commutative and

associative properties may be used in a problem involving

subtraction. Suppose we are given the expression

2) -
5 5

and are asked to represent the same number in a siler form.
That is, suppose we are asked to write the common name for th

number. In the future we shall frequently use the word

"simplify" to indicate the same process. Using our definition

subtraction we see that

,6 1 6 -%
k 4- 4- 2)
5 5- 5

By the commutative law for addition we can reverse the numerals

e first parentheses. This gives us

6,
r)

By the cSsociative property this can be changed to

2

Our expression now becomes

which we see to 3.

+

In some of the problems of the previous section, we used

the fact that

-(b c
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That is, the opposite of a sum is equal to the sum of the

opposites. You may remember that'we developed this in both

chapters 7 and 8. We can now use this fact to establish a

fact _about subtraction.

If a, b, and c are any real numbers, then "a - (b c)"

names'a number. Can we find another numeral for this number?

The following steps show how this might be done.

a (b + 0- a -(b + c)) Remember that subtracting
a number is the same as
adding the opposite.

a +

a +

= a - b - c.

The opposite of a sum is
equal to the sum of the
opposites.

-c) Addition is associative:

Definition of subtraction

This means the same as
"(a b

)
- c".

What we have shown then is that for any real numbers a, b, and

a - (b c) - a - b

Here is an example in which this fact applied:

( 5y - 3) - (bY 8) ( 5y -- 3) 6y ( -8))

(5Y 3) - by -(-8)

(5y 3)

5y 4- ( -by

5 y.

In our examplos and exorcises we have also used the

distributive propertymultiplication "distributes over

addition." We know that subtraction is not commutative and io

not associative, but addition is. Perhaps subtraction fails

again: perhaps mitiplIc4tion does not distribute over

subtraction. We can try an example in order to see what happens.

Is "3(5 - 7) - (3)(5) - (3)(7)" a true sentence? Since each

sCc.- names the number -b, the sentence is true. We ry
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another example. Is )(4 -,2)( )F) (-2)(9)" true?

Again, it is.

Perhaps in every example the sentence would turn out to be

true. So we look at the general case.. If a, b, and c are

reap numbers, is it true that

a( b ) = ab - ac?

-c) Multiplication is distributed
over addition.

-ac For any numbers a and c,

a(- -ac.

ao - ac

Therefore, we have proved that

Subtracting ac is the same as
adding the opposite of ac.

fo: any re numbers a, b, and c,

a(b ab ac.

Multiplication does distribute over subtraction as well as over

adlition.

Here Is an example in tch multiollcation is distributed

over subtraction.

(-3)(2x- -3)0 - (-3)(.3)

-6x - (-15)

I

Check Your Read

1. Which of the L wing sentences is to

4 4 (_4) - (-4)

Give a simpler name for number (6

If b, and c are any real numbers, "co - (b + c

names a nu, mber. Give another numeral for this number.

Is multiplication distributed over addition?

In multiplication distribute0 over subraction?
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4

If a, b, and c are any real numbers "a(t -

a number. Give another numeral for this number.

Oral exe rcises 10-2b

State the opposite of each of the foildwing numbers:

(a) f) 2x - 5

(Z) a 2b c

(c) n) (-1 - 2y)

(d) lix

) 3x

Simplify:

(a) -(-4)

(i) -x + w

_2(x 2)

(y z) (r) 4- (2a - 4)

(x 7) (g) (-1)(3Y - 5)

(d) -3x ox

Problem Set 1O -2b

Write the opposite of each of the following:

_mplify eac

(a) 9 - (x 2)

(b) (2y + 5) - (5Y 3)

(c) 5(a - 2)

(d) (-1 )(5m

(e) 5m -

- Olx

3 5
x - x +

3x(

names



Problem et 1O-2b

-(continued)

-7x -,,3y 4- 4)

- 2b)

-10C (x - .01x)

7y - (3y 2)

(et
4- 10) (_

-x( - y)

(9a +2b - 7) - (3a -

3x

(o ) 2m

X(1 X)

X a. 1)

1) - m

(x 2)(x 1) - (x +

Which of the following are true for all values of the

variables?

) (w - z

(b) a(b = ab - ac

(c)

4. Fin:

-a(b c) - at ac

a A

a

d) , (a

b - a

-b)

b

-(-C ICI

14 set of each cif the following a:, es:

(x , 2) 4 -1, 3

3). (g) (-2)(x

2(x - 4)

-3x (1 ) 2y < 2(y - 4)

- (3x 4- 4)

.362-
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Problem ,Set

(continued)

Write simplerexpressi ns for each of the follow

(a2 - tab b) - 2ab -

3x - 2y + m (6x 7Y m-

(7a 4b - 5) - (6 - 2 a )

(d) ' -(2k 6k2 - 4) k )

-5 (
4) 3(2n 1)(n

Translate each o.f the'following into open entencesor .

phrases.

(a) John's age 8 years -got

A man is h times as old as his son.

(c) Five times a certain distance,is 3b miles

) The length .of a rectangle is

twice the

(e) The number of feet yards.

The value of a crtain number of pounds of .candy at

41.10 per pound.

feet more than :
4

-t:

'The total -value Of so*gasoline which is a mixture,

of two'diffprent kind) -asoline,,

30 cents der gallon and
u

'cents'per gallon, if -the nun ber,'of gallons'

one kind Worth

other kind worth

gasoline is 40 more

-3 gasoline.

(h) The number( of cents

-(t) 15 dollars more than

have.

7. Wrtte the

exercise.

to write

-3_5-cent

than the 'number of gallons of

2d dollars.

the number of An ars

expression that shows' the form So-

n use the prnperti nft-ocerat

s form tn the stmplest: way.

rollowtng

and numbers
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Problem Set 10 -2

continued)

Take -a nuMlboair,muktiply,by add 12, subtract.

'add your original number, multiply by u multiply

by 2, .subtract 4, multiply.W,

What answer would you'have if you started with 2? with 11?

with -3?

w

John has .65/ it his pocket, all.-in nickels, dimes, and

'quarters. He has one more quarterithan he ha dimes, and

the 4-lumber ar nickels he has is one more than twice the

number of dimes. How mafly quarters does he have?

A milkmarShas a tray of pint and half-- t bottles. There

are f.) *times as many pint bottles as if -pint bottles.'

.11he total amount of milk contained 1- the bottles is 39

quart?.

10. From

How many ha.lf-pint bottles are there?

lla + 13b

-What must be allied

subtract 5b 4c.

14t to obtain --s

12. Prove that for any real numbers a, b,

(1) if a 6 c, then a - b

(ii) if a - h m c, then a =,b 4- c.

. (Hint: we may write "a h = a + (-b ), by our definiti6n,

of subtract on, and then use the addition property of

equality.)

ending distances- j Subtraction.
-1

In th-E, first part of this cha pter, it was found that any

real:number may 1:)e subtracted from any other real number. It

is possible to use subtraction determine the distance from

one point on the number line to another point. Suppose, for

example, we= refer to the number 'rine In asktnp- th question,

"What Ls the instance from to 8 "



Starting_ at 5, order to get to 8, move of 3 units

tO the mot must be made. Moving to the . right, is moving

. "in the positive direction' and is represented by a positive

number--In;this case, the cumber 3 In answer, to the original

Ruestion, then, the distance from 5 to 8 is

Tht puestioh ".What is the distance from 8 to 9?"is
a_.different one: Pfference is made to the number line below.-

-

In this case, atarting at 8, a m ve of 3 units the left

must be made. Moving to the left is moing " -in the negative

directsion" and is represented by a negative number---in this

case,t the nwriber We can say then that the distance from

8 to 5 is -3,

Filch diStances can be determined without drawing a number

ine at all. The statements below, arranged in two columnS,

'indicate how this might be ddne.

DISTANCE SU9TR4TION

The distance from 5 to 8 3. 8 _ 5 3

distance from 8 to 5 1,,s
- 8 = _3

Do you see that these statements indlcate that dt tances can eo

be determined by the operation of subtraction?

Lei us take anther examp -le, again using the number_line

to show exactly what Ts meant. That is the distance from 4

to

.4
i

-2 '0' 4

38r-,



bb a glance at the number lide makes clear, the dist ce from

4 to -2 is This represents a move of 6 unitstt
the left In going from 4 to -2. On the other hand, the

distance from -2 to 4 is 6.

DISTANCE

The distance from 4 to -2 is -6.

,The distance from -2 to 4 is 6.

SUBTRAOTION

-2 -A4) = -6

4 (-2) = 6

What is the distance from -1 to 6? From the experiences

above, =this can be found by subtraction, as follows:

= 7. Therefore, the distance from -I to. 6 is 7.

By wa.of -contrast, the distance from 6 to -1 tsgiven by

the, following subtractibn: -1 , 6 = -7.

' As a matter of fact, for any two real numberS a and

the following,statement-can be made:

The distance from a to b is the nuMber)b

The number b - a also tells the-direction of movement in

gQing from a to b on the number line., If b - a is

positive, the move from a to b is to'the nigh b - a is

negative, the move frompat-to b is to the left.

What is the distance frork,x 4? The distance is 4 - x.

Whatis the distance from 4 to x? The distance is x - 4.

Often, In ape king of distance, the direction is of little

importance: the only concern is With the number of units. In

such a case, the epresZ4on "distance between" is used

The distance between o and 8 is 3. The distance from 5 to
3, and the dis-

, tance from 8-to 5 is
The distance between 8 and 5 is The "distance

betweee refers only
to the number of units
between the points: so.

the positive number 3
I, is used.
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The distance between 4 and -2 is b. The distance from 4 to
-2 is -6,_and the dis-
tance from -2 to. 4 is

The distance between -2 And 4 is O. b. The distance
between the two numberso
is the positive number

1

In other words, In speaking of,Y'distance,between, a positive

number Ls used.-

What is the distance between a and b?

The distance from a to b is b a.

The distance from b to a is a - b.

The distance between a and b is the

positive of the two numbers, b a and a - b.

positive of these two numbers is

la - bl.

Therefomr, the distance between a an. b is la - b.

Below I problem in which knowleJg of distance between

two points on the number line is used in solving an open

sentence.

Find the truth apt c

x 2) ropsents te distance between x and 2. The

open sentence states that this distance is 5. There are

Pexactly two nUmbors such that the distance between each

of them and 2 is 5. The numbers are -3 and 7.

Therefore, the truth set is (..2, 7),
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. Check Your Reading

What is the distance

2. What is the dis e

_3, What is the distance

4. What is the distance

5. What is the distance

b.= What -is the distance

from 5

from 8

to

to

8?

5?

between 8 and 5?

from a to b?

from b

between a and b?

7. What arithmetic' operation is associated with determining

distance on the number line?

The expression "Ix - 21" represents the distance between

what.two numbers?

What is the truth se_ "lx - 21 = 5"?

Oral Exercises 1033

1. What 1s the distance

(a) from -3 to 5?
(b) between -3 and 5?

(c), from t to -2?

(d) be tree:: o and

(e) from 5 to 1?

What is the distance

from x to 5?

(b) between x and 5?

(c) from

(d) 'between

to
and

7,dd

between 5 and 1?

from -8 to -2?

be'tween -8 and -2?

from 7 to 0?

between 7 and 0?

from -1 to -x?

between -x and -1?

from 0 to x?

between 0 and x?



the distance

em Set 10-3

4

(-5) to- f_ m 8 to 3?

-m 1 (-5)? froM 3.- to 8?

between t-5) and 1? (g) between 8 and 3?

(d) between 1 and (-5)? (h) between 3 and 8?

I
2. What is the distance

(a) from (-8) to (-

(b) between 4 and 7?

from, 0 -to 5?

(d) between 4-5) and 6?

from (-1) to (-9 )/

from (i) to (7-)?.

(g) between (-12) and =8 ?

(h) from (-8) to 0?

Think of 5* and x on a number line;

What is the distance from 5
A

(b) If the distance from 5 to x is positive, which is

true, x'< 5 or 5< x?

If the distance from 5 to x is negative which is

true x < 5 or 5 < x?

If the distance from 5 Vb x L is 4, what is x?

(e) If the distance from 5 to x is -4, what is x?

If the distance between 5 and is .4,jr...001hat is x?

(g) What lA the truth set of Ix - 51 = 4?

4. Think of 5 and x on a number line;

) If the distance between 5

and x is to the right of

(b) If the distance between 5

and A Is to the left of

If the distance between

wIlat is x?

and

5,

and

5,

and

x-- is less

what 1-

x is less

what Is x?

x is less

than

than

than

4

4

What is the truth set of, lx - 51 <



1 -10=3

.

5. 'What are the two numberS x on the number line such that.

4

Problem Set 10-

(continued)

41 1?

Find the truth set of each of the ft lowing equations; graph

qach of these sets: A

(a) lx - 61 8

(b) Y +-1-6r 10

) 11©- al - 2

Id) Ix' < 3'

(e) ICI '> -3

(f) lyl + 12 =13
(g) [zi 12

(h) lx = (-19)1, - 3

(I) IY + 51 = 9

7. What is the truth set of the sentence.

lx - 41 < 1?

Draw the graph of this set on thelnumber line.

EL What is the truth set of the sentence

- 41 >

9. Graph the truth set of the compound sentence

x > 3 'a x < 5
0 ---

on the number line. Is this set the same as the

of lx - 41 < 1? (We usually write "3 <

sentence and x < 5".)

h set

x < 5" for the

1C For each sentence in the left column pick the sentence' in

the right column which has the same truth set:

x < -3 or x>
x = -3, or x = 3

x and x< 3
x and x< 3
x< -3 or

3 sac
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10-4. The Meaning'of Division.

Division is a familiar process in arithmetic.) As we did

With subtraction, We must now describe division for all pairs

of real numbers,. the negative as well ap the'posititit numbers.

Let's begin with a Simple problem. You will already know the

answer.

We can

}Divide 15 -by 3."

-I e this operation in any of th- following ways:

15 3 or 3 717 or 15

To arrive at an answer we could ask ourselves the question?

"What number do we multiply by 3 o get 15?"

The answer is clearly 5. But suppose we had the folloWini
6problem:

"Divide (-20) by 4 "

The question this time is, "What number do we multiply by 4

to get (-20)?" This may take a-little more thought, but tt

should occur to us from our recent study of the multiplication

of real numbers that

(4)(-5) = (-2

What is our answer this time? Now supposd we were asked to

since.

`divi( (-21) .-by (-().

do you' see that the answer

f.-or

___11.q116tien , in this case` is

Oral Exercises 1-Q--4a

following, state a'question that has to do

wtLh m. tlplie_attcn, than 2nsw'r it.

(1)
12

(b) -12

(c ) 12



m

27x2
q

Oral E)hrclses 10-4a

(cwitinued)

26a
=t71-

4

1

2

-6a

Each of the following phrases or questions can be represented
a

by 7 or . ,Dec'de'Which it will be; then;
---

each

as a question of the type "What number multiplied by

(dr b) gi.v4s the product b. (or a)?"

b dividectby a.

(b). The quotient of a by

(a) The ratio of b to a.
(d) The number expressed by a frog whose numerator

is a and whose denominator b.

The result of division where the divisor is b and

the dividend is

Problem Set 1074a

Find a stmpler expression fdr each of the following:

(Mentally use the method of changing each of the following to a-

question about multiplication. The domains of the variables

doThot include values for which the denominator is zero.)

'4

OaT

0

4Q

eGm

x

2
7. -5a

2

x

0
-45ax'

-9x

1C:
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1

11, a

a

a
14.

164

Problem /Set 10-4a

(continued)

16. -a
a

You will recall that we defined subtraction of a real

number as addition of the opposite of the number.' Subtraction,

that is, wa defined inter of addition.

Since division'is related to multiplication in much the

same way a.s subtraction is relatedto addition, we Might expect

to define division in terms of multiplication.

In order to do this*, however, we must develop further the

idea of multiplicative inverse. A s we s ?w in Chapter 8,

every real number a except zero

has one and'only one multiplicative

invel's oe. b such that ab = 1.

What is the

( 7
1

-2 IS

06.
ltiplicative inverse of -3?

therefore, the multiplication inverse
1

what Is the multiplicative inverse of

7a

I. Therefore, the multiplicative inverse of



;`The multiplicative inverse of a real number Is also called-

the reciprocal of the num-tier. In other words., the statements

above can be reworded as follows:

reciphica1 of

The symb61 u lu

x
number x. This, together with the fact that tile reciprocal
a real number is another name for the mylttplicat ve Inverse

the number, Ahables us to make the following statements:

(1) The =number 0 has no recip

is - 3.5
r

The reciprocal of -L

is used to denote the reciproOal of the

(2)

(d)_

Every real number exccpC 0 has one and only one

reciprocal.

For any number x except 0,

The following questions and anslers bring out some other

Important points concerning vectprocals, and they will help you

to work the problems that follow.

What ib ttie reciproca- 5?

For ny number x except 0, tle reciprocal is -.

Therefore, a symbol for the recipkocal of -5 is

However, the multiplicative inverse of
1

(-5)(- 7) --- 1.since

Therefore, the reCinroCa]. of -5 is

7

In n In
This shows that %and - 7 are is

-5

samo number.

'hat Ls the reciprocal of

Thc rcoLprocal of 47

What Ls the r _tprocal of

1

7

symbol for thr L'cLprocal of

11,e

the



4

However,

T1,

norL al
II

rrbor.

the rec
-Is not zero?
The a eo uocal

rerorc.4

h

7

ace iarnes for the s

where

Ch

Wha t to the m .pl ca Live `Li

What Ls the r.-? c!procal of =

3. wha t symbol Ls

4. `,

5. P v tde Lll-that
w ha t nu bc r ?

what s :3 a

T

-rec [or

an

tad L-nri,

10t, zero, , sy 1

s no t. zer.: and-

al

lb. Pro, th,rr t. r

an -cCher narn

ta

to not z.ere and

Is not zero, what

th(.. rrAr-Wor

the num e r

-77

names

7

:ts not :t!oro stag'



(g)

(a)

op)

(C)

Oral Exercises 10-4b

(continued)

(h) -12

of the follovhng sentences are true? Which are false?

1 1 1 7
-

777 . _
°I)

(d) 77°
t)

-="..

. 7

1 1
_

1

7 .-,-- 1
_ x for all x except

x
x = 0

7°' 1

_

1

- l3 3Why is a reciprocal of ,

4, Zero hae no reciprocal. i,iippose that zero does have a

reciprocal, call it n. Then

0:n = 1.16.Why?

What is the tru d set or this open sentence?

7
We are how ready to -e-a definition of division, and the

,,/
idea,of reciprocal will be used in this definition.,

In divPding 15 by reference was made'j,o the ques .on,
- t

"What number multiplied by 3 gives 15?" In other words,

the following open sentences have the ,same truth number:

x = 15 3, 3x

The multiplicatio n property of equality may be a6plied-

qt,r;e sfntenee "3x 15." :;inbe the product or and its
1

iprocal Is a, we Mu .tiplT both sides by the number 7,

o-i follows:



- 4

Therefore, ii x

then x

In other words, dividing 15 by

15 .bye thereciproeal

3x -- 15

1

X

Let us look -c

15

, the same as 1 iplying

me other examples similar to the one above.

Is -T-3 the same as (T.

Is' ( -21) = ( the same as (-21)(-

The example_ above show that division can be restated in terms

Gr multipli-ation., and they lead to the Collowl_ng definition

of divisi

For any real numbers a and b,

a b a.1-7

Notice that the definition states that b is not zero. This

of course is consistent with our previous understanding that

the aumbar, C) has no rec -rocal, and emphasizes that division

by zero ITC-undefined.

The definition of division gives us another way in whictl

to express the quotient of two numbers.

But th

Thus,

1 a 1 a

a" T

efinitiop` tells us that

Therefore,

a_ a. a- b.17

b = b

example, the quotient "2 3" may also be written "2"
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Also, the definition leads to two simple but important

properties of division.
a

Per any real number

= Li.

For any real n2_,L;iroer a, exept C,a1

The mcl-procal of 1 Is 1.

The lef1ntion or division 1$ really ahite simple. Let us

see row It m1h7Tht be appiLed Cr - few spe7ific cases.

I
Fxample 1 feLvi_he le be 2.

1 .

(ir Ls the reciprocal of

Ev.amole 2. 2 iv1)y -3 by

Fxamnie 3.

of"n Ls the reciprocal of fm

- 2,
hTinl7r

x - 2

a
For any number Li nxcept = 1.

le. a

Thorefore, provi_ned, x 2,
x -- 2

= 1
-

Fxamples 1 and 2 above show once again'that-

by any real number except zero can be performed by multipi9Lng

the reciprocal of the number. This is closely related to b

ract, develorei cub tree: a Lnc any, real -number can be
.--

parrrmed bv the opooslte of the ouster. ThLs relation

,h

(LL- tryi rim be r a

th7 alaitive invehri :s

-a, the chnnoLtc: of a.

For Bny number a except zero,
the '1111-1-..-1p1Lcative inverse is

Clso called the reciprocal

of a.
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For any numbers a and b,
a b =a + ( -b)

Thus, subtraction is
defined In tarMs of

s
1. Dividing 15 by 3 is the t'J'Eime as muttialyirw, 15 by what

number? .

The quotient a Is cbo same as the srprodAlt , and
what nuMber?

6

3, For what cases is the quotient b not defined?-
4, In what other way ,may the _quotient 3 be w4ittan?

5. In what other way may the quotient a -+ b, b / 0, be

wri tten?

For an6r numbers and

b X 0, a b - a4).

Thus, divi sion is defined
in terms of fnult1plica4tion.

a6. Give a simpler name for
1

a'7. Give a simpler name for where a is not zeroa

- 2
8. Give a simplex name for x

, whore x 10 not O.x

9. How Is the difference a - b 4cfined In terms of addition?
10 , 1(tow _tie quotient a a define!d In terms of multiplication?

Oral Exerot:ses 10-4c

1, Which of the' following sentences are true for all vaIueo of

OrrvaTta_ es? If thro IS only one exceptLon, state it.
tve an . xamplk for those which you think are trUe for

all values of the varia bles

(a )

a
( b)

a

F
a a
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(4) If '-3x

Urar Exercises 1044c

(continued)

a' then (- )(-3x)

(e) If 1 c, then = ob.

)
x ±..,1111C_

x +

By what nuffter would, you-multiply eachside of the equation

to obtain an equivalent sentence whose truth set Is easily

found.

(a) 15x - 5
3

(0)

(b) = -12 (f) -.9x = 12

( c ) w = 2

3

(FT,) y ~-8 4-7

3-; Use the definition of division to express each of the

following_in a form that involves multiplication.

For example:

is equivalent- Sc

(a) (e)

7 '

(d)

reciprocal of

1 2 1

I t

(e)

d
1

(0) a If a r/O.



Problem i'et 10-dc

1. UF's the definition of division to write each of the- following,

as an expression involving multiplication.

1

Example: 2

(a)
if

(0)

A

Id

a

b U,

a

fi O. n / 1

P.iy what number weu13 yeu 7,ulttply each side of the equation

to obtain A equivalent equatlen whose truth set, is easily

found.

(a) =

( n )

(c-) =
it

3. Use the definition of division to change the following

tnelLeatod products into in.ileated qudtients.

(a) 42 I (I) x 1

(h) DC

IL

4. Find the truth too GC cach o2 the r(11Lowiclr.Sentence2:

a) 6y - 41

(b) 2x 31

(u) lx -=

) - 10

( r ) 2 - -21 3

4r
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Problem Set 10-4e

(continued)

h. In the first two exercises of problem 4 show how the

definition of dtvison Is of al-stance in obtaining the

truth set.

'Find two consecutive odd positive integers whose sum is

less than or equal to 83.

7. a rectangle Is 7 times as tong as it Is wide. Its

p6rimetet- is 144 inches. How wide is the rectangle?

8, John Is three times as old as Dick. Three years ago the

sum of their ages was 22 years. How old Is each now?

IL Find two consecutive even Integers whose sum is 4b.

10. One-half of a number Is 3 more than one-sixth of the same

number. What Is the number?

11. , plane which flies at an average speed of 200 m.p.11:4

(when no wind is blowing) is held back by a head wind and

takes 377 hours to complete. a flight of 6n miles. What

is the average speed of the wind?

12. Prove that for any real numbers a, b, c, whero a 0,

(i) If a - bc, then c,

(ii) if ?5- c, then a = ha.

(Hint: we may wri te il a , 1
'

by our definition of
h h

division, and then use the multiplication property

-equality.)

of

In. this sectIonwe shall work with-the expressions
h

and .-tts", both of which represent the quotient of one .number

by another. /

-aLt us beg i with the expression
b'

Defjnition of division.-

For a v number a, (-1)1 - -0--

Jt )
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Nuw let

h

,

By definitf"on of division,
a(a)(r) t.

Felt, any number x,

aus cons der the express s 1 o$n --

_1 , (a)(_L)

,
Per any 1number a, except 0, the reciprocal LS . There-
fore:. -1E le roc Lprocal of ,...,,b is represented by -73 .. 1 x

1However, the rec Lp re ca 1 of -b is - S ince ( -b ) ( -_

(=1)(-1)(d)(1b-) = 1.
u u.

- TT, ma.y, be used for

a
_b

E

a_ _
b

.

,----u an , II a 4 a" %,.Therefore, and - . This shows thatX, for-b b 1

any real numbers a, b, and c, b / O' the following are
flames for ((he Same number:

_LN)

u u
I-n :most instances,- the name a

off the three oo I1 the Qx. rnr,r1 e S

T-_:xample I.

Exat-i-,le 2.

Exari -le 3.

33~

a

to considered the4 simples

Here,we must speci
zero,

LiC1

hat x is. not.
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As /have seen, however, slmplificattcon rocs not always mean

the same thing. And in some Instances, a change or names such

that illustrated in Example 4 t5 4esirable.

Example

x

x

In this case, If the
expression is to name
a number, x cannot be
2.

Chock Your Readin7

Jive two other names for the numbr

P. Give two ther' names for the numb

= A Give annther,

x -

Oral Exercises

1. Give two other names

13

(a

the opposl

c,)

-11a

a
F

-3

1Ch the rienomina

each of the following:

Ya

-7a

1f

if t

if a X0

If

of lowing in si

If y
3x

7(-Y)

(P)
a

am
7n

if

pest form:



16,1;

X
3 Perform the indicated operatior2s and rive the answers in

simplest ,form.

(

Oral 7.xerbisen 10=41

(contlnbed

()
3

(d)
3a

(b)- -t

rAi t

if

x

Problem Oct 1074q

e_in each of the problcms be-low the domains of the variables are

restricte;1 te exc,1,,Ide divASLan by 70elro.

1. Give two other names for each of the followinr:
-3a

(a) (d) (g) TE

1 2m
(b) _7 An

_A

(c) (C) (1)

ve the stmplest name for each of the Loitowinr,:

-3a to
TF (1) 777)

=4

(a) =50 ( C)

() 11LL13(=a:)
e PP

H.. Perform the indicated operatic?ns.

(a )

(b)

(c)
8

- o

8
=5 5

(t) 7

14C4
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10_4

o.

7.

7r0blem 10-44

(contin,-eJ)

Perfolm the indicated operativhS.

(,-,)

(b)
12 3

,
-

=3b

41 0;(f)
(c)

Write the oppp Jr each (--)f the rollowinr:

t,

a -a 3m

-3
a 7 -a

(c)

Perform

Li

7

(c)

Ferfoum

'17)

the

-

the

indicated

indited

(r)

operations.

d ) 7'73

(e)

b

operations.

oa

c_d

21--)

2a

9

-b

(a) a - b o-a
3

, (A) -m -o

2a°
(u) x y 7 !- x m 1-

a

0 -m
0

-

b
(c) - b -

(r)
- -u
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10-5

10-5. Commton Names.

In Chapter 2 we referred to some special names for

rational numbers, which we called "&mmon nmes". The common
name is in alsense, the sidtrAplest name for a number. For
example,

a common natTli for is 4

14a common name for is
21 3

How do we obtain these common names? We use the multiplication
property of 1. Remember, the multiplication property of 1

tellS-ue that if a is any real number, then.

(aL(1) --- a.

Using this property and also the property that 'or

real number a

a

a

e can see that

5 5-
We can a cli;) show that

i(i ) 4.

27 2
n1 77 7

The step in the above process in which we wrote

- 2*,7* 7

vc

ny non-zero

represents an operation which is familiar from our study of

fractions in arithmetic. By means of our definition of

tivision it is now possible for us to prove that this

oporation will work in all cases provided that the denominators

ore not zero.
The theorem, which so sill now prove, states that

for any real numbers a, b, o, and d,

if b X 0, and if d

a c ac
T d bd

!

u, snen



To pravo thts3 f4Lrot are from our Actin tier. o f ivlsion tihat,

S

amti therefore-

a 1 1
ttl h --and c

15 A '

c

=0'

1

4

associative and
COMMUt--5LiVe
hroerties cr
ffultipllcatinn)

Now we must show tk]at is, that the pr douct

of ttAe roci,orpcals cf two rIrmers, 1Fi the reciprocal of the

product;eot- th'eso numbers. ft we multiply ()() by bA we
de

obtain tho proAuct 1. (Why?) Hence is the
1

reciprocal of be, as L5 ITT..

Now we see that

0. ct ,
b

Sc

tisin, once more, 0-1.4e

Aofinitior of dIvisioa

Thus, we have orOieA ntin theoremei_

n arithmetic cc u we re told, To multiply twotractions,

we mul _ply the numeratoPs _toget the new numerator and wo

multipl the denominators to:u2t the new denominator."

Th-ttheorem, which to ten that

r am:

ws exactly why your teacher was ricAlt lith saying this.

The followinto, examples will farther Illustrate the -

process of findin a Lmmon

4

4re

14
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Exam Simplify Note, When we "write this
y

phrase, we must assume

that the domain of the

variable- y cannot

include the number 1.

Can you-eee why'

3

Example_ . Simplify

by the distributive property

v 1since
y

if y 1.

mpi try-

Provided What x'is not

4e9

41

x
2

In'order for this expression
to-name a number,-` 6x - 12
cannot be40. Therefore, x
cannot he 2. We can say,
then,: th,pt the domain of x
InclUdes all numbers except
0

2



Check Your Reading

In the text two basic
2
properties were 'used to change `the

-name of the number
2

to 4 What were these two

PrOpertieS?-

If b 0 and d give another name for the-product

a c

E d

If the Y "e phrase "

2y 2 2

value of y that cannot be permitt

4. Give a simpler name forty - 1

is to name a number, there one

What is this value?

What number is excluded from the dbmain of x in the

ox = laphrase

Oral Exercises 10-5

Tell hoW each of the following frac ns can be written as

the product of a simpler fraction -aid a numeral for 1.

-gThen simplify.

Example: If y / 7

where

y 2 can be written

is a numeral for 1. (Why'cannot y be -2?

Thus, a common name is
4

.

3

(e

410

4
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Simplify each of

Problem Set 10,5_

lowing. Indicate the restrictions

x b 1

6a

1121;
X +
.4.1

1

(r)

g)

h)

2x 1- 4

2x + lv

Find the truth sA

(1) xY
Y_

2x - 4p) - 2x

of each of the following sentences,

Indicate thb restrietiops on the - omains.

(b,

9 2

3x(x -
x _ 1

3x(x .1)A-

x f 1

2x 2 - (3x -

21x - 3x
2

- 3x

411

1

2

7
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Problem Set 10-5

(continued)

3. Mr, Prown'is toyed at an, initial salary of $3600, with

of 1300, while Mr. Jones starts at the

Same e at an nitial salary of $4500, with annual

increments of $200. After ow many years 'will both -men'

annual tecreMen

earning the same salary.?

Bob is 'twice As .pad as Bill. Three years from,now tie sum
.

l/
P'

Of' their ages 'wil be 30 . years. How old is each boy now?

10= . Fractions.

Whcn we are asked to simplify a given expression it is

Important that we understand exactly what is meant. "Simplifia,

we recall, means "find a common name for'''. To do this properly

we shall have-6) agree to certain basic ideas as to just what a

"common name" should really be; There three

or conventions,-which we will now c

are

isauss.

important ideas,,

A common name contains no indicated- division if it can

be avoided. _r example:

15 should be "'3implified" to J.
3

If a common name must contain an indicated division,

then the resulting expression should be written in

"lowest terms ". By thI,s we mean that a-fraction such

should be changed to

want the common name.

we

Note in Chapter 1 we described a "fraction" a numeral which

indicates the quotient of two numbers. a fraction

involves two numerals, a numerator ancl_a denominator Then

there is no chance for confusion, we shall often use the word

"fraction" to mean the number itself. ,



We have learned that the fraction

zas, be written as

We Will

WT.

a

call the third form,

For exampl,e, we Write 4- and

The theorem which ends with the sentence

tells us

one fraCtion. We have used this theorem

a c = ac
E77 Tff

o write the indicated produci of two fraction, as

applying the

multiplicatop property of 1 to the fraCtion ry

'14

a
E
a the common name.

as -

I

In this case we used the theorem in ad "opposite" sense by

splitting one fraction into two, that is

=

A direct .application can be found in the following example.

simplify
x 5

p:Ample: Simplify

5x

3

3x + 6

Sometimes this theorem "both way ^" in the same problem.

417
4
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w. Example: Simplify 7

_ 7

neck Your ReadinK

1. What Ls a shorter way of saying "find a commob name for

State t'hree things to consider to be sure -an expression has

been "simplified".

What theorem. show- us how

f

mPlify", ; 2

'Oral Exercises 10 a

mplify the folio ing expressions. What strtctions on the

domain of the vari leS need to be made?

3
7

11-X

5.

5.

8.

9,

10.

©x x

24x
(x - 1)

x_ + 1
+ 1



-6

11.

Oral 'gxer__ es 10 =a
continued

oblem Set 10,

Simplify. When variables are present indicate the

restrictions which, must be made on their domaine-

(b)

(c)

(d)

3 77
21
-173

1 1
FH

(e) n

(f) 1 1
17-7

(6) .n

1

n

(1)

-x -x
7*

(- ;3) 4)

10

a`)

2. :Simplify each Of the following expressions., Indicate what

restrictions have to be made on the domains of the variables.

a 18 7(a)

(b) a b c
b c 2

ox
11y 5x

/415

41 1
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c
C 8Th

58

,-2

(f)
)

F'

7(x A- y)tx
14(x - y)-

Problem Set 106a

(cchtinued)

)

Use the distributil'm property to write the numeratorsnumerattrsand

denominators ofthe'rollowinK as indicated products, then

simplify the fraCtions. Write the restrictions on the

domains the variables

2u + 2v
56- 4- 5v (d

(b)' cm en/
+ ln

ax aay

i-- by

9x - 6
(e/ Y5x - 10

7m? +-
21m +

4. Find the truth se s,e 'the- ilowingopedk.sentences:

8 i"x) 3x

(11) 3 x T77-

7

51x

if21.11
x

Apassenger train averages 20 miles per hour more than a

the end of 5 hours the passenger train

ha traveled 100 miles farther than the freight train.

How fast did the freight train travel?

freight train.

410

4 1 ,
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4

Problem Set i0-6a

(continued)

C

On a 2C percent discount sale,,a chair is marked $30.00.

What was the price or the chair before the sale?

One-half Of a numbest.. is 43 moire than one-sixth of the same

number. What is the number?

. .

The property which we most frequently use in simplifying

the sum or difference of two fractions is the multiplication

property'of 1. You will also recognize many of the other
-;
Vropertiet which are being used inthe -following stmplication.

-0) (multiplication property
of one)

1 if a, / 0

(5x

= LLT-1L

15

(definition of division)

(distributive property)

(defin4ion of division)
A

You should understand each of the steps above but in practice

a more condensed form is permissible, such as

_ 3y-

417

1 -5-

1.)
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Can:you supply the easons for the steps_o_ the following

simplification?

2x 5x
-9-

(

5x -2x-7 7

-= 5x ( -6x ) (g)

(5X '-6x))

I_ e were asked to find the t

containing fractions,, such as kk

2x a- + 2

et of an ope sentence

we could use the multiplication. property9_ equality as follows:

3(

may be writ en as

where both sides have been multiplied by

3(2x) 3

and then we have

2

This becomes

3-nx + 0 since 7 - T.

418
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The trutlue for this sentence can easily be found by Adding

-x) _oth sides Do you see that the truth value is 62
-11

As another example, consider the Sentence

2x 1 x

To make our sentence easier to work with, We can multiply both

sides', by 12, We then have

which beComes

1

12(2x

This can be written

a
/-77---

which becomes

8x

Fi9ally we can write

. 8x 4 . 3x +24.

The truth value of this sentence may now be found quite easily.

Do yoti see that it is 4?

= 12 ( + 2) ,

12( ),-4- 12(2) .

3.4 3.4--x
--V--

x 4- 24,

4
In using the multiplication property of equality we multiplied

both sides by the number 12. Can you, /bee why. this is a good

number to u We know that 12 can /be written as 3 .

Cheek Your EL11122a 4

1. Before the expression 7 4 can be simplified what are t_

forms of It that would be used to help in the

simplification?

2. Why is x7 the same as 5x(15

What property can be applied to

simplify\the expression?

419

, -ix (1_

15
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oral Mere_ s 10ób

State what form of 1 would be used to make the indicated

change in each of the folloWing fractions. Then name the-

new numerator. Assume that the domains-of the vari=ables

do not include any values which make the denominator zero.
_
(a) 44

)

(h )

5 (

oa
3s

ay

)

3(x y

4- b

,

3a (11 -f-

ab(x y)(x = y)

x 3

Simplify each of the following sums. ,assume tha i the

domains of the vaviables are r e stricted to exclu

division by zero.

3a a
(b)

0 0

(c) 911'

(d) -



Oral Exercises 10-6

(continued

(e) ky-

t + 2 -11
----b

3

-1 - a2
x y. x +y xi- Y

3 2

Problem Set 10-6b

1. Simplify. assume that a / 0.

(a) 2

4 5

a
-- 5

a`

a

4 a7-77
x + 8 x - 4
71.(7

Simplify the following expressions. Assume that the domains

of the variables'do not include Values fonrwhich denominators

_are zero.

a bal-bra+ b

3x
-7. + 14-

=



(1

(i)

7
a +-

2x
5

+ 50

3
x X +

Froblen Set IQ' -611

(continued)

.Find the truth_set of each of the following ences:

2
(a)

;5r

x 1 9
7+

(g)

3_ 2 1 5

3 5 3 ,3 _1 1
7 + TO. + 7y +7,

+

J.) 4y + 7 . 4y -

) -17 71,1 = +

Mary bought 15 three -cent stamps Old some four -cent stamps.

If she paid $1.80 for all the stamps, was she charged the

correct amou4t?

5. John' has 50 coiris which a enickels, pennies, and dimes.

He has four more dimes than pennies, and six more nickels
than dimes. How many of each kind of coin does he have?

much money does he have?

422
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Problem Set 10-6b

(continued)

John, who is saving his money for a bicycle, sal "When I

have one dollar more than three times the amount I now have,

I will have .enough money for my bicycle." If the bicycle

costs $70, how much money does/jfehn have now:?

7. The sum of two numbers is 24d, and one number is times

the other. Find the two numbers.

8. The 'numerator of the fraction
7

is tn'creased by an amount

x. The value of the resulting fraction

amount was the numerator increased?

27
21

what

13 1
9. T7 of' a number is 13 more than 7 of the number. What

is the number?

1 1
10. Joe is .,--' as old as his father. In 12 years he willas old

as old as his father then is. How old is Joe? His father?

11. The sum of two positive integers is 7 and their difference

is 3.- What are the numbers? What is the sum of the

reciprocals of these numbers? What is the difference of

'reciprocals?

12. 'fraction, such as

to 3, or the ratan

form
if

a

Is often called the ratio of

We also call a sentence in the

a propItion. It is read c, d are In proportion,

These words are convenient when we are using division to

know the relative size of two numbers Since a ratter is a

fraction, and a proportion is a simply sentence Involving

two fraetiOns, these two words are just names for thinrs

with whtch we are already familiar.

Fxample: Two partners in a firm ore -t.o d vIde the profits

in the rat lo If the man receivtrr the lar7er share

rocP I yen - how much does the tiler partner receive?



Problem Set 10-ob

(continued)

IC the smaller share is p dollars, then
14"'

If there is a.numbec p such tha40 the sentence is true, then

p = , 8550

If p 5130: ther.
0513 3_ .

U757 5

1710
1710 5'

Hence, the smaller share is $5130.

Notice how saying that the shares are in ratio

3leads naturally ey writing the proportion v7
) 0

-7(a) In a certain school the ratio of boys to girls was .

If there were 2600 students in the school, how many

girls were there?

(h) In a shipment of BOO radios, of the radloS were
Po

defective. What LS the ratio of defective radios to

non-defective radlos in the shipment?

The ratio of faculty to students in a college is
774'

If there are 1157 students, how many faculty members

are there?

(d) If two numbers in the ratio 1., explain why we

may represent those numbers as 5x and 9x. What are

the numbers tr x - 7? if x ~ 10n?

Prove that Lr a c
then ad = bc.

d '

Prove that if ad ~ be and b / O and d / 0, than

'Mow, usiat, the proprtles or -one, that the proportion

!,$)

Assumin that the aropor-ion E
Is true, use parts

Y

(C) to find seven other true proportions.

For example, LC 4 ~ 1l' then Yo yp or qx ~ yp.
Y

derwe, by part (C), a ,
Y x
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We.wtll now see how to simplify the quotient of two

fractionS. Sye ral methods are possible for doing this.' Let

us- look at the following examples.

Example 1. Simplify

We shall use the multipfication property of 1, in which we use

6 6
u for 1. The reason for using will be made clearer as the

work goes on

5.5

7 b
T

10

(Multiplication
property of I

a c

b d

=



Example 2, Simplify

3 17

We shall Grain use the property o£ 1, but this tl let

where we cho se

3

= - ,
7

because it lo the reciprocal

7 2

3
T

eck Your Eeadim

10 fu Example 1 why sad 2. used as the

7*

2. In 2za le 2 ,.111-t happened as a result of using for 1?

at 1z th vec
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V

a

Exerc 10-be

1. 7,tate two forms or 1 that could be used to simplify each

of the .followinil expressions. (The values of the variables

for which denominators arc zero are excluded.)

(b)

c )

(d)

a

7

4.7

Proble-1 [-he

-7a-
!lb

7F

X

Tx,

In this problem set the values of the variables for which

denominators are nrQ

L. I fy

1

(a) (d)

(t)

(c) ( r )

s



10=6.

2. Simp Y-

(a) ----
5x

5a

5a

a a

molLry.

a

(b)

t)

Problem Set lc-6o

(continued)

1

2a

3
b

(r

1

3

2
bx



1

1ni Set 10 -Go

(con'cinued)

5. SImplify-;

(a)

2y -1- 4)

4x
3__

7
_

7
rY - 8)

Find- the truth set of each of the following sentences:

= 0

-7x + 4 - 3x

7

- 2x + 2

42g
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Problem Set

(cortinu

(f) 1-3Ix I-11

(i)

<

3) 2 0

)-6c

7. Draw the graphs of the truth sets of parts , (t),

(1) of Problem o.

You can probably see how to'obtain the answers to the following

problems without using a vart,able. Use this as a check of your

work after you solve them by wetting an open sentence and

finding the truth set of the sentence.

8. The sum of three successive positive integers is 1080.

F.L.nd the integers.

O. The sum of two sucolessive positive integers is less than 25.

Ftnd out wht,t, you can about pairs of iQtegers which satisfy

this condition.

IC. Ftnd two consecutive even Integers whose sum to 48.

11. The sum of a whole numter and Its suceessor,, to

are the numters?

. The sum of two consecutive odd ni rs is 75. What are

the numbers?

4_



Problem Set 1C-tc

(continued)

13. One number Ls' times another, The sum of the two numbers

is 1 more than 4 times the first. What are the numbers?

14. Two trains leave New Yor- same time; one travels

north at 60 m.p.h. an the other south at m.p.h.

After how many hours w 1 they be 125 miles apart?

Summary

1 Subtraction of real numbers is deflned as follows:

To subtract a real number b from a real

number a, add the opposite of t to a.

Thus, for a y real numbers. a and b

a b - a E (-b) .

Subtraction is neither associative nor commutative.

However, a rule has been established for dealing with

expressions of the ferm

say that
- b - c

For any real numbers a, b,

- c ,

- a + (-b

and o

C

(bro ) -a-b-c.

Multiplication In s ributive over subtrii-,ton. Thus,

if a,' b, and o are

5, For any two real num era

real numbers, then

ab - ac

an, the distance

b on the number 11-_ is b - a. The distance be

a and on the number line lb al .
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6. The multiplicative inverse of a real number is also calle:!
°

the reciprocn of the number. The symbol is used to

denote the reciprocal of x

r---

7. Division of real numbers is defined as follows:

8.

For any real numbers a and b, b 0

1
4- b a

h

a b can also be wr

We adopted the followinr conventions with regard to finding

a common name of a phrase.

(1

common name contains no :indicated division if it can

be avoided.

If a common name must contain an Indicated division

then the expression shell he "lowest term6".

10. For any real numbers a and b, b / 0,

and

are names for the same number:

is the common name.

Pel.fiew Problem et

1. Find the rec iprocal of each number.

12 (a) (A)

(b) 0.2 (o)

(g) 12

(h)

(c) c. P (r) (i)
+ 4

+



(k)

(1)

Review Problem Set

(continued)

(m) 1
: 100

(0) .45

2. For what values. of a do the following expressions have no
reciprocals? (Hint: What numberhas no reciprocal?)

f

(a) a -

(b) a +

(c) a- 1

(d) a a + 1)

a
a + 1

"3. Consider the sentence

which has the truth set

(f) a- 1

Cc)
a +]

(1)
a +3

a F 1) - a - 3,

(0, . Check this, If both sides

of the sentence are multIpl ed by the /reciprocal of (a -

1that 1S, by?' and some proporVfos of rpal. numbers area '

used (which pr-ipertie21, we obtain

a 1 = 1.

If we let a b3 '3 in this last sentenoe wo get 7? 1 - 1,

which is clearly a false sentence. Why doesn't this new

sentence have the same truth see as the original sentence?

4 7



Review Problem

ntinued)

©btatn the simplest expression fcr each of the following:

(a) (19x- + 12x = 15) - (20x2 - 3x - 1)

(8a 13) , (7a + )

(142 5a + 1) - (ba

(d) (3n + 12p - - ('tea - 7n p)

(g)

7) (3x +

From lia + 13b - 7c subtraci 5b

(h) What Is the result subtracting - + 5x - 7

from -3x + 12?

What must be added to 3s 4t + 7u

-9s - 3u?

Consider three pairs

a - 4, b

1nce T

Is the sentence

numbers:

a

hold true In all three cases?

obtain

= 2, b =

_4, b = Does the

in allcthree cases of Problem

5? Plot the pairs of reciprocals on the number line.

7. Is it true that if

then
b

T this for some particular values of a

and if a and b-,are positive,

and b.

Is 1t 'true that lf and a, b are negative, then

MAbstitute some particular values of a and b.
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10.

_..i
RevieW Problem Set

(continued)

Could you tell imm:44d41*ately which reciprocal is, greater than

another if one of the numbers is positive and the other

negative?

b < a, what can you say of a - b? Complete this

statement: If a is to the right of b on the number line,

then the difference b is

11. If (a - b) Is a positive number, which of the statements,

a < b, a = b,
y

b, is true? What if - b) Is a

negative number? What if (a b) is zero?

12. If a, b, and c are real nunbers and b < a, what can

we say about !-_,he order of a - c and b

13. St plify these expressions ustng the distributive property

whe_ necessary.

/ 5a

(b) r - -r)

(c)

(d)

(e) bx

(f)

(-25pq pq

(-12y ) - 4y

(-3b) - (-3b)

(k) (-4v)

- (-3m

14. The temperature drops from an initial temperature of

4° above zero. Express t44.-,-f statement as a subtraction of

real numbers and find the resulting temperature.

15. A submarine has been'crutsing at '30 feet below the surface.

n goes 30 feet deeper.' Express this change as a

raction of real numbers and f:nc1 th resulting depth.



Review Froti3i Set

(continued)

less than some number. Find number.

If the time at 12 o'clock midnight is-conside'red as the

starting time, that _ at 12 o'clock midnight

what is the length of the time interval fpm 11 o'clock,F.M,

to 2 o'clock A.M? From a o'clock A.M. to 4 o'clock

A.M. the next day?

18. John and Rudy ride bicycles on a straight road on which'

there is a point marked 0. -John rides 10 miles per

hour and'Rudy rides 12 miles per hour. Find the distance

between them after 3 hours if

a) They start from the 0 mark at the same time and John

goes east and Rudy goes west.

John is 5 miles 'east and Rudy is 6 miles west of

the 0 mark when they start and they both go east.

John starts from'tho 0 mark and goes east. Rudy

starts from the o mark 15 minutes later and goes

west.

Both'start at the same time. John starts from the 0

mark and goes west and Rudy starts 6 miles west of

the mark goes west.

19. If h Ls the multiplicative Lnve

(a) What vat

1?

What values of

and 1?

Ls b if

d) What is b If a Ls -1?

e l What values

(reciprocal) a,

b do wt) obtain if a is 1 er than

we obtain if a is between

Ls (1?

do We obtain less than -1?

(f) What values of b Jo we obtain if and a 31?



Review Problem S

(continued)

(g) What kind of number is b if a is 'positive?

What kind of number is b if a is negative?_(h)

Ili) Wh, is b if Ja is 0?

(J) If b is the reciprocal cif a, what can,yoU say

20.

about_ a?

What is the value of 87 x ( 0

(b) 8.17 = 0 a true sentence?
-A

(c) If n50 = 0, what can you say about

2

(d) F p0 = 0, what can you say about p?

642?

-_)44 If p.q = 0, what can you say about p or q?

If p.q = 0, and we know that p > 10, what can

we say about q?

If (x 5)7 = 0, what must be true about(g)

h)

5)?

-Explain haw we know that the only value of y which

will make 9 x y x 17 x 3= 0 a true sentence is 0.

(i) How can we, without justlguesstng, determine the

set of the equation (x - 8)(x - 3) = 0?

Find the truth set of each of the following equations:

(a) (x - 100) = 0

(b) (x +.b) (x 0

x(x - 4) = 0

(d) (x 34) = 0

(E (x - 1)(x - == 0

(x
1

(x = 0

)(2x + 1 ) _0

(h - 61 = 0

1 )'-3x + 4.3
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Review Problem Set

(continued)

-4.3x - 2.7 < -2.3x -I- 4.3

(k) 1-41 -. 1-3x1 > 34 +.3x

3 3
( ) + Tr = Tux

22. Simplify each of the following expressions. Assume. that

the domains of the variables exclude values for which

denominators are zero.

2 1

7+5

17

a 6.a + 2
7-1-7 -7177-7

a2a - 3

(n) x - 2.X - 3
- x 2 - X

r 18



Review ?robiem Set-

(continued)

x = 2
x

1

x + 1 1

2 1

1 2

a - 1 a + 1

It

*23. Find the truth set of each of the following Sentences:

(b)

a - 1

1

24. Write the i41rat step in using the distributive property to

expand --(3x 5) (2x - 3) .

25. Use properties of addition to show that the following

sentence is true.

25 + ( -lo)), ( -25)

and <
2o

Show that

(-25)) + ( -10).

are true sentences

tell why you know immediately that

If the length of each edge of a square is multiplied by 2,

by what number is the perimeter multiplied? By what number
is the area multiplied?
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Review Problem Set

(continued)

28. 0,j-111 and .B = (-1, 0, 11-

(a) Under which of the operations (addition, suptractoh,

multiplication, division) is setA. *closed? set B1:

(b) If C id the 'set of numbers obtained by. squaring

element_ belonging either to set A or set'Bi

enumerate set C. Is-it a subset of A? of B?

29. Given the fraction what is the only value o

for which this la'nota real number?

30. L. t p and b

) If a < 24,

(b) If b < 24,

abe positive numbers such that F '
what inevality does b satisfy?

what inequality does a satisfy?

31. The product of two numbers is 2. If one of tie numbers

is. less than 3, what is the other? If one is less than

-3, what is the other?

32. Does division, have the associative property? That is, is

(a b) +-c = a (b = c)? Give reasons for your answer.

33. Is division commutative? Give reasons for your answer.

34. If x = a
1

and a = = what is the value of ax a

35. If a is between p and

Explain.

1 be
1 1

een ?= andF

3b. Translate each of the following phrases into open phrases;

Describe the variable carefully where. necessary.

The number of feet in 6y yards

(b) The number of inches in. 2f . feet

(c) The number of pi in 4k

(d) A girl's age 10 years ago

(e) The number of ounces In k pounds and t ounces

liC



(g)

Or\

view Problem Set
(continued)

4

The number of square Inchas square feet

The number of cents in d dollars and k quarte

(h) The number of oents in d. dollars, k quarters,

dimes and n nickelP

(1) The successor of a whole number
.

.(J) The reciprod41 of a number'

(k) The nUmberor feet traveled in

(1) Twice the number of feet traveled in' k -miles

37. Write meantr ful word sentences which are .transletions of

the rollowi- g open sentences.

(a) x <8C

(b) y = 3b00

(c) Z > 100,000

u v w

z f isy . 300

x(3x) < 300

(g) (x 1)2 > x(x 2)

(h) 30(20.b < (30 24.00)

(t) 3a = 4b

(J) n (n 1) -I- (n 4) <90
and n > 13

k miles

(d)

38. Write open phrases corresponding to ,-,1.lowing word

phrases, being careful to -ese1 ribe number the variable

represents.

(a) number diminished bY

(b) rise or 20 deg "s in ature

COS pencils a 5 cents each
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(d) TP
I

Y

(g)

(n)

RevieW Ploblem,

ont1nued)

Unt of money in my pocket'if I have

eels, and 6- Pennies

14Mhet Increased by twice the number

A Nmber increased by twice another numb^r

Tbe number of days in-

cos PUrchasirg

eks

elons at. 29 cents each and`
, A

cents a Pour)"y 1:lounds of namburgr at 59

(k),

cf a rectangle having one side 3 inenea -nger

another l

million more than twice the pcpulation

'ain City in Kansaa

1 salary equivalent to x dollars Per nYOnth

1) allowance, whi.ch is one ,dollar mare tIls9
t lee qettylp

distance traveled

aped of 140 m.p.h.

) real estate tax on property having a

hours at an a-

of dollar

$l0 ©0 valuation

(0) boOdidtS

tne tax rate being $25,00 per

on

7ht, which i. 40 pounds more then Farlfs

(p) :3pee(-1 of at car which in one mile per hour

that cf a fonOWtOg.ear

(q)

(r)

Foot or x

cathz,rt

hoOr

et of

Fallen

a than

pounds of steak at $1.59 per pond

earnings for

Fallona

hours t 75 sehts

line at



Fe v roblem

(continued)

3p Write open sentences corresponding to the-followihg word

sentences, and carefully des,=,rtte the eariable used.

Ae
(- ) MarY, who is -& 4 years older than her sister.

a
(b) bought b Altananaszt 9 cents each and paid

54. cents.

If a number is added to twice the number, the sum is

less than 3.

(d) Arthur's a lowance is one dollar more than twice

Betty's but is two dollars less than a times Betty's.

The distance from Dodge City to Oklahoma City, 260

miles, was traveled irn t hours at an average speed

of 40 miles an hour.

The auto trip from St. Louis to Memphis, 300 miles,:

was'made in t hours, the maximum speed being 50

miles an hour.

pike's Peak IS more than ,14,000 feet above mean sea

level.

(h) A book, l.4 -inches thick, has- r pages; each page

is 0.063 inches thick, and each cover
1(7

inches thick.

Three million is over one million more than twice the

population of any city in Colorado.

A square having; a side x inches long has a smaller

area than a rectangle which x 1 inches long

x - 1 inches wide.

The tax on real estate is calculated at $ per

$1COQ valuation. The tax assessment on property

valued at y dollars is 3 8.0.

Donald's wetght 152 pounds, Is at least 40 pounds

more than Earl18
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elicview Problem

(continued)

The sum of a counting number and its successor is 575.

The sum of a counting number and itb:aucCessor is 576.

The
.

sum of two numbers, thvsecond greater than the

. first by 1, is 576.

bOard . lb ,feet long is .eu pieces such that

one piece IS one foot longer than twice the-other.

Catherine earns ,42.25 baby _ittln for 3 1hours'at,

X cents an hour.

A familiar formula for making coffee is: "Use one

tablespoon of coffee for each cup of water, and add

one tablespoon of coffee for the pot." Use C

the number of cups of water, and T for the number

of tablespoons of coffee.

) In 4 years Mary will be twice as old as she was

years ago.

A two -digit number

of the digits.

7- more than 3 times the sum

A number is increased by 17 and the sum is multiplied

by 3. The resulting product is 192.

If 17 Is added to a number and the sum Is multiplied

by 3, the resuling product is less'than 192.

40. Mr. York is reducing, Curing each month for the past 8

months h has lost 5 pounds. His weight is now 1-(

pounds. what was his weight m months ago if m < 8?

Write an open sentence stating

weight was 200 pounds.

U

m months ago his



4l. In a "gu

co'irting

-.

Review Problem :le

(continued

e number" game Eetty Is asked to p ck a

less than or equal to 7.

With x for the number, write the inequalities which

indicate the r estrictions on the number.

(b) If petty,picks,a counting number less than or equal

42.

43.

7 and Paul picks alcounting number less than or

equal to_ what can we say about the sum of e Y's

number a _d 3 times Paul's number?

If Petty picks" b. ccunting number less than or equal to

7 and Paul picks' a whole:number less than or equal to

5, what can we say about the sum of potty's number

and three times Paul's number?

At an auto parking lot, the charge is 35 cents for

the first hour, or fraction of an hour, and .20 cents

for each succeeding (whole or partial) one-hour

period. What is the pSrking fee for 4 hours of

parking?

(b) If t is the number of one-hour periods parked after

the initial hour, write an open phrase for the paricjg

fee.

With the. same. charge for parking as in the preceding

problem, if h is the total number of one-hour

periods parked, write an open phrase for the parking
/

.fee.

Two water-pipes are bringing water into a reservoir

One pipe has a capacity of 100 gallons per minute,

and the second 40 gallons per minute. If water

flows from the first pipe for x minutes and from t.

secon0 for y minutes, write an open phrase for the

total flow in gallons.



Review Froblem Set

(continued)

In part (a ), if the flow from the first pipe is

stopped after two hours, write the expression for the

total flow in gallons in y minutes, where y is

greater han 120.

With the e data, write an open sentence stating

that the total flew is 20,000 gallons. Find five

or more pairs of numbers for the variab s which

yield true numerical sent nces.

44. The reading on a Fahrenheit ermometer Ls- 32° more than
`1.8 times the reading on /a Centigrade thermometer; if the

temperature is less than 500 Fahrenheit, what Is the

temperature Centigrade?

45. The amount of $2135 is to be divided among Tom, Dick
and Harry. Dick is to have .$15 more than Harry and Tom

is to have twice as much as Dick. How must the money be

divided?

46. Last year' e,rinis balls cost d dollars a dozen. This

year the price is c cents per dozen higher ban last

year.. What will half a dozen balls cost at the present

price?

47. man distributes 24 between his two children in

amounts proportioned to their ages. The older is 7,

the younger 3. How much should each re _tve?
and

48. In a class of 10 pupils the average grade was 72. The

students with the two highest grades, 94 and 98, were

transferred to another class, and the teacher decided to

find the average of grades of the 8 remaining
.

students. What was the new average?
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Revie Prob m Set r,-

continued)

49. Consider the set S of all the even integers (positive,

negative, and zero). Whip of the five operations,

(1) addition, (2) sut (3) multiplication,

(4) division, (5) find -he average - -- applied to pair_

of elements of Si will 'give only elements on S. Describe

your conclusion in terms of "closure"

50. A habe- rdasher sold two shirts for $3.75 each. On the first

he- lost 25 percent of the cost and on the second he

gained 25 percent of the cost. How much did he pay for

each shirt? Did he gain or did he lose from the sale?

5 -A.boy has 95 cents in nickels and dimes. If he has 12

coins, how many of each coin does he have?

52. William has 5 hours at his disposal. --How far can he ride

his bike into the spooky woods if he goes in at the rate of

4 miles per hour and return: at the rate of 15 miles

per hour?

- 53. A plane which flies at an average speed of 200 m.p.h.

(when no wind ts blowing) is held baec by a head wind and
_1

takes 3 hours to complete a flight of 630 miles._

What is the average speed of the wind?

1. Let u unto
on the real

11

H PROBLNSCAL

" for .the phrase "is further from 0 than"

line. Does " have the Comparison

property, that is, if a and b arc different real numbers

is it true that a b or but . not both? Does " >

have a transitive property? -ior ,:hich subset of

real numbersdo " and " the came meallln

4474



Challenge Problems

(continued)

. Prove that the absolute value of the product ab is the

product lal.10 of the absolute values for any real

numbers a and b. HI.nt: You'must consider all possible

combi Ions of positive and negative numbers and zero.

I. Prove: The number 0 has no reciprocal.

:-, Hint: Assume 0 does have 3 reciprocal And see what

happens when you apply the definition of reciprocal.

Prove: The reciprocal of a positivp number is positive, and

the reciprocal of a negative number Is negative.

Hint: The preduct of a number and its reciprocal is 1.

5. Prove: The reciprocal of the reciprocal of a non-zero real

number a is a.

Hint: Consider the product

Comparo thA results.

and the product At

For each of the followinK pair of expressions, fill in the

symbol " " "-", or "<", which will make a true

sentence.

I9- 1 1

12 91 1 191

1 (-)1 I I-21

I -2) 51 1)1

(0) 1 -5) 21 I -)1 121

(f) I (-))1 21 1 -_11

1(-D) (-2)1 -)1 I

(=1) I -7) (-)1 I I

Write a symbol between b1 and lal - lb' which will

make a true sentence for, all real numbers and b. Do

the same for la = bl and 1b1 - lal, Fr r la - 1)1 and

lal Ibi
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6

Challenge Problems

(continued)

Describe the.resulting sentences in Problem 7 in-terms of

distances on the number line.

9. What are the two numbers x- on the number line such that

- 41

tha

x ld

the two numbers x such that the distance-between

4 is 1?

.10. !hat is the truth set of the sentence

Ix -41 < 1,

that is, the set of numbers x such that the distance

between x and 4 Is less than 1? Draw the graph of this

set on the number line.

11. Draw the graph of the truth Set of the compound open sentence

x > 3 and x < 5

on the number line. Is this set the same as the truth set

of x - 41 < 1? (We usually write "3 < x < 5" for the

sentence "x 3 and x < 5".)

12. Find the truth set of each of the following sentences; dram.

the graph of each of these sets:

(r,)) 61 -2
(b) y 1-61 10

110 - 1 = 2

-ly ul < 4 (Read this:

the distance between yT

and Is less than 4t)

> 3 1z1 --;= 12 = 6

1v1 > -3 ix (-19)1 3

iy1 + 12 13 1Y 31 '



Challenge Problems

. (continued)

1
13. Proves

.
.if O.

a

Hint: We have proved ,

1 1 1

ab b'
Now consider the

reciprocal of -1. How could it be used tb h

14. If a < :4) and a and b are bo positive real -number

prove that b .

Hintl Multiply both sides of inequality <

Prove that if a < b, where a and b are both negative,
1 1

then

otl s proof?

16. Prove that if

7. Prove that

(c /

Hint: Consider -the definition of division, then the

b
C

and b 5 0 then

a b
c

1 1

< b

for real numbers a, b, a_ _

distributti Hp/party .

18, Prove that
a b ad- be

c
+ for real numbers

and d, (c / 0, d 0).

Hint: Use the multiplication property of 1, choosing the

form of l ea efully.
19., Given the set (1, -1, J, -J) and the following

multiplication table:

1 -1

1

-1

J

1

-1

-J

-1,

1 -

-

1

-1



Challenge Problems

(contiaued)

(a) Is the set closed under multiplication?.

h) Verify that this multiplication is commutative for

the cases (-1, j), (J, =J), and (-1,, =j).

(c) 'Verify that this multiolIcation is associative for

the cases (=1, j, -j) ad (1, -1, j).

(d) Is It true that a x 1 - a, where a s any element

of (1) 3, -.1)?

Find' the reciprocal of each element in this set.

If 2L Is an unspecified member of the set, find the
truth Sets of the followth, makinq use of puo results

in part (e).

qv

(f) I / x = 1

x -

(h) x -1

(1)

man travels 360 miles due west at a rate of 3 minutes

per mile and returns by plane at a rate of 3 miles per_

Mine. What- was his total traveling time What was his

average rate of speed for the entire trip?

21. set of ten numbers has a sum t. If each number Ls

incrTased by 4, then multiplied by 3, and then

decreased by 4, that is the new 50111? If you had twenty

numbers irstead of ten and she same conditions, hat would

he thee now total?

L



GLOSSARY CHAPTERS 6-10

ABSOLUTE VALUE - The absolute value of any non -zero real number

is the greater of that number and its opposite. The absolute

value of zero is zero.

ADDITION PROPERTY OF EQUALITY - For any real numbers a, b, and

c, if a = b, then a c = h c.

ADDITION PROPERTY OF OPPOSITES.- For any real number a,

a ( -a) = O.

-ADDITION PROPERTY OF ORDER If a, b, and c are. real numbers

and f a < b, then a + c < b + c.

ADDITION PROPERTY OF ZERO For any real number a 0 = a.

ADDITIVE INVERSE - If there are real numbers x and y sudh that

x + y = 0, then y is the additive inverse df x, and

x is the additive inverse of y.

ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF ADDITION - For any real numbers a, b,

and d, (a + b) + c = a + (b +

ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLICATION - For any real numbers

b, and c, _ bc) =

COMPARISON PROPERTY -Ji'o.r any real number a and any real number

b one and only one at tne Vollowing sentences is true:

a >

CMMUTATIVE PROPERTY OF ADDITION For any two real numbers

and o, a - t + a.

COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY OF AULTIPLICAl'ION - For any real era a

and U, a-b =

DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY - For any real numbers

a(t, + e) = at + 16.

EQUATION -- A sentenee with the symbol called an

equation.

EQUIVALENT SENTENCED - Two open sentences with the same truth set

are called equivalent sentences

and

I1EQUALITY - A sentence with She symbol or " is called

an inequality.

INTEGERS Phe set oi numbers, zero, and the opposites

of the countinr numbers mate up the set of integers.



IRRATIONAL NUMBERS - A number that is not rational but is

associated with a point on the number line is called an

irrational number.

MULTIPLICATION PROPERTY OF EQUALITY - For real numbers

and c, if a = b hen ac -7 bc.

MULTIPLICATION PROPERTY OF ON --For any real number

a1 - a.

MULTIPLICATION PROPERTY OF ORDER - If a and b are real mber_

such that a < u, then ca < cb if c is a positive

number, but cb Ca if c is a negative number.

TIPLICATION PROPERTY OF ZERO - For any real number a,

a x 0 = O.

MULTIPLICATIVE INV- E a and br are two real numbers such

that ab 1, a is multlpltc tine inverse of b. and

is the multi lisat_ s inverse of -a.

NEGATIVE REAL NUMBERS - The set of real numbers associated with

points to the left of zero on the number line is the set of ,

negative real numbers.

OPPOSITE - The opposite of any non -zero real number is the number

which is at an equal distance from 0 on the number line

and on the opposite side of O. The opposite of zero is

zero.

POSITIVE REAL NUMBERS - The .set of, real numbers associated with

points to the right of zero on the number line is the set

of positive real numbers.

RATIONAL NUMBER A number that can D e represented by a fraction

indicating a quotient. of two lhte,gers, excluding division

by zero, is called a rational number.

REAL NUMBERS The set of numbers which- includes the rational

numbers and the irrational number's if the set of real

numbers.

RECIPROCAL - The mull,iplicative Inverse a real number is called

the reciprocal or the number.

RANSITIVE PROPERTY OE ORDER - IC

numbers such that a U and c, then a <, c.

and c are three real
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